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FOREWORD 

As part of the Trust Territory's ongoing 'Tools for Survey and Planning' program, the His

toric Preservation Office in late 1982 made tentative arrangements to have translated from 

Russian portions of Fyedor Lutke's account of his visit to the island of Kosrae in 1827. Dr. 

Glynn Barratt, an eminent Russian scholar, had offered to do the translation which was to 

be funded by a grant provided by the Historic Preservation Office. During the course of 

project planning, however, it was brought to our attention that the French version of 

Lutke's Kosrae material had previously been translated by Lynn and Philip Ritter. The 

work had been started by the Ritters during their stay on Kosrae in 1974-75. 

After contacting the Ritters the Historic Preservation Office learned that in addition to the 

Lutke material, Phil and Lynn had translated the accounts of Duperrey, D'Urville, Lesson 

and Kittlitz dealing with their respective Kosrae visits. These accounts had been organized 

into one volume entitled The European Discovery of Kosrae Island. Because of the ex

pense, the volume had not been published; the Ritters had elected to produce only a few 

copies which were distributed to a small group of Kosrae scholars and a limited number of 

libraries in Micronesia. 

Realizing the importance of this material, the Historic Preservation Office proposed that the 

volume appear in the Micronesian Archaeologiral Report series. We were excited by the 

prospects of including such a valuable volume in our series and pleased to know that, once 

published, we could insure it a wide distribution throughout Micronesia, the Pacific and the 

United States. Happily, the Ritters enthusiastically endorsed our proposal and took the 

time to have the volume typeset. 

Lynn, who holds a degree in French from the University of California at Berkeley and Phil, 

who received his PhD in social anthropology from Standord University, have combined to 

produce a fine volume, one which will be of value to historians, anthropologists, archaeo

logists and others interested in the early history of Kosrae. 

It should be noted here that Dr. Barratt has completed translating the Russian version of 

Lutke's Kosrae material. This translation together with notes concerning Lutke's Kosrae 

artifact collection now housed at the Peter the Great Museum in the U.S.S.R. and photo

reproductions of original drawings will appear in an upcoming MAS volume. 

Scott Russell 
Director 
Office of Historic Preservation 
June 1982 



PREFACE 

The following pages contain the translations of five accounts written by participants 
in two expeditions that stopped at Kosrae Island in the early nineteenth century.· The visit 

of the ship la Coquille, which apparently was the first European ship to stop at Kosrae, 

is described in brief accounts by its captain, Duperrey, and by the first officer, Dumont 

d'Urville. A longer, more detailed description of that visit is provided by Lesson, the 

medical officer and naturalist on the ship. The stay of what apparently was the second 

European ship to stop at the island, the Senyavin, is described in great detail by its captain, 
Liitke, and by the naturalist KitLlitz. Together these accounts provide exceptionally rich 

documentation of the first known contacts between Westerners and the inhabitants of the 
highly stratified volcanic island of Kosrae. 

Duperrey, Dumont d'Urvi\le and Lesson wrote their accounts in French, and Liitke 

assisted in the translation of his account from Russian to French. Lynn Ritter has translated 

these accounts into English, a project that she be~an while we were living on Kosrae and 

involved in anthropological research. Her training and background made her quite qualified 

for the task. Kittlitz, however, wrote in his native German, and I am responsible for the 

translation of his account. Unfortunately, I am far from fluent in German; so once the basic 

translation had been completed, I obtained the assistance of a native speaker of German 

(and an anthropologist), Ursula Funk. She spent a number of hours going over tlie most 
problematical passages with me and saved me from a number of errors. I acknowledge 

her assistance with gratitude. The reader is warned, however, that there may y.et be some 

inaccuracies, particularly in the translation of Kittlitz. 

As with all translations, there is the problem of how far one should go in reducing the 

original style to idiomatic English. There are reasons why one might not want to make 

an early nineteenth century Frenchman or Prussian sound like a late twentieth century 

American, hut too direct a translation would prove difficult to read. The first stages of the 

translations consisted of fairly literal versions. They were then edited a number of times to. 

make the English more idiomatic and, in general, to make them more readable. Both the 

German and French originals are characterized by long sentences with large numbers of 

qualifying clauses and by excessive and somewhat archaic punctuation. Although we hope 

that some of the original style has been maintained, many long and rambling sentences 

(esp~eially in the case of the German), as well as a few of the longer paragraphs, have been 
broken into smaller components. 
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Italics are, used as by the original authors except for a few additions for the sake of 

consistency. In addition, italics are 'used in a very few cases wher'e words have not been 

translated. Inserted or summarized material is placed between bracket.s and printed in a 

slanted font. For example, sections of Ki,ttlitz's work have been abridged, and the passages 

that arc not directly translated have been briefly summarized. Kittlitz's account is' quite 

long, and we decided not to translate all of his detailed and often repetitious descriptions 

of plant and animal life. Finally, page numbers are placed between brackets and raised 

slightly. These numbers tell approximately where each of the pages in the original German 

or French text began and should prove a useful guide for researchers who wish to check or 

Cite the original text. The exact page changes are, of course, only approximate because of 
dilTerences in sentence order between the originals and the English translations. 

Footnotes that appeared in the 'original texts are indicated by a~terisks and daggers. 

We have added a few additional_ footnotes to explain or expand on the text, and these are 
numbered consecutively within each chapter. 

Rough metric equivalents have been inserted following traditional measures. France 
was in the process of transition to the metric system at the time the Coquille visited 

Kosrae, ane! ihe explorers generally used traditional rather than metric measures when 

estimating lengths and distances. Although the French terms (milles, pieds, pouces, etc.) 

have been translated to English (it miles, feet, inches, etc.), they are not exactly equivalent 
(Zupko 1978). French feet and inches Were slightly longer than the English units. All of 

the explorers appear to have used the nautical mile (mille marine or Seemeilen) which is 

approximately 1.85 kilometers as opposed to the 1.609 kilometer English mile. Liitke's 

account was originally in Russian and the units that he used were translated directly to 

French. At one point he specifies 'English inches.' Consequently, we have assumed that his 

feet, inches and fathoms are the English units rather than French. In general, the reader 
should be aware that the metric equivalents given are only meant to be rough guides and 

are su bject to error. In most cases, this is no problem since the explorers were only giving 
rough estimates of distances. 

Except for place names outside of Oceania, we have not changed the spellings of 

proper nouns and Kosraean words used by the explorers. Thus, French or German spelling 

conventions have been maintained. For example, in French versions of Kosraean words, an 

unaccented final e is not pronounced. In the introduction and notes, we use the official 

spelling system adopted by the Kosraean orthography committee in 1973. This system is 

characterized by two letter sequences, such as ah and ac, to represent the many Kosraean 

vowel sounds (sec Lee 1976 for details). Most adult Kosraeans continue to use a some~hat 
informal spelling system introduced by the missionaries and roughly based on English 
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spelling rules. In it, Leluh is Lelu or Lelil, Okaht is Okat and, until recently, KosTae was 
Kusaie. 

ThcH" I,Clln"I:""ons were ori~inally intend"d to aid ollr rcseard, in I<osraean demo

graphy, social organization and history. One of the purposes in publishing them is to make 

them readily available to others carrying out similar or related research.' We hope that 

they will prove interesting to those concerned with the history of European exploration, to 

students of social change and to Oceania scholars in general, as well as to those interested 

specifically in Micronesia and Kosrae. An additional, and perhaps more important, reason 

for printing these accounts is to make them available to the increasing number of Kosraeans 
who are fluent in English. 

We would like to thank the many Kosraeans who have made our association with their 
island so pleasant and whose kindness and good nature reflect well on their ancestors who 

participated in the events described in the following passages. We also wish to acknowledge 

the assistance provided by Florence Chu of the Stanford University Library and R. Renee 

I-Ieyum of the University of Hawaii Library in "btaining access to these and other works on 

Kosrae. Francis X. Hezel's and Ross Cordy's encouragement and support helped lead to'this 

publication. Graeme Ward of the Historic Preservation Office offered useful editorial advice. 

As noted above, these translations were begun to aid anthropological research on Kosraean 

demography and social organization (Ritter 1978). That research was generously supported 

by Stanford University, the National Science Foundation and the National Institute of 

General Medical Studies. Finally, Stanford University's Center for Research in Youth 

DeVelopment provided the use of their computer accounts during the final editing and 
formatting of these translations. 

ix 

Philip L. Ritter 

Stanford, 1982 
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INTRODUCTION 

The island of Kosrae, the easternmost of the Caroline Islands, was probably the last of 

the Micronesian high islands to experience contact with Westerners. Although the Spaniard 

Alvaro de Saavedra may have sighted Kosrae from a distance as early as 1529, it apparently 

was not again seen by Westerners until the 19th century (Sarfert 1919:1). In 1804 "the 

American captain Crozer or Crocker l passed by Kosrae and named it Strong's Island after 

the governor of Massachusetts. He did not attempt to land, however, and the first known 

contacts between ~osraeans and Europeans did not occur until 1824 when the French 

exploring vessel la Coquille, captained by Louis Isidore Duperrey, anchored there for ten 

days. A second European ship, the Russian Senyavin under Fyedor Liitke, made what was 

apparently the next visit during a three week period in 1827 and 1828. Both of these ships 

were engaged in scientific expeditions around the world, and their crews included competent 

naturalists as well as explorers. Although their stays were brief by modern standards, a 

large amount of information was collected and numerous descriptive and scientific accounts 

wcre published. 

Within a few years of the Senyavin's visit, whalers began to stop at Kosrae and 

castaways and beachcombers became common. By 1830 at least eleven sailors had deserted 

or been lelL there (Hezel 1979:89-90). Although Kosrae had been one of the last major 

Micronesian islands to experience contact with Europeans, the transformations following 

that contact were extremely rapid. By the time the first missionaries arrived in 1852, 

rapid population decline was well underway and numerous changes in the Kosraean way 

of life had already taken place. The elfects of European contact on KOSTaC were nearly as 

devastating as had been the first major European involvement in the Micronesian area-the 

seventeenth century Spanish subjugation of the Mariana Islands. 

Following these initial European visits, no other attempts at comprehensive scien

tific descriptions of Kosrae were made until the naturalist and ethnologist Otto Finsch 

visited the island in the late nineteenth century. By then the population had been reduced 

to ten percent of it contact level and the way of life of the people drastically altered. 

Thus, despite their sometimes too obvious inadcquaeies, the accounts of the first west

ern visitors provide invaluable information about traditional, pre-European life on Kosrae. 

,Furthermor~! Kosrae is unique among the Micronesian islands in having such complete 

"'documentation of the initial contacts with Europeans. For most other islands, even the 

lIn some accounts at the time, the name of this captaih was given as "Crocker." Ward assumes that 
"Crocker" is correct and "Crozer" wrong {1967(3):535}. However, nearly all accounts since Duperrey 
usc "Crozer" (Sarfert 1919:2)j and maps of Kosrac, including one rnade in the 19S0s (Trust. 'l'crritory, 
n.d .. ), label the highest peak on the island ("Finkol" to Kosraeans) as "Mount Crozer." Lesson and 
Dumont d'Urvillc used the spelling ~'Crozicrt" most likely by mistake. 
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information gathered in the decades following the initial contacts is much less adequate. 

Even the most detailed narratives based on actual residences, specifically Keate's descrip

tion of Wilson's stay on Belau [Palau] (1788) and O'Connell's account of his residence on 

Ponape (1972), are romanticized or even fictionalized accounts by single individuals that are 

at least partially unverifiable. Other islands were hardly described at all when· Europeans 

first came into contact with them, while many were first visited only during extremely brief 

stopovers. Only on Kosrae do we have several lengthy accounts by explorers and scientists 

of the initial European visits to the island. These first visits to Kosrae were late enough 

in the age of exploration that the explorers were better equipped conceptually and had 

access to a wider range of comparative data than had their earlier counterparts. It is clear 

from the material translated here that the first western visitors to the island did not agree 

on all of the details of their observations and that they were hampered by difficulties in 

communication, but at le~st we have the possibility of comparing accounts and noting and 

evaluating the areas of disagreement.2 

These early nineteenth century descriptions of the first European visits to Kosrae 

provide useful information about contact Kosraean society, and of course, they also tell us 

much about the Europeans. We see the explorers attempt to project their own images of 

'savages' and 'people of nature' upon the Kosraeans and then formulate theories to explain 

those things that do not fit. their expectations. Probably of most importance in these 

accounts are the glimpses they provide of European-Kosraean interactions during the first 

stages of contact.· We can see the beginnings of tensions leading to processes of change that 

were later to so totally transform the highly complex Kosraean social and political systems. 

Although most of these accounts tend to praise the Kosraeans highly, certain prejudices 

of the Europeans concerning various aspeets of the Kosraean way of life become obvious~ 

particularly the explorers' ambivalent attitude toward the highly stratified nature of the 

society and the privileges of the chiefs. Both the Coquille and the Senyavin anchored 

on the west coast of Kosrae, away from the capital and residence of the chiefs at Leluh. 

The area where they stayed had been involved in an unsuccessful revolt against those 

chiefs only a few decades earlier (Sarfert 1919, Lewis 1949). The explorers, especially 

the French, openly favored the commoners of the west coast over the chiefs, many of 

whom they eonsidered haughty and untruRtworthy. The Europeans expressed approval of 

commoners who denounced their chiefs and probably encouraged them. The commoners 

were ambivalent over whether they should treat the obviously powerful Europeans with 

the same deferential behavior that they accorded their chiefR. Thus began a process of 

------·~or example, elsewhere P. HiLter has used the other accounts to evaluate Liitke's attempt to enumerate 
the population of the island. 'rhus, he derives a range within which that population must have fallen 
bas~d on the likely errors in Liitke's count (Ritter 1981). . 
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undermining the highly structured political and social hierarchy, a process which likely 

contributed to a rebellion and the overthrow of the paramount chief about a decade after 

the initial visits (Sarfert 1919, Lewis 1949) and eventually led to the abolishment of chielly 

power and privileges. 

We also see the beginnings of other changes taking place during the short time period 

spanning the two visits. All women were kept hidden from the sailors of the first ship, 

but once the second ship had stayed a longer period, women were brought to it and 
offered to the men. Similarly, the Kosraeans seemed unimpressed with the metal tools 

they obtained during the first visit, but by the second, such tools were much in demand. 

Lesson reported only one minor attempt at theft during the first visit; but during the second 

there were a number of fairly serious incidents which could have led to major conllict and 

·bloodshed. Within a few years, trade in women and tools would become charaderistic 

of Kosraean-Western interaction and conflict (especially over treatment of women) would 

become common. Although the first explorers universally praised the lack of war and the 

peaceful nature of the Kosraeans, within twenty years of those first visits, at least three 

Western ships would be destroyed by the Kosraeans and a major civil war would occur. 

Obviously, we cannot blame all that eventually happened on the first European visitors. 

The Westerners who followed, including many beachcombers and deserter"., undoubtedly 

often behaved quite difTerently than had the first .visitors. Furthermore; conllict was 

quite indigenous to the island (the early explorers' assertions about the lack of war on 

Kosrae notwithstanding). But we can see early misunderstandings between Kosraeans 

and Westerners as even the well meaning explor~rs are unable to prevent themselves from 

inadvertently committing 'serious ofTenses.' 

A few words should be said about the name given the island by the explorers,"Oualan" 

(or "Ualan"). The Kosraean word Wacluhng (Welung in the traditional or missionary 

spelling), was understood by the early explorers to be the name of the main island in 

contrast to Leluh, the name of the offshore islet where the residences of the chiefs and 

nobles were located. Actually, the word Wacluhng probably only meant, as it docs today, 

the hinterland of the island away from Leluh rather than the main island (Wilson 1968:48). 

Both ships anchored in Okaht Harbor on the west coast of the island, far removed from 

Lcluh and in an area likely to be referred to as Wacluhng. The word KosTae, corrupted to 

'Kusaie' by early whalers and missionaries, was undoubtedly always the indigenous name 

(Sarfert 1919). 
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Duperrey's Map of Kosrae (1825, vol. Ill, atlas, plate 27) 

PART I. 
THE VISIT 

OF 
THE COQUILLE 
(3 June to 15 June 1824) 

., 
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Louis Isidore Duperrey 

(Dumont d'Urville 1834, vol. II, frontispiece) 

1. DUPERREY'S ACCOUNT. 

Louis Isidore Duperrey was 35 when he was given the command of the ship la Coquille 

with instructions to carry out scientific research and report on natural history, meteorology 

and magnetism; he was also to correct existing maps and report on the possibility of a 

French penal colony in Western Australia (Dunmore .1969). Duperrey had served in ·the 

French navy from 1803 and had been an officer on Freycinet's expedition around the world 

between 1817 and 1820. That voyage had included a stay on Guam and visits to a number 

of the atolls of the Western Carolines. The Coquille left France in 1822 and had spent 

over a year visiting numerous islands in Polynesia and Melanesia before heading northwest 

through the Gilbert and Marshall Islands. Thus, the members of the expedition had already 

had considerable exposure to the various peoples of Oceania when Kosrae was sighted on 
June 3, 1824. 

Duperrey began work on his account of the voyage in 1826, but unfortunately he was 

never able to complete it. TIle descriptive narration of the expedition ends with his stay in 

Chile, although his atlas (1826) did include maps and color plates from the stay on Kosrae 

(reproduced here in black and white). In 1828, Duperrey published a short account.of his 

voyage in the journal Annales maritimes et colonial ... AltllOugh that work emphasized the 

hydrological and geographical information he had obtained, the section on Oualan (Kosrae), 

which is translated here, also included a description of his trip from OhM Harbor to the 
capital at Leluh. 

/ 

1 
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Duperrey 

Duperrey's Map of Okaht Harbor (1826, vol. I1!, atlas, plate 28) 

ANNALES MARITIMES ET COLONIALES 

1828 2e partie, tome I, Page 569. 

Article Number 100 

MEMOIRS ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL OPERA

TIONS UNDERTAKEN DURING A VOYAGE ON 

THE CORVETTE S. M. LA COQUILLE DURING 

THE YEARS 1822, 1823, 1824, AND 1825, BY L. 

1. DUPERREY, CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP AND 

COMMANDER OF THE EXPEDITION. 

9 
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View of the Island of Oualan .from Coquille Harbor (1826, vol. I, aUas, plate 49) 

[page 6321 

ReInark. on Oualim Island 

According to the survey drawn by Mr Berard and Mr Lottin, Oualan Island, thus 

called by Lhe naLives, is nine miles [ea seventeen ki/omet,ers] from the northeast to the 

'southwesL and seven miles [ea thirteen kilometers] from the southeast to the northwest. 

The shore, with Lhe exception of t.he northern part of the Island, which is composed of a 

hanusome beach 01' madreporic sand, is generally flooded and invaded by mangroves. The 

entire island is bounded by a coral reel', which opens in several places giving access to very 

good anchorages between it and the shore. 

The mountains of Oualan, although covered to their summits with varied vegetation 

which renders them inaccessible, reveal a volcanic origin by their conical and jagged forms. 

This was confirmed by an examination of the rocks. The height of Mt Crozer, which 

dominaLes all of the cenLml mountains, is 657 meters; that 01' the gloomy Buache, which 

crowns the entire northern part. of I.he island, is 58:l mcl.ers. 

The gloomy Bunche is linked to the mountainous groups of the central part of the 

island by a hill of medium height, from which escape two deep valleys, one leading toward 

t.he cast and Chabrol Harbor, the other toward the northwest and Coquille Harbor. These 

valleys arc irrigated by abundant st.reams which t.umble and crash from rock to rock, 

silcnLly meander through the plain and end lip at the shore. 

, 
11 

Duperrey'. Map of Leluh Harbor (1826, vol. III, atlas, plate 29) 

Duperrey's Map of Utwae Harbor (1826, vol. III, atlas, plate 29) 
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Chabrol Harbor is situated in the middle of the reefs of the eastern part of the island. 

Its northern part is formed by the little island of Lele, on which are established the principal 

chiefs and almost all of the population. It has the advantage over Coquille Harbor of being 

sheltered on all sides by high land. Ships of all sizes can anchor in all of its parts, fifteen to 

seventeen fathoms rca thirty to thirty·four meters] deep over silt. One would find in a bay 
which {p.6331 leads toward the south near the village of Yepan several points about which 

one would have total security when battening down a ship. 

The entrance to Chabrol Harbor is to the south of the eastern part of Lele Island; 

its depth is thirty-five fathoms rca sixty meters] and its width, between two banks of 
madreporic coral, is about 240 meters at the nearest point. This narrow pass is directly 

exposed to the prevailing winds, which makes for easy access at all hours of the day; but in 

order to exit, one must take advantage of land breezes, which only blow during the night, 

and one must especially avoid finding oneself becalmed at too short a distance from the 

exterior reefs, against which the sea hurls itself with extreme violence. 

Coquille Harbor, of which we have already spoken, being on the leeward side of the 

island, has its entrance toward the east and presents totally opposite circumstances. Its 

exit is very wide, but to enter with the prevailing winds, one must tighten all the sails while 

hugging the reefs of the northen part of the pass very closely and usc the hausers, prepared 

in advance, to steer toward the anchorage. 

Outside of these two anchorages, remarkable for their width and their depth, the 

madreporic plateau, which circles the entire island, offers two more excellent moorings, one 

in Port Derard, two miles SSW from Coquille Harbor, and the other in Port Lottin, situated 

in the middle of the southern part of the island. One can anchor in one, as in the other, in 

twenty-five fathoms rca fifty meters] on a sandy bottom joined to a mortar of pulverized 

coral. 

The beautiful vegetation and the multiplicity of streams, which run into all these 

harbors, allow one to obtain yams, breadfruit, sugar cane and different species of bananas; 

but there are few birds; few shells and fish are equally {p.6341 rare. With the exception '01' 
rats and some lizards, quadrupeds would'be entirely unknown. One does not even find the 

dog, which everywhere else is the faithful and inseparable companion of nian. 

We soon learned that the prineipal chiefs inhabited the little island, Lelc, situated on 

the windward side of the island. Mr Lesson and Mr de D10sseville were the first to explore 

the island via the two valleys which separate tlie northern part of Oualan from the southern 

part. 

We undertook this journey, Mr Lejeune and I, on the 8th. The distance is but five 

miles rca nine kilometers], but in the beginning as at the end, the soil was soaking wet or cut 

by rivers, which we had to cross or sometimes follow for a considerable period. The road 
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Inhabitant. of Oualan Island (1826, vol. J, atlas, plate 51) 

is not a lot easier on higher land, for it was only by climbing over the rocks, around which 

fall numerous torrents, could we succeed in getting over them. However, the wet aspect 

of the land singularly t.empered the heat of the climate and presented to the imagination 

a freshness and a variety of landscape very capable of surmounting the inconveniences of 
sueh a course. 

Having arrived at the snmmit of the hill which separated the two opposing valleys, 

we found on a little plain several habitations, whose outbuildings were surrounded by a 

slender fence. The natives came out of their huts in a hurry, to offer us some produce from 

their soil, and when we started up again, several of I,hem joined those who were already 

escort.ing us, to carry for liS the food which we had not had time to cat on the premises. 

This plain provided abundantly for the inhabitants {p.635l and seemed to have also been 

chosen to be their asylum because we noticed among the plantations with which the plain 

was covered, a group of little hnts, which we were told, were burial huts. 

Descending the eastern valley, we again took the river course IInti! we reached Chabrol 

Harbor, and we proceeded to the island of Le!t\ by clearing a way' on an entirely submerged 

bank of coral, which joins the northern part of this little island to I,he shore of Oualan. 
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This island of Lele is but a mile in length from east to west by two thirds of a mile 

rca two by one kilometers] in width. Its eastern part presents a rather high bleak cone; the 

rest is very nat and probably would be invaded by the sea if the natives who had chosen 

this locality as their principal residence had not taken the precaution to raise the level of 

the soil to fifteen or twenty feet rca five to seven meters] above sea level and to envelop the 

entire island with a belt of walls, capable of offering an insurmountable dike against the 
periodic phenomena of the tides. 

The village was thus protected against floods by the industry of the inhabitants and 

criss-crossed in various directions by canals which canoes could easily navigate when the 

tide was high. The walls which encase the canals, as well as those which surround the 

island, arc composed of fragments of basalt and coral, chiselod with great care and placed 

with absolutely no cement, one on top of another. The natives constructed them by using 

large ropes and levers, and they gave them a rather considerable Blope, such that they could 
resist the upward thrust of the earth which they are destined to support. 

Our arrival in Lele created intense joy. Men, women, and children rushed in great 

crowds in our footsteps. This astonishment was centered primarily on the color of our skin, 

which they touched with their hands and faces, at the same time emitting [p.6361 new cries 

of admiration. It was thus that they 'escorted us to the tlrosse-tone, or principal chief, in 

front of whom they knelt, at the same time keeping such a silence that we were strongly 
impressed by the respect which they had for his person. 

This chief, sagging under the weight of his years, was lying down between two mats 

in the back of an elegant little hut of great cleanliness. Only his wife and several servants 

were near him. Great silence reigned in this enclosure, isolated from the public view by 
walls constructed out .of rushes and sugar cane leaves. Informed of our arrival, he made an 

effort to move in front of us. We excused him from from doing so by sitting promptly on 

a mat which was near his, and in this situation, he embarked upon a long discourse, which 

we wished we could have understood but to which we could only respond by offering him 
several presents. 

We had visited several other chiefs and in particular the one who governed immediately 

after the urosse-tone. The latter seemed to be in charge of keeping order in general; he 

was an active man, although not young, of an advantageous size and with a face to which' 
a long white beard gave a venerable air. 

These charming people bear on their faces the gentleness of the mores which distinguish 

them and these qualities are equally noticeable in their morality. The women were free when 

the men were in a great enough number to resist \IS, but they had taken the precaution of 

hiding them everywhere we were the stronger. 
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Inhabitant. of OualanIsland (1826, vol. I, atlas, plate 50) 

Women of Oualan Island (1826, vol. I, atlas, plate 52) 
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The men are of medium height, have not very dark skin and are easy and agreeable 

to approach. The women are gracious and well built; they shine by the whiteness of their 

teeth, the vitality of their eyes and more by this unaJTected modesty which caused them to 

withdraw from us every time our relationship became too familiar. 

[p.637) In the course of the examination of the social conditions of these people, we 

recognized that the 2000 individuals which composed it were divided into six classes: the 

Tone, the Pennerne, the Lesigne, the Neas, the Metkoa and the Mernata. The title'. of 

hurosse l seems to be the synonym of. chief. He can belong to the first four classes, but he 

is more likely to be of the first two. The superior chief, always being of the Tone class, 

accumulates these two titles to which he adds the word lealen, which means right. He alone 

has the privilege of remaining standing during visits and convocations. 

The hurosses exercised absolute power over the people, whom they keep respectfully 

squatting at a large distance from their person. They are reflective and silent and uncom

municative. They add to their prerogatives that of having several wives, of dispensing 

coconuts, which are scarce on the island, and of drinking a strong liquor which they call 

sequa or doug-doug. Being the sole land holders, they share the village and the entire island 

and arc isolated from each other by these enormous walls of which I have spoken above. 

Those people who reside on each piece of land, being fed by the chief, owe him the pr.oduct 

of their labors, whether it be what they cultivate, what they build in the way of houses 

and boats or what they obtain by fishing. Similariy during our stay, they faithfully took 

what they obtained in trade aboard the ship to their respective chiefs. 

The people of Oualan are not war-like; lances of ten to twelve feet rca three to four 

meters] which we had seen in their hands are only used for fishing. The purpose of the 

walls which surround the properties is not so much to repulse aggression as to supp'ort the 

earth and to bank the torrents, which in the rainy season must cause great damage. 

Neither were we amongst navigating people: They make beautiful boats,. it is true; 

[p.638) but they are not familiar with the usage of sails and only rarely venture outside the 

reefs. 

The industry of the inhabitants of Oualan is notable not only in the construction of 

boats but also in the construction of houses, which present big rectangles surmounted by a 

high roof with triangular gabels. These gables are higher than the middle of the roof and 

seem to have been thus constructed to fake advantage of the air circulation. The houses 

are about thirty feet long, twenty feet wide and thirty feet high rca ten by seven by ten' 

meters]. The sides are made of tightly woven lattices, and the earth is covered with very 

1 This word, spelled hurosse, uros, urasse and 1ros by the various explorers, is no longer recognized by 
modern Kosracans, except as an uncommon Harne (1ros) mainly associated wiLh a few long deceased 
individuals. n undou~tedly meant chief and appears to he cognate with or borrowed from the 
Mar,shallese term [roi;, ' 
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Houses of the Inhabitants of Oualan Island (1826, vol. I, atlas, plate 53) 

Loom of Oualan Island (1826, vol. r, aUas, plate 54) 
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clean rush mats, In the middle, there is a hearth formed of several rocks on which one 

cooks fish, bananas and breadfruit. They maintain the fire during the night, probably to 

make up for the inconvenience of the humid earth. 

Outside of the private houses, there exists in each district a vast public house open on 

all sides, sixty feet [ea twenty meters] long and as high at the ends of the gables. The chief 

and the portion of the population which resides near him gather there daily. It is, at the 

same time, the boat house-in which the large boats, maintained with care, are suspended 

at a convenient height-and the store in which arc kept all the instruments which are useful 

to the community. There we found our axes and various other objects which we had given 

in trade to the inhabitants, and we became certain that if such objects became the property 

of the chiefs, at least they were put in a place where all the members of the same district 

o could use them at will. 

The most remarkable instrument, which we had found in almost all the houses, is a 

little tool ingeniously constructed to make the clothing which [p.639] they find indispensable. 

The cloth which results from it is woven with a shuttle similar to ours and the very fine 

thread which is llsed in making this is dyed different, brilliant and indelible colors. 

The inhabitants, who had accompanied us to Lele, undertook upon themselves to lead 

us back to Coquille Harbor. This time they had us follow the beaches which surround 

the northern part of Oualan. This route is more convenient than· the valley route, but it 

offers only the monotonous aspect of sand and coral crushed by the sea. However, we saw 

several habitations whose chiefs welcomed us in the friendliest way. They invited us to rest 

and also offered us some fruit which they had piaced with care on little trays made out of 

vaquois [pandanus] leaves. 

It is easy to convince oneself that Oualan Island could become important one day. 

Situated in the middle of the Caroline Islands on the route of ships that go from New 

Holland to China, it offers at the same time anchorages, water in abundance and food of 

different species. Its people are generous and peaceful, and they will soon be in a state 

to offer the navigator a food indispensible to the sea, which will probably result from the 

two pregnant sows which we have left them and which they received with en~husiasm and 

gratitude. 

Duperrey 

Artifacts frOIn Oualan Island (1826, vol. I, altas, plate 55) 

1. Ad7.c 
2, 3, 4, 5. Necklaces 
6. Woodell dish 

7. "Vooden grate suspended above hearth 
8. Shell ornament 
9, Belt 
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2. DUMONT D'URVILLE'S ACCOUNT 

Dumont d'Urville had been denied a place on Freycinet's· voyage, but soon after 

Duperrey returned from that expedition, the two began working together to draw up 

plans for what would become the voyage of the ship la Coquille (Dunmore 1969). Dumont 

d'Urville, four years younger than Duperrey and with less experience, was given second 

in command. Apparently he was a proud and ambitious man with a somewhat arrogant 

manner, and signs of friction between him and Duperrey appeared soon after the voyage 

began. As a result, Dumont d'Urville devoted himself entirely to natural history and left 

hydrological observations to Duperrey and the other officers (Lesson quoted by Dunmore 

1969:179). A short time after the Coquille returned to France, Dumont d'Urville was 

successful in having it placed under his command (renamed l'Astrolabe) for a new voyage 

around tJlC world. He foll.owed this voyage with a second expedition around the world in 
the late 18308. 

Rather than publishing the results of his natural history work undertaken while on 

Duperrey's expedition, Dumont d'Urville directed his efforts toward the accounts of his own 

voyages (although the account of his second voyage would not be completed until after his 

death in a train accident in 1842). He also wrote a partially fictionalized, popular work on 

exploration, Voyage pittoresqueautour du monde (1834). In it, he devoted a long section to 

the island "Ualan" (although he never returned .to the island on his later expeditions) and 

included quotes from Duperrey and Lesson. He also summarized Liitke's account of the 

voyage of the Senyavin, which had just appeared in French, and he included a long quote 

from his own work, probably from his journal, describing a trip to I"eluh. That quote, 

along with his comments on some differences between the accounts of the various explorers, 
is translated here. 
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Jules Sebastien Cesar DUInont d'Urville 

(Dumont d'l]rville 1831, volume II, frontispiece) 
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[Vo/II",e II, pAM] 

Ualan is certainly the same island seen by the American Crozier, who named it Strong. 
Designated by the name of Hope in 1807, it also figured in some maps under the name 

Teyva. But the first who visited it was Duperrey. This navigator brought it to the attention 

of the geographers, and his sailing companions began by their labors to make it known 

to the scholarly world. We must limit ourselves to state the results of this exploration, 

using quotations borrowed from the accounts of the voyagers who took part in it. Lesson, 

D'Urville and Duperrey each explored 'the island. We will relate here the impressions of 
each of them. 

[Tllen follows a long quotation ,from Lesson's publislled account (Chapter 3 below) 
whicll describes a trip to [,elull (pages 454-456). Next lie turns to a description of his own 
trip to 1.elull: J 

(pA56! IIere now is how Mr D'Urville relates the trip he made to Le!e the following day. 

"Kept on board by the duties of my rank, I was not able, the first day, to satisfy 
my (pA57! curiosity to visit the capital of Ualan, which the islanders said was called Leilei, 

located on the opposite end of the island. Lesson, due to the nature of his functions, had 

more liberty than T and had used the day of the sixth to make the trip with the student, 

de B1osseville. He had returned quite. late in the evening, completely worn out. He swore 

that he had walked more than ten miles [ea nineteen kilometers] to get to Leilei and at 

least double that to come back, not to mention the unheard of difficulties of the trip. This 

astonished me for according to the bearings which had been taken, I already knew that 

the entire island scarcely was twenty miles rca thirty-seven kilometers] in circumference, 

and the distance from our mooring to Leilei scarcely was a third of the circumference. But 

I also knew, from more than one experience, that our colleague Lesson was a very poor 

hiker. Fatigue had likely tripled the distances for him. I succeeded in getting some officers 

to ,,,,company me although the sad tales of the naturalist had at first frightened them. 

"Consequently, at six o'clock in the morning of 7 June, accompanied by Mr .Jacquinot, 

Berard, Lottin and Gabert, I embarked in a dingy. Two novices carried our provisions and 

a beautiful, well-sharpened ax which we wanted to offer to the Uros-ton or first chief of 

the island. A long while before reaching shore, the water became so shallow that we had 

to throw everything into the sea and send the dingy back. Then we reached the village of 

Lual by following the mouth of a lit,t[e stream where we often had water up to our belts, 
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In these circumstances, we would have gladly exchanged our inappropriate clothes for the 

light belt of the Ualanese, which could be dried by a ray of sun upon leaving the water. 

"At Lual, we were received in a big public hut, which also served as a workshop, for 

I noticed a large canoe being shaped by tW9 or three workers with their sharp, tridacne 

shell adzes. I had always imagined that it took a long time for savages to finish such 

undertakings with such imperfect tools, but I saw that they were going at it fairly rapidly; 

each blow of the shell ax sent fairly large chips of wood flying, and I even noticed that the 

form of their blades suited their work much better than those of our steel instruments. The 

master of this workshop, admiring the ax which we had brought for the uros, especially 

the prodigious power of its cutting edge, tried to use it for a while. Then he gave it back 

to us saying that it cut too much. 

"Having asked for a guide to conduct us to Leilei, we found that it was not as easy 

to get one as we had imagined. AlLer a half hour of negotiation, we came full circle. It 

was evident to me that the visit of the day before had already awakened the fears of the 

Leilei potentates and that the natives of Lual were afraid of compromising themselves by 

leading new strangers to the capital. Although my companions were undecided as to what 

they were going to do, when I made it clear to the natives that I absolutely had to see the 

uros-ton and that if no one wanted to accompany me, in spite of the recompense that I 

was olTering, I was going to start on my way and would full well know how to find the road 

by myself. Then I began on my way. Upon seeing me so determined, a native, probably 

deciding that it was better for him to earn the promised recompense, willingly offered 

himself to be my guide and only asked for a few minutes to attend to his toilette, which 

was as simple as expeditious. In fact, it was confined to pulling his hair to the top of his 

head, passing a new belt around his torso and placing a shell in his lower lip. 

"Finally, toward seven o'clock, we departed and for a long time followed a narrow 

and muddy path, whicn crossed a large number of plantations. There, taro, bananas and 

sugarcane are cultivated. The latter is the object of the most assiduous care; each stem 

is attached to a stake and the spaces in between arc completely free of weeds. The fences 

whkh surround them arc all made of the clegant, sterns 01' Dracoena terminialis, crossed 

with cane stakes properly adjusted. There, pretty enclosures surround most of the burial 

grounds 01' the island and bear the name of l~msi. They are simply little huts six or eight 

feet long and four or five feet wide [ca two by one-aIld-one-lJalf meters]. 

"On the road, we crossed several fresh and limpid creeklets. An almost continual vault 

of IT\ajestic trees made of it a delightful walk, il' the natives had only placed from time to 
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Travel in the Interior of Oualan (vol. 11:462, plate LVlII-3) 

time some large stones for us to step on, instead of the bogs into which we sometimes sank 

half way to our knees (Plate LVIII-·3).1 

"At the end of three quarters of an hour, we halted in a little village, where the 

assembled population of about forty people, of all ages and of both sexes, waited for us 

[pASBI peacefully. They had bothered to prepare breadfruit, coconuts and bananas for 

us. All these savages examined us with an avid curiosity, and each of our actions elicited 

from them cries of admiration: However, their curiosity, besides being so natural, was not 

marred by a single impertinent or indiscreet act. Only, from time to time, a man or a 

woman quietly approached one of us and seemed to ask, with his or her eyes, permission to 

consider and to touch our skin. If this favor were accorded to him, then he felt it gently, 

smelled it and seemed to find a lot of pleasure in it. Of all the marvels which we spread 

1 Dumont d'Urvillc's work i.ncluded six drawings of Kosrae. Only this one is original however the 
others being exaggerated copies of Dupcrrey's plates. Conscquent.ly, we have only r~produced' this 
and one other that is directly referenced in the translated text (Plate VHI-l below) 
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before the eyes of the the savages, the whiteness and the odor of our skin seemed to me to 

be what pleased thern the most. 

"At the end of a half hour's rest, we took leave of our hosts. They were delighted with 

the magnificence with which we had deigned to respond to their attentions, and yet our 

generosity was limited to some glass beads, nails and knives. Our retinue had increased, 

and thiry savages accompanied us when we left our first stop. The path ascended for several 

leagues on the ridge of the central mountain, but I do not think that it went more than 100 

meters high. There I found vegetation similar to that which I had seen already in Waigio 

and in Papouasie but much more restricted with respect to the variety of the species. The 

entomological lire is extremely poor and is limited to some species of butterfly. Land birds 

comprise bu\' live or six species. A single liWe scansoral bird ("grimperau") of a flaming 

scarlet stood out, and sometimes a deluded eye seemed to see a purple flower balancing on 

a green branch. On the opposite side of the slope, the road followed for a long time the 

bed of a delightful creek which fell in cascades and which was shaded by the most beautiful 

trees in the world. It was thus that we arrived in the central valley, which was situated 

between two peaks, covered for the most part with flourishing sugar cane plantations and 

across which flowed several streams which accounted for an inexhaustible fertility. In the 

middle of this agreeable plain, we made a second stop at a large hu t where sixty natives 
were waiting for us. There we found the same hospitality, the same reserve and the same 

delight in seeing, hearing and touching. us. The two novices who carried our presents and 

baggage in particular became the object of an assiduous court and eager glances on the 

part of several, more interested natives, in the hope of obtaining from them some of the 
rare objects of which these men were -porters. 

"Only" half hour was given for this stop. Then we continued our route, taking a much 

better road than the previous one-so good that at about 9:30 we found ourselves on the 

shores of a stream of considerable size, contained on each side by two walls made of well 

established mortarless rock. We were about 100 steps into this river, with water up to our 

waists, when this new method of traveling began to inconvenience us quite a bit because 

of our clothes. Then we suddenly discovered two very nice canoes which entirely occupied 

the canal. The beautiful palpals (sort of Chinese hats made out of liLlIe white shells) which 

decorated them indicated that they belonged to distinguished uros. Our arrival had been 

announced in Leilei and these canoes had been sent to receive us, they explained to us. We 

got in and soon we left the river and entered the harbor ·of Leilei. I was as astonished as 

delighted to see our excursion so easily and promptly terminated. I had expected at least 

a little exaggeration in the account of our colleague Lesson, but I did not imagine tha~ this 

frightening voyage would be reduced to a little walk of about two and a half hours. 
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Village of Ualan (vol. II:459, plate LVIII-1) 

"However, my attention was soon entirely absorbed by the admirable spectacle which 

came into view. We floated peacefully in the middle of a spacious bay which bathed the 

verdant forests of the shores with three quarters of its circumference. Behind us, the tall 

summits of the island rose to the right and to the left. They were covered from top to 

bottom with a thick green carpet, above which swayed here and there the supple and mobile 

trunks of coconut trees. In front of us, in the middle of the water, arose the little island 

of Leilei, surrounded with the pretty huts of the islanders and crowned by a hillock of 

greenery. At some distance from Leilei, there appeared two smaller islands on which stood 

beautiful houses. Add to this a magnificent day, balmy temperatures due to the sea breeze 

which blew on us and the cries [p.459] of joy and admiration of our savage companions, and 

one can get an idea of the feelings which filled our souls in this sort of triumphal march in 

the midst of a simple, peaceful and generous people (Plate LVIII-I). 

"Upon approaching the shores of Leilei, a new scene came to us: beautiful huts sur

rounded by high walls, well paved streets and, on the beach, the ~ntire population of Leilei, 

in the number of eight hundred people at least, assembled to witness our disembarkment. 

What was especially worthy of our admiration was the perfect order and silence kept by 
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this crowd, which was composed of individuals of all ages. The men were lined up on one 

side, the women on the other, all entirely naked, having for clothes but a wide belt which 

covered their loins and which bore the name of tol. When our canoes came along side the 

beach, two or three uros detached themselves from the crowd and gravely and in silence 

led us one hundred steps from the shore to an immense hut which seemed to be for public 

ceremonies. It was open on all sides, and only a little corner provided with a partition 

seemed reserved for the principal chief. We were led into this apartment where they 'left 

us alone, while the entire crowd sat crowded outside of the hut, keeping the most profound 
silence. Only one chief remained near us on the doorstep of our apartment. We waited some 

time without seeing a single movement among the natives. Finally tired of our isolation, 

which began to seem rather bizarre, I asked of the chief seated near us where the uros-ton 

was, adding that we wanted to see him. The chief answered with much civility that the 

uros-ton lived in a neighboring house, that he was corning but that it was necessary to be 
patient. because he had great difficulty in walking. 

"After a few minutes, we saw this august personage. His meager body, his decrepit 

air, his extreme thinness and his shaky way of walking announced an octogenarian. At his 

approach, out of an involuntary m'ovement of politeness, we all got up to receive him, but 

a dull and general murmur from the whole crowd of spectators quickly indicated to us that 

we had gravely erred. In fact, etiquette demands that all inferiors prostrate themselves 

before his superior, and in front of the uros-ton, all foreheads must remain touching the 

earth. Upon seeing him, all the spectators and the most powerful uros had humbly bowed; 

t.hus all appeared surprised by the conduct of these strangers who did not fear to rise at the 

approach of their supreme monarch. The people murmured, t.he nobles were indignant and 

the old chief himself remained for a moment disconcerted and undecided as to what to do. 
Having recognized our error, I sat down again on my mat and signaled to my companions 

to do likewise. Then the maUer calmed down on the spot, and the old uros carne to sit near 

me with a kindly air. Each oC us was eager to give him various gilLs, su~h as glass baubles, 

mirrors, knives, nails, handkerchiefs. These gestures put him in such a good humor that the 

old man laughed, chatted and even played like a veritable child. Tn his joy, he distributed 

to each of us his royal favor in a very comic manner. He pinched t.he cheek of one, the leg 

of others, he hit the shoulders and thighs of a third, all this to show lIS his happiness. In 

a word, we became the best friends in Uie world. 

"The queen came to the door of the place 'where we were, and it seemed that she dared 

not enter. Only the women, who until now had kept themselves off to one side, encouraged 

by the example of their sovereign, approached in a crowd to examine us more closely. At 

this time, the king decided finally to send someone t.o get the present.s which he had to offer 

us. I saw with surprise that t.hey only consisted of two tol8 for each of us, new it is true, 

/)III11U"/, .J'Urvillc :11 

but of the most coarse material. Simple people had shown themselves to be more generous, 

and we concluded Uiat the man haa to be a parsimonious king when it came to his own 

things, but very generous with what belonged to others. He wanted my herb box, my pick 

axe, my pruning knife, finally all that he saw, but I made him understand that all this 

belonged to me, that I was uros-ton like him and that he had to content himself with what 

I gave him. All this did not seem to make much of an impression. To divert his attention, 

I arose from my place and advanced toward the queen, around whose neck I put a brilliant 

many faceted glass necklace. The crowd applauded with a murmur of satisfaction. This 

bit of gallantry was so much to the liking of the august personage that she sent someone 

on the spot to fetch five beautiful tols, of a more beautiful fabric, which she politely to 

alTered me. Meanwhile, because the people had gotten a little too close to us, the chiefs 

shoved, albeit gently, the indiscreet .ones. [pA601 This action gave me a good idea of the 
general character of the nation. 

"They also brought us breadfruit and coconuts, which we had asked for; then we drew 

out our provisions and had ourselves a more substantial meal than that of the morning. 

This license on our part seemed at first to anger the old uros, and he tried to make me 

understand that it was impolite of us to eat in his presence. To calm him, I had oITered to 

him th'e food which we had brought from the ship, and his good humor returned. Among 

the crazy ideas which came into his head, the old man suddenly took a notion to find out 

if I was a man or a woman, and it was all I could to to prevent him from following through 

in his examination. It would have been 'a spectacle worthy of Callot to see a French officer 

engaged in such a struggle with an old savage chief in the presence of a population of six 
to eight hundred individuals of both sexes. 

"Among all the uros present at this interview, only one, a sixty-year old a man with 

charncter, stouter than most of the islanders, enjoyed the privilege of remaining with us 

near the king. This man was perhaps the prime minister or the second chief of the island, 

for the old king himself had us take notice of him as an uros of distinction. 

"Nearly an hour and a half had elapsed in this interview, and since it was impossible for 

us to communicate our ideas in a'satisfactory manner, I determined tbat this was enough. 

I got up and the meeting was thus broken up. Tben our first guide, who had disappeared 

into the crowd, reappeared at our side, and I saw that he was preparing to make us rapidly 

cross t.he village wit,hout letting us st.op. This was not my intention at all, and I declared 

that I did not wish to leave Leilei like this. First, I expressed a desire to visit the royal 

abode, whiJ'h was situated very ncar the large public hall. It was a big hut, surrounded by 

mats on all sides and whose appearance indicated that t.he proprietor was a man of ease. 

Our guide and other chiefs appeared to be opposed to this desire. I insisted, and the q)leen 

hersell' ordered a halt to the debate by graciously having the doors opened. The interior, 
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consisted of a large apartment, entirely open, void of furniture and in which one cO\lI~ OI~ly 
see a partition at the other end, as in all the others that I had already seen. My CUriosIty 

satisfied, I again oftered some gifts to the queen and to her daughters. Then I took leave 

of them and continued my observations. 

"The streets were bordered with enormous walls, which attested that these natives, 

, apparently weak and not very robust, are nevertheless capable of devoting themselves to 

hard labor. Behind the royal hut, a vast square enclosure surrounded by strong walls 

attracted my attention for an instant;; certain expressions and signs from the natives who 
. did e to think that this locality could sometimes serve as a place for accompanle us em· . 

1· . nl'es However I could only discover some mats scattered on the ground re 19lOUS cercmo. , 

and a large hut in bad shape facing this enclosure. 

"At the end of the street, a wall still more considerable than all those that we had 

seen inspired my admiration. It was not less than twenty feet high by ~en or twelve feet 

wide and rorty or fifty feet long [ea six by three to four by twelve to SIxteen ~etersl· It 
was difficult to imagine how these people, without the aid of any kind of machme, could 

t I bl k h as those that were used in this construction, for some of them transpor wavy oc s sue 
must weigh several thousand pounds. It is even more difficult to guess what the purpose 

f h I Id be All that I noticed was that the residences of the uros were o t esc wavy rnasses COll . . 

always accompanied by these enormous walls, which Lhey called pot-our~ or SImply pot. 

These walls seemed to be one of the attributes or their dignity, as in the mIddle ages when 

ramparts and moats always accompanied the residence of the lords. 

"Near the large walls of which I have just spoken were two beautiful huts, larger and 

better k~pt up than those of the king. Mostof Lhese huts each contained two or three large 

d d five' or six feet [ea two meters] above the ground. It was yet another canoes suspen c 

t f t fi d out what these natives could do with these immense canoes, for they mys cry or us 0 In . . 
did not appear to have any knowledge of other lands in the world except that of theIr Island. 

Most of their houses were deserted when we entered them; the natives only entered after us, 

and each of them crouched in an instant if a uros appeared. For the rest, everywhere people 

olTered us breadfruit and coconuts and everywhere these offerings were acknowledged by us 

with present.s. The lasL hut which we visited on the opposite shor~ of Leild surpassed all 

I tl "t d' . s And I realized that it was the one whIch had first struck our t Ie 0 lers In 1 S IInenSlOll. 

I fi t approaching the island The owner of this beau tiful hut was [p.461 eyes as we were rs . 

b t th O t well built alert and endowed with an agreeable conntenance a young uros, a au If y, , 
and engaging manners. He welcomed us in a manner similar to the others; we stayed for 

I If h d h· f and as long on the shore conversing with the natives assembled Ia an our un er IS roo 

d d children who seemed enchanted to see us in their midst. Then aroun us, men, women an . 
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the young chief ouLfitted two beautiful canoes and led us himself to the beach of Ualan, 

where we had expressed Lhe desire to be transported, to return to our ship. 

"It was only an hour past noon, but our generous ways had exhausted the supply of 

gifts which we had brought for distribution. This misunderstood generosity had already 

corrupted the generous and hospitable character of this people, especially among the chiefs; 

instead of the disinterested advances which they had made in the beginning, it was easy to 

see that their offers had taken on a covetous and speculative character, which was previously 

unknown to them. Thus our generous intentions had already produced deplorable results. 

We passed through the two islands of Senei and Senas, where large fisheries are established, 

and we landed on the beach. Our young uros accompanied us to the residence of the chief 
uros of this territory. On this occasion, I was witness to a singular scene between these 

two people. Our companion had warned us that we were going to appear before an uros. 

Then he advanced in a zigzag fashion with much precaution, as if to discover the location 

of the uros to whom we were going to present ourselves. Soon we saw him at the door of 

his walled enclosure, gravely seated a little apart from his assembled subjects. Soon the 

young uros, our guide, went quickly to crouch fifty paces away with all his people, and they 

remained in this position, without 'breathing a word, until we took leave of our new host. 

Was this a form of etiquette between these two chiefs, or had some quarrel prevented them 

from approaching closer? That is what I could n!,t discover. Moreover, the last uros, a 
grave man with an air of respectability, welcomed us quite courteously. 

"During the rest of our way until we got to the corvette, which was about seven or eight 
miles rca thirteen to fifteen kilometers], we passed in front of several residences of uros, all 

of whom offered us their hospitality by putting breadfruit and coconuts at our disposition 

in a most gracious manner. We had almost nothing left to give them, but nevertheless 

not a one of them seemed to be greedy. Soon the road followed along the· shore, and 

then the oppressive heat made us. frightfully tired; but sometimes the path twisted through 

beauLiful hibiscus groves, through barringtonia, through egoceras and pandanus, and it was 

like a breath of fresh air. About thirty savages accompanied us, joyous men, obliging and 

delighted to render to us all the little services which they could. During our frequent stops, 

I interrogated then; often to learn many expressions in their language, arid I wrote them 

in my notebook; this intrigued them quite a bit, but they were quite surprised when they 
saw me consult a little book to repeat to them the words which I needed. 

"It was during this walk that I first made the discovery of the four castes which divide 

the entire population of Ualan, at the most two or three thousand people. The highest of 

these castes bore the name of ton, and it was to .that one that the most distinguished chiefs 

belonged, all those who presided over villages and possessed big huts surrounded by high 

wall~; afLer the ton came the penmai, a numeroUs class which seemed to cOVCr the petty 

·.~. 
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ollicer., the artisans and various small landowners. Then came the lissinguai, but I was 

not able to discover what positively constituted the difference between this one and the 

others. Finally the neas seemed to be all the servants or individuals without a means to 

support themselves and who were obliged to attach themselves in the service of the chiefs 

in order to live. The chief of the uros, or king of the island, bore the particular title of 

uros·ton or uros-Ieallen; all the distinguished uros, as I have said already, belong to the 

ton class. However, I was told several times that there were uros-penmai, uros-lissinguai 

and uros-neas. But I admit that it was impossible for me to discover if these titles meant 

that uros were appointed to various classes of the penmai, lissinguai and neas or if they 

indicated men or classes invested with the honorific title of uros. What was for sure was 

that the natives knew very well if such and such uros were uros-ton or uros-penmai. 

"At 5:30 p.m., we were back on board ship, charmed with our walk and Ip.462J not very 

tired, especially me who could not view this excursion except as an agreeable walk." [end 

of Dumont d'Urville's account] 

Mr Duperrey's account tells us little, after these preceding accounts; we believe, 

nevertheJess that we had to include it, as it is the only existing official document on the 

island of Ualan by the commander in chief of the Coquille. 

[Pages .462-463 contain a long quote from Duperrey's article in Annales Maritimes 
(Chapter 1 above)] 

Ip.463JIt being that the account of the ';'oyage of the La Coquille has not yet appeared, 

suffice to say that during the ten days of respite on Ualan, friendship never ceased to reign 

between the natives and the French. There were some isolated attempts to steal, but they 

were tolerated or repressed with indulgence and no annoying events followed·. The only 

thing that must be said was that the uros, completely spoiled by the libe·rality shown at the 

beginning, became demanding, greedy and sometimes impertinent, which resulted in their 

company becoming not very agreeable. The simple ton and the penmai, on the contrary, 

continued to be as complacent and willing to help as they had been the ·first day, and it 

was with them that we had the most useful and the easiest relationships. Upon leaving 

this land, the captain and the ollicers' presented to two of these good ton men two sows of 

which one was pregnant, explaining how to feed them and the use which they could derive 

from them. It would be, in fact, an important service rendered by the French navigators 

to the natives of Ualan if these useful animals would be able to propagate on their soil. 

[Pages 163-468 summarize Liiike's account of his visit to Kosrae.] 
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Ip·468J We already saw how Mr d'Urville divided the population of Ualan into four 

classes, among which he established the well-marked degrees of hierarchy, to wit: the ton, 

penmai, lissingai and neas. For him, uros signified chief in general and is found within each 
of the four divisions. 

Mr Lesson found five classes which he called Ufosse, pennemi, tisigui, sini or singui, 

finally the neas, metkao and memata, with which he was not far from making yet three more 

divisions. Moreover, he also recognized different degrees of precedence and consideration 

for these classes which descended from the uros to the neas. 

Mr Duperrey accepts seven classes and nevertheless he only names six: tone, penmei, 
lesigue, neas, metkos and memata.2 

Finally, Liitke, who should have beeri in the best position to study this people, only 

recognized three divisions, which he called tribes and among which he did not find one who 
was the most supreme. Here is his text: 

"The nation is considered as divided into three tribes: that of the penneme, the ton and 

the lichengue; to the first belong a large part of the principal chiefs: Sipe, Sighira, Alik

Nena, Kanka, Simouarka, Selik, Seza and Nena; Togoja and Seoa belong to the second. 

Sitel-Nozuenziap, whom they invoke in their prayer, is included in the Penneme tribe. The 

urosse of the second class and the commoners are always of the same tribe as the principal 

urosse on whom they depend. This is similar to the patriarchal government which is found 

among several nomadic tribes. We only met in the Lichengue tribe urosses of the second 

class and the individual of the common p~ople and not one of the principal chiefs." 

This diversity of opinion proves with what ~eserve one must receive information gath

ered by voyagers who could have but very vague notions on the language of the peoples 

that they visited and who, consequently, ';re likely to commit many errors concerning the 
explanations which they could get from the natives. 

2 Memata is probably Mwet Mahtuh 'old person' or 'mature adult.' Metkao and metko8 may be Mwet Kuh 
'strong person.' Neither of these descriptive terms could be considered dans or "castes." However, 
ton, penmwe, lihsrnge and ncaar were t.he names of the matrilineal supcr-clans.(or phratrics). 



3. LESSON'S ACCOUNT 

Darn in .1791 the son of a naval officer, Rene Primevere Lesson studied naval medicine, 

served as a naval pharmacist and was in charge of the botanical gardens at Rochefort 

before joining Duperrey's expedition (Hoefer .1881). He was appointed the Coquille's second 

surgeon, but the first surgeon Garnot soon contracted dysentery and had to be sent back 

to France. Thus, Lesson alone was responsible for the health of the men, although he also 

devoted much time to gathering specimens for the natural history museum. 

After returning to France, Lesson became a professor of c1lCmistry at the school of 

naval medicine in Rochefort, where he died in 1819. lIe proved to be an extremely prolific 

writer and is the source of most of the publislled material about the voyage of' the Coquille.1 

Soon after the ship returned to France, he published the first description of' the island of 

Kosrae, "Notice sur I'ile de Oualan au Strong" in Journal des voyages (1825). In 1829, he 

published a succinct account of the expedition, Voyage medical autour du monde. And in 

1839, he completed the most detailed account of the voyage, a two-volume work entitled· 

Voyage autour du monde sur la corvette la coquille. The section on Kosrae, translated 

here, basically consisted of his 1825 article with some footnotes added by Lesson to defend 

himself and his views against some of the remarks that had since been published by Dumont 

d'Urville and others. Lesson apparently had no great love for Dumont d'Urville and after 

the Jatter's death he published a work detailing some of the conflicts between Dumont 

d'Urville and others on the voyage (1846). 

1 Garry (1967) appears to have confused Rene PrimevCrc Lesson with his younger brother, Pierre 
Adolphe. He lists the latter as the scientist 011 the Coquille and credits Hene Primeverc's history 
of the voyage as well as Dupcrrey's to Pierre Adolphe (a.lthough he also credits the former to R. P. 
Lesson in a later foot.note). The source of confm;ion probably lies in the fad that Rene Primcvcre's 
name appears as P. Lesson on the tiLie page of his own work and in Dupcrrcy's volumes. Pierre 
Adolphe did accompany d'Urville un one of the latter's voyages (Dunmore 1969)) but he was never as 
prolific a writer as his older brother. . 
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Rene Prirnevere Lesson 

(Lesson 1839, frontispiece) 
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[Cllilptcr XXIV, p.457] 

On 3 June, we could see a high island which [p.4581 we drew alongside of in order to 

find a place to dock. Mr Berard went out in a dingy, came back afler having discovered a 

safe but small harbor, and it was only on the fifth that we decided to enter it. This high 
island is that of Oualan. 

[p.459] 

Chapter XXV 
General Observations on the Island of Oualan· 

Food Resources, Inhabitants, Mores, Language, etc. 

(!Crom 5 June to 15 June 1824) 

"Faraway voyages, so powerful are the attractions; 
It is t.he air of the enUre world which-they allow 11s to breathe," 

Delile, Fugitive Poetry 

The island of Oualan,t as it is called by the natives who inhabit it, seems to have 
been discovered in 1804 by the American captain Crozier, who gave it the name Strong 

Island in honor of the governor of the state of Massachusetts. It appears that he did not 

communicate with the islanders and this discovery, written up in the papers at the time, 
hardly seems authentic, as it does not [p.4601 appear on the most recent English maps (1822). 

However, on these maps one can find Teyoa and Hope Island, which are evidently Oualan. 

We arc sure of the former while Hope, allegedly discovered in 1804, can only be granted on 

errors of longitude. Finally, Mr de Chamisso even thinks that it is also the island called 
San-Barthelemeo-de-Loyola, seen in 1526. 

The coordinates of Strong Island, determined by Crozier, only differ slightly from those 

established by the officers of the Coquille. This islarid is situated 5° 21' 32" north latitude 
and 16° 48' 22" east longitude. The variation is 8° 50' northeast. 

The island of Oualan is isolated, at an almost equal distance from the Caroline group 

and the Mulgrave and Gilbert archipelagoes. It makes a remarkable exception in the middle 

of the [ow islands of coral of which this sea is sprinkled, with its mountainous heights. It 

runs Nl~ to SW, having but twenty-four miles rca lorty-lour kilometers] in circumference 

• 
This chapter was published in Journal des Voyages, 1825 (Volume XXVI, pages 129 to 273). I;Jecause 

it was ciied by the Russian traveler Liiike, who commented upon several passages, I hadto retain its 
wording, which was printed very soon nner my arrival in France and is affected by the fatigue of the 
voyage. 

t Mr Durville, contrary to his companions, writes Unlan; I challe~g,e,.Jt1m to name a single people of' 
Oceania and of Polynesia where u is pronounced as in Europe (France excepted) by DU. 
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(eight miles in length and nine in width [ea flfteen by seventeen kilomeiers]); but a thick 

belt of coral entirely surrounds it. Its southern part has several motous or small wooded 

islands of madreporic coral; the mountains arc furrowed and jagged, some have very pointed 

tips. A rampant vegetation covers the entire island, while mangrove forests grow on the 

coast, in the middle of fetid ~wamps, which is formed by a mixture of salt and fresh water. 

The reef forms a perfect cordon around the island. Sometimes a mile thick, it is 

interrupted in several places to form five harbors in which one can find a good place to 

anchor,' two of them in particular arc good for big ships. The port of LeU, or Pane Day 

according to the natives, [pA6!1 is bigger; it is sheltered on all sides except to the east where 

the barrier reef opens to give passage. Although thi.s harhor would seem very convenient, 

as it is close to the village of LeU where the chiefs and the'major part of the population 
reside, it is directly under a head' wind (ESE) such that it is easy to enter but it is not 

easy to leave. There is also the disadvantage of not being able to chain tow in the pass, for 

one ceases to be able to iouch bottom not far from the coral, where the surf is at its most 
violent. 

The harbor of Coquille, where we docked, received its name from our ship; it is situated 

on the west coast of the island and has fairly generous dimensions, although shoals encumber 

its interior. The mooring is easily accomplished. However, we let fall an anchor in the pass, 

and we towed ourselves to the [niddle of the harbor while going around severallitile banks 

of coral showing at the surface of the water. The water there is as calm and tranquil as 

in a pond and hardly· rippled· by the head wind. The anchorage is very good and very 

firm, having a boltom composed of black ooze combined with a mortar of pulverized coral, 

principally in the neighborhood of the two little islands situated at the back of the harbor, 
of which one was chosen to establish our observation post. 

During the ten days we spent in Coquille Harbor, the wind blew almost constantly 

from the NE, NNE, ENE, but very lightly; and often we had moments of perfect calm, but 

the heat was quite intense. The weather was superb whcn we landed and it continued that 

way the first three days of our stay. And then we had some windy, rainy squalls which 

lasted four days and which blew with qtlite a bit of force, but they ended with weakening 

gusts and sudden, brief showers. Most Ip.462] of the rain, attracted by the summits of the 

mountains, fell in the low valleys. The prodigious or luxuriant vegetation of Ouaian, the 

abundance of springs and streams and the permanent weiness of the soil, indicate ihat the 

rain must be frequent. Ai noon'the barometer held at 28; the sixth only, it dropped to 

27, 11. The thermometer, at noon and in the shade, went up to 31 ° l' Centigrade at the 

maximum and dropped at the most to 27° 8'. Theair temperature in the middle of the 

night was fairly regularly maintained at 28° 2'. That of the water only differed by one 

• Two smaller harbors received the names 'of two of our officers: Berard and Lottin. 
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degree from that of the air, even at midnight. The days were excessively hot; the heat was 

murderous and very uncomfortable. The nights were calm and peaceful after nice days, 

but toward four am, the humidity and the coolness became palpable. 

The mountains which form ihe island of Oualan are high and jagged. Their volcanic 

origin is revealed at first sight, and an examination of the rocks quickly confirms this 

opinion. The highest mountain (678 meters) ends in a solitary peak while two peaks crown 

the closest mountain. The other mountains do not have distinct shapes other than to be 

jagged, as mountains of igneous origin usually are.' A deep valley seems to divide the 

island into two parts, which would be united by a low hill, and it is this which gives the 

island its clover shape. The mountain in the norihern part has an elevation of 106 meters;2 

its peak is truncated and is really a plateau, on which clouds frequently ,rest. The principal 

chain, which unites these hilly brows, lies NE to SW, deviating imperceptibly toward the 

SW. Valleys and gorges isolate these diverse links, and the central valley seems to be the 
brim of a long extinct crater. It [p.4631 is well watered, very fertile and wide. The islanders 

have established farms and houses there. Ridges, most often abrupt and steep, generally 

border the ravines, and most of the peaks are so steep and the thickets of vegetation so 

thick that they seem to be inaccessible. 

The heat of the day continually vaporizes a huge amount of water, which the mountains 

absorl:> and the vegetation soaks up. This condition. results in a large number of streams 

which now from all parts, hollowing out narrow beds on the sides of mountains, falling 

and forming little waterfalls on meeting obstacles and shaded by beautiful trees on pebble 
beds. These streams furrow valleys, Ilowing into each other or dividing. Their fresh and 

murmuring waters form little r,ivers which go out to sea, opening a passage through the 

mangroves and thick layers of mud which border the coast. At the mouth of these streams, 

there is scarcely but three feet rca one meter] of water, and a fooi or two more [ea thirty 

to sixty-five centimeters] in the steep part of their path. The result of the abundance of 

water, combined with the heat, is a tremendous fecundity and fertility, which only asks to 

be utilized or directed. The water for the ships that would touch port there is not easily 

obtained, because the reef makes it difficult for canoes to pass over the barrier and go up 

ihe rivers. It is thus necessary to Iloat barrels in the sea and go up further to get fresh 

wat.er. Without. this precaution, it often happens ihat one only gets salty water, which has 

happened. The soldiers in charge of this operation roll barrels in water up to the waist. 

Moreover, it is not possible to reach the shore of Coquille Harbor without beginning in 

the water on the reef and following the course of the river to get up into the interior, for 

one can only with difficulty [p.46 41 pass over the shore of half liquid mud, in which one 

2 This is likely a misprint and possibly should read 606 meters. Dupcrrey gives 583 mct.tcrs for the 
northern peak and 657 for the highest mountain. 

·.~ 
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could get stuck without being able to get out, in the middle of an inextricable network of 

innumerable mangrove roots. On the contrary, the south and north portions of Oua/an 

are bordered with uniformly sandy beaches, where vaquois [pandanus] and other big trees 

grow. On these beaches the natives have established little villages with little clusters of 
coconut trees surrounding them. 

The rock which generally seems to make up the mountains, called Holl in the language 

of the natives, is a porous trachyte. Basalt is also to be found there, for I saw huge 

pentagonal blocks of it in the walls of Lele and a large round piece with five faces being 

used by one inhabitant to pound kava. I also chanced to see some basalt axes in the huts, 

also pieces of obsidian or volcanic glass. All the fragments, which litter their ravines, are 

also of trachyte, but I only know of a single place where a mountain shows a naked conic 

prism. Also, everywhere the soil is covered with a network of creeping vines in the thickets 

composed of various trees. On the coast one finds fragments of madreporic coral; the 

natives use them to make the axes that they lise. 

The reef belt, which goes around the island, is formed of madreporic polyps, which the 

sea has rolled and detached, sometimes in huge blocks which are considerably exposed at 

low tide. The waves hurl themselves with violence on the uprooted blocks, which form the 

advance portion of the reef. The space between the reef and the land is a plateau of fine 

madreporic sand, which is covered by a few inches of water in certain places, while there are 

also deeper crevices. Each day, trees appropriate for this kind of colonization advance and 

thus augment the island. On these plateaus are to be found in abundance opuntia polyps, 
a [p.465I little ['ucus, a sea grass (zostere), also a species of flexible sponge composed of tubes 

perforated at the top and another kind with a single vertical tube. I noticed many eels, 

cones, very tiny fish adorned with the richest colors, a starfish with five blue arms, black 

ophiurae (sand stars) waiting for their prey under rocks and various urchins, especially the 

cydarite. The true trepang covers these vast banks. This sea cucumber is so abundant 

there that I have never seen the like on land or sea; it is reputed to be the most fecund by 

European fishermen, who sell it to the Chinese. As for some observations on the formation 

of coral, they will be found elsewhere. 

The spontaneous vegetation of the island of Oualan takes on imposing forms. Although 
the species arc not many and little varied, they have not left a single inch of empty soil. 

Everywhere a clay soil, mixed with a large proportion of humus or black and loose soil, 

furnishes them with rich and abundant food. The same plants which grow in the valleys 

also grow on the mountains, and I would not be far from the truth in saying there were 

only 100 species. During our stay (in June 1821), we scarcely saw twenty plants in flower. 

Oualan botany is not significantly different from the South Sea islands. However it sho}"s 

plants from the Moluccas and lands more to the east. One also finds there not only plants 

J 
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found in New Ireland, but also animals and especially fish. However, the short distance of. 

200 leagues [ea 1100 kilomeiers] between them makes this fact hardly remarkable. These· 

two islands are also on the fifth parallel, only New Ireland is south of the equator while 
Oualan is to the north. 

Marchantias, jungermannias and ferns usually cover the trunks of' the trees, naked 

stems and the [p.4661 humid soil. The ferns ~specially count for several species; among 

others there is one whose slender and straight stipa is crowned with a cluster of leaves, 

giving the appearance of a palm tree. The graminaceae, and short grass in general, is 

lacking and could not live under the trees which stine them. In the gorges or in the valleys, 

one only notices some rushes or a sharp graminaceae, very abundant on the islands of the 

South Pacific. Everywhere t.he Carib cabbage and sugar cane grow wild. The textile banana 

and chestnut breadfruit rise above the underbrush as far as the most elevated crests of the 

mountains, uniting with a sort of elegant areca (betel nut) tree and a tree fern. Hibiscus 

tiliaws, so useful to the natives, forms the thickest thickets. The textile nettle (Urtica 

. tenacissima), a yellow malvacee and an ixora with fire •. colored corymb are sparse in the 

woods, in the middle of baringtonia, loume or nat-rooted tree, Incarpus edulis and Morinda 

citrifolia. The handsome bind weed (Convolvulus peltatus) entwines and sometimes hides 

them under its wide and heart shaped leaves. The vegetation of the plain consists of a very 

fragrant basil, of a very common syngenesia with yellow flowers, of a cucurbitace (gourd), 

of a pancratim, of a metysticum pepper, of Arum eswlentum and macrorhizon, of several 

species of orchids and of maranta and dracrena, etc. In addition, it is uniform and not 

diversified. The sea shore, in places where there are ·sandy beaches, offers two species of 

pandanus, Screvolia lobelia and Vitex trifoliatus, etc. The muddy beaches are covered with 

mangrove, whose trunks rise to more than sixty or seventy feet [eo. eighteen to twenty-one 

meiers], and I noticed in a single place a dwarf palm tree covered with fruit, but I do not 

know to what genus it could belong. The trees of the mountains reach a height of fifleen 

feet [ca live meters] at least and arc generally wild breadfruit trees. 

The indigenous edible plants are spread all over [p.4671 this little island in a stunning 

profusion. Thus have the people who inhabit it remained in a state of indolence and with 

a stagnation in ideas. They only know a fruit regime, I'nd one could perhaps draw the 

coneiusion that their gentle and peaceful life is exempt from those acts of cruelty which 

degrade other people. The natives have established crops everywhere. The coconut tree, 

this so useful palm, is grown ncar homes; sugar cane is planted in regular fields, generally 

on slopes. The soil is carefully weeded and each sugar cane cluster is held up by a stick. 

There is only the arum, which furnishes taro, which they plant with care along the rivers. 

But this plant is more commonly found growing here and there than fixed in soil prepared 

for it. The small gardens which surround the huts of the natives arc remarkable, not for 

·.,., 
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the care which they receive but for the profusion of vegetables which grow there. They are 

enclosed with a trellis arrangement of Dracrena terminalis, whose wide, veined leaves are 

crowned with white or pink flowers. It appears that this plant furnishes them with another 
sweet principle which they suck. 

The tree which furnishes the principal base of the existence of these islanders is the 

breadfruit tree. It is so common that the fruit of this tree litter the ground. 

The species which serves as food is called mosse, while they call mosse soucassa, tlie 

wild variety of the same fruit, which, instead of being rounded like that of the preceding, 

is oblong and has more pronounced bumps in the skin, while at the same time the center is 

filled with seeds like chestnuts, not eaten on Oualan but held in esteem by the Carolinians. 

The sugar cane, which they call ta, evidently grows spontaneously ]v.468] (Saccharum 

spantaneum) and belongs to the species with big,red stems, from Ta·iti. Like high grass, a 
new kind of wild sugarcane grows everywhere. 

Bananas grow everywhere; there are several varieties, but the quality of the fruit is 

generally mediocre. The best kind is called oune and the natives did not want to give 

us any. It is long, curved and clear yellow at maturity. The most common kind is a big 

banana, rounded, a lively yellow almost orange yellow, whose pulp is tart and instantly 

taints the urine of those who eat it a very bright saffron yellow. The fruit of this very 

remarkable variety, which grows in huge bunches, can only be eaten cooked, although the 
natives, who call it oune kalasse, appear to like it quite well. 

Arum choucaraibti (Arum eswlentum) seems. to be a food reserved for times when 

other foods are unavailable. They call it taka and grow it in wet places. The big kind 

of wild artlm (A- macrorrhizon), which they call monaca and which is remarkable for the 

inordinate size of its leaves, contains an abundant starch in its tree like sterns. This starch is 

enclosed in a skin which is bathed in a bitter and corrosive sap. We sent a certain number of 

men to look for taro for the crew; they brought back the stems of the frutescent wild arum, 

and all those who ate it had inllamed throats which did not better for an hour although 

the skin of these roots had been boiled. By washing it, the inhabitants obtained a starch 

analogous to manioc, and they wore the flowers in their ear lobes. When the fecundity of 
the seeds began ]p.469] to operate, the heat of this spadice, called oune ketaque, increased 

considerably and persisted for half a day; it exhaled an odor reminiscent of Florentine iris. 

The coconut is not very abundant on the island of Oualan. This precious tree, called 

nou, is only noticeable in small clusters near the houses of the chiefs. The natives really like 

coconut and regard it asa great delicacy; and when we visited them, they only had a small 

number with them. They valued it to the point of only trading one for one nail, which 

usually could be traded for a large quantity of cooked breadfruit, sugarcane, or bananas. 

The kind that grows on Oualan has much smaller nuts than the kind that grows in the 
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Society Islands. We noticed wooden boxes attached to he tops of the trees whose purpose 

we could not determine. The natives possessed a singular name for taking off, with the 

teeth, the tough husk which covers the coconut, which they call foi, while they call the 
flesh quanu, the milk sano and the filamentous husk kakl. 

The fruit of Inocarpus edulis, which the native call hi is quite common. The big tree 

which produces it grows everywhere in the forest, where its chestnuts fall to the ground 

without my ever seeing whether the natives gather it. The same with the fruit of Morinda 

citrifolia and of a sort of tubercular potato produced by the intersecting nodes of a climbing 
plant which encircles the trunks of trees. 

Lemon and orange trees seem to be ·indigenous. These beautiful trees attain a great 

height and grow near houses, as well as in the most isolated parts of the forest. Their 

fruit, call meozasse, not having received the benefits of grafting, is very bitter and cannot 

be eaten. A very highly regarded plant that furnishes a drink, which the natives greatly 
relish is called seka or Iv.470] schiaka, a climbing species of pepper similar to Piper siriboa. 

They also use other plants for everyday needs: Hibiscus tiliaceus, called 10, whose white, 

light wood serves to start fires and furnishes the material or the framework of their houses; 

vaquois or Pandanus odorantissimus, whose leaves are used for roofing; two malvacees and 

a nettle (Urtica tenacissima) used to make excellent cord by virtue of their fibers; the 
morinda, used in dyes, etc. 

The Oualanese really like fragrant or bright flowers; women place in their ear lobes, 

pierced for this purpose, big bunches of tiho flowers (Pancratium amboinense). They 

generally grow, near where they live, a bush common in the wood and which is covered with 

corymbs of a bright red; it is an ixora, which they call kalce. They value less a fructescent 

basilic, called haren, which in the language of the country signifies perfume, as well as 
dracrena, called ine-ka. 

Raising animals for food seems to be unknown to them; their life seems very frugal. 

The chickens which they possess do not multiply very fast and live in the forest almost like 

wild· birds. They lay eggs there and the natives hardly bother to care for them. They call 

them mone, and this word, which also means bird, seems to designate the hen as a bird par 

excellence. Perhaps chiefs eat them on rare occasions; that is what we were unable to learn. 

What really surprised me was to find neither the dog, this companion of man in all climates, 
nor the pig, spread today in almost all the islands of ]p.471] the South Pacific. They even 

seemed astonished at the sight of this animal, who frightened them badly. We think it 

would be very important for future navigators, who will come to this island situated on the 

route to China and Japan, to find this precious four-footed animal; and although our fresh 

food store was very low (we were down to three live pigs), we did not hesitate to leav~ a 

sow ready to give birth. We gave it to a native atter informing him of the many uses of 
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this animal, and he was So enthusiastic that he made it a large' park and, during our whole 

stay, he gave it the most intensive care. The word cochon (pig), which the inhabitants 

pronounced very distinctly, as well as the names of several useful things, will probably 

remain in their language. 3 The captain also gave a sow to a Penneme of the neighborhood. 

The rat and the vampire are the only four-footed animals I saw on Oualan, and both 

have multiplied beyond measure. The rat (kou8ique) holes up in the walls which surround 

the village of Lete, also in trees where it climbs to eat fruit. The bat, called quoy by the 

natives, likes dead trees with branches from which one can see them hanging in the day 
twenty at a time. 

Bird life is scarce or at least not very varied, and I could only procure eleven species, 

among which, it is true, three or four were exclusive to this island, or at least were not 

seen in all the other places we had been. Swarms of noddy, called pale by the natives, fly 

above the mangroves where they live with a pretty little white sea swallow. We sometimes 
noticed tropic birds (phaetons), who made nests in the [p.4721 mountains. On the reefs the 

golden plover and two kinds of sand pipers are common; also white and grey herons, called 
iongouiap; once we saw a big bird resembling a crane. 

A dove, widespread on the island, called mouleux, and a blackbird with uniformly 

brown feathers is there called ououaizai.The woods are embellished by a little red grimereau 

(tree creeper), called ci88e, whose plumage, uniformly red, stands out in the green of the 

forest. A little swallow, neighbor of the 8aiangane, and a warbler the size of a wren also 
enrich our collection. 

Of the oviperous quadrupeds, I only saw two kinds of lizards and a little grey gecko. 

The first is the size of the green lizard of France and resembles it quite a bit; but it possesses 

the ability to turn from clear green to dull steel brown. The second kind of lizard, common 

in the South Seas, has golden stripes on its back and a blue tail. I was told there was a 

kind of big lizard who could climb trees. The true tortoise frequents the coasts. 

Fish are numerous and varied. They almost all belong to those families which live 

in coral reefs and which are decorated with the brightest colors. I had the opportunity 

to see again a large number of those which I had seen or drawn in the Society Islands, in 

New Ireland, at Waighiou or in the Moluccas. The bati8te8 (trigger fish) and the acanthures 

(surgeon fish) accounted for a large number of species. I found there the golden yellow 

coffre8 (colTer fish), called hedouhot8e, and the na80n iicornet (unicorn fish), called mossa, 

which are very common in the seas of New Guine';'. A black acanthure with a white tail 

is called, very peculiarly, ali-ala. The jumpitig bIen ny, called mova, is abundant in the 

3 As Lesson predicted, this word (koaro) is still used. n is now the generic term for large mammals and 
for meat. Modern Kosraeans consider it to be a real Kosracan word in contrast to the common word 
for pig, pik, which they recognize as coming from English. 
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rivers, at some distance from their mouth [p. 4731. A big eel of formidable size lives in fresh 

water together with little fish of which I was unable to provide any individuals. A striped 

.m~r~nophi8 (eel) lives in swarms on the reef; its bite, although not venomous, causes deep 
mClslOns; the native call it shemi8se and its flesh is quite indigestible and filled with small 

sharp b~nes. ~ometim~s we saw swimming in the harbor the large devil fish (Raia aguila). 

The nattves dId not brmg us much fish; they called it ik, close to ikan, which is Malay. We 
had no success in fishing; we had eels aplenty, which we killed with sticks. 

Shells are not as abundant as the stretch of reef, uncovered at low tide, would suggest. 
I only found two kinds of cones, the tiger auger, the episcopal miter, oysters, tridacnes, 
oval eggs of ieda, tiger cowries, etc., and yet these shells are not very common. A little 

bulimus, a helix and a nerita are the only terrestrial or fresh water testaceans that I saw. 

. The crustaceans are represented by lobsters, a big crab and a crayfish, which is found 
m fresh water on the slopes of mountains. 

We only saw three butterflies, which we had already seen in the Society Islands, and 
two very small and very agile cicadas. ' 

Polyps and corals are represented by several species, as is also true of urchins. Among 

these were the cydarite, urchins with black, needle-shaped spines, the spatangus and 
scutellum. 

The resources that Oua/an can provide to navigators are few. In fact, one could only 
[p.4741 obt' b df 't h' h lb' 

am rea rUI, w IC can scarce y e preserved for more than four or five days, 
sugar cane and bananas in enormous quantities. A ship going there to replenish its water 

supply or which had sick persons, especially those with scurvey, would always be certain 

to fin~ this resource, and there objects CQuid be had in quantity for mere trifles, especially 
for natls. ' 

This island would be very favorable for sea cucumber fishing; a ship could in a short 
time fill its ,hold with this highly valued food of the Orientals. The species is the true 

trepan
g
. of the Malais (Hoiothuria priapu8) whose value as an object of commerce is high 

and whIch yearly keeps a number of Engli~h and American ships busy. 

The abundance of sugar cane would be a good resource for the island of Oua/an if 
ever the natives learned to make sugar. The canes could cover the entire surface of ;he 

island, so favorable is the soil for it. Moreover, all tropical plants would grow well here but 

its small land area and its isolation would make it difficult to establish a European co;ony. 

The geological constitution of the island and the atmospheric circumstances to which 

it is submitted undoubtedly render its climate unhealthy. An island which one can only 

approach by being either in the water or by walking through mud' cannot be without danger 

to the health. The natives themselves do not go from one place to another without by 

preference following rivers which offer them a clear, well established path. Lo~g macerations 
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Natives of Oualan (Vol. II:464) 

give way to, among Europeans as well as the indigenous population, painful tumefactions 

on the legs and especially to atonic ulcers, called Tolou by the natives of whom a good 
number were aillicted. At the time of the rainy season, dysentery must [p,475] reign among 

the Europeans who would stay there, who would be in the middle of an atmosphere burned 

by the sun, then at the zenith, and bathed by the masses of vapor rising from the wooded 

soil. In a natural history course, I saw in a house a 'native prey to a state of depression so 

pronounced that he completely resembled a skeleton. The major portion of the population 

is amicted by furfuraceous leprosy, called ouaTanite on the island; it is remarkable that it 

gives to those who are afflicted with it a white pallor which, at a distance, makes them 

resemble Europeans. This sickness carries with it an inconvenient itching. Some inhabitants 

showed me large burn scars; one had a fractured finger which was perfectly healed. This 

case is called ponac. Several old people were oppressed by old catarrhs. 

The islanders who live on Oualan, differ noticeably to our eyes from the Oceanic 

branch which peoples the vast number of the islands of the Pacific. The natives seemed 

to me to have descended from sOllie advanced people of a high civilization, to judge fr9m 

the vest,iges of customs, preserved by tradition, such as the authority of the chiefs, the 
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classes of society and even the remnants of the arts which they still practice. ,Also, after 

havin~Weighed a series of convincing data, one is led to c;'nclu<i~ t~i't the hi~rai~~}' a?d the 

preemlli~nce Of the castes, clearly established; the' allpl'wetful atithorl~y <if the , chi!)fs;, th~ , 
almostteligious homage which one pays them, espeCially the phy~ic:il c~dli;matfon~' ~~m~ ,,' 

very m~ch 'U:sed words such as iapan'to designate 0 artd bfte'h ;ho;,'~n<! the la;'guag~ with" , 

no aIialogies'with the Oceanic language, must indilbitlilily lead th~ i~pa'rti;'1 e~aminer to I"~"~ 
say that the inhabitants of Oualan, as well as [p.476l the Carolinians and perhaps a part of' 

the Cham arras, the, Marianas and the Tagals of. the Philippines, are originaHy'!fr~m some 

~rovince of ,the Japanese Empire: The latter are navigators;' and lately Ii junk,"" long 
time away from the seas of Japan, has been seen looking for adventure'on th'e coasts of 

California. It is also well known that the Mongols have for a long time frequented these 

archipelagos! even going to New Guinea and to the Moluccas to ,trade there. Besides, 

seeing the inhabitants of Oualan, one cannot refuse to see this likeness, which'appears 

very probable. Moreov;er, to get the chaos of ,races straight is not an easy thing. One can' 

scarcely, say how the, branche,s came to occupy such scatteted and, isolated points in the 

middle of the vas,t Pacific Ocean without falling into more or less hypothetical conjectures. 

These peoples that we encountered, and during the whole of our stay in port, seemed, 

to us ~imple, good, h~ving mild and hospitable manners, hardly practicing thieving or at 
least engaging, in it rarely, ignorant of war and its disasters, living in peace with vegetable 

produce from their own island, offering in a Word the appearance of primitive nature whose 

very thought seduces and enchants, when a trained pen lends its magic. The Oualanese 
did not show usany vestiges of barbaric cu~toms, and [p.477] nothing in ~heirinstruments 
i~dic~ted to us. that they had thought of m~king ar,,!s: ,Situ~ted in aIj isolated spot; on a ' 

lll~h Island whICh was more than ~ulIicient for their needs, ignorant of their very closest" 
neighbors, they lived their lives in indolence with no idea of a happier condition or of 

a better fate. From the extraordinary astonishment' that' our' appeara~ce and our least: 

gestures inspired in the natives when we visited them, it'seemed evident that they :had ' 

never seen, ,Europeans on this island. And it is al~o~t certain th~t, the French are th~, first, 

that they had received amongst them. They must h\,ve retai,ned from their ijrst vi~itor~ 
the memorr of pre~ents and good tr?atmen~ which they rec~ived from them, ifgratitude, 
were not a virtue that counts in the heart of man., ,! " 

• 
Mr ~ertcns, in his very curious memoirs on the! Caroline ar~hipeJago and 'especially on tllc low islandS 
has mclud~? this note: ~IIt is.inconceivab~.e ~hat ,Mr ~e~stm p-as;be~n able t,C? i~pute a Japahes.e,orlgi~ 
to the physIOgnomy of these Islanders which does not differ less than ours from ,that of the inhabitants 
of Japant J only know the 'Japanese "from public portraits, but I hay~ 'examined well 'the Chinese 
typ~, an~ for me the. Ca~o.linians d.ifTcr ~ much fro~n the tru~" Oceanians as from the Malays aud th~,' 
Indians. What then IS their sLock? Undoubtedly one of the northern provinces of Asia. 
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The astonishment that the sight of the ship produced in them when they approached 

it and the amazement that our clothes, our manners and our white color provoked in their 

spirits, greatly harmed our research. And I regret not having penetrated some of their 

fundamental customs or certain of their social habits. The little that I know of them is 

very worthy of interest and deserves sooner or later to be studied in depth during a longer 

stay. 

Before going into general details relative to the islanders of the island of Oualan, I will 

relate the manner in which we were welcomed, Mr de Blossevme and I, when we wanted 

to know what the degree of morals of the inhabitants was, upon entering the big village of 

Uli. 

On 6 June 1824, scarcely had the Coquille dropped anchor in the port which bears its 

name when we disembarked, Mr de Blosseville and I, and as no one had yet set foot on 

dry land, we resolved to find out if these natives, who covered the coast, were endowed 
with [p.4781 welcoming and hospitable manners. Besides we wanted to go to the big village, 

situated on the eastern part of the islaI)d, which we had seen from the ship while ranging 

alongside the coast. 

We were still pretty far from the coast, when our little boat, manned by one of our 

servants, could not advance any further. We thus threw ourselves into the water, and we 

beached in front of a big hut, where more than 100 -natives were crouched eating a meal. 

Upon seeing us, they all let loose with a prolonged bou-aj..ai, whose sound deafened us, and 

of which we did not know the significance; it did not take us long to figure out that that 

was how they expressed astonishment. The natives urged us to sit in their midst, and then 

each of them came to satisfy his curiosity. One came to see if maybe the whiteness of our 
skin was perhaps paint, but all manifested the most astonishment when we took off our 

hats and shoes and jackets; these good people thought no doubt that they were part of our 

bodies. As this happened in all the homes we visited and amongst all the natives whom we 

encountered, it was sufficient once and for all to say that the eternal bou-ai-ai, accompanied 

by a thousand contortions and most peculiar grimaces, followed our least gestures during 

the entire day. One of the natives hastened to let us take coconuts and breadfruit as well as 

a shell full of "chiaka,- which I only tasted. We gave them a few trifles for the food and that 

made them happy, and then we asked for guides to accompany us in crossing the island 

to the big village. Having understood our signs perfectly, three of them came along and 

walked in front. One of them took my botanical box and carried it carefully as far as the 

village Ip·1791 and was very talkative, although I did not understand a single word of what 

he told me. The road that we took, at first headed across the marsh, thick with mangrove, 

then continued over a medium-sized hill, heading east. The soil seemed very fertile, covered 

with huts, sugar plantations and well tended banana trees. Deautiful trees, including lemon 
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and breadfruit trees, formed gorgeous clusters over the tombs of the inhabitants which were 

covere~ by light huts. We enjoyed in silence the new scene before our eyes while following 

our gUIdes, whose eagerness to please charmed us. We rounded the lovely valley in the 

center of the island, having to our right the highest peak and the mountain with two peaks. 

In all tl:e huts we received the warmest hospitality, the simplest attentions. Our sight 
produced surprise and also fright in the women or young girls, but soon our guides and our 

conduct reassured them and confidence was solidly established. In one hut, a young woman 

moved my vest, saw my chest and seemed so stunned by the sight that she absolutely 

~anted to take off all my clothes, probably to judge better if we belonged to a human race 
dIfferent from theirs. I did not feel that I had to go that far. These young women had 

the most beautiful eyes in the world, beautifully molded mouths, rather regular features 
but on the whole, they were not attractive. A narrow band of cloth was the only art· I' 
f I thO - 1C e 

a co Illg which covered their charms. They never seemed out of words, and although 

we co~ld only express ourselves by gestures and often without them understanding us, 
the~ ~Id not stop talking, proving to us that everywhere, [p.4801 civilized or savage, the 

femlllllle sex loves to chatter. Near them were their pretty looms with which they m d 

th~ir clothes. After resting for a few minutes, we continued on our way. We followed ot~e: 
gUIdes, th~ first ~nes not wanting to go any further, for they had been tryi~g to perS\lade us 

not to go III the Illterior for some time. We followed the bed of a river, whose fresh water, 

under the somber arches of age old trees, caused lIie to have an attack of rheumatism' 

which almo~t made it impossible to get back on board. This water flows on over a grav:1 
bcd, forms lIttle waterfalls while descending a little hill and reaches the coast after flow' 
f '1 mg 
or a ml e; there, it flows in the middle of mangrove trees and its banks are of clay. There 

we found a large canoe which the natives launched and which we boarded. Soon we were 

~addl~ng in Lan~ [,8ic) bay near the eastern part of the island, and in front of us lay the
lIttle Island of Lele, where the king and most of the population resided. This little island 

was connected .to the big one by a plateau of reef, upon which one could walk with water 

only coming to the waist. They let us off on the shore as if in triumph; our g~ides seemed 

very proud to lead us in front of their chief, as curious as we seemed to be to their eyes. 

We crossed a large number of twisting roads, bordered by wide walls made of big blocks of 

coral and filled with water. We observed with astonishment a huge wall composed of blocks 
[p.1811 d . . - - , 
. an we wondered how and why they had raised these massive stl'uctures fifteen feet 

hIgh rca five I)1eiersj. The elegant houses of the islanders bordered the streets on raised 

mounds, for the sloping part of LeU seemed to be covered by sea water and it is for this 

. - -
~~is rheu~atis~n, which l~sted for ten years and which threatened my days, is the cause of the banter 

at Mr D Urvillc ~ntc~tams at my cost, in his Voyage Picturesque Autour_ dl' Monde • .• If I had the 
cl!ara~ter of ~r D Urville, ~ could take fearful.revenge, but I disdain .to. do. so., and I leave to. Mr 
D Urvlllc, agamst a compamon then gravely ill, aU that his irony had of cruel coldness. 
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reason, no doubt, that is is entirely su~rounded by a belt of walls. From all directions an 

eager crowd left their houses, and men, women and children hurried after us, with the same 

eagerness as the mobs in Paris. 

Every time we stopped, our guides seemed to be impatient, probably because we were 

not following their rules of etiquette, for they forbade us even to speak to those who followed 

so close on our heels. It was like this that we arrived at a large communal house, around 

which the entire population was seated on the ground. 

When we crossed the assembly to present ourselves to the chiefs, we were saluted by a 

general bou-ai-ai. The most complete astonishment was painted on all their faces. A chief 

came to get us to introduce us. Our guides then seemed to disappear, while crawling on 

their hand and knees, in lhe middle of more than 300 men; there were about 200 women 

without counting children. In the big public house without walls, five aged chiefs were 

scaled on widely separate mats. They had no distinctive masks and were naked like the 

other islanders or like them had only a narrow belt around their hips. Joyful scenes were 

repeated, and the presents which we gave them got us heavy applause from everyone. 

More than 1000 eyes followed our least [pAB2] movements. Our position on the mats in the 
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middle of this population, near aged and venerable chiefs, in gracefully constructed houses, 

resembled one of the scenes from A Thousand and One Night •. The circumstances in which 

we found ourselves were so new that we could feel them, but it is difficult to describe them. 

Finally, a chief came to take us by the hand and led us to an adjoining house, which had a 

cane floor; it was the home of the king of the island, or as he was called, Uro33etilne. We 

found him laying down on a mat and he covered his head at our approach. W~ gave him 

some presents, which assured him, for one scarcely could go before these savage monarchs 

with empty hands. We noticed that all the presents that we had already given to the chiefs 

had been given to him and "that my tin box, full of plants and other objects of natural 
history, which an Indigent had carried with so much self-satisfaction, had already been 

offeren to the king.' It was in' vain that I reclaimed it; it was apparent that that which 

entered the court could not leave it. I made the sacrifice !md only regretted the contents. 

This Uro ••• was an old man with one foot in the grave, weighted down by the weight of 

his years, whose dying eye seemed to tell us before closing: "What a singular and bizarre 

species of mlln!" for the color of our skin and our clothes, so opposite of what they were 
used to, probably seemed very strange to them. While we rested, only the chiefs came 

to sit next to us and the people scarcely left their places. The women seemed to enjoy 

more liberty for they formed la circle only a short distance from us, with no one opposing 

their presence. The second Uro .. e was an old man ,full of vigor, very jovial, whose serene 

and calm features seemed to breathe.a mild authority. His hair and his long white beard, 
flowing onto his chest, gave him a venerable'appearance. [pAB3] The respect which the 

inhabitants have for them is so servile in nature'that, better than "II other lines of reasons , , 
it deliotes an Asiatic origin. . . ' 

"The sun was past the zenith and we were anxious to 'get back. We preferred to go 

back to the ship using another path, staying' close to the shore in rounding the coast. The 

length of the first road which we had taken was according to the map but five nautical 

miles Ica nine kilometers], but it is very bad; the second was found to be eight miles lea 

fifteen kilometers]. We followed the reef, coming upon houses and clusters of coconut trees 

and were followed by a large number of natives. We arrived very late back on board and 

never did I feel as much fatigue. The story We told our shipmates urged them to go to 

LiM the next day. But the natives, recovered· from their first emotions, already seemed less 

curious, and after several visits, their astonishment was completely extinguished. Is it not 

the same amongst civilized men? And the proverb,"everything new is wondrous," is it not 
one of the truest aphorisms? 

The inhabitants of Oua/an differed amongst themselves by their size, as well as by their 

appearance. They seemed to form two very distinct classes, that' or the nobility or uro.ile, 

remarkable for their beauty, and that of the people which seemed less favored by' nature. . , 
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These naLives are in general of small stature, and a large number scarcely attained five feet 

rca 160 centimeters]; some of them were four feet, six to eight inches [ca150 centimeters]. 

The tallest of them were scarcely five feet, two or three inches rca 170 centimeters]. The 
women are generally small, but very fat. The faces of the men are thus: bare, narrow 

forehead, thick eyebrows, small slanted eyes, flat noses and big mouths with very white and 
well preserved teeth [p.484) and very red gums. They wear their hair knotted in the back; 

the beard and hair are very black, long and straight. The beard is very unkempt amon:g 
some and falls to the chest; it is not because of superstition that they have beards, for 
several had themselves shaven on board. Most of them only have a meager beard forming 
a little goatee, in keeping with the Mongolian race. They practice neither depilation nor 
circumcision. Their limbs are round and well built, especially their legs; their skin is very 
soft, but the sole of their feet, because of their habit of walking on coral, becomes thick 

and hard like the hard, sole of a shoe. The color of their 'skin is a light orange yellow. They 
do not chew betel or other oriental sialogues. These men, not used to work, are soft and 
effeminate; fatigue overtakes them quickly and is probably the ultimate evil to them. 

The women and young girls have an agreeable appearance. They possess two big 

attractions: black eyes full of fire and a mouth full of superb teeth arranged very regularly; 
but they are less favored than the Ze~landers. Their breasts are big, flaccid and crowned 
by two black nipples, very elongated; even the young girls seem to share this trait. The 
color ~f their skin, as they are less out in the sun, is also much lighter than that of the men. 
We sa~ some very pretty girls; they were at the prime of their lives. In general, their gait 

is awkward, their hips are too big and they always have their arms flung in front. These 
women also demonstrated a lively curiosity upon seeing us and seemed very sprightly and 
playful. When they became too animated, the austere faces' of their husbands forced them 

to quickly take on a more reserved manner. 

[p.485) The women, as well as the men, have only a simple piece of cloth on their bodies. 

Both sexes make wide holes only in the right ear and placed in them all that we gave them. 

They often put rather unusual items, such as bottles and nails, in them. Ordinarily, the 
women put masses of pancratium flowers 'there, which they like; perhaps it is a flower 

dear to lovers? Often with the same air of coquetry that the civilized women possess so 
eminently, the girls took from their ears these fragrant flowers and tried to put them in 

ours while accompanying this present with a gracious smile. The men also decorate their 

heads with the red kalci flowers or the spadix of the arum. 

No cloths are worn to protect the body during the rainy season. Some old people 

protected themselves from the hot 8un with'large arum leaves, which they placed on their 
shoulders. The chiefs seemed to insist, out of vanity, on not exposing themselves as much 

as the common people. They seemed to be whiter, better built and more handsome and 
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seemed not to have any distinctive markings other than tattooing. However, I noticed that 

frequently they placed feathers in the knots of their hair, and when they obtained nails, it 
was always in this place that they arranged them in a sort of diadem. 

Both men and women go bare headed, but the women's hair is loose while the men's 
is tied up. The women surround the neck with a large number of strands, which form a 
kind of collar. Their maro,a simple band of cloth of about three [p.486) feet long and eight 

inches wide [ea 100 by twenty-two centimeters], is folded around the middle of the body. 
The men fold it in four and roll it such as to make a cloth more immodest than useful. 
The maro of the women is so ill fastened that one sees them constantly busy rearranging 
it with their hands; it does very little toward fulfilling its obligation. 

The women seem to get married early. I saw very young mothers take the greatest 
care of their children, whom they carried on their backs. Their work seemed to be limited 

to the inside of the house, forI never saw them busy outside or in preparing food. However, 
when the Coquille arrived, the reef near the pass was covered with people and we noticed 
women carrying nets who had evidently just come back from fishing with their husbands. 
I do not know if these islanders are monogamous, but I believe that I was able to find ,out 

from an intelligent native that the men of the upper classes could have several wives; in 
fact, I noticed in their huts several young wives nursing their children and, next to them, 

others more advanced in years. 

The women seem to be considered as members of an inferior order. However, they 
treated them, in front of us, with kindness and consideration. They are very chaste, and it 

pleases me to believe that their virtue is rooted in the heart and does not derive from the 
excessive jealousy of the men, who were very reluctant to allow any communication between 
their women and the men of the crew. From the first few moments of our stay amongst 
them, the natives seemed to understand very well the meaning of the requests made by 
the sailors; they laughed a lot ,about it and repeated them with expressive gestures. But 

from this instant, all those who lived on the west coast of the island, vis-a-vis Ol1r mooring, 
had their women [p.487) conducted to the interior. And in spite of our good treatment, the 

presents which some people overwhelmed them with and the care which we took not to 

provoke their jealousy, they, while calling us their friends and coming aboard each day, did 
not recall their families until after our departure. They were hidden in tiny mountainside 

huts, where by chance I happened upon them while on a natural history excursion. It was 

only in the surrounding huts and especially in the village of Lei" where we had the leisure 
to examine the interior of the inhabitations and the occupations of the female sex, but it 

was necessary not to pay too close attention to the latter, otherwise the chief of the hut 
would give the signal to make them disappear. Often it happened that amongst the natives 
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who followed us on our walks, some of them ran ahead to lock up their women when we 

let it be known that we wanted to stop at one of the thatched roof houses in our view. 

This habit of removing their women from view, or the fear of seeing them defiled by 

unknown men, is contrary to the general mores of the South Seas islanders, who ·on this 

topic are often completely indifferent. It is not, however, that the natives of the Sandwich 

Islands, the Society Islands, the Marquesas and of New Zealand squander their wives. It is 

well known that they only offer communal female slaves of the inferior class, whose charms 
they employ to traffic· in such, but the inhabitants of the island of Dua/an seem to be 

rather delicate on the subject of conjugal chastity, hardly allowing concubines on their 

island, while in the places that I cited above, it is not thus. However I am authorized to 
think that the chiefs, whose authority is unlimited except by their will, [pASS] could give 

to whomever they pleased women of the lower class. Did I thus interpret the offer of an 

UTosse, who, in the rapture which our sight inspired in him when Mr de Blosscville and I 
were in LeU, pressed us to sleep there while promising to each of us a house, a woman and 
food. 

We know absolutely nothing· of their religious rites, we did not see any houses in 

appearance destined for cult purposes, and nothing indicate<,l that they have any Moslem 
notions. 

T.he population of Dua/an; as I have said, is gentle, timid and fearful; only the chiefs 

arc arrogant and this because of the power which they hold. Accustomed since childhood 

to a servile submission, the people respect each superior class and even venerate it. They 

do not own anything of their own. Everything-they themselves, their families and the 

objects of their industry-belongs to the UTosse in whose district they were born. Only the 

middle class enjoys a degree of liberty. I imagine that such feudal laws and customs tend 

to extinguish all energy of character. Servile out of habit, without numerous wants, with 

no outside relationships, they live in fulfilling some duties, which are neither painful nor 

rigorous, in a place where the chiefs live in the same kinds of houses, eat the same kinds 

of foods and, like them, have neither ornaments nor clothes which require work to make. 

From these circumstances, it results that these people have gentle and peaceful mores and 

that they would have· to have good cause before they would ever attack or take revenge on 

Europeans visiting this island and who might commit some offenses there. Besides, these 

men have only sticks for weapons. And rare on this earth, they seem to be ignorant of 

war and its disasters. Thus, there must [p.489[ not be any dissension on the island; it can 

furnish quite well the needs of the natives, even if the population were to increase. 
\ 

The island of Dua/an is ruled by a supreme chief, who bears the title of Urosse toll or 

tOne. A large number of chiefs also bear the title Urosse. They command diverse districts 

of the island or support the king in LeU, the capital. We noticed that a large number 
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of the chiefs were aged, and scarcely did we see four or five full of vigor and still young. 

The UTosse tone groaned under the weight of his years, and the respect which they gave 

to this savage monarch was prodigious. One did not pronounce his name, which seemed 

to be almost divine, except with veneration and humility. It happened that I saw; being 

accompanied by several natives, these natives fall to their knees, crawling on their hands 

in this position, facing an UTosse approaching me. In speaking to him, they maintained the 

same posture and went immediately to sit twenty paces from him and only got up when lie 

was already far away. As they saw us ·not following this ceremony, treating their UTosse 

as equals, they accorded us some of this respect and several times I had the honor of him 
kowtowing; they so·on changed their minds and toward the end they passed near us without 
disturbance. All this lowering, of oneself must denote a Mongol origin. 

India, this ancient cradle of civilization, stifled for a long time under the l\lmost 
indestructible power 'of superstitious opinions, has been for centuries divided into castes 

who hate or who naturally scorn each other. The Brahmin caste believed itself stained 

by the touch of a member of the vile caste of .the Parias. Well, on Dua/an one finds the 
principal traits of this social order so little in harmony with reason. [p.490] There, also, a 

weak population is divided into several castes, and the last, the singue, is only for servitude. 

According to the indices which· our very restricted and therefore incomplete observations 

permitted us to gather, it appears that the chiefs have an absolute right to the property 

of the men of a common origin, who are born in their respective districts. We saw natives 

who had just received from us, in exchange for objects which belonged to them, axes and 

nails, that the chiefs took from them right away. They turned toward us in showing us 

this transaction and hardly seemed affected by it, it seemed so natural to them. But this 

same passive obedience is also imposed on the chiefs with respect to the king, and we saw 
that all the presents which they received were also remitted to him. 

The UTosses differed in general from the people in an obvious way, by their build, by 

a more imposing air, more grave and even disdainful. Their tattoos were more finely done. 

Their hair was arranged with care, rubbed with coconut oil and knotted in the back. It 
is probable that the care which they took to only take women from their own caste is the 

cause of the differences which we observed among these people, differences so marked that 
we could almost believe there were several races on the island. 

The information which we obtained from the natives, relative to the caste denomi
nations, .is reduced to these: 
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1. UTosse seems to signify king or nobility. This name is given to the chiefs of the district, 

and only in front of such titled pers&nages do the people humiliate themselves. The word 

tOne, taken alone, seems to be a generic term to express high, powerful, first and even 
head of family. Also the title of the king is UTo •• etOne, although the natives usually 

designate him by the first name only. I estimate at 100 the total number of urOBses on 
[p.491j Oualan, and they must form at least one-twemh of the entire population. 

2. Penneme is the second class alld corresponds (if one can make such a comparison) to 
the liberal professions or the fine arts in our old Europe. Our friends of the village of 
Tahignie belonged to this caste. They were boat builders, and no doubt this art, the 
first among them, was distinguished as ·requiring know-how and ability. Other old people 

also belonged to this class and were proud of it. One of them gave me the proof that 
the e.prit de corps is as powerful among them as among civilized people and men not 
accustomed to the refinements of civilization are as susceptible to it. I said to a jovial old 
fellow who had just arrived that I was a penneme of the big ship (our ship). Scarcely had 

he understood what I was saying to him when he threw his arms around my neck and 
rubbed his nose on my chest while smelling it-which would seem a form of politelless, 

as I saw it repeated several times after. I had some difficulty in getting rid of the leprous 
arms of my penneme. He also ran to look for breadfruit and coconuts in his canoe and 
gave them to me, while at the same time remaining indifferent to those of my colleagues 
who took the title of urosse. 

3. The third class, L.isigne, seemed to correspond to our bourgeoisie. This·caste is esteemed 
and is composed, I think, of landowners. 

4. Finally, the common people, called sine or singue. They are connected with the most 

tiring work and they are the domestics and the workers. This class is spread out among 
the chiefs, prepares food, goes to harvest fruit, rows canoes, cultivates the land, cuts 
wood for houses-in a word, does all the dirty work. 

5. Three more divisions seem to exist, that of the lias Ip·492) or neas, that of the Metkao 

and that of the Memata, but these last two seem doubtful to me, and I would be tempted 
to believe that these are names of professions or origins; they are moreover little used. 

One can see by this that these distinctions of rank and these degrees of consideration, 

which are hereditary in each caste, must descend from a filiation of ideas, transmitted and 
altered by an oral tradition, but coming from a civilized people and submitted to a regime 

of despotic laws, as are the Orientals. It is also probable that the Carolinians who people 

the low islands, as well as those of Pelliou and Yap, recognize the same origin. Later we 
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will amply develop this subject ill a sketch of people of the South Seas, 011 which we never 
cease to work. 

A very singular fact is the difference of instruction which characterizes the castes and 
even the diversity of the language which they speak. One conceives that in the formation 

of a vocabulary, it is not a small difficulty to take the words of the first comers. Often 
a Penneme would designate by a name an object in his sight, while the neighboring Sifle 

would give us another name, most often entirely opposite. In general, the Uf08se. have the 
most education. Their intelligence easily seized what we expressed to them, they responded 

in the same manner and, so that there would be no error, they would express with very 
exact gestures the ideas which they wanted to put across. Their pronunciation is clear, 

their words are clear and distinct, while the people have a vicious articulation, which varies 
in the mouth of each individual. We had occasion, to judge the knowledge of a penneme, 
to trace the course of the sun on a piece of paper. He knew very well how to give us the 
idea that they have of its course, in indicating to us that this star turned around the earth 
and that in the morning huat atkae, the sun [p.493] rose; that at noon, being overhead, 

koune-in-lene, it had run one-fourth of its daily course; that in the evening, it hid in the 
sea, loune colo, and that it lit a new land. The day is called lenelique and the night is 
longahonon. It appears that they name their months, a moon, alouaite; and they depicted 

to us also how it was thought that this last heavenly body turned around the earth in the 
opposite direction of the sun. We could obtain no satisfactory results when we asked if they 

knew of any islands in the area. He seemed to designate two islands as Haiit and Necat, 
and especially one in the west one· fourth west of Oualan, which he called Nun-Monsol: 

The island of Oualan is in general little peopled, and I was not able to determine the 
causes which keep the population so low, if it is some vicious institution which orders child 

sacrifices at the death of a cilief or whether it is due to the unhealthiness of the country. 
This last supposition is the least likely, as we met a large number of old people, male and 
female. The big village of Lete, the most highly populated place on .the whole island, may 

have a population to 500 to 600 people. The rest of the island only consists of three or four 

huts in a cluster or even solitary houses, spread out on the edge of the sandy shores and 
in t.he interior valleys, sllch that one cannot be far from the truth in estimating the whole 

of the population to be 1200 people, at the most. The districts in which they are spread 

are called (1) those of the eastern part-Lete (capital), Siote, Oura, Ha/a, Lassi, Oukake, 
Melo, Oulall; (2) those of the western part, Peter, Pies ike, Sia/a, Oueyac and Mehvale; (3) 

* It is very probably a word which" signifies something other than the name of an island, for in their 
language monsol or rather molsoul, signifies the sea, taken in its extent. 
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those [p.
4941 of the north, Limole, Moto, Leap, Liulep, Issa, Nessali, Selmoa, Tatoua and 

Outi; and (1) those of the south, Petok, Toiat, Saventiac, etc. 

One wonders what power maintains the established order among these isolated people. 

What can be the punishments inflicted on those who do not achieve this blind obedience 

which the chiefs require. How is it that men always inclined to overcome the limits of their 

duties are so submissive in front of the men who transmit their power? Does religion play 

a part in this and are the chiefs the high priests of some cult? This last opinion would 

seem well founded, for the Urosses, even after their death, seem to be the object of a 

deep veneration and of a tacit cult. At least that is how I thus interpreted the care which 

the natives took to build mausoleums for them, the repugnance which they evidenced ,in 
allowing us to approach them and the respect with which they spoke of them. 

The village of Lite, built on an island which the sea must sometimes cover, is not in 

a favorable position, being in the middle of a stinking mud, which covers the mangroves, 

and of stagnant and fetid water between the elevated houses on mounds. The residence of 

the chiefs and of the king sits at the foot of a high hill. The form of these houses is very 
gracious and their construction is delicately executed. All those which do not converge to 

form Lite are spread out on the circumference of the bay or in the middle of trees along the 

shore. Their position, beneath the large parasols of the coconut trees which shelter them , 
gives them a new character. 

The houses of Oua/an are quite vast and are up to forty feet [ea thirteen meters] in 
elevation with a proportionate length, [p.4951 which proves that the island is never prey to 

hurricanes, the roofs being immeasurably large. Composed of light pieces and of vaquois 

leaves, they rise up at each end to form an open arc toward t,he sky and fall on the side to 

only three feet [ea one meter] from the earth. The ridge is united by a simple juxtaposition. 

The side walls of the house are composed of laths of a white and light hibiscus, fastened to 

the uprights in lattice-work half an inch apart [ea one centimeter]. The doors are opened to 

the sides, and there laths are painted with care and worked with neatness, The front and 

the back of the house are remarkable in that the height of the facade is recessed under the 

roof and forms a latticework sunshade, pai~ted in diverse colors such that air can circulate 

freely in the upper part of the house through this elegant trellis. The lower part of the 

facade has a little roof, ending three feet rca one meter] from the earth above the door. 

The earth of the house is covered with thin bamboo of equal thickness, whose stems are 

cut the same length and tied together to form a floor of great cleanliness and freshness. 

The islanders take great pains in building their houses, and those of the chiefs, although 

basically the same, are more spacious, better worked and do not ~how a single piece of wood 

not painted red, black, yellow or white. Ordinary houses are much smaller and divided 

into rooms in which the family lives. The bed of the natives is but a mat stretched out on 
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the fioor. The doors are so low that it is necessary to enter doubled over in the commoners' 

houses, but in those of the chiefs, there are big doors, usually closed, which appear to open 

only for [p.4961 ceremonies. It was through these that we left the house of the king. There 

is little difference in the care taken in the construction of the houses. There are communal 

houses or those for the public domain and others for the private use. 

The work of the natives which merits our attention are the thick walls which they 

call pot, which must have been a lot or trouble to ereet, judging from the size of the rocks 

used and by the imperfection of their means. It is thus that the village of Lite is divided 

into streets and neighborhoods. At the same time the circumference of the island of the 

same name is enveloped by a belt of these walls, composed of very large pieces of coral and 

placed on top of each other. The enormity of the stone blocks which we saw astonished us 

by their inordinate proportions. They form high walls of more than fifteen to twenty feet, 

which encircle a" hill shaved down to the level of the walls and form a four-sided site in 

which clumps of banana trees or coconut trees are to be found. We learned that this place 

serves as a burial ground for the Urosses, and although the natives manifested a great deal 

of repugnance in allowing us to examine it, we succeeded in seeing the surface which was 

only covered by thick grass. ·To probe the moral ideas of this people, to know their ideas on 

religion and in a future existence, would be of great interest, especially if we could witness 

some of their ceremonies, such as the funeral of an Urosse, etc. 

One finds other little islands in several places on the island, also enclosed by four sided 

walls, perhaps used to hold fish. To return to the everyday habits of these people, they 
assemble in a kind of public house where they prepare their food in common. [p.497J They 

call'it Lomme Ounou and sometimes Pae; it is a lot less clean but bigger than that which 

they inhabit at night. There is such a house for every three or four houses; they put in 

them stone axes for work, lorig pointed lances for fishing. Bunches of bananas, which are 

eaten daily, are suspended from the roof. In these, as well as in others, there are but a 

few household utensils. These consist of troughs of wood in which one expresses the starch 

of the poisonous stem of Arum macrorrhizoa, coconut shells to serve as vessels, a pestle 

to pound breadfruit or kava, several roughly made mats, a loom to make mar os, several 

fishing nets, etc. As we can see, the furniture of the natives of Oua/an is not trouhlesome. 

The big communal house of the chiefs at Lite resembles in every way those scattered in 

the various districts. These structures have a large four-sided space, vacant in the middle, 

with a bamboo floor on the periphery. This space, which is of bare earth, serves as a 

foyer for cooking; a hole, not very deep, which one fills with hot stones (rounded pieces 

of trachyte) is the oven in which one cooks breadfruit, as practiced on almost all of the 

islands of the South Pacific. While the domestics of the singui class prepare the food, the 

old people, as well as the men, heads of family, arc seated on their mats and receive food 
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as it is prepared. I have had occasion several times to be in the midst of natives when they 

take their meals. I always saw a large number of men eating in comnIOn, served by young 

. people who then take their meals from the debris left by the first. Here is the order which I 

observed one day while I was hunting and when I found myself IpA981 to be their guest. The 

natives were seated on their mats around their house; I was seated near an old man who 

seemed to enjoy some authority. Singue caine and went and there was a lot of activity in 

the foyer. As soon as the breadfruit was ready, they distributed some to each person and 

brought a pile of cleaned, peeled sugarcane and some bananas. There is the essential and 

most solid base of the meal. While one appeased one's hunger, some fish were being lightly 

grilled, although in general the small ones are eaten raw. Then the servants br~ught a kind 

of gruel, called ouaoua, made from the sap of arum and of pounded breadfruit, irrigated 

with coconut milk and with sugar cane juice and enclosed in a piece of banana leaf. The old 

man close to whom I sat ate some with his fingers then very kindly passed me this delicacy. 
This action rendered it as disgusting as its· preparation seemed to me filthy, and against 

which my stomach rebelled although there was nothing especially disagreeable about it. 

During this time, other servants were busy pounding fresh pepper stems on basalt rocks 

buried in the soil and designed for this purpose. These stems, to give up all their sap, were 

irrigated with water and pounded with a pestle called to. The greenish liquid which came 

from it was called schiaka; it is put into coconut shells, filtered through a piece of vegetable 
cloth and offered to each guest, who swallows this drink with the most complete air of 

satisfaction. At first its taste was mild, then aromatic and stimulating; it is the drink of all 

the Oceanic islands of the tropics. The ordinary drink of the Ou/aneans is pure water. This 

liquid is enclosed in vases instantly fabricated with banana leaves. This vegetable is very 
capable of providing them with tableware and with Ip·4991 table linen. The small number 

of coconuts which the natives possess makes them conserve them for the period when there 

is no breadfruit or perhaps to reserve them for the chiefs. They are miserly with them and 

regard them highly. I did not see them eat taro, but they consume a large number of wild 

breadfruit, whose sweet pulp they grill lightly. The chestnuts or seeds they threw away, 

while the Carolinians prefer them. They eat the little fish and aplysies without grilling, 
which in this state have more flavor for their palate. 

I do not know at what hour of the morning they take their first meal. They dine toward 

11:30. They eat at night at sundown. After dinner the natives lie down on their little mats 

and sleep each one in his reserved place. It appears that the women and children eat apart 

and together, at least they seem to always be together for work, same as their husbands, 

which, to say in passing, proves that man is naturally a social animal. I noticed that women 

can eat in front of men, a prerogative which the Oceanians forbid. The occupations of ~he 

female sex are restricted to maternal matters and to the making of cloth for the maros. 
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The men devote themselves to the building of houses, to the growing of fruit, to the making 

of canoes and to fishing. The old men do not do anything but drink, eat and sleep or give 

advice . 

Hospitality is a distinctive character among the inhabitants of Oua/an. In whatever 

house you go, they press you to sit down and go look for fruit. It is probable that they 

show to their equals, as to the superior classes, the care which they rendered to us with 

as much eagerness. They are not hard to please, they ask nothing Ip·5001 in exchange for 

their food and the most insignificant presents seemed to overcome them with joy. Such 

welcoming and amiable dispositions are not to be found among the Urosse. Whether it be 

for a mixture of pride, vanity or avarice, or whether they think that our presents were due 

them, they showed themselves avid, 'insatiable and without nobility or generosity in their 

character. We forced them to let down their pretensions, in limiting ourselves to paying 

by exchanging for the objects of which they were the possessors and only giving. them the 

agreed upon price, while we acted in a different manner with their vassals. 

Thievery is almost unknown on Oua/an, and never did the people give us a single 

course for complaint in this regard. The only thieves were the urosses, who, even on board, 

showed a sign of bad faith. One of them was even so insolent as to take right from under our 

noses the rudder of the little dingy, which he hid in the bottom of his canoe; we made him 

give it' back without inflicting any punishment, which he certainly deserved. It was again 

the Urosse who ordered his people to search Mr de Blosseville, when this officer returned 

alone, a second time, to the village of LeU. But as these men are faint-hearted and soft, 

the least gesture is sufficient to intimidate them. I believe, however, that some alterations 

would haved ended in trouble between us and the chiefs, had we continued to go isolated 

in their midst, in the places where they were strong. As for the people, their goodness 

and their respectful submission were never failing. Always obliging and kind in whatever 

house I entered alone, the natives always guessed my desires, never tried to take a single 

thing from me, furnished me with guides when I manifested a desire for one and all this 

naturally. 

The industriousn~ss of the Oualanese showed itself in the elegant construction Ip·5011 

of their canoes and in the fabrication of the narrow bands of cloth which serve. them as 

maros, the climate not making it necessary to wear any more clothing. One cannot be too 

astonished at the vividness of the colors which mark the threads of the material. Art is 

executed as in Europe and ornamented with designs, diamonds and borders which are not 

to be seen in the work of any other island. They do not use true bark to make cloth as in 

the Society and Sandwich Islands, and they arc ignorant of what resources they can extract 

in this regard from .the inner bark of jaquier, breadfruit tree. 
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To give an idea of their fabrication, I will describe what I learned from a native. The 

threads which they use arc taken from the fibers of a wild banana, analogous to the abaca 

of the Philippines, the musa textiles of Mr Leschenault. One steeps them to get rid of the 

gum which sticks to them, then one places them by packets on trays exposed to the sun to 

dry up the color. It is astonishing that they have never tried to use hibiscus tiliaceus and 

silver nettle, which grow so abundantly on their island and which furnish besides infinite 
resources. 

Their main dye color, as in paint, is a dark red which they get from a big woody root, 

called mahori, which they steep in water in sunlight. They place, for several days, the 

threads which they want to dye in this bath, which no mordont that I know can brighten. 

They do not possess and they are probably ignorant of the usage of the fig tree, which gives 

to the Oceanians such a pretty scarlet. The other principles of color which they possess are: 

a very brilliant black whose source I am ignorant of, a very bright golden yellow furnished 
by the bark of morinda citri/olia, a precious wood dye which grows in abundance in all the 

islands which I visited in the South Pacific. The [p.502! Carolinians of the low islands use 

curcuma, which has a lively but transient character, which they can not solidly fix. 

It is the women who make the maros: They use a little loom on which they make 

the designs, while to weave the body of the cloth, they have but two square uprights; the 

woof is prepared by an analogous procedure to those. of our weavers; they use four spindles 

covered with thread, a shuttle, called katap and a wooden knife called epope. The loom is 
called peousse. 

The maras, called toll on Oualan, are eight inches wide by five feet in length rca twenty 

by 160 centimeters]. Those of the women are wider by three to four inches rca eigl!t to 

ten centimeters], and the men wear a looser, more gross Cloth. The body of the maroa 

is ordinarily plain and black. Those of some chiefs are white or red and black. The end 

which attaches in front is 1/5 of the length and incorporates diamond designs of the four 

colors which comprise their painting. Stripes, lacework or even fringe ornament this fabric, 

which is remarkable for having been executed by a little unknown band of people isolated 
in tile middle of the Pacific. 

The canoes are worked with stone or shell axes, and in spite of the imperfection of 

the means which are at their disposal, the islanders use them with so much skill that they 

overcome the shortcomings of their insLruments. Their canoes have a characteristic form, 

which we have never encountered anywhere else. The ends are elevated, almost forming a 

right angle with the keel. The hull is of a single tree trunk, sometimes [p.503! quite large. 

The gunnel is raised by attaching wide apron-plates with cord. The holes must be the . . . 
The word maro is O-taltien, we use it as a generic term, to designate the band of cloth which is the 
only item of clothing of most people in the state of nature. 
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most diflicult part, for they pierce the wood with shells. Thus, is it necessary to have the 

patience of a savage to execute such a task and it is for Lhis that they show such great 

desire to procure long and tapered nails. The holes and the joints of Lhe apron-plate are 

sealed with a whiLe putty called pouasse, which I believe to be from the milky sap of the 

breadfruit joined to the pulp of its still green fruit. The trunk of a artocarpus gives a 

medium-sized canoe; the largest are sometiines composed of several trees joined together. 

These vessels, although big, are slender and very light: they seem very narrow because of 

the perpendicularity of their sides. The wood is highly polished with pumice stone and the 

rasp of the skin of the devil fish, which the red paint which covers them seems to glaze. 

A craftsman of Europe could not give a finer finish with a trying-plane; also the natives 

take extreme care in the making of these canoes which they keep in big houses, where they 

hang them from the roof. Daily needs are filled with little canoes of a much rougher finish. 

We noticed as a singular trait that never did the inhabitants use sails and masts. We 
did not even sec a vestige. They only lise a paddle; this latter has a long handle, very 

narrow and ending in a sharp point, which could, if need be, serve as a defensive weapon, 

and which is little useful to swimming. The ability of the natives to maneuver their canoes 

is hardly worth mentioning, and as this people are not fishermen in the true significance of 

the word, and as they have never felt the necessity of subsisting on the ocean, they have 
lost the practice of an art in which the Carolinians [p.504! excel.' The canoes are called 

vouake; those of the chiefs have for a distinctive marking a sort of Chinese hat entirely 

made of brown and white shells alternately strung and which they place on the outrigger 

and call pa/pa. 

The instruments of the arts of this people are not numerous. The ax, tala, holds first 

place for its utility, as if by the ingenious manner in which it is constructed. All are identical 

as to form and only vary as to size. There are quite larges ones and quite small ones, destined 

for the smallest work and made with a tiger vis or a.n episcopal miter honed at the extremity 

to form a cutting edge. The inhabitants still use for .tile same object giant clam shells, but 

in place of these shells, they most orLen have recourse to a sort of coral of a very fine 

grain, looking much like ivory and of great hardness, which they fashion by rubbing with 

basalt powder. The converging lines in the interior and also some pores that can be clearly 

distinguished arc what lead me to believe Lhat, the latter are made with a very hard coral.4 

Their surface is like Lhat of ivory or some marbles. The bevel of this instrument, or the 

cutting edge, can best be compared to the disposition of an incisor tooth, for it is solidly 

fixed on a body adapted to the handle, such that the cutting edge can, turn for turn, be 

parallel or transverse to it and thus fill the office of ax or adze. The wooden handle (of 

hibiscus) forms a slight curve. It is painted with a red color and the body is in black. Bigger 

4It seems more likely ~hat this material was tridacnc shell rather than coral. 
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2. Adze 4. Bow 
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5. Ouessa 
6. Sague 

7. Wooden Vase 
8: Front view of 7 

Artifacts (Vol. 1:76) 

9, 10. Shuttles 
11. Sling 

ones are used for hollowing out canoes, in striking great blows and in describing a large 

circle of the lever which grinds them in cadence. Their weight is of several pounds, and 
they are [p.5051 so accustomed to them that the iron axes which we gave them pleased them 

less for they were ignorant of the manner in which to use them with SUCcess. With their 

axes they fell trees, make canoes, fashion the frames of the houses and hollow out wooden 
troughs which hold water or serve other purposes. 

We had occasion to see in their houses long, pointed javelins, carefully worked, which 

we took for arms, also a stick pointed at one end, notched at the other, both of which were 

painted very cal'el"ully in red. The javelin was called ouessa and the stick sague, but later 

we saw the inhabitants use them for fishing. It is not that they are Stl" skillful at it, but 

the manner in which they used their fishing grounds on the edge of th~ reef where the sea 

comes to break, is particular to them. They choose square spaces, which they surround 

with high walls of three feet rca one meter] and where coral rocks are so well fitted that 

there are no interstices. They are made such that their bulk is sufficient to make them 

resistant to the force of the sea which covers them at high tide. A single hole is used so that 
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this fish preserve live there, and the natives go there when the tide has abandoned the reefs. 

They close the hole of the reservoir, and as there remains little water, they beat and pierce 

the fish with their long javelins. They place in the surrounding area temporary shelters 

in case of bad weather. These fishing grounds are neither numerous nor well maintained. 

They still use pearl fish hooks but very rarely, and several Urosse wore them hung around 

their necks. They clung to these hooks and nothing could get them to give them up. They 

did not make anything out of our metal fish hooks; if they accepted them, it was to place 
them [p.506] in their ears. They also use some badly made nets, set on a supple and flexible 

branch, folded in an oval fashion. The net makes the pocket and the threads are of the 

husk of the coconut. To seize the fish with this instrument, the natives gather about a 

dozen people, form a big circle and gradually close in, chasing the fish in front of them. 

They end up by touching each other and bring together the nets which each one has in his 

hand. The sague does not seem at all to be used except to stun the fish or to seize with its 

fork the big murenophis (eel) so common on the reef. 

These people only use the husk of the coconut to make cords which serve as mooring 
ropes for their canoes; they are well and solidly made. 

The people of Oualan possess few decorative objects; and they do not use cosmetics. 

Only the chiefs oil their hair with coconut oil .. Their ordinary ornaments are flowers, 

someti.mes seed necklaces,· which they call houle, or necklaces made from carved seeds, 

alternately black and white. Most have a piece of tortoise shell in their reach, hung on a 

piece of string. They likely attach some superstitious ideas to this ornament, for they did 

not want at all to yield them for objects which should have been of great value in their eyes. 

Two or three offered them for nothing,and quite likely this shell did not mean anything to 

them; they were the only ones to act like this. Some natives wore a shell on the lower lip, 

the same as the natives of Radick and Radock and even those of the northwest of Noutka. 

Tattooing appears on Oualan to designate caste, and this operation is called [P.5071 sise 

or schiscM. The men bear two long bands on the inside and outside of the lower limbs. 

These two bands are eight lines in width; they are black and full in the upper classes, 

diamond-shaped in the lower classes. The Urosse and the Pennemehave besides light lines 

on other parts of the ·body. The arms are full of little designs, but what is characteristic 

of this people is a large black chevron, which covers the fold of the arm ·among the two 

sexes. The men only bear them on their limbs, while the women have their loins covered 

with tattoos, which end at the very edge of their loin cloths. 

The singing of the natives has nothing agreeable about it. There are sorts of sentences 

without rhyme, pronounced with a slow and monotonous tone, usually sung to accompany 

dancing, and I must say that the latter reveals a serious and phlegmatic character. The 

Oualaneans are in effect generally calm, not gay; the Urosse especially are of a gravity from 
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which they seldom depart. A couple of natives were the only ones whose happy character 
gave free rein to a jovial humor. 

Regardless, a young Penneme wanted to execute the usual dance in the country several 

times in a row in front of us and several other islanders imitated him. This danc,e is 

composed of slow and cadenced movements of the members of the body and of positions 

sometimes imitating the poses of a master of fencing, The voice or the tomtom served as 

accompaniment, and the half turns and the attitudes of the dancer are marked by a stick 
which he holds in his hand. In certain ceremonies, they form long lines of dancers, and the 

big thing is for all the movements to be synchronized, as if they were all animated by the 

same master principle. Most of the natives hardly know how to execute [v.50B] this dance, 

but all those who were aboard seemed delighted with the manner with which three or four 

young men executed it and gave them a lot of applause. Our admiration could not go that 
far.' 

Indubitably, these islanders posessed the dogma of another life, for the care which they 

brought to bear on their tombs proved that they had this consoling thought. The Uros8e, 

these demi-gods of Oualan, are buried in a sacred place, where the islanders had brought 
to bear all their knowledge by the elevation of walls which enclosed them. 

Those of the people, less elaborate, have something quite touching in their savage 

simplicity. It is usually in the middle of sugar cane where the dead are to be found, and 

as the plantations exist 011 the plains as well as on the sides of mountains, it results in an 

effect which indicates on the part of the natives thoughtful feelings OIl the moral influence 

of the tombs. When we ranged the coasts of the island with the Corvette, our sights rested 

frequently on the thatched roofs, of whose usage we were ignorant and which rose in the 

midst of a refreshing greenness, not far from the peak of the mountains. Most often, in 

effect, the tomb of a poor savage was sheltered by the breadfruit tree which nourished it, 

in the middle of sugar cane, near a river whose passing ripples, rolled from the summit of 

the mountains, crossing thick groves of orange trees, of ixora where the flexible bindweed 

spreads its large purple petals! Each tomb is properly covered with a little hut whose sides 

are open. Very often one comes upon little villages today inhabited by the dead, for the 

natives of the same area like to gather their relatives in the space. Trellises cover the soil of 
the hut, some mats are thrown there [v,50U] probably so that the sun could come to consult 

the ashes of his forefathers. And one still finds, under some of these simple roofs elevated 

with care, the tools which the deceased probably used on earth, an ax for the man and a 

loom for the mother of the family. Amongst the most rude 'savages, those of New Holland 

for example, I saw tombs respectedj only civilized man has violated them. 

It remains to say a word on the language of the inhabitants of Oualan. It appeared,to 

us evidently composed of several dialects, each spoken by a different caste. It dilTered from 
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all the ot,hers which we had heard until then and especially from the Oceanian which the 

islanders of Tafti, the Marque.as, Tonga, of New Zealand and the Sandwich Islands spoke ... 

This language seemed very difficult to seizej the biggest difficulty was in rendering, with our 

alphabet, the sounds which we heard. Another thing which went against our work was the 

care with which the natives never contradicted each other. If by accident one pronounced 

a name which one believed to have heard, all the natives persisted in repeating this name, 

even if it did not have anything to do with the object one was asking about. This excessiv.e 

compliance was more harmful than useful. Moreover these islanders are so occupied with 

what happens around them that it is difficult to fix their attention on the same object for 
several seconds. 

The biggest difficulty in making up the vocabulary is hardly to obtain the names of 

material objects which one has before one's eyes. In gathering these, one is pretty sure 

of their exactitude, but nothing is more difficult than to make the natives understand 

metaphysical ideas or to obtain the names, such as yesterday, tomorrow, father, brother, 
etc. and a host of other words which have to deal with [p,51O] more complex ideas. The 

pronunciation of these islanders is often guttural, ending in nasal and palatal consonants 

which greatly influences the value of words, for there are cases where by the changing of a 

sound only, which our ears cannot perceive, a large number of things can be expressed. 

The only words which are analogous to words which exist in some other languages of 

the So'uth Pacific are neither numerous nor important. One would find perhaps more of an 

analogy with idioms derived from the Mongol. Thus the word ik, fish, used on Oualan, is 

the neighbor of ikan, Malay, of ika, New Zealand, while eia, used in Ta'iti, and ie in Rotuma, 

are corrupted; wouake, canoe, used on Oualan, is analogous to waka, New Zealand, a waka, 

Rotuma, a vaa, Ta'itij nou, coconut, is called niou in the Sandwich Islands and on Rotuma 

and could derive from the Malay nior, less used than kalapa. Paddle, oa in Oualan, is called 

eoe in Ta'iti. Banana, oune, bears absolutely the same name among the negroes who live 

in Port Praslin in New Zealand. Sugar cane is called ta in Oualan, to in New Ireland, toa 

in Ta'iti, toou in the Sandwich Islands and Rotumaj finally mata, eye, is called the same in 

Ma13y, etc. 

The numbering system is based on regular'principles and differs, by the denominations 

of the names of the numbers, from all others that I heard used in the Malay islands, the 

Polynesian islands and the Oceanic islands. The following enumeration was furnished by 

many intelligent natives, and I was very careful to make sure that it is correct, 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

[p.5HI 

9 

10 

11 

12 

19 
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Example 

scha 20 
10 21 
tol 22 
eaa 30 
lomme 90 
holl 100 
hut 200 
oual/ 900 

1000 
heo 2000 
singoule 9000 
singoule scha 10,000 
singoule 10, etc. 11,000 
singoule heo 20,000 

Example of a number: 

1825-sihia, ouall sihiogo, logoule lomme 

longoule 

longoul. scha 

longoule 10 
tol/goule 

heo goule 

sihiogo 

acha sihiogo 

heo sihiogo 

scha sihia 

10 sihia 

heo sihia 

sihie 

scha sihie 

louho 

A.ccord.ing to Keate, who gave us a general description of the Pelew islands where 

CaptaIn Wzlson was shipwrecked and stayed, one can judg~ that there is a strong analogy 
between islanders of Palaos or Pelew and the natives of Dualan The dl'''' f I . uerences 0 anguage 
an~ of name~ s~em in actual fact evident, but they only derive from the changes in locality 

whIch occur In httle used idioms. Perhaps there are even more analogies which I am missing, 

for the manner of rendering sounds by signs differs as much sometimes between two writers 

of e~en the same country and even more so for a writer of another 'country. After having 

outllIled the chapter on Dualan, I was surprised to read Wilson's account of the simil 't 
h' h . an y 

w IC ~XlstS between. these isla~ds which are separated by a distance of 600 leagues rca 

3.300 kIlometers] longItude and sItuated on the saIne latitude. Together with the Carolines 

they form this long band of lands-sometimes mountainous, sometimes at the level of the 

water on interrupted reefs-which are peopled by the same race of men and which present, 

from what is known about them, the same mores and the same customs. 

The Pelew Islands, first seen by the Spanish who [p.512] named them the Palaos Islands, 

arc formed of very wooded mountains, bordered by flat lands and surrounded by coral reefs 
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which advance into the sea. They are governed by a king or supreme chief, aided by chiefs 

of the lesser rank, called Rupacks, who form the nobility, and correspond to the UTosses. 

Business is conducted in council meetings and take place, such as it is practiced on Dualan, 

when the chiefs receive in public assembly. The people only approach the Rupacks with 

the greatest of respect, putting their hands in front of their faces when they speak to 'the 

king, and prostrate themselves before him .. The Rupacks are decorated with the order of 

the os, said Wilson; I have seen nothing analogous among the UTosse. 

Identity of the highest order reigns in the productions of the islands of Palaos and of 

Dualan. On both, the earth is cultivated with care. The wild breadfruit tree, roots (AT. 

esculentum) and coconuts are the principle vegetable productions, to which can be added 

bananas, oranges, limes, bamboo, sugar cane and turmeric or curaima. The usual flora 

is without exception the same. The pepper siriboa is used on Dualan to make schiaka, a 

mild but intoxicating drink, which the natives highly prize. The inhabitants of the Palaoos 

Islands use pepper, with betel, a custom which they got from the Malays who were often 

shipwrecked there. 

The quadrupeds of the two islands are the rat and the bat. The Pelewans had cats 

which were probably' obtained from past encounters, but dogs and pigs are not to found 

there. Roosters and chickens, according to Wilson, are not used for food, and I have been 

able to make the same observations on Dualan. Pigeons are common on both islands. 

Among the fish, the English mention for [p.513] Pelew the unicorn, lobsters and kima 

(trid~cne), and these animals are very abundant on Oualan. 

"The perspective of the Pelew Islands seen from the sea," says the editor of the Wilson 

shipwreck, "presents high land, rugged, very thickly covered with trees. The interior is 

mountainous in several places; but the valleys, beautiful and spread out, offer to the eye 

delicious aspects. The soil in general was rich, and grass grew in quantity." This description 

would be applicable to Dualan, which is moreover more favored with rivers and springs. 

The life style among the two peoples is the same fabrication of various drinks from 

the meat of the coconut, sugar cane, bananas, etc.; consumption of fish, raw or cooked; the 

usual drink, water or coconut milk;, and the same meals, three times a day. 

In Pelew as on Duaian, the houses have a bamboo floor with a square space in the 

middle for the fire place, low doors closed in bamboo and very high roofs, covered with 

palm leaves (vaquois), in very thick layers. There are public houses, consecrated to feasts 

and assemblies, larger than ordinary houses. 

The two people have the same procedures for preparing food, except for boiling, 

nnknown on Dualan. The inhabitants of Palaos also have a large number of arms, which 

the state of hostility in which they live has made them feel the need. Their axes are also 

made of kima shells, and their canoes, of an elegant form, are also painted a very strong 
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red color.' The clothes differ little in the two countries. One can observe the same custom 

of wearing flowers in the ears, of knotting the hair on top of the head and of tattooing. 

[p.5H} But the custom of blackening the enamel of the teeth, for example, does not exist 
on Oua/an. 

The chiefs of Pe/ew have several wives; I am convinced that the UTosse also have 

a certain number. The two peoples both showed the same astonishment when they saw 

Wilson and his companions up close, as when they saw us on Oua/an. Only, in the king and 

in the UTOSS.S, we hardly found an abba-thull. and a Taa-kouk. Those of Oualan seemed to 

Us envious, jealous of their prerogatives and without the least nobility of character. 

In giving the vocabulary of the island of Oua/an which follows, one will notice that 

some letters of our alphabet are evidently missing in the language of these islanders, and 

on the contrary, that they have many sounds which we can only render by ch, sh, w, ta, 

r. They cannot pronounce certain words: thus, they always said Terance for France, but 

they could say well enough, Paris, tune, soleil, cacatois. The letters which they cannot 

pronounce are B, D, F, J, Q, V; X, Y. The B is replace by a sound between our Band 

P. The D is replaced by the T. The P is pronounced pei. The other letters have the same 
sounds as in our alphabet. 

1,esson 

Lesson's Word List 

Rainbow . . . . . . . . . . . Melakep 

Amomum (bot.) . . . . . . . Ine-k. 

Black acanthure (icthy.). . Ali~ala 

Trees with fiat roots. . . .. Loume 

Admiration or astonishment Bouai 

Atherome (Burg.) . . . . . .. Hire 

Tree with red flowers (ixora) Kalel 

[p.5151 

Bay or Coquille Harbor. . Laile88e 

Bay of L~Ie Pane 

To yawn . . . Meula 

To beat. . .. .... Mehouhoc 

Basilic (bot.). .... Horene 

Bnringtonia sp.(bot.) . Kaenal 

Boils. . . . . . . Solot 

Mouth . . . . . Mosso.c or 
Masso8se 

Good ... .. .... 

Jumping blonny (iethy.) .. 

To drink .. ........ . 

Bottle (name they gave) .. . 

Beard. . . . .. .. 

Banana ....... . 

Yellow Banana .. 

Outrigger .. . ..... . 

Arm ............ . 

Wood to work or to burn. 

Drink of grated coconut .... 

Drink of breadfruit. 

Wood of red hue 

Husk of coconut 

White ... ...... . 

Blue .......... . 

Eme 

Mooa 

Nemeneme 

Pelosouke 

Halieque or Alate 

Oune 

Oune kalasse 

Erne 

Pohou 

Siake 

Kapiel 

Ouaoua 

Makori 

Kakl 

OUa8"6 

Molute 

Chief, King, Nobility ..... 

Head of Family . . 

This, That .... . 

Ankle ...... . 

Sugar cane .... . 

Road, route .. . 

IIair ........ ... . 

Coconut meat . . 

Eye lashes 

To sing ... 

[p.5161 

Grey sandpiper (ornith.). 

Necklace . .... . 

Sides of canoe .. . 

Copulation. . . . . . . 

Ribs. .. . ..... . 

Neck ........ ... . 

Thigh ........ .. 

Coffer "fish, ostracion .. 

Ur08se 

Tone 

Ei'a, lni 

Atroniake 

T. 

Neka 

Schi.jfe 

Guano 

Ouakoulop 

Hole 

Kru/ce 

Eha 

Nounou 

Foe'ne 

Sihioque 

Tahoque .. kahou 

Niake or Nia8 

Hedouhofse 

Coconut .. . .. ... Nou 

Shell or nut of coconut Foi 

Wooden knife . . . . . Epope 

Scars from a wound .. Roukanka 

Sky .. ......... Ka,Ba 

Shell hat, ornaments of 
chief's canoe . . . . . . . .. Palpa 

Rope, Cord. . . . . . . . . .. Foi 

Woman's necklace . . . . .. Ma8se 

Necklace with pendant . .. Houle 

Shell they put on lower lip, 
as on Radack. . . . . . . .. Panae 

Coral .. .... Eoka 

Crab. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Tanome 

75 
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To run 

Sunset 

To dance. 

Back (anat.) . 

Defecation . . 

Last quarter of the moon. 

Teeth •• 

Fingers. 

Broken finger 

Bailer to empty the canoe 
of water ' ......•.... 

{p.517] 

Ends of a canoe. 

Shoulders 

~ro sneeze. 

Star ..•. 

Fresh water 

Child •. 

Star fish 

East .. 

Sponge 

Leaves 

Oval net for fishing 

Smoke .• 

Buttocks . 

Iron .•.• 

Breadfruit. 

Breadfruit seed~ 

Woman ..... . 

Thread for making maros. 

Girl. 

Fire. 

Arum Howers 

Arum leaves. 

Flower in general. 

Banana leaves. 

Fern ..••.. 

Fucus (algae) 

Gums. 

Knee. 
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Kaalaa 

Foune kola 

Salza 

Ouene toukou 

Pac 

Meza-ouall 

. MU£s808se, Maussik 

Oune pohou 

Ponoc 

Anome 

kfatane 

Ou£peaike 

Sinl! 

III 

Ko 
TaU 
Sinikaaou 

Ouakata 

Sinekosso 

Scha 

Heke 

Kalasse 

Siakique 

Mossa 

Masse 

Mosse-SOUCOBsa 

Mataen 

Kois 

Tale 
Paid hike 

Oune kctaque. 

Skakala 

Meta 

Sahed 

Po 

Kape 

Naso8s6 

Nenitike 

Gland .. 

Hibiscus. 

Man .• 
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Stone axe. . . . . . . '.' 
Souimanga spo (ornith.) 

Small, black swallow .. 

Heron, white and grey 0 

There is no more . 

Yellow. 

Leg 

Day 

Bend of the knee 0 

Kava, drink made from 
a pepper. 

Leper. 

Lizard. 

To release wind • 

Lips .... 

Stand up. 

Moon 0., 

Tapered stick for fishing. 

Tongue 0 ••• 

Coconut milk 

Sunrise .. 

Chestnut 0 

Chestnut tree 

Breast •. 0 0 • 

Pestle to pound breadfruit 

Bad. 

Chin. 

Show 
[p.519] 
Mountain. 

MounLain to north of island 

Sea. 0 • 

To eat. 

To walk. 

White resin for caulking. 

Noon .....•...• o. 

Mokoul 

Tala 

Ci886 

Kalk • 

Longoulap 

Pilcna 

Ka,. 

Pogoune-Niake 

Lene, LlnelilllH~ 

Oualalouk 

Schiaka 

Ouraranite 

Keneuz 

Sin. 

Ouasaok 

TOUd 

Alouaite 

Ouea8a 

La or Lalo 

Sano 

HouatAAtake 

Hi 

Krake 

T.hiti 

To 

Kousouke 

Kabouleneque 

Mea 

Holl 

AneUll 

Molaoul 

Mongno 

Katao 

Pouasse 

K oule inelene 

Lesson 

House ....... . 

Communal house. 

Wall .•..... 

Mallet (icthy.) . 

Hand ...... 

Wrap around cloth . 

Blackbird 

Loom. 0 0 

~urenophis (reef eel) 

River eel .•.. 0 •• 

To blow one's nose. 

To bite 0 •••• 

Leg of a loom . 

Midnight. 

Clouds •. 

Sleeping mat 

Not to want. 

Nose •.. 

Nostrils. 

Belly button. 

Black, storm clouds 

New moon. 

No ..... . 

Neritine fluviatile (conely.) 

Bird nest ...•... 

Noddi tern (ornith.) 

Unicorn fish (icthy.) 

Nobility t Chiefs. 

Black. 

Night. 

Norl.h. 
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Agreeable smell . 

Bird egg .. 

Orange tree 

Orange ... 

Sea urchin. 

Oh man (term of appeal) . 

Bird. 

Ears. 

Lamme 

Pa. 

Pot 

Hau 

Kounepohou 

Toll 

Ououaizai 

PiOU8S6 

Schemiss 

Tone 

Eonepou 

Laluse 

Zake 

Ine-coffe 

Kassa 

Sake 

Ouna, Tak, 

Kouahe, Foi, Poua 

Ine/oi, [gai 

Poutek, PouU 

Imat 

Moapan 

Ouenne 

Keioma 

Athero 

Palcl 

M088a 

Uro88e 

Schalscahl or Louho 

Fongo onou 

MatenU 

Kahen 

Teramo 

Menezioko 

MeozaSS6 

[nescha 

ESBe 

Mone 

Schache 

Ears, Audit'ory canal. 

Eye ..... 

}1'ingernails . 

Toenails ..• 

West, occident, northwest. 

Big toes ....... . 

Tortoise shell worn 
around neck. . . • . 

Pepper tree to make kava. 

Stone to pound kava 0 

Chicken .•... 

Skin of banana 

Rain .. 0 

Butterfly 

Golden plover. 

Feather of a bird 

Tiger cowrie . 

Fish. 

Stone 

Pancratium (bot.) . 

To cry. ~ 

To carry 

First quarter ?f the moon 0 

Se-rtulumus polyp .. 

Dichotomous polyp. 

Canoe. 
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Paddle. 

Sole of foot. 

This way 0 

That way. 

Penis .. 

Foreskin 

Pigeon 

Chest 

Foot. 

Pubic hair 

Eyelids 

More. 

Ine·8chache 

Mata 

Togoune pohoa 

Togoune niake. 

Japan 

Koone niake 

Tone 

Seka, Schika 

Tapene 8ieka 

Mone 

Kolot 

Heao 

Schaacha 

Koulu 

Nonemone 

Foule 

lk 

Holl 

Tiho 

Tan 
Outok 

Mazalan 

Loume 

Sakene 

Ouake 

Oa 

Kalaia 

Tena 

Paine 

Kanac 

KouRa kanac 

Mouleuz or 
Mouloueaae 

Inehuoque 

Paaaniake 

Koumoukor 
Koume koume 

. Kounemetaa 

Mani 
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Thread holder (shuttie) . Katap 

To seem or to rise Atak 

Full moon . . . . . . . . . Mezazone 

Opuntia polyp. . . . . . . MOUdi~el 

What is this? . . . . . ... .. Mea inguef 

Taro root (arum). . . . . .. Taka 

Root of Arum macrorrhizon 

Rat .•............• 

~eefs ............. . 

Red (color). . . . . . • . . 

To laugh . ........ . 

To snore . . 

Roast . ... 

Monaka 

Kou8ique 

Kihiela 

Lope 

Hiz. 

Malala 

Kra 

Eyebrows. . . . . . . . . . Mie'8£ 

Sun. . . . . . . . . Eouat 

To sigh. . . . . . . Ma 

To jump . . . . . . . . . • .. So 

To whistle . .... 
[p.522) 

To blow .......... . 

South '.' ......... . 

H088£ 

Houke 

Leap -

To sit down . . . . . . . . .. Mata 

To go to bed. . . . . . . . .. Ouana 
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To smell good . 

To smell bad. . 

Blood ....••.•••... 

Tattoo . 

Tree tr.unk . . . . . 

To weave cloth 

All, together. . . . . 

To cough .. ..... . 

Outrigger crosspiece . . . . 

Trachyte (miner.) •. 

Thunder . . . 

Testicle .. ..... . 

illcerations ..... . 

Vessel for drinking . 

Bat .•...•......•. 

Village of Coquille harbor. 

Stomach . .......... . 

Wind (meteor.) . ..... . 

Vagina . .......... . 

Vessel made with a leaf . 

Wooden vase for a 

Kahene 

POU80B 

Shascha 

Schische, Si88e, 
Check< 

Ta 

Toheni 

Toll 

Ko 

Kouillas 

Eat •• 

Pa/at 

AUro 

Rolo. 

F'uoque 

Quay 

Tahignil 

Sihoque 

Shapal 

Ouane or Kin' 

Chaouena 

feeding trough . . . . . . .. Tape 
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Chapter XXVI 
Crossing From Oualan Island To New Guinea 

On the fifteenth, we got ready in the morning to continue our voyage, and soon the 

coasts of Oualan disappeared from the horizon. On the seventeenth we recognized the 

islands of Pete/ap, Tongauton and Tahai, 5 which Captain Mac-Askill discovered in 1809. 

[The account continues as the Coquille makes brief stops at several islands of the 

Carolines on its return to France.] 

5 This was the atoll of Pingclap. 
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5. LUTKE'S ACCOUNT 

Fyedor Petrovich Liitke1 was born in 1797 and made his first voyage around the 

world at twenty years of age on the Kamchatka under Vassily Golovnin (Nozikov 1946). 

Following Golovnin's recommendations, Liitke was put in command of his own ship and 

spent four years exploring the Arctic Ocean and Northern coasts of Russia. He was then 

given command of the Senyavin (transcribed from the Russian as Senjawin in German 

language accounts and Seniavine in French) in 1826. The purpose of the voyage around the 

world was exploration (especially along the coasts of Russian America, Kamchatka and the 

Caroline Islands) and scientific investigation. After spending about five months exploring 

the coasts of the Northern Pacific, thc Senyavin headed south toward the Carolines. Kosrae 

was sighted on 24 November 1827. It was the first tropical Pacific island visited by the 

Senyavin, although Liitke had been to Hawaii and Guam on his earlier voyage around 

the world. Liitke's main work while in the tropics was to carry out experiments with the 

pendulum. As a result of his success on this and other expeditions, he was eventually 

promoted to admiral and elected to the St Petersburg Academy of Sciences. He served as 

president of the Academy for the last eighteen years of his life, retiring only four months 
before his death in 1882. 

The following account is from the French edition of his history of the voyage of the 

Senyavin. That multi-volume work also included engravings, maps and specialized articles 

by the naturalists and geographers aboard his. ship. Liitke's main section on Kosrae is 

translated here first. It is followed by his list of Kosraean words and by Kittlitz's and 
Postels' engravings from the Historical Atlas. 

1 Liitkc's first name is given as Frederic in the French language version of his account. His Russian first 
name (Clle,l\op) is variously transcribed as 'Fedor;' 'Fedor' and 'Feodor' as well as 'Fyedor.' 'rhe name 
l,iitkc (JIuTKe) is also written as 'Litke,' 'Luetke' and'Lutke' 
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VOYAGE 
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Fyedor Liitke (Dcriot 1962:152) 

Liitkc 

[p.284] 

CHAPTER VII 

Navigation from Kamchatka to Ualan-Our Stay 

on Ualan and Observations of the Island.' 

87 

The reader will remember that according to my instructions, I had to go visit the 

Caroline Islands for our winter work. Not having so far a tropical station to conduct 

experiments on the invariable pendulum, I resolved to sLop first of all at the island of Ualan, 

the easternmost of this archipelago, which the French Captain Duperrey had recenlly made 

known and where a sure port offered us a way to devote ourselves to these experiments. We 

headed for this island, calculating, however, such that we could explore those areas which 

were marked on maps as being allegedly disco.vered or rediscovered islands. A fresh wind 
from the NE soon carried us out of the cold [p.285]' and foggy atmosphere of the region we 

had just left. We had occasion to compare the climate of this area with that of the area 

which. corresponded in latitude in the Atlantic Ocee.n. In the year before, exactly at the 

same time of year, we had found ourselves on the same parallel, also sailing south on a 

favorable wind. Then at fifty degrees latitude, the Reaumur thermometer registered plus 

8°, butnow here it was only 3° to 4°. At forty-five degrees latitude, it was 11° there, 6.5° 
here; in both cases the difference is 4.5°. 

The eighth of November our good wind abandoned us and turned southward and 

changed the next day into a terrible squall which lasted several hours. Then we had weak 
and variable winds for several days. 

I have already had occasion to speak of the long list of discoveries made in the Great 

Ocean by American navigators which no one has been able to find again. Among these 

discoveries figures the Island of Co/unaa, at 28° 9' latitude and 128° longitude. Finding 

ourselves ncar this spot on 18 November, we spent t,he whole day looking for it but it was 

in vain. Convinced, alLer this search and by [p.286] other considerations (explained in detail 

in the nautical section of our Voyage but which would be out of place here), that this island 

is hardly a new discovery but in all probability was taken from old Spanish maps, on which 

is marked an island under the name of las Co/unnas, we continued our way southward. On 

20 November at 27° 7' latitude, after a calm period which lasted more than twenty-four 

• • See Plates 17-23 and 29 m the atlas. {pages 147-163.J 
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hours, we received a tradewind from the NE, which at first blew very hard but which, 

calming down after, made for rapid and tranquil navigation. 

The same day we caught a fish called lune (or mole), the most deformed, it goes without 

saying, of all the creatures. However this did not prevent our sailors from finding it very 

tasty and from eating it with pleasure, while it was fresh. The Aleutes, on the contrary, did 

not even want to taste it, striking proof that the difference in taste in food is only based on 

prejudice and habit. One people has a repugnance for non-ruminant animals; another for 

those which do not have a forked hoof. The Aleutes no less than the Kamchadales merit 
the epithet Ip·287J omnivore, which name Steller has given to the laUer. Theil' 1lrdinary 

food is whale blubber, often rancid. Upon smelling the odor of a whale from miles away, 

they run there as if to a magnificent banquet. Why do the Aleutes have a repugnance for 

the lun.? Because this fish has no tail. We made fun of them; and perhaps they made fun 

of us when we preferred a deformed animal without a tail to the majestic whale with its 

forked tail. There are among our sailors several Tatars, who ordinarily only eat biscuits 

when pork soup is made for the crew, and the others teased them. The Tatars, in their 

turn, would have laughed at their expense if Lady Luck had put a young chicken at thek 

disposal. 

On 22 November we passed the Tropic of Cancer. On this same day we looked for 

Dexter Island and on the twenty-seventh St Bartholomew Island, which we must put in the 

same category of discoveries as Colunas Island and with the same success. During all this 

time, we did not have the least idea of where land was; the sea was very empty. We only 

saw, from time to time, some Ip·288J tropic birds (phaetons), some large petrels, which as 

one knows, range long distances away from land. 

On 29 November we reached the coraJ group Brown (Brown '. Range, discovered in 
1794 by the English navigator Buttier), whose longitude I wanted to verify. This day and 

the following, we coasted, quite close up, the northern and western coasts of this group, 

composed of thirty little islands linked one to another by a cor~J reef. 2 The group is round 

in shape, seventy-five miles [ea 140 kilometers1 in circumference, and its interior is occupied 

by a lagoon. The islands are covered Nith thick greenery, although one can see neither 

coconut nor breadfruit trees; consequently, they arc uninhabited. We will have in the 

following account many occasions to speak of islands of this type, one of the marvels of 

nature, which fill the soul of one who sees them for the first time with an inexplicable 

feeling of veneration and admiration for the all powerfulness of the Creator of the universe. 

Continuing southward, we finally perceived, on the morning of 4 December, the island 

of Ualan in the west, almost forty-five miles [ea eighty-three kilometers1 away; but it was 

only in the evening that we were able to approach within eight to ten Ip·289J miles [ea fifteen 

2 This apparently was the atoll of Eniwetok. 
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to eiglltecn kilometers1.· The heights of the island, in spite of its small scope, interrupted 

the regularity of the trade winds. During theentire day t.here was only a weak wind, which, 

at night turned completely around the compass, accompanied by a continual rain and the 

distant rumbling of thunder. The next day, we found ourselves in a dead calm, at a distance 

of three or four miles [ea five or seven kilometers1 from the northern coast of the island. We 

could see some houses on the shore and smoke in several places, but to our great surprise, 

not a single canoe showed up all morning. Finally, towards noon, we saw one, coming from 

the eastern coast of the island. Four men were in it, two of whom were older men seated 

in the middle on a sort of platform and not rowing. They came up to the ship without 

stopping, saying incessantly with a drawn out voice ouai ... ! At the first invitation one , 
of the old men and then all the others came aboard without hesitating. They began a 

long discourse, of which we understood nothing, except that they urged us to come ashore, 

where we could sleep and where we would find lots of coconuts and women, which they 
indicated in an unequivocal manner. Our hosts sat very freely in a circle on Ip·290! the 

bridge; they chatted, laughed and often said ouai! One could tell, from the first instant 

and from their easy manner that our ship was not. the first that they had visited. What 

astonished them most was the color of our skin; they compared it with theirs and indicated 

that their bodies were more black because of the sun. They would have perhaps stayed 

longer with us if their canoe had not started to float away. This accident shortened their 

visit, and they returned, apparently happy, from their new acquaintances. We saw them 

meet up with another canoe which was heading toward us from the same coast. In this one 

there was, besides two rowers, only one man, also old, who arriving alongside, began to talk 

ardently, quickly, a lot and in a high voice, often repeating the word uro •• e (signifying, 

as we learned later, chief) and pointing to the island and the canoe which had just left 

us. During the short periods when he was not talking, we heard frequent ouai.. After 
having traded a half dozen coconuts for some buttons, he left us still talking incessantly 

and disregarding our invitation to come aboard. There Ip·291J then came a third canoe with 

two men in it, who after having received some glass beads and some buttons for coconuts, 
did not delay in returning to shore. . 

There ended our first contact with the Ualanese, which we would have been happier 

about if they had not come with empty hands. A dozen coconuts and some lengths of sugar 

cane were all that we received from the three canoes. The night was calm and rainy. On the 

sixth in the morning, we saw that the current had carried us twelve miles [ea twenty-three 

kilometers1 from shore, where, because of the calmness, we remained all day. Thus we did 

not wait for visits. However, toward four o'clock, three canoes arrived. In one was a young 

man whom all the others pointed to saying, uro •• ". The visitors came aboard without 

showing the least uneasiness, except the young urosse, named Nena, who leaned on me or 
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wanted me to be ncar him. They accepted gifts with the usual Quai, without manifesting, 

however,.the excessive joy which one often notices among savages. In Nena's retinue was a 
young man, Oa, remarkable for his intelligence [p.292}. From the first moment, he wanted 

to conform to our customs, to sit only on a chair, to spit only in a spitoon and even, it 

happening that he had to cough on the bridge, to go below for this reason, etc. The frank 

gaiety, without being noisy, of these men was extremely attractive; the confidence with 

which they mixed with us attested to the purity of their intentions. The novelty of object,s 

naturally attracted their attention. Showing perfect common sense for savages, they sought 

to know the purpose of each object. The piano struck them, and Oa brought a chair over 

and began to accompany the one who was playing. IIe often lifted the top to see how the 

instrument was made. The forge, where men were working at the moment, elicited some 

long Quais. Oa understood from the beginning that a knife was being made and asked if it 

was not for him. They all conducted themselves with an astonishing decorum; there was 

neither obsession nor importunity, nor, this time, the least traee of thievery, a common 

vice among almost all the peoples of the South Pacific. In a word, they distinguished 

themselves {p.293} very handsomely.compared to the other peoples of this part of the world 

who are known to us through description, even the Radakese. Nena distinguished himself 

from the rest by more decorum and by a certain nobility in his manner but also by a 

singular cowardice. On the ship he only walked while holding on to me; I did not have 
any trouble leading him to the forge. The unexpected sound of the little bell made him 

tremble; however he had fun with it later. He wanted to know what a telescope was, and I 

wanted, after having put it in his hands, to let him see his house. But it made him afraid, 

and he had trouble resolving whether or not to look through it and begged me to direct it 

elsewhere. It seems that he took the telescope for a gun or something similar. 

Although our new friends were as badly provisioned as the first, they made, despite 

that, the more agreeable impression. 

In Lhe night, the current carried us even further from the coast than before. The next 

day, the seventh, light winds blew from all directions, and we took advantage of them to 
approach the western coast of the island, where Coquille [p.2041 Harbor is to be found and 

where I intended to stop. In the afternoon, our friends came to visit us, one after another, 

and six or seven canoes gathered around us in the end. Noticing that we were steering 

toward the western part of Lhe island, they made signs toward the east, repeating leI/a, 
lelia. They tried to get us to go to this side and seemed to take us for dunderheads for 

not listening to them. From the first, we were ahle to see that our friends were bad sailors; 

their canoes, rather badly made, are even more ill manned. That day, they got tangled up 

alongside of us and one of them was completely destroyed. This accident, moreover, did 

not interrupt for an instant the general gaiety. We hove to, lifted the broken canoe aboard, 
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and they began to repair it. Those to whom it belonged favored right then and there, 

apparently with pleasure, the idea of sleeping aboard. One of the two was the urosse Kace, 
the first of our acquaintances, the other, the young urosse Cia, particularly distinguished 

by his handsome person. To sleep aboard, perhaps because it was such a novelty, was 

thought a good idea by several. And my friend Nena declared that he wanted to remain 

near me, [p.295} together with Oa, but that it was necessary for me to lift the canoe aboard. 

This was not possible and Nena later consented to send it home. Knowing that Nena Was 

staying, no one wanted to leave us and we had plenty of trouble, repeating motul (sleep), 

lelia, oak (canoe), etc., in ridding ourselves of the troop. 

Our visitors of this day confirmed even more the good opinion that we had of them. 
One would be hard put to find the tranquility and the confidence with which ten men 

consented to send back their canoes to stay and sleep on a sailing ship. They conducted 

themselves so well: Nena and Oa established themselves in my room and the others on the 

bridge. I amused mine with prints from Krusenstern's Atlas; they recognized many things 

and called them by name. The tattooed Nukahivans particularly attracted their attention. 

The Morai were the subject of a long Quai! They exclaimed, in pointing at idols: leila, eol. 

They began very early to go to sleep; however, at the noise of the plates which we rattled 

in preparation to eat supper, they suspected the source of the noise and, rorgetting~ sleep, 

came to join us. Our cuisine,.it appeared, was less to [ •. 296} their liking than theirs was to 

us: my friend Nena, big gourmet, perhaps looking ahead and thinking he might remain to 

sleep aboard, had brought with him a drink made of crushed coconut, sugar cane and yet 

another ingredient which we could not guess. We found all their foods very agreeable. 

On 8 December the wind steadied and blew in a north easterly direction, and we were 

at last able to approach the western coast of the island. Seeing ahead and anticipating 

trouble, I proposed to our hosts that they retreat to their homes, but all preferred to 

accompany us to Ualan, a word which they incessantly repeated while pointing to the NW 

point of the island, which we had in view. Perceiving, toward noon, a break in the reef, 

I sent Lt Zavalichine to check it out. Convinced that it was precisely the port which we 

were seeking, I directed our ship there mider full sail. The wind blowing directly from the 

port forced us to dI'Op anchor at its very entrance at a depth of thirty-five fathoms [ea 65 

meters], having on each side coral reefs going down seventy fathoms lea 130 meters]. We 
worked immediately at banking the bow. But not having been able to pass the narrows. 

before night, I decided to remain there at anchor, [ •. 297} not foreseeing any big danger as 

it was only from the direction of land that we could expect heavy winds. 

Our hosts being our responsibility in the midst of OUI' troubles, I succeeded in getting 

them to go sleep ashol·c. We made here some new acquaintances. The most remarkable 

were. the Urosse Sipc, a very important man, judging by the fanfare with which his arrival 

... 
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was announced, and two other old uro·sse, Kaki and Ea, of the village of Lual, the most 

a.miable 01' all that we had met so far. They brought us newly cooked breadfruit, in such 

. quantity that there was enough for the whole crew, and various other fruits. From the first 

moment, we were like old friends; the embraces and joking never stopped. 

Desiring, as much as possible, to be on a good footing with all in the beginning, I 

allowed everyone, without regard to rank, aboard our ship. My policy, ·unfortunately, 

made it almost impossible to move on :the forecastle. This crowd not oilly hindered us in 
our work, but it also led us to the unhappy [v. 2981 discovery that aU of the islanders \w:re 

not as honest as their chiefs. In the evening, a thermometer and its case disappeared from 

over the gaillard, and the next day, we could not find three iron pegs. I resolved to use 

all means possible to get back the missing objects and to prevent it from happening again, 

although the blame should probably have fallen more on us than on them. It would have 

taken a lot for them not to have succumbed to the temptation of taking one or two of the 

numerous objects of value ·which seemed to be scattered around them as if on purpose to 

tempt them. 

When night came, our position was such so as to evoke more somber thoughts: a 

profound obscurity was even made worse by thick clouds, from which intermittently escaped 

a heavy rain. The roaring of the sea, which struck with violence on both sides against the 

rocks, resounded hour after hour with more force. The breakers, which shone from time to 
time through the obscurity, seemed to be nearer then they actually were. And this together 

produced all impression which was far from agreeable and which, Ip·299] in spite of all our 

thoughts, incessantly renewed the idea of impending danger. And this danger, in effect, 

was not far off. At midnight, a terribie squall from the east, in the middle of a torrent, 

made us drag anchor and dragged us sideways, after having exposed our broadside to the 

wind. Happily, the ship turned course on the side where the reef did not extend far into the 

ocean; if it had turned to the other side, we would have fallen immediately on the rocks. 

The ship waS thus able to remain upright, and we were free as we lost two anchors, whose 

cables we were forced to cut. 

On 9 December at daybreak, we found ourselves about a mile from the entrance to 

the port, in which, with the help of variable winds, we finally happily entered about eleven 

o'clock. 

Sipe and Nena came to meet us, accompanied by a multitude of canoes loaded with 

fruit. This time, it was only permitted to the chiefs to come aboard, to spare the others 

the temptation of stealing. Several of those who had been aboard the first day looked 

Ip·300} sadly from below in their canoes to the ship, comparing this separation to the warm 

welcome they had received the last time. Scarcely had I appeared than all began to shout, 

urosse! oaka! I myself pitied them, but I believed it necessary to make it plain to all that 
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I took this alTair seriously. I tried to inform my two principal hosts, Sipe and Nena, of the 

theft committed aboard and to make them understand that I had resolved to persist in 

having the stolen objects returned and that no one would receive anything from me until 

they were found. They understood all this, took the affair to heart and after having said 

a few words to their people in the canoes, lelt with their retinue. 

The next day, the tenth, we hauled into the interior of the port, very near the island 

of Matanial, where Captain Duperrey had his observatory and where I had also planned to 

establish mine. I spent the whole day on this little island, occupied in making observations 

in the midst of a crowd of islanders. T had drawn in the sand, around the tent, a line which 

no one had undertaken to pass. They attentively followed [p.301] all of my movements, 

every once in a while letting out with an ouai! They talked a lot and laughed even more. 

They often disturbed me in my work. At the sight of their faces bearing at the same time 

the print of goodness, of calm, of gaiety, as far away from timidity as from arrogance, it 

was impossible not to become occupied with them. Upon seeing the compass, they cried out 

in one voice, Ie sacre comment, then began to laugh about the oaka (ship) which had come 

here, a long time ago and which had stopped at Lelia. Upon hearing the gunshots of our 

hunters, they cried out again: Ie sacre comment. Sipe had already used this exclamation 

seveml times upon seeing objects that astonished him. All this convinced us that they 

had retained these words from the time of the Coquille. But is it not strange that of the 

thousands of French words which they had had occasion to hear that they had kept in 

their memories only this one bit of nonsense: We tried several times to find out if they 
remembered the names Duperrey, la Coquille and others which Ip·3021 they must have heard 

often; but it was always in vain. They repeated these words after us, and very distinctly, 

without appearing at all to understand their significance. 

Convinced of the good nature and of the peaceful charader of the Ualanese, I resolved 

to execute the project which I had planned here on the pendulum, and with this goal in 

mind, I established on the eleventh a camp on the little island of Matani:.!. For peace of 

mind, we surrounded our camp, on the ocean side with a rock barricade and on the land 

side with boarding nets. Far from putting up any obstacles, the inhabitants were eager on 

the contrary to help us in our work. 
One of our most constant visitors was our good neighbor Kaki, who regularly every 

morning brought us breadfruit all cooked and without appearing to wait for any recom

pense. One day he brought his son with him, a child of four years, who seated astride 

his back, certainly showed more fear of me than a child of his age at home would have at 

the sight of a chimney sweep or Negro. When I approached him, he trembled all over and 

cried out lustily. It is neither the [p.303] color black nor the white color which is strange or 

* Some of our men believed to have heard a 8i'Uoulpe ('please'); as for me, I did not hear it. 
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frightening but that which is opposite what we are used to. That reminds me of a satiri~ 
. e in which a certain negro king'said speaking of the messenger of a European power. 

plee , d '1" W k!"ttl h'ldren ''It is true that he resembles a man but he is as white as the eVI. e rna e 1 eel 
afraid of chimney sweeps. Ethiopian children would be afraid of millers or of wigmakers, 

if there were any there. The color of the English voyager Denham so repulsed the, women 
of a certain village in the interior of Mrica that a single glance at him produced III them 

the symptoms of sea sickness. 

W Id b I· . turn that the Ualanese women fled from us for fear or feeling e COll e !eve, In ? 

similar symptoms, We were astonished at their total absence. Not only did they not 
show themselves to us at all but even in the neighboring areas we did not encounter them 

h 0 Id almost believe that they had all been sent to the interior of the island, anyw ere. ne cou. ' 
although that did not fit in all with the confidence which the inhabit.ants displayed, nor 

with the certain gestures used by our first visitors. 

[p,304j We no longer heard anyone speak of Sipe or of Nena since the day of the sober 

explanations which we had delivered relative to the thefts. We guessed that they had 
solved not to reappear until they had recovered them, and we were not mistaken. On 

:~e twelfth, in the morning, my friend Nena finally app~ared, announcing with joy that 

the Ufosse Sipe and Sighira were following him and were carrying with the~ rnassa (the 
iron). At the same time he raised three fingers, at the sign of which we recognized. our three 

pegs. In fact, after a few minutes, the latter two arrived with the pegs wrapped I~ banana 
leaves. They then related how and where they had found them, which turn.ed mto I~ng 
recitals, of which I naturally understood nothing. But their jO: was notamb.lguous. Sipe 
embraced me several times. The warmth of the compliments dId not make him, howe~er, 
forget the tella (ax); I remembered as well as he my promise; the g~fLs were r~ady. Havmg 
made the chiefs sit down, according to their rank, in my tent, With solemnity I ordered 

brought the treasures which were destined for them: for each an ax, a shirt with a clip and 
f d .. tl' b [p.305j outfits a little mirror so they could soon have the pleasure 0 a mmng lelf s.uper .. 

They were in ecstasy; Sipe, in his transport, took off his necklace of drlCd leaves and put It 

around my neck; but he scratched my neck so hard where it .was sunburned that I could not 
bear to wear it for an instant. Some time later, he expressed a desire to go aboard to show 

S· I' 110 had not visited with liS yet, the urosse Nicolai (the portrait of the emperor). Ig ura, W ., '1 
UPOIl their return, they found us at dinner and did not refuse to Sit With. us. Whl e we 
were at table, Sipe took a notion to change names with Mr Ratmanoff, the first example of 

thO I t m 'In tile South Pacific The others immediately wanted to do the same, IS gener0 ellS 0 . . 

and I had for my lot the name of my friend Nena. He left the tent and announced to the 
crowd that he was henceforth the uross. Litski and that Nina was seated in the tent., The 

crowd showed its satisfaction with a long ouai! 
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From that time on, we had a continual and amicable relationship with the inhabitants; 
as we never sent anyone back.empty handed, the chiefs of Lella visited us every day. I will 
name the principal ones, with the purpose espedally of giving an idea of their names: Kanka 
[p.306j, tIle father of Nena, an amiable old man, and in whom we recognized the chief of 

whom Mr Lesson had spoken,· Sigouarka [Sjmouarka~, Seoa, Seza. Nena or Litske, as we 
called him, came often and took it upon himself to be the cicerone (chaperon) of the others, 

. often explaining what he himself did not understand. The visitors provided in abundance 
breadfruit, sugar cane and, in lesser quantities, coconuts and bananas. 

On 14 December, we had the first two visits by women. Mrs Kaki, accompanied by 
almost all the women of Lual, who, after having frolicked for more than an hour and having 
received an ample number of gifts, slowly returned to their homes crossing the lagoon on 
foot. We heard for a long time their laughter and chatter. 

The other visit, three or four young and pretty women, came from a more distant 

neighborhood and had a much less pure end. The relatives or masters who accompanied 
them [p.307) explained the motive of their arrival with gestures which could not leave the 

least trace of a doubt. We did not even try ,to sec if that was actually ther intention, or 
just a trick to get some presents out of us. Bu t although there was no scorn on our part, 

the faces of the young ladies expressed their displeasure at the failure of their attempt. We 
must add, however, to their honor, that they !>eh!\ved themselves during the whole time 
with much decency. 

Taking advantage of the first moment of leisure, on the sixteenth I went to the village of 
Lualon the bai"darke.3 To get there, we had to cross a skirt of mangroves and other shrubs, 
whicli surrounded the shore at a distance of more than 100 fathoms [ell. 180 meters). It is 
strange and interesting to paddle through a thick grove of trees, forming with a thousand 
vaults an arcade which rises out of the water in an innumerable multitude of branches, 
whose interlacings present an impenetrable wall. t The village of Lual is situated on a very 
steep shore, in a thick wood of breadfruit [p.30S) trees, banana trees a~d pandanus. The 

houses, or rather the huts, that made up the village were scattered here and there without 
any sense of order or regularity. We found them .entirely deserted. Not one soul came to 

meet us, and without two or three individuals of the common people, whom we already 
knew, carelessly lounging about on mats under a big tent, inviting us to sit down, we could 

have believed that the village was completely abandoned. We did not know how to ~.xplain 
these circumstances. The confidence and the warm welcome of the inhabitants, oUf affable 

"'"An old man full of vigor, very Jovial, whose serene and calm features fairly breathes a gentle authority. 
His hair and his long white beard, glowing upon his chest, gave him a venerable appearance." 

3Th. 'bardarkc' was a leather boat that had been acquired in th. Aleutian Islands. 

t See.plates 19 and 21. 
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conduct toward them and the gifts which we showered on them did not allow us to suppose 

that it was out of jealousy or fear that they hid their families from us. It was not reasonable 

either that if they had absented themselves momentarily to go elsewhere, that they would 

have taken everything with them. 

Our walk was not long because tW? steps from the village began ravines and impassable 

clumps of briars. We were p~eparing ou~selves to return when Sighira appeared; he w'as 
looking for us. His arrival activated the scene; fruit was then brought [p.309j and they began 

to prepare them. We saw there, f?r the first time, the prepara~ions for seka. Sighira began 

by detaching all the branches with leaves, with which he paid homage to the di'{idty by 

placing them, with a mysterious and .. olemn air: in a corner devoted to this purpose. 

Sighira accompanied us to our camp with a small provision of fruit promising to bring 

more the next day. 

The first news I had the next morning was that during the night someone had stolen the 

little anchor, from one of our craft. I could not close my eyes to ~his first theft committed 

so boldly; thus when Sighira came with what he had promised, I, told him that we did not 

want to have anything more to do with them until the anchor was returned. Leaving his 

canoe with the fruit, he left, without delay for J"ual, with the purpose of making a search 

there. However, at the end of a~ hour, without coming himself, he sent someone for his 

canoe. That made us suspect that he was not en~irdy a stranger to. the theft. Not wanting 

however to begin a [p.3101 quarrel, I did not keep his canoe. In the evening, the urosse Nena 

and Seza came to see us, the first with some presents from Kanka. I complained to them 

of the theft; I did not give them the ax which both of them demanded but I promised it to 

them if they succeeded in finding the anchor. 

Seza came back in' the morning without bringing any news of the theft, and conse

quently, I did not give him the ax. A.mirror with a golden frame seemed to console him 

perfectly. He amused himself by directing beams of sunlight into the eyes of his vassals. He 

then had them dance; he was in a wo'rd more gay than he had ever been.' All this was but a 

ruse to distract our attention. While we were occupied with our astronomical observations, 

we were suddenly alarmed by the cry: "help!" In an instant, we were all armed. I then 

ordered Seza detained; but he was already in full retr~at with all his companions in the 

direction of the northern ford, which indicated that he was the cause of the alert. I feared 

that they would get away but I was abl~ to calm down ,upon learning that only an ax had 

been stolen. Our carpenter, to spare us the noise which [p.alll would have disturbed our 

observations, had gone to work outside of the camp. One of the savages, who had been 

seen whispering with Seza an instant before, had softly slipped behind him, with one blow 

>II The preparation of selq1 will be' discussed in detail elsewherej' that is why' I do not elaborate here on 
the ,subjed. 
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flattened him and taking off with his ax, had fled across the ford in the woods. More 

accustomed than we to this passage, the thief escaped us. Thus, it only remained for us to 

seize the half dozen canoes near us, of which two belonged to Seza and the others to our 

friends from Lual. We dispatched one of them, Leghiak, as a spokesman, to Seza, to invite 

him to come to us. But this was in vain and all his troop disappeared behind the no~thern 

cape. We took measures, in case our peaceful hosts thought to provoke hostilities. I doubled 

the guard on the shore and placed a little canon in a convenient position. The canoes were 

hauled up onto land, and I ordered, in the presence of our prisoners, all preparations to be 

made to burn them. I then released them declaring that if the theft were not restored, all 
these canoes and many others would be burned with no hesitation. 

In the evening, Kaki came to see us [p.312) upon his return from Lelia, with his wife 

and his children and accompanied by. our spokesman, the old man Leghiak. He had already 

learned everything from him; he knew that we had seized the canoes, taken prisoners and 

that our firm intention was to get back the stolen objects, no matter what the cost. And 

in spite of this, with a magnanimity and a confidence which are not ordinarily to be found 

among savages, he came straight to us without paying any attention to the cries and groans 

of his children, who made all kinds of efforts to turn him away and who were tearing out 

their hair in despair. Of course this noble act did not go without a reward from us; he and 

all of his family were showered with gifts. Kaki severaly condemned Seza's conduct, by 

whose order the anchor and ax had been stolen, which were now in the village of Tepat, 
which belonged to this chief. 

Meanwhile, Kaki's wife, who until then had remained in the canoe, showed a desire to 

see my ship; and she was naturally received with all honors. An infinity of new things for 
her elicited the exclamations, someti~es ouai! sometimes Ie Bacre comment![p·313) The old 

man was in the transports of joy seeing how nice we were to his wife and his small child. 

After having sent home his family, Kaki, to my great pleasure, stayed to spend the 

night near me; for his company, despite our not being able. to understand each other very 

well, was always very interesting to me. In the morning, he only complained of having 
often been frightened by the. cry of the sentinels. 

I thought of ways by which I could, without going to extremes, maintain my resolution 

of having Lhe stolen objects returned. The most sure, probably, was to retain one of the 

principal urosse, and in the evening of the nineteenth, the opportunity arose: the urosse 

Seoa came to see us. At his approach, Kaki, who was then visiting me with his family, 

led his wife and his daughters outside the circle of our ca;"p and sat down himself on the 

ground in front of the tent. It is a mark of respect. I coldly received Seoa and did not 

accept any of his presents; I tried, with the help of Kaki, to explain to him the reason,. and 

I declared to him finally that he had to remain [p.314) with us and send his canoe to Seza . 
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at Tepat to demand the ax and the anchor. He consented with joy to spend the night with 

us, figuring that we only intended to fete him; but when he learned what it was all about, 

he appeared to be very uneasy about it. He very much wanted to delay the departure of 

the canoe until tomorrow; he finally decided to send it as I was so insistent, but he gave 

the order such that it went to Lual instead of going to Tepat. With night approa.ching, I 

announced to him that he had to come sleep aboard the ship. This announcement really 

made him feel uneasy. We had a lot of trouble convincing him; he found himself in a 

terrible dilemma not seeing any way to escape and not knowing what to expect on the 

ship. However, as soon as he arrived, he calmed down and soon regained his gaiety. Only 

he did not want to consent to letting Kaki come back, who would thus have to share his 

imprisonment. 

The following day passed without any news of the lost objects nor without any islanders 

from the neighborhoods a little further away, but our near neighbors visited us with the 
same confidence and tranquillity as usual. I permitted Seoa to go [p.31S] ashore, but in spite 

of all his supplications, I refused him his liberty. Reduced to despair, he tried to escape; . 

but having been recaptured, he was completely prostrated. I took pity on him and decided 

to release him, but before doing so, in his presence and in front of a numerous group, I 

solemnly ordered one of Seza's canoes to be hacked to pieces, declaring that if the stolen 

objects were not returned by the next day, that I 'would do the same with all the others. 

I did not willingly take these measures, but I believed them necessary to prevent them 

from committing other excesses, in showing them that in doing us wrong, they would do 

even more harm to themselves. The experience that we have had in our preceding voyages 

proves that to maintain peace and harmony with savages, it is necessary in a mild and 
kind manner, to know how to combine firmness with perseverance and even to use force 

when necessary. A people for whom the world is confined to the narrow limits of a small 

island and who have but lately learned that there exists a race of men different from its 
own, cannot have the same notions as we of fairness [p.3IS] and of propriety. It would thus 

be unjust and cruel to punish them our way for what to us is a crime. But on the other 

hand, weakness in the beginning naturally encourages them, as with spoiled children, to 

become even more bold, at which point often the only cure is bloodshed. All the more 

did I strive to avoid this extreme measure, since, even ill our quarrel, the islanders showed 

themselves the best of people. In spite of our hostile measures against the instigator of our· 

disagreement and the threat of taking even more severe measures, our neighbors, who had 

not taken part in the theft, continued to surround us with their laughing faces, as did the 

respectable Kaki with a calm philosophy which. would have done honor to any other man 

but a savage. Several joked ·about the short duration of their captivity. And one of them 

beca.me so attached to one of the sailors, who had stopped him in his flight in the middle of 
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the ford, seized him by the belt and had dragged him with a strong hand to the rowboat, 

that each time he saw him, he brought him a gift of breadfruit. 

The measures that I took did not go without success. The day after the destruction 

[p.317] of the canoe, Kaki, who ordinarily came to see me in my tent, was called to his 

house by Sipe and, at the end of a half hour, came back, accompanied by his whole family, 

bringing in triumph our anchor, which the chief claimed to have found with incessant 

promises to return the ax. Satisfied with this result, I ordered all the canoes to be released 

and to declare that peace and harmony had been restored, upon which the islanders who 

were near us generally showed their joy with long ouais! 

The naturalists, who during the past few days, had suspended their work because of our 

quarrel with the inhabitants, took advantage of this circumstance to visit Lelia, communal 

residence of the principal chiefs, who welcomed them in a most amicable manner asking 

them to tell me that they awaited me with impatience. I could not think of making this 

trip before having finished up my work on land. This dragged out until 25 December, on 

which day I returned aboard the ship, and the voyage to Lelia was fixed for the next day. 

Our party was composed, outside of myself, of [p.3IS] Mertens, Postels, Ratmanoff, 

Krusenstern, three sailors and an Aleute with the baidarke. Two routes could lead us to 

Lelia: the one, across the island, through a valley: between the hills Buache and Crozer, 

which is the lowest spot and the only spot by which one could pass from one side of the 

island to the other; the other route was along the shore, around the northern point. Wanting 

to take advantage of this opportunity to get to know this part of the island, I chose the 

latter route, with the intent of returning by the other. Besides Kaki, who followed us in 

his canoe laden with our baggage, we were accompanied by a troop of our acquaintances, 

who fought for the pleasure of carrying our instruments and arms. Among them Leghiak 

especially distinguished himself by his fervent eagerness and his continual gaiety-all loved 

him. During this walk he was always at my side, carrying, sometimes my gun, sometimes 

my instruments, which could not be confided to better hands. 

The first part of our walk was the most disagreeable. We had to walk in water up to 

our knees, the length of a border of mangroves and sonneratias, which extended toward 

the north, to within a mile and a half. [ea two-and-one-halr kilometers[ from the port. 
However, walking in [p.319! water was not, because of the twenty-three degree temperature, 

as uncomfortable as it would be in our climat~. And we ended up by becoming so used to 

it that when encountering a swamp not one of us went ten steps further to avoid it. The 

road ran the length of the shore, which was sprinkled with sand and fragments of coral, 

to the bay where the island of Lelia is located. Everywhere the inhabitants greated us in a 

friel\dly fashion, offering us coconuts to refresh ourselves. 
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On the shore of the bay, where we arrived at nightfall, we waited for the canoe of the 

urosse Sipe. He had been warned of our arrival and we all rode in his canoe to the island 

of Lella. The entire shore, where we had to disembark, was covered with people who had 

come out to see us; for the most part they were women and children. The women made 

signs to us to distribute ornaments to them, but there was neither noise nor importunity. 

My friend Nena came to meet us, wading into the water up to his waist, and told us that 

Sipe was waiting for us and led us to him. Sipe was seated in the cookhouse and invited 

us in as usual by indicating to us places where we should sit down. 

[ •. 320J At that very instant came an envoy from the urosse Togoja, the chief of the whole 

island, with his compliments and some coconuts. It was only from this that we learned of 

the existence of this important personage, of which not one of our old acquaintances had 

spoken. I answered that at this late hour I did not dare disturb him but that the next day 

I would go to thank him in person. 

Fatigue made us think above all of rest. Sipe, who had noticed, was eager as a 

thoughtful host, to show us our lodgings; it was a separate house iiI a very clean little 

court, which we hurried to occupy. The baldarke, placed across the door, served as a 

barrier against intruders. A roast from our own hunting efforts, soup, native fruits and 

wine revived us; and we drilted very peacefully to sleep, in spite of our rude bedding and 

the frightful cry of rats the whole night long. 

One of our first meetings in Lelia was with an enormous sow, left here [p.3211 by the 

Coquille and which we did not see again. They probably took it away to shield us from 

temptation. In effect, seeing that we did nothing but ask them for food and that we never 

had enough, they could easily surmise that we might be tempted by the pig. This animal 

was in Sipe's possession and had his pen in the very court of the house which we were 

occupying and lived very much at its ease. They fed it bananas, which had made it very 

fat. It appcared that cocho, as they called it here, had not fulfilled their expectations, for 

except for her, we did not see another pig on the island. Happily there still remained on 

board our ship a female pig which we believed. to be to be pregnant. For this reason, I 

resolved to leave her here. 

We got up at daylight. The first thing that attracted our attention was a ceremony 

which took place in the cookhouse of Sipe and which no doubt had something to do with 

their religion. I will speak more in deeail of this later when I return to this subject. 

While they prepared the baldarke with which [ •. 3221 I proposed to explore the port, I 

went, accompanied by Sipe, to pay a visit to the chief urosse. After having walked down a 

very muddy lane, we arrived at his house, whose appearance did not distinguish it from all 

the others. There was as yet no one in the cookhouse. A little bit later, an old man with 

grey hair entered by the side door; he seemed to be about seventy years old and sat down 
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without paying the least attention to us. At the end of several minutes, Sipe said in a low 

voice: urosse Togoja. It was not until then that I guessed that the august personage was 

seated in front of us, and I rose to compliment him in our manner. The old man looked 

at me with no expression in his eyes and only said mea? (what?). A sailor, whom I had 

brought with me, carried ~the presents, consisting of an ax, a knife, scissors, borers, augers, 

planes, nails and finally a sbirt and a red hat. All this was spread out in front of him and 

I put the hat on his head. He looked over all these objects and pointing to them one by 

one, he said nothing but mea inghi? (what is this?). To explain the use of each of the 
tools, I had holes [p.3231 drilled with a borer and an auger in a beam which was nearby and 

used the ax to cut several grooves which were then polished with the plane, etc. Several 

of the assistants understood all this very well and manifested their astonishment by a long 

ouai! The old man was content to repeat mea inghi? The hat seemed to bother him, but 
he soon found for it a better use, using it to stuff away all the small tools and enveloping 

everything with the shirt. Noticing a nail that, for the trial, was hammered into the beam, 

he wanted to see if he could tear it out with his fingers and was very astonished that the nail 

withstood all his strength. It was the first thing that he seemed to understand. Absenting 

himself for several minutes, he reappeared with· the return present, which consisted of mats 

and several pieces of their cloth. I would rather had had, in their place, some bananas and 

coconuts. They indicated that Mrs Togoja was waiting for me; I turned around and saw 

an old' woman who from the street was looking in at the side door with her hand at her 

throat. Scissors, a ring and a necklace satisfied her and got me in return a gift similar to 

the preceding one. 

[p.324] Meanwhile, the preparation of seka began, which does not differ here from others 

except that during the whole time, a man holds in the air the cup of the master (the hull of 

a coconut), which he only presents to those who are occupied with the preparation when it 

was time to squeeze out the juice. Togoja, while waiting, roused himself, made me sit next 

to him on the mat and examined very carefully my person and all that I had on me. The 

color of my body was what astonished him the most. His curiosity.was such that I could 

not satisfy him. He asked me an infinity of questions, which, of course, I could only answer 

by repeating his own words, which made him laugh with all his heart. All those who were 

present showed him the greatest respect, only speaking to him in a low voice and without 

looking directly at h.im. 

In the course of our conversation, Togoja mentioned the cocho which we had on board 

and of which he had heard. I gave him to understand that I would give it to him if he 

would give me in return a goodly supply of coconuts, breadfruit· and other fruits. As soon 

as we could understand, Togoja consented to these conditions. 
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[p.325j Upon our return to our lodgings, I boaded our ba'idarke to go visit the southern 

part of the bay, but we were but 200 fathoms rca 380 meters] from the shore when the 

baldarke burst, and we had a lot of trouble getting it back to dry land. These hide vessels, 

in burning climates where the air and water constantly have a temperature above 20° 

Reaumur, are not very reliable, and do not offer consequently the same advantage as the 

place where they were invented. 

While waiting for the baldarke to be repaired, we went, accompanied by Nena and 

surrounded as usual by a troop of inhabitants, for a walk around the island, which is 

not more that two miles rca four kilometers] in circumference, and we crossed it in all 

directions. The entire shore, with the exception of a few places where trees and rocks 

touch the sea, is surrounded by a stone wall, five feet rca 150 centimeters] high, to shelter 

the houses and plantations from waves. The lands belonging to the various urosse are 

surrounded by similar walls. The latter have a height of three fathoms rca flve meters]. We 

were astonished at the enormity of the stones used in these constructions; some of them 
[p.326j were up to four feet [ea 120 centimeters] in all dimensions and, consequently, did not 

contain less than sixty cubic feet rca three cubic meters] of matter and not less than fifty 

quintals in weight. We could not comprehend by what means the inhabitants had succeeded 

in raising such masses to a height of flve or six feet rca 150 to 180 centimeters]. Several 

uninhabited islets dispersed among the shallows are also surrounded by similar walls. What 

is esp~cially remarkable are the canals which divide the interior of the island into different 

sections. These canals were probably at the beginning ordinarily little creeks which crossed 

the mangrove. But the inhabitants dug them deeper and reinforced the sides with stone 

walls and thus made of them real canals, from three to four feet rca one meter] in depth, 

which greatly facilitate communications. These canals only 'lead to the sea on the southern 

coast. To pass to the other side of the island, we had to cross them in water almost to the 

waist. On this occasion, the inhabitants who accompanied us, being shiny with oil, had a 

big advantage over us; tbey were dry upon leaving the water while we had to drag about 
for a long time soaked [p.327] to the skin in this mass of rags which we call clothes. 

These men surprised us often by their wisdom, which seemed to come from instinct, 

with which they recognized in the mud or on the sand the footprints of urosse; with their 

aid, it happened that we found exactly those whom we were seeking according to the 

footprints. 

We devoted the afternoon to measuring the bases and angles of the various parts of 

the bay. 

I took delight in, in my moments of leisure, occupying myself with the children, who, 

from morning to night, besieged the wall of stone which served as a fortress for our house 

and which they did not dare cross. Their gaiety and their good nature were entrancing. 
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Two or three little girkfrom thirteen to fifteen years could have passed for beauties even 

at home. They had big black eyes full of fire, teeth like pearls, the most agreeable faces; 

unfortunately these pretty faces were for the most part covered with dirt. These little 

scamps knew very well how to get out of us what they wanted. They taught us in return 
their songs and expressed their surprise at our being able [p.328j to remember them: The 

friends of the daughter of our host, about six years old and, to mention in ·passing, full 

of coquettry and chatter, gathered together sometimes in her house in one of the small, 

neighboring houses. Their meetings were rather uniform, but the necklaces and earrings 

brought about from time to time a joyful diversion; the girls sang and the little boys danced 

in time to their songs, for the girls are not permitted to dance. Besides other games, they 

have one rather similar to our hand game but much more complicated. They position 

themselves sitting face to face and alternately slap with the palms of their hands, sometimes 

their knees, sometimes the back of the hand of the person seated in front and even of the 

two people on each side. This game is such that amongst a multitude of various tricks, 
[p.329j the hands while slapping never depart from the established order. It is executed in 

time to a very monotonous air. 

We intended to go back the next day; but our explorations occupied us until nightfall, 

and we were obliged to delay our return until the next day. We did not have any trouble 

reconciling ourselves to the delay; if there had not been anything to hurry us, we would 
have been delighted to stay longer amongst this good and likeable people. 

Taking advantage of the calm of the beautiful, moonlit night, I took a walk along the 

seashore. In an instant, a half dozen young girls came forth and offered to accompany 

me. By delicate and skillful flirtation, they could have rivaled the courtesans of London 

or of Paris, but the former would have shamed them by the decency and reserve of their 

manners. They sought to conquer me with (,heir gaiety; they laughed, they sang songs in 

which my name was repeated, etc. We were followed by a crowd of shouting, laughing boys, 
and never probably has one seen in the streets of a big city [p.330j a more noisy troop. The 

hospitality of the inhabitants even extended to this late hour. Several of our friends, whose 

houses we happended to pass, came to us with coconuts and bananas and invittd us to rest 

at their houses. Suddenly, the cries and the laughter ceased and all, from the smallest to 

the biggest, as if they had been touched by a magic wand, sat in a circle on the ground. 

I was standing in their midst, not knowing what to think of this scene, when I discovered 

• The following two songs seem to be those which pleased them the most: 

Sonde ouagma catanazic, combien non non 
La sacrycat (twice) nin nin couluca (twice) 

Here we see again pure French words which have neither meaning nor sense. 

t This is pronounced as the Russian e hi. 
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the cause-the urosse Sighira was at the door of his house. For the whole time I conversed 

with him, the most profound silence reigned amongst this troop which had been so noisy a 

short ti me ago. Only a few rogues, sneaking along the wall, laughed up their sleeves while 

doing some monkey tricks. 
On the twenty-nineth, we began early to make preparations to return home. The night 

before we had arranged with Nena and Sipe that they would accompany us home each in his 

canoe, which we needed to transport our baggage. It secmed that we had understood each 

other, and the large quantity of paoua (pudding of which I have already spoken) that they 

Ip·331] prepared in the night seemed to us a proof that our host favored our voyage. But 

whcn it came time to leave, we saw with surprise that none of our friends thought to keep 

his promise. Nena had disappeared, and we found Sipe diligently occupied in removing the 

ashes from the housc which we had occupied, with a iron shovel that we had given him, not 

thinking at all of us. After several inquiries on our part, he ordered put at our disposition 

an empty canoe and went himself to hide. Thus, instead of having a large retinue and of 

taking back generous provisions, we were forced to return empty-handed accompanied only 

by the faithful Kaki. 
Wc lost ourselves in conjectures as to what could be the cause of what we perceived 

as an infidelity on the part of our friends, and the thought which we painfully came to was 
that enriched by us, perhaps beyond their hopes, they no longer believed it neccssary to 

bother with us! 
Ip·332] This change of plans revised the plans that we had made to return by going 

across the island and obliged us to return by the road we had come on. But this time we 

avoided the coral shore which extends from Lella toward the north, passing by the canal 

which goes from the Bay of Leila almost to the northern point. This canal winds through 

romantic clumps of mangroves and sonneratias, and if its turgid and salty water could be 

transformed into a limpid waterway, nothing could be more attractive than this place. The 
urosse of the villages which we passcd Ip·333] came, as usual, to greet us with presents, and 

one of them, Kaki (the third already with this name) from the village of Petak, came with 

us. Aft.er having dragged the vessels across the wide isthmus (about 100 fathoms rca 180 

meters]) on the northern coast, we continued on our way along the shore and we arrived 

to dine aboard the ship. 

*Besides knives, scissors, llXCS J iron instruments, nails and an infinity of trines given to Sipe and his 
wives, he received from me a goblet WiUl a LaLin inscription bearing the name of the ship, the year j 

the month, etc. It would be nice for a person visiting Ualan in the future to find some evidence of 
his predecessors having been there. So far from Europe and as if in anothcl' world, one is happy to 
see the least trifle from one's country. A flask which had contained cau-de cologne and which was 
in Sipe's possession (the only object remaining from the Coquille's stay) gave me as much pleasure as 
seeing an old friend. How one rc;rnernbers the transport of King, when, in Kamchatka, there fell to 
him by chance a spoon marked London. It will be difficult to recognize the instruments left. behind by 
us. Even during our stay, several of our planes had already been transformed into little axes. 
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The two Kakis dined with us. The one from Petak, of a remarkable vivacity and 

gaiety, drank and ate everything most heartily. The old Kaki led him all over the ship, 

explained and told him everything until his namesake fell into such ecstasy that he began 

to abuse without mercy the houses of all the urosse in Lelia, from that of the Togoja to 

that of the least one. 

We remained the whole next day waiting for our friends from Lelia, not being able 

to reconcile ourselves to the idea that they had forgotten us. Finally, in the evening, not 

seeing anyone appear, I sent Leghiak directly to Lelia to announce to the urosse that we 

would be going out to sea the day after tomorrow and that if Togoja wanted to have the 

sow and other new presents, they had no time to lose. 

Ip·3341 On 31 December we broke .camp on the island of Matanial and we finished our 

departure preparation. 

I went to Lual, for the pounding of seka, of which Kaki had already told me a lot 

the night before. It was the farewell ceremony. The ceremony had nothing extraordinary 

about it except a larger quantity of breadfruit and of different species. After the meal, 

all the inhabitants of Lual brought me their farewell presents, consisting of mats, cloth, 

axes and rings, which accumulated finally to the point where it became an entire load. All 

transpired with much order and solemnity; they came one after another and each repeated 

the same sentence, of which I understood nothing except the word urosse. Kaki presented 

to me one after another all the bearers of gifts and designated by name those to whom it 

was necessary to give an ax. When all was finished, everyone, with the presents and the 

food which was left over from the ceremony, accompanied me to the ship. 

Kaki's wife showed a desire to see our oak (ship), which gave me much pleasure as no 
other Ualanese had yet accorded us this honor, and I tried to reaffirm Ip·3351 her in her 

project by promising her handsome gifts. But having arrived on the island of Matanial, 

she changed her mind; she refused to go any farther, assuring us that being pregnant, she 

would not have the energy to climb aboard the ship. Neither our entreaties not those of 

her husband, sincere or not, could persuade her. We suspected that the arrival of Nlma was 

the cause of this change of heart for women are obliged to show toward the urosse even 

more respect than men. 

This chief arrived alone, bearing nothing, and announced the irritating news t,hat Sipe 

had no intention of coming to see us; he himself seemed very impatient to leave us and' 

reminded us repeatedly of the ax which had b~en promised him. I enga.ged him to sleep on 

board but he absolutely wanted to go back to shore, but scarcely had I consented when he 

changed his mind and declared that he would stay near me together with Kaki, as if he had 

only wanted to test me, to see if I would hold him (prisoner). The next day, 2 January, they 

both. left us, loaded with presents and with the promise to send us lots of food. However, 
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we did not wait for their canoes and as soon as we had made our last observations for the 

[p.336[ chronometers, we lifted anchor and left the port much more quickly and easily than 

when we entered it. 

Having to, for our survey, explore the east coast of the island, we passed the next day 

by this coast, and we hove to a short distance from Lelia, in the fond hope that some of 

our friends would soon come aboard; but it was in vain. We saw them calmly walking on 

the shore, without seeming to pay the least attention to us; and so as not to interrupt our 

work, we had to continue on our route. 

Returning, on the morning of 3 January, in front of Port Coquille, I sent Ratmanoff 

and Mertens to Lual, to our good friend Kaki, to get him to take to their principal chier 

the animal which I had promised and which, to speak frankly, I had put off sending until 

now in the hope of receiving, in return, from Togoja a commensurate gift. They came back 

about mid-day. Not only Kaki with his family, but all the inhabitants of the village of 
Lual, had run to greet them manifesting a sincere joy to see them once again. [p.337) Kaki 

made us to understand very clearly how bored he was in the absence of the ship; there was 

no more oak, there was no more houses on the island, etc. The assurances of this good and 

respectable man were certainly not feigned. I am sure that he missed us, just as we often 

remember him with affection and pleasure. During the whole period of our relationship, 

we neyer had a single occasion to be discontent with him; our very sincere and amicable 

relationship was never once in jeopardy; never did a day go by that he did not bring us 

breadfruit and other food. And we certainly received from him alone more than from all 

the others put together; thus did we give him more gifts than to all the principal urosse, 

and even on this last occasion he sent us off with all the bananas and coconuts that could 

be gathered at such short notice. Upon taking our leave, he asked us all if we were not 
going to go get our wives and if we were not going to return with them in two days. 

Kaki took charge of the sow and, with his usual good sense, asked how it was to be 

fed and treated. Although they had already had experience with cocho, all [p.338) remained 

at a respectable distance. It would be good to wish that our hopes were not misplaced and 

that the race of this useful animal could propagate on this island. We could say then that 

it was not only through trilles that we recognized the unequalled hospitality of this good 

and likeable people. 

We can now also say with no less pleasure, to the whole world, that our stay of three 

weeks on Ualan not only did not cost a single drop of human blood but that we could 

leave these good islanders without giving them a more complete idea than that which they 

already had of the effect of our fire arms, which they believed to be only for killing birds. 

They do not know what a bullet is, and if the Coquille had the same good fortune as 

we, their delicate ears had not yet been hit with the noise of a canon, after two visits by 
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I do not know of a similar example in the annals of the first voyages in 

After having raised our dingy aboard, we set sail and left this interesting island of 
which we have the most pleaaant of memories. 

Liitke's Map of Kosrae (Nautical Atlas, copy in Sarfert 1919) 
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(p.339] 

General Observations on the Island of Ualan 

The island of Ualan' is twenty-four miles [ea forty-four kilometers] in circumference. 

Its center is situated, according to our observations, 5° 19' north latitude ·and 1960 54' 

west latitude (from the Greenwich meridians) .. A valley between two mountain masses, 
which extends across the whole island from west to east, splits it into two unequal parts, 

of which the southern portion is more than double that of the north. On the latter rises 

the gloomy Buache (1854 feet rca 565 meters] above sea level), whose rounded summit 

falls imperceptively on all sides. The southern part is distinguished· by Mt Crozer (1867 

feet rca 570 meters]), whose crest extends from the northwest to the southeast and whose 
northern flank [p.3401 is very steep and craggy "t its summit. In general, this part of the 

island has a lot of peaks, sometimes isolated, sometimes connected like donkey ears. One of 

these peaks, especially remarkable for its perfectly conical shape and for its location facing 

Coquille Harbor, received from us the name Mertens Monument. 
The northern part of the island is surrounded by a coral reef. Facing the v"lley 

on each side, it forms a port on each side of the island: to the west, that in which our 

ship was moored; to the east, that which the islanders called Ninmolchon and Captain 

Duperrey, LeUt from the name of the little island which is found there. The southern part 

is surrounded by a chain of coral islets connected by reef and forming on the shore side of 

the island a not very deep lagoon, in which one .can circumnavigate this part of the island. 

This chain is interrupted toward the southern point of the island and forms a little port 

which the French call Port Lattin and in which we did not enter. 
The shore, protected by the reef from the violent waves, is surrounded by a wide 

border of mangrove [p.341] and other shrubs, forming a thick wall of greenery, which is 

pleasing first of all by its singularity but whose monotony soon fatigues the eyes. This 

border extends quite a distance from the shore, removes not only the means to exactly 

determine the circumference of the island but also continually changes its form, gaining on 

the ocean side what it loses on the shore side, by the drying out of the swamp which gave 

birth to it and which then is covered by more useful productions. 

In general, the entire island from the sea to the mountain tops, excepting only the 

steepest peaks of Mt Crozer, is covered with thick woods, which an infinity of creeping 

plants renders almost impassable. Near where people live, this woods consists of breadfruit 

trees, coconut trees, banana trees and other fruit trees.t The valley which ends in a port 

* Captain Duperrey writes Oualan but we always heard Ualan. Captain Durville agrees with us. 

t The islanders do not pronounce if LeM but Lella. 

:t: See the report on productions of the Caroline Islands by Dr Mertens in Vol TIl, No. 9 [not translatcdJ· 
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at each side is the only place through which one can pass from one side of the island to the 
other. The distance is only two and a half miles [ea five kilometers], but [p.342] the road is 

disagreeable because of the mud puddles, especially after a rain. 

At every turn one sees streams of limpid water running down from the mountains. 

Their sheer number, the force and the richness of the vegetation and the weather which we 

had, in a season which in the tropics is ordinarily dry, attest to the uncommon humidity of 

the climate of this land. During the whole time of our stay, never did a day pass without 

rain, and the rain sometimes lasted several days without interruption. We were wet in 

our tents and we had a terrible time protecting our instruments from rust. The Reaumer 

thermometer always maintained a temperature between 24° and 20°; in spite of this, we 

hardly noticed that their climate was harmful to one's health. The indigents seemed to us 

to be of a healthy and robust constitution, one could attribute it to habit. But our people, 

who did not have this advantage and who besides were often obliged to remain for hours 

on end in water up to the waist, bore all these inconveniences very well. We did not have 

a single sick person upon our departure and we did not have any after either. 

[p.343] As is generally the case in the islands, the villages are mostly located along the 

shore, but they are not very noticeable from the sea because they are hidden by the chain 

of coral islets or by the thick mangrove border. All the villages are surrounded by stone 

walls, such as we have described, whose purpose is no doubt the division of land. Each 
has its own particular name which extends to the n';ighborhood which depends on it. The 

following table was made up under the detailed dictation of our friend Kaki: 

NAMES NAMES NUMBER OBSERVATIONS 
of villages of Uroase to of inhabitants 

which they belong males femalcs 

Lelia Island: 
Lik Sighira 6 5 The villages are designated 
Sianouuair Sipe 10 15 in the order in which they 
Ninfouial Sighira 14 5 follow each other. 
Metais Kanka 5 4 
Thi . Kanka 20 10 Kanka lives here. 
Yat Sipe 13 9 At Yat live all the chief 

Uroase: Togoja, Sip~, 
Nena, Sighira, etc.,ete. 

Ual8n Island: 
Limaisse Siffiourarka 2 3 This is the first village to the 
PHak Kanka 6 4 north of Leila. The others 
Pghijik Alik Nena 8 7 falJow to the north, the west, and 
Si~lat Scza 10 7 8.0 Oll, all around the island. 
Ou'ia Nena 9 6 
Matante Nena 18 9 
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Taiiyenziak Sighira 3 2 

Tepat Seza 10 8 

Lual Sipe 20 15 

Ou.gat Sighira 10 14 
Founolof Selik 2 2 

Liasse Selik 10 8 

Ueute Sipe 5 3 
Yc)a Sipe 11 8 
QUia Sighira 12 10 

Linmout S.lik 9 6 

Mot S.lik 10 7 

Uap 8ba 7 6 

Kioche Seza 6 4 

LighinleJem Seza 8 6 

Ouai Seza 4 3 

Tahocne Kanka 5 3 

leha Kanka and Nena 8 6 

Nevoalil Kanka and Nena 7 6 

Sulmoyen Simouarka 6 5 

Outouai Kanka and NCJ).3 10 7 

Tamoout Kanka and Nena 5 4 

Meenke Simouarka 7 5 
Yeoungal Simouarka 5 .. 
Founkol Sip •. 13 7 

Tear Sip. 6 5 
Keple Togoja 8 6 

Lela Selik 5 4 

Yeseng Sip. 6 4 

Mealem Seoa 6 4 

Piliul Sip. 13 8 
Peuk Togoja ~rhe number of inhabitants 

was not indicated. 

Tenoag Sighira 8 5 On the southern shore of 
bay of Nin~olchon. 

Sislljik Sighira 7 5 
Taocyat Nella 8 6 

Toouol Kanka and Nena 9 6 

Ninnem Nena 9 7 

LOllgaf 'Seoa 4 3 

Fouomeeng Seaa 6 4 

TOTAL 409 3014 

4 There is an addition error here and the actual sum should he 300. 
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To judge from what I have just had occasion to see, I have no room to doubt the 

exactitude of the number of inhabitants indicated. The names of some villages that we 

came upon were not mentioned in this table. Perhaps they were forgotten, or perhaps 

Kaki did not designate the villages separately but the surrounding areas only. Thus, for 

example, Oucgat and [p.345j Melo belong to the same district and are both included u~der 
the name Ouegat. 

Adding what could have been forgotten, also the urosse and their wives, who are not 
included in this table, one could estimate the entire population of Ualan to be 800 people 

of the two sexes, without counting the children, whose number was proportionately very 
high. 

The chiefs, the urosce, arc divided into two classes: the principal ones, to whom belong 

all the land and who live all together on the island of Lelia, and those of the second class, 

who live in the villages. We could not exactly figure out the degree of dependence and the 

reciprocal relationships between these two classes. Each urosse of the first has under him 

some urosse of the second. The latter show as much respect for the former as the common. 

people have for themselves. It appears that they have very little property independent from 

the principal chiefs. It was not rare to see, an instant later, in the hands of the latter the 

objects which we had just given to the others, and one day our friend Kaki complained of 

Sipe, his chief, reproaching him for liking to take everything away from his inferiors. In 
spite of all this, Ip·346j they are a lot richer than the common people. 

The latter have nothing of their own. They can consume as much sugar cane as they 

need to live on; they sometimes have breadfruit but they would not dare to have coconuts. 

The people are, in this regard, very faithful to the urosse. Our officers, in our walks, 

often asked for coconuts, with which the trees were loaded; but they always received for 

an answer, urosse Sipe, urosse Sizaj and never did a single islander dare to gather a one,. 

although it would have been easy to lay all the blame at our feet. Canoes loaded with food 

daily passed in front of us, coming from the villages neighboring LelIa; they often came 

along our camp, but we could never have anything from them. That is why our exchanges 

were always very limited. All that we had came to us from the urosse, especially from those 
of the second class. 

We noticed little suhordination between the principal urosse. The only exception 

was the urosse Togoja, in front of whom the common people and the urosse prostrated 

themselves equally. We could not understand Ip·347j the adulation of which he was the 

object. If he had been recognized as supreme chief by all the other chiefs, what in the 

other islands the Europeans call King, he would probably have a little more power than the 

others, some sign that could distinguish him from them-and at least, he would not have 

been poor. We saw nothing of all this. No one, outside of his presence, concerned himself 
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with Togoja, and it was only by chance that we learned of his existence. The wealth that 
he has on the island is of less importance than that of almost all of the others. His house 
is half hidden by others, has nothing distinguishing about it and can only be reached by 

a muddy path. The only difference is that it has a wide low door of reeds opening- to the 

street while in the other houses the door is simply an opening in the wall. I do not know 
if this is just a chance difference or if it has something to do with his rank. 

There never arose an occasion for us to get to know the extent of the power of the 
urosses over their vassals, on what this power is based and what means they have at their 
disposition to contain the latter in their obedience. Ip·3481 It seemed to us that everything 

just worked out. As in the family, all listened to the voice of the chief; likewise all obeyed 

the urosse without the least appearance of constraint or displeasure. I never saw a single 
instance of an individual of the common people refuse, whatever it was, to obey an urosse, 
nor did I ever see an urosse make the weight of his power known in any manner to an 

inferior, that he demanded of him the impossible, that he abused him and even less that 
he beat him. In general, during the entire period of our stay, I did not hear, at any rank or 
age level, a single word uttered in anger, a single hand lifted to hit. If it were a question of 

dispelling a crowd, a single sign of the hand was enough. A single shut! from an urosse and 
all the rowers hurried and ran to his canoe. In truth, when I recall with what inhumanity 

the chiefs conduct themselv"l' toward the people in the other areas of the South Pacific, the 
blows which they st~uck with all their force on a crowd to make them move out of the way 
in favor of their hosts, and when I compare this way of acting with the mores of Ualan, I 
was often ready to doubt that I was among savages. It would seem, according to Ip·3491 all 

this, that the base of their social structure is the good and pacific character of the people. 
The power of the urosse is purely moral, the obedience 01' the vassals totally voluntary; and 
as it does not occur to the chiefs to oppr.ess the people more than it was done in the time 
of their ancestors, likewise it does not enter into the minds of the people that they could 

extend their rights as far as taking coconuts. There where there is no oppression, there is no 

resistance; and there where there is no resistance, there is no need either of force or of laws.5 

It is remarkable that the principal urosse do not live all dispersed on the island of 
Ualan but instead live all together on the island of Lelia and most of them in the village 

of Yat, belonging to the urosse Sipe. LelIa is like the capital of Ualan. It is probable that 
it is a political measure taken to maintain perpetual peace on the island,' for ambitious 

5Liitke and the o~her explorers were unaware .that a rebeJIion by the peo'ple of the north and west 
coasts of the island had been bloodily suppressed less than a few decades before contact (Lewis 1949, 
Sarfert 1919). 

• Dalton found a similar custom on the Celebes (Nouvelles Annals deB Voyages, October 1832, p. 39) 
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plans cannot be hatched where all the chiefs find themselves together, observing each other 
all the time. On all the high islands of the Caroline Archipelago, Ip·3501 a continual war, 

according to ChaII)isso, reigns between the various villages, but the Ualanese do not know 

what a weapon is. It is perbaps to the same principal that we must attribute the singular 
distribution of the villages on the island such that those who depend on a single owner 

are not situated adjacently but dispersed. Thus nowhere are found united more than two 
properties of the same owner, as one can see in the table of villages that we have given. -_ 

The nation is considered to be divided into three tribes: that of the Pennerne, the Tone 

and the Lichenght!; to the first belong a large part of the principal chiefs: Sipe, Sighira, 
Alik·Nena, Kanka, Simouarka, Selik, Seza and Nena. Togoja and Seoa belong to the second. 
Sitel·Nazuenziap, whom they invoke in their prayer, is included in the Penneme tribe. The 
urosse of the second class and the common people are always of the same tribe as the 
principal urosse on whom they depend. 6 This is reminiscent of the patriarchal government 

which is found among several nomadic tribes. We met in the Lichenghe tribe only urosses 
of the second class and common people but no principal chiefs. 

Ip·3511 The exterior marks of respect are very simple. If they meet a chid', they sit 

down; if they pass in front of his house, they bow; one only speaks to him in a low voice 
and without looking him in the face. To remain standing in society is regarded by them, 
it seems, as a lack of good manners as flagrant as it would seem to us to go to bed. 
To show friendship or love, they embrace their friend, rub noses and smell his hand: 

The urosse are not different looking than the others. A hairdo more carefully done, a 
newer belt, a cleaner body, a fresh and fragrant flower at the ear or a leaf in the hair and 
an easier air are the only aspects by which one can tell an urosse. If they had not taken 
the precaution, when we met Ip.3521 them for the first time, of saying ur088e in designating 

themselves, we often would have mixed them up with the commoners. But the canoes of the 
principal urosse are distinct in having a pyramid with four faces, in the form of a Chinese 

pagoda, Woven of coconut fiber and decorated with small shell work, which is placed on a 
platform on the outrigger. They usually shelter the food that they take with them under 
this pyramid. 

6 This, of course, could not be true as the second sentence_ following suggests. The 'tt;ribes" were 
matrilineal and marriage residence ambilocal (Ritter 1978). Thus villages would quickly become 
heterogeneous through the addition of in-marrying women of various matri-groups (Sarrert 1919). 

*It is worthy of note that a similar custom of showing attachment or respect, existed in antiquity among 
the wandering tribes of Arabia. clAnd his father Isaac said to him: come to me, my son and kiss 
me. He thus approached him and kissed him; and Isaac, as soon as he smelt the pleasant odor which 
emanated from his clothes, said to him while blessing him: The odor which comes from my son, etc." 
(Genesis, Book I, Chapter 27:26-27) . 
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The skin color of the two sexes is chestnut brown, lighter amongst the females than 

amongst the men. The size of the latter is not above average. Sipe, one of the biggest, 
was five foot seven and a half inches (English inches) [ca 170 centimeters}. They are well 
built without being athletic and thin for the most part. Although the urosse here are 

as indolent as elsewhere, because of their almost exclusively vegetable diet they have not 
acquired the same stoutness as the chiefs of the other islands in the Pacific and especially of 

the Sandwich Islands. The old Togoja was the only one who had a big stomach. The men 
are in general quite strong. Sipe, who did not seem to be particularly [p.353J strong, took 
one of our friends in his arms and turned him all around, as if he were a child. It turned 

out that he was found to weighed more than 180 pounds [ca 70 kilograms}. Calmness and 
goodness are written on their faces, but in general their features are insignificant" Their 
eyes lack expression, which is natural; the face only has expression when the passions are 

in play, and they seem to be exempt from all passion. The young people have laughing 
eyes and some little boys could have been the ideal for mirth. 

The women in general are not pretty. The lack of colol's, which according to our 

tastes are the indispensable attribute of beauty, the artificial luster which coconut oil gives 
to their bodies, the hanging breasts-all render them ugly. But among the young ladies, 

there were some with big eyes full of fire, white teeth polished like pearls and with rounded 
limbs. But above all the air of goodness and affability, the gaiety without effrontery and 
the modesty without timidity, all rendered them very attractive. 

To our great chagrin, we found tliem [p.354] very dirty; this vice distinguished them 

in their disfavor from the other islanders of this sea, whose bodily cleanliness ordinarily 

surpasses the purity of their morals. These pretty faces, for the most part, were not less 
covered with filth than those of our 'beauties from Sitka. This does not fit in with the 
cleanliness which they observe in their houses. I think that Sipe must have taken us for 
great hypocrites with our snipes and pigeons. Noti_cing one day small feathers and other 

debris in a corner of the little court where we were living, he displayed his displeasure so 
openly that since that time we were more careful to be clean and neat. 

The suppleness of their limbs surpasses all belief. They sit down folding their legs, 
such that the lower part of the leg, from the knee to the sole of the feet, is parallel to the 

thigh. When they lean on their hands on the ground, the joint of. the opposite arm bends 
outside at the elbow to the point of forming a projecting angle instead of a returning angle. 

Mr Postels did not want to paint them in this position for fear that the experts would take 

this as a gross error on his part. 

[p.3551 Although continually exposed to the elements, the Ualanese are extraordinarily 

apt to get chilly. At the least rain, they tremble with cold and look for a place to sh"lter 

themselves from the wind. In one of my excursions to Lelia, a sudden shower surprised us 
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on the reef in a completely exposed place. Most of the ones who accompanied me began 

to run immediately. Among those who remained, some hid themselves behind me and Dr 
Mertens. However, one of them, not knowing what to do with himself, gathered two flat 

rocks and held them as a screen in front of his face to protect at least some part of his 
body from the rain. 

The men are entirelly naked, with the exception of a narrow belt with a small, 
suspended sack, which satisfies all the requirements of decency. The belt, also the banana 
bark cloth of which it is made, is called a tol. 

The women wear for a belt a piece of the same material of a width of ten inches [ca 
twenty-Bve centimeters}. They wrap this semi-skirt so haphazardly, attaching it around 
their bodies, that they are most often obliged to stoop while walking [p.3SSJ in order that 

this indispensable cloth can be maintained at the level of the kidneys. But what makes this 
posture even more bizarre is the. mat serving as a cushion to sit on which is attached in the 

middle at the back of the belt and which, when a woman walks, hits her legs and swings 
back and forth. It is impo~sible to imagine a more comic figure. Moreover, it is only in the 

home that they wear this movable chair, so-as not to be bothered looking for a plaCe to sit 
every time they move. The men gather their hair on the nape and they attach it exactly 
as we attach the tail of a horse at home when it rains. Some of them let their beards grow, 
others shave. They let themselves be shaved with pleasure by our barber. We hardly saw 

any long, thick beards. They wear few ornaments; the usual is a flower or a leaf stuck in 
a hole pierced in the ear or placed in the chignon. When they do not wear anything in 

the ear, they fold up the end and put it in the auditory canal. They also pierce a little 
hole at the top of the ear and put there a fragrant seed. I have seen some who have in 
this place a long [p.357J straw, at the ~nd of which was a cross which the wind turned very 

quickly. Some wore flower leis around the neck, others necklaces of coconut and shell or 
pieces of carved tortoise shell, etc. As for th"e latter, it seems that they sometimes serve as a 

distinctive tribal mark rather than as an ornament. Kaki, whom I bave often cited, always 
wQre around his neck a long piece of tortoise shell four inches long and about one and a 

half inches wide[ca ten by four centimeters}, and in the farewell feast which I described, 
all the inhabitants of Lual had on a similar ornament. I never saw them on anyone else. 

The toilette of the women is not very complicated either. They sometimes leave their 
hair in its natural state, other times gather it and tie it, not at the nape like the men but 
to the side and without holding it very firmly. The holes in the ears are always filled with 

flowers and odoriferous leaves, which makes their ears two -inches [ca Bve centimeters) wide. 

Thus when the ornaments are not there, their pierced ears are disagreeable to see. One of 
the proofs of the good feelings of a woman who favors a certain individual [p.358J is when 

she olTers him a flower from her ear. They also pierce the cartilage between the nostrils, but" 

~ 
! 
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I rarely saw ornaments there. They did not hesitate, however, to stick in needles that we 

gave them as well as little pieces of paper which they rolled up. But the most remarkable 
part of their toilette is the necklace, which can serve as proof that is is not only in Europe 

that the dictates of fashion often contradict common sense. This necklace, or more aptly, 
this collar, is about nine inches Ica twenty-three centimeters] around and is composed of 

an infinity of little strands of coconut fiber, strongly tied together. This is never removed. 
One can image what sorts of things must accumulate there over time amongst such clean 

persons. .. The necks of the women get used to this ornament, as do the feet of the men 
who walk on coral. We noticed that the size of the necklace was in proportion to the age of 

the individual; those of little girls only had a few strands; this number probably increases 
at predetermined times. They wear one of these strands around the ankle. 

[p.359] One can also count in the toilette of the women a mat which serves as an 

umbrella and parasol, which they use to cover the head and back .to shelter themselves 
from the rain or the rays of the sun. 

The two sexes rub their bodies with coconut oil-a generally established custom in 
the Pacific islands. The urosse use freshly made oil for which they very much coveted our 

dishes. I saw the common people rub themselves all over with a rag in which was wr:,pped 
a coconut. The odor of this oil is not disagreeable, but it is extremely strong and so long 

lasting that a comb which Nena passed two times in his hair conserved this odor for several 
months no matter how often one washed it. It was the same with the .c1oth hammocks of 
the sailors, on which the islanders often sat. 

The two sexes tattoo themselves without a lot of symmetry. They drew long straight 
lines the length of the arms and legs and, perpendicular to these, other short lines; etc. A 
constant figure, [p.360J which almost all of them had, is the following: 

This figure must represent a bird. It is positioned on the arm above the other lines, 

one or two or three and an unequal number on the two arms. Some of our crew thought 
that their number had something to do with rank. It however, . did not notice this. We did 

not jlave occasion to see how the tattooing was done. From all that we could· understand 
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of their explanation, they scratch the skin with a shell and then rub the scratch with the 
sap of a plant. 

Their houses are well adapted to the climate. Four large pillars are tied together above, 
two by two, at an acute angle, at a more or less great distance from the ground, according 

to the size of the house. One places above a rafter formed by three studs, tied together, 
such that the two ends rise about ten feet Ica three meters] above the middle. This gives 
the roof [p.361] the form of an enormous saddle. The houses of Ualan thus have a pecuiiar 

character. To the pillars and to the rafter are fastened along and across the poles, around 
. which one winds pandanus leaves, the roof, which descends to within four feet Ica 130 

centimeters] of the ground. This empty space is furnished with partitions of reed or of split 
bamboo. There is no particular place to let the smoke escape; it escapes by the door or 
gets lost in the upper reaches of the house. The elevation of the house is such that it is 
never stuffy-the air is always pure and fresh. 

Such is in general the construction of all the houses, which do not much differ except 
for size or by some variation in the interior depending on its purpose. Most of the houses are 

three fathoms I ca six meters] square and as much in height; but the big dining houses (and 
each village has one) are eight fathoms lea llfteen meters] square and from thirty to forty 
feet Ica ten to thirteen meters] in height. The back part of these rooms is entirely-open; 
there are in addition a side door to the right and in. the corner to the left is a little table on 
which are placed the ring and the marine trumpets consecrated to Sitel-Nazuenziap, [p.362] 

seka leaves with which one pays homage, etc. One or two rock slabs are dug into the earth 
at the level of the soil with a hollow in the middle to crack the roots of this plant. In the 
house where they sleep, there are two doors in front, one two feet Ica sixty-llve centimeters] 

high and the other the height of the wall. Those who are not rich and who live in ~ single 
house, separate with a mat partition the space where they sleep. The floor is ordinarily 
covered with mats. 

The residence of the principal urosse is composed of several houses. 

The detailed description of the habitation of the urosse Sipe, which is to be found at 
the end of the volume, will give a good idea of all the others. 

L, L, L are walls constructed of hugh rocks, which surround all the residences of the 
urosse. It is rather strange that although Yat, where, as we have already said, live most 
of the urosse, is the property of Sipe, the house of each urosse is surrounded by a similar· 

wall. Coming from the street, very muddy, to mention in passing, first one finds a house 
(A) which contains what we would call salons, drawing roomB, dining [p.363] rooms, etc., 
and which I call, to distinguish it from the others, the eating house.' . . 

Mr ~e8Son calls this house Lorn Otcnou or Poe; we did not hear it thus called. 
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It is there that the master passes the largest part of the day, ordinarily seated to the 
left of the entry in A. There, breadfruit is cooked, seka is prepared and served; it is there 
that he receives visitors, placing distinguished persons next to him, and the others in a 

circle toward B, B, B; the less important, and those who are occupied in some task which 

prevents them from taking part in the general conversation, sit at the other end (C, C, 
C). There, from morning to night, flows a concourse of people who, during our stay, were 
ordinarily so numerous that most of them were obliged to remain outside the house'. A 

wall made of partitions of split bamboo (K, K, K) separates the interior apartments of the 
urosse, where no one has entry except him and the people who are immediately attached 
to his house, among whose numbers we were counted. Entering by the door U, one finds 
on each side a similar partition behind which are two separate houses. C is the residence, 
during the day, of the [p.3641 first wife of Sip,,; the second wife lives in D. We always saw 

in B a large number of children, who were not even Sipe's but who belonged, in some way, 

to his family. There also slept his son, a nursing child, born of his favorite wife, under the 
surveillance of an old maid. I do not know what house E was for. After having passed across 
the corridor, one arrives at a little court, where there are three houses-two (F, G) about 

the same size as the others and the third, H; a lot smaller. Sip" ate and passed the night 
in G; Mrs Sipe slept in H with her daughter of four years; it was also there that the friends 
of Mrs Sipe gathered and played different games. F was the house which was designated 
for us, which we willingly inhabited and where we 'even transported our baidarke. In I.was 
one of those stones on which they pounded •• ka but which we never saw used. In 0 was 
an enclosure for the sow which Captain Duperrey had left to them. All the space in K, 

K was covered with very clean bamboo laths except the areas N, N where several coconut 
trees, banana trees and breadfruit trees, forming a little domestic [p.365] garden, agreeably 
varied the interesting family tableau. The entire compound was seventy paces long, thirty 
wide. 

The description of the houses took us only a little time; the inventory of that which 
they contain did not cost us much time either, for they are almost entirely empty. Among 

a people who lead such a simple and monotonous life, the household articles can soon be 
counted. 

IIi the middle of each house hangs from the ceiling a type of large, thin tray with low 
sides, serving to shelter food, etc, from the rats. In two or three other places are suspended 

other small trays, or simply poles with hooks on which one could hang small articles of 
all sorts, such as coconut shells which they use to drink out of and which are sometimes 

decorated with a very clean cloth, the tol., small fishing equipment, etc. That is also where 

they placed the small trifles, they received from us. A trough made from breadfruit wood, 

thre\, feet long and two and half feet wide rca one-hundred by eighty centimeters}, made 
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in the form of a dingy, in which they brought the water for preparing seka, is an [p.3661 

indispensable article in each house; when it is not being used for this purpose, it serves 

them as a chair. Some tubs for various lises and some small looms for weaving tols complete 
the furniture of the houses. 

The tol. are woven of bananas fiber. The threads, whose preparation I never had a 

chance to observe, were dyed black, white, yellow and red. To make the warp, they have a 

small loom on which they place the threads around four little sticks, such that a thread'can 

successively pass under another, as in our looms. When the warp, has attained its desired 

width, one attaches it by the ends and pulls it back above the, loom. When the tol is to 

be of a single color, the task is soon finished, but when it must have designs, each row 

of the warp is composed of as many different threads tied together as there are changes 

in color. One can imagine what trouble and attention this task requires, so that all the 

different threads form a single regular line across the width of the warp, and how tiring 

such a task. must be. The manner of weaving greatly resembles our own. One passes a 
little stick [p.367] in each end of the warp, an end is fixed to a certain point, the other at 

the waist of the worker, and in this manner the warp spreads and lengthens. This stick, in 

all respects similar to ours, is alternatively thrown from one side of the warp to the other, 

etc. It is remarkable that even the knot by which they tie the threads is absolutely similar 
to that which our weavers make. 

In the corner of the houses of the urosse of the second class where the wand of 

Sitel-Nazuenziap is placed, they keep big axes which, it seems, arc considered communal 

property. They are made from big shells, worked and sharpended with coral stones in the 

form of a half cylinder and attached with cords to a wooden handle. The part attached to 

the handle is completely round, so that upon turning the handle, one can give it the most 
advantageous position to cut the wood, The largest ax that I saw was twenty inches long 

and about four inches rca fifty-four by eleven centimeters] in width. There ar~ axes of all 

sizes, but the littlest are partly iron hatchets, for the making of which they tried to use 

any piece of iron which' fell into their hands. I did not see [p.368j stone axes although they 

are in use. They call the basalt and other hard stones with which one can make axes tella. 

They use for a knife a sharpened shell which they wear at the waist or on the lower 
lip, which gives them an amusing appearance. 

We did not find among them any sort or"musical instrument, not even a single drum. 

It appears that in general they do not possess great musical facilities. They listened with 

attention to the piano and the flute, but neither one of these instruments apparently made 

a big impression on them. One can add to their furniture their canoes, of which they take 

great care--several kept them in their houses. 
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The big canoes of the urosse are twenty-five to thirty feet rca eight to ten meters] long 

and not more that one and a half feet rca fifty centimeters] wide. They are always carved 

from a single tree trunk (breadfruit). Whether because they lack big trees or whether 

because they want to economize, their canoes are always decked out with rims, about one 

feet wide and about two feet rca thirty and sixty-five centimeters] at the 'ends. These 
sides are [p.369] attached with cord; they decorate them by stringing white shells in little 

hoies. They coat the joints with whatever there is, which has the result that with the least 

shower or with overloading of the canoe, water runs in and it is necessary to bail water 
out co~stantly. We often laughed upon seeing islanders trying to stop a leak by coating 

the holes with breadfruit (as our Aleutes stop up the holes of their ba'idarkes with meat). 

A small beam is placed at the end of light cross pieces, parallel to the canoe to support 

it. Eight to ten rowers man one of these vessels. They are properly worked and polished 

and coated with a red clay earth, to which they know how to give a beautiful luster. The 
everyday ca~oes are very similar to the showy ones, but they are smaller and worked less 

carefully; there are some not mOte than six feet long and one foot wide rca 200 by 30 

centimeters]. They row with paddles which are the same everywhere, and in the shallows 

they push with boat hooks (poles) or with these same paddles turned upside down. These 

canoes are very well designed fo~ this purpose; they are light and draw very little water; 
they [p.370] can thus cross shallows or mangrove swamp to get to the village, and if need 

be, they are dragged or transported without any trouble. The limited navigation of the 

Ualanese does not require that they have other qualities. They never go beyond the reef; 

they have neither the opportunity nor the need to use sails; that is why they are ignorant 

of their usage. It is, I believe, the only case in all of Polynesia. To draw them beyond the 

reef, it must be something extraordinary, as for example the appearance of a ship; and 

then they are rather awkward, getting tangled up, etc. In a word they are very bad sailors. 

When they were aboard our ship, most suffered from seasickness at the least movement of 

the ship. The urosse are very insistent on taking good care of their big canoes. Sipe, good 
hearted and hospitable as he was, hid so as not to have to lend his. 

Those who place the highest value on the good life should have no other wish but 

to become a U alanese urosse; they pass their lives' in complete idleness. They get up 

with the sun; they would sleep longer if men had no limits. They spend [p.371] two hours 

rubbing their bodies with coconut oil, etc. Meanwhile, the fire is lit in the cookhouse and 

preparations are niade, to, cook the breadfruit. At nine o'clock, they gather together to 
drink seka. I wilL describe the ceremonies on this subject, such as we observed on solemn 
occasions. 

The master takes the seka plant (Piper methysticum), as it was taken from the earth 

and, sitting in front of the most distinguished guest, addresses some words, to him as if he 
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were begging him to give his consent. After having received it, he detaches the root and 

places the foliage on the little table placed in the corner in homage to Sitel-Nazuenziap. 

This last rite, moreover, was not always observed. During this time, the one or ones' 

who are in charge of the preparation make a belt of banana leaves, undo their hair and tie 

it up again-not on the nape but on top of the head. They begin their task by washing 

the stones on which they beat the atka. They beat twenty-six to thirty times [p.372J with 

the palm of the hand, after this, taking the rocks serving as pestles and beating the big 

stems several times. It seems that the number of blows is not determined; we counted, at 
different times, from ten to seventeen. They then began on the roots, which they beat until 

they form nothing but a fibrous mass. They then beat for some time and quickly with the 

pestle on the stone and then begin the extraction. Alter having poured a little water on 

this mass, they press it with the hands against the stone to make the juice flow out, form 

a ball which they press with all their might between the hands and drip into coconut shells 
which were already prepared. After this first extraction, they pour some water oli the mass 

and press it and squeeze it again, continuing like this until the necessary number of coconut 

shells are filled. While waiting, breadfruit, already cooked and pulled out from above the 

rocks, is presented together with katak, coconuts, etc., on woven coconut plates, in front 

of the guest, who is again asked for his consent. The guest cuts one of the breadfruit 
and this is the signal that [p.373J everyone can begin eating. The chief cup bearer then 

presents to the guest one of th~ coconut shells filled ·with stka. They did not take offense 

at all when, as it often happened, we refused this nectar. The one who drinks brings the 

cup to his mouth and, bowing, murmurs a prayer ·(of which I will speak later) and, after 

having blown on the foam, takes a mouthful of seka. Some swallow it all up, others after 

having kept it in the mouth, spit it out; but most swallow half and throw out the rest. 

All this is followed by rattling, spitting and contortions whose cause I do not understand 

because after having tasted of this drink several times, I found it absolutely without taste 

and without the least warmth. After the seka comes the dessert. At Togoja's they put a 

coconut and some breadfruit on a separate plate in front of each guest. The feast is ended 

then and the guest returns home, and all that remains from the party is taken to him.t 
It was thus that we were often provisioned by the urosse. 

[p.374J It is exactly in this manner, except that part of the ceremony relative to the 

guest, that the urosse drink seka each morning and that is their breakfast. It happened that 

• At Sipe's and at Togoja's, two men were present at the preparation. I do not know if this is a function 
of the importance of rank or of the number of guests. 

t It is remarkable that on the island of Mindanao, it is also the custom to take, to the guests, all that 
remains of the party (see Forrest's Voyoge). 
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I observed that this was repeated in the evening; but it seemed that this was an exception 
and that the real touktouk atka only took place in the mornings. 

Besides seka, they sometimes used, and in the same way, the root of another plant 

called kaoua; they then used other stones, other pestles and even other tubs for water. 
They did not prepare it a single time in front of us. 

Besides the morning seka, which corresponds directly with the kava that is drunk in 

the morning on 0-Taheiti and on other islands, I did not notice that they had fixed hours 

for meals. They eat when it strikes them, rather often but little and even, it appeared, at 

night. At least Nena, when he slept with us, always made sure that at night a plate full of 

breadfruit, etc., was put near him, and he usually ate it during the night. They drink very 
little-their vegetarian <tiet must take away this need. 

Fish and crayfish are the only animal [p.375J food that they cat. They do not have any 

domestic quadrupeds; but their woods abound in pigeons and chickens, and their rivers 
in snipe, which however they do not eat. Their principal foods are ·breadfruit, coconuts, 

katak, taro (arum), bananas; sugar cane, etc. which they cat partly raw or simply cooked, . 

and partly mixed in various ways. Their culinary art is more developed than one would 

think. Sipe, who so loved to talk, explained to us the preparation of an infinity of dishes, 

putting, as do their cooks, his chignon on top of his head and showing us by signs how 

everything was done. Of all these dishes, we only got to taste paoua and I have already 

indicated how it pleased us. In order to make the breadfruit last (it does not keep very 
long), they bury it to make it ferment and call it houro. 

They cook breadfruit, katak, etc. in the earth, exactly the same as on the other islands. 

They make fire by rubbing a small plank of soft wood, in the same direction as the grain, 
with a .stick of hard wood. This rubbing [P.376J, which is done slowly at first, then by 

degrees faster and faster when the wood begins to warm up, produces a kind of lint at the 

end of the little plank. This ends up by catching flame. The whole operation lasts but a 

minute; one must be used to the procedure to succeed at it. We tried it often but we could 
. not succeed a single time in making fire in this manner. 

I did not see the women of the urosse eat with their husbands; it appears that they are 

submitted here to the same prohibitions as on other islands. However, it is not for reasons 

of the quality .of the food, because there is nothing to choose. Neither do they have the 

right to enter the cookhouse. Togoja's wife could only show herself on the sly by the side 

door to receive our gifts. The men, moreover, do not eat exclusively in this house. I saw 
Sipe eat his evening meals in the little house next to ours. 

Naturally, the food of the common people is even more monotonous. A kind of banana 

with an insipid taste, which they call calache, the leathery and disagreeable fruit of ~he 
pandanus, sugar cane, a little breadfruit and [p.377J the fish which the urosse refuse is all 
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that goes back to them. The best kind of bananas, katak, coconuts and also probably 

several kinds of fish, are the exclusive property of the urosse: 

This renders the common people strong and they ate all of our dishes with pleasure. 

When we ate on land, they usually assembled in a group at the door of the tent,· as much 

out of curiosity as to get something to eat. The urosse are much more difficult; they all 

liked, however, our salted meat, which went naturally under the name of cacho. They 

quickly got used to the sweet wine of Chile but they rejected brandy with disgust. 

We did not have a chance to see what they use oranges for. 

The duty of the impartial historian obliges me to speak now of a custom that I could 

happily Iv.3781 pass over in silence and which I believed only existed among the Hottentots, 

since the missionaries forbade it (as I do not doubt) to the queens of Tahiti. t I am speaking 

of the execrable phthirophagy (lice eating), which Dr Mertens regards, and with reason, 

as the first step toward cannabalism. This custom is not practiced here, as on Tahiti, 

exclusively by one class. Everyone does it, without fear of want. We manifested so often 
our aversion that they refrained somewhat from doing it in our presence. But sometimes 

they made fun of us, pretending to throw certain little animals on us. During our visit to 

Togoja, Sipe fancied repeating this joke, but I stood up and said that if he did it again, 

I would withdraw immediately. He had no trouble appeasing me while Togoja, as. usual 

understanding nothing, was happy to repeat, Mea inghi? Finally Sipe explained to him 

and to all those assembled what it was all about, and he aroused in them by this account 

great astonishment concerning our Iv. 3791 singularities and our prejudices. This situation is 

similar to that of the interpreter of Ali Pacha of Egypt when the former explained to the 

latter what knowledgeable societies of Europe were and what coffee with milk was. And 

the group did not help but say, "Ah, the infidels!" 

Eating, sleeping, forming groups to chat-that is how an urosse spends his life. His 

intellectual faculties are in as much a constant state of inactivity as his physic~1 faculties. 

He does not fear misery and has no enemies. He knows neither fear nor· hope; his passions 

are spent. It is to this, I'robably, that is due the mild and peaceful character of the urosse 

but also the small horizons of their intelligence. They are almost all stupid; we could better 

make ourselves understood by the common people and even by women, because at least 

they do something. 

Ualanese women do not think it improper, any less that our women, to remain seated 

with crossed arms. But not having, like ti)e latter, varied occupations, they restrict' 

* We were astonished by the low number of coconut trees in proportion to the size of the island as 
nothing would seem to prevent them from growing. These fruits are so precious to the urosse, that, 
to guarantee their not being stolen, they sometimes put horizontal barriers about thirty feet [ea nine 
meters] from the ground around the tree trunks. This precaution was not seen elsewhere. 

t See Wilson's Missionary Voyage. 
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themselves to weaving tols and taking care of their children, which, however, does not 

prevent them from having maids. Sipe's wife always slept with her daughter, age six, and 
her nursing son Iv.3801 passed the night in another house, in the care of an old maid. After 

having finished her morning toilette, she had her son brought to her and she embraced him 
with tenderness. 

Commoners everywhere have more work than the nobles. But in places where man's 

needs are few and where nature furnishes almost everything spontaneously, even the serr 

cannot be overwhelmed with work. The transport of materials for the repair and construc

tion of canoes and houses and even the repair and construction, constitute a work project 

which only takes up part of a poor Ualanese's time. The regular jobs are the maintenance of 

the master's plantations, the harvest,' the transport of the food to the capital and fishing. 

Ip·381
1 This last occupation is almost exclusively reserved for the women; we saw, at 

least, very few men engaged in it. They have nets made from coconut cord with floats . , . 

very similar to ours, and long nets, four feet by two rca 120 by 60 centimeters], spread 

with sticks with which they liftthe fish from the water. They pierce the big fish with little 

wooden picks; they also have for this a little instrument composed of three fish teeth, which 

they tightly atLach to the end of a handle. They do not have lines because they never go 

fishing out to sea; all their fishing is done inside the reef. They have erected in several 

places, on the shallows, stone dikes which form reservoirs where the fish enter when the 

tide is high and in which, when it goes down, they find themselves trapped and can thus 
easily be caught. 

They also catch tortoises which come in rather large numbers into the port; but I 

never had a chance to observe how they did this. I am also ignorant as to whether or not 

they eat them; I rather doubt it. We did not succeed in catching a single one. Some We 
even harpooned, but they ended up 1.·3821 always escaping under a rock by breaking the 

lines or by getting rid of the harpoon. They often got caught in the tow line of our tide 

gauge, struggled sometimes for a long time and broke everything, but we never had the 
good fortune or the skill to take a single one. 

The men of all the classes really liked to gather together and chat. The decorum of 

these gatherings is really worthy of being imitated. We did not understand the conversation, 

but it was not possible that they were always of the same mind. In spite of that, we never 

noticed displeasure, arguments or hard words. The usual custom is to speak softly, and I 

• To gather coconuts, they attach to their legs fetters made from the leaves of the pandanus or cords, 
such that the legs are about one foot [ca thirty ccntimetcJ's apart. In climbing up the tree, they 
wrap themselves around the tree and can grasp it quite lightly. More precautions arc necessary for 
gathering breadfruit ,for if they fall to the ground, they can break into pieces. For that they UBe a 
particular instrument which they call a tangasse. It is a long stick, forked at onc end, with which they 
detach the fruit, which they then allow to drop to the ground with precaution. 
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often observed that our noisy conversations did not please them at all. In general, I even 

think, even though our amiable relations were never interrupted during the whole time of 

our stay, that we left behind us the reputation of an agitated people, who do not know how 

to speak quietly and who cannot stay put in one place. That is what we could not do for a 

long period of time and for two reasons: first of all because of our jobs and also because it 

was very inconvenient for us to remain seated [ •. 383J as they sat. It is at twilight that they 

especially like to thus assemble. We sometimes met with them, and although membera of 

society do not always understand each other, it cannot be but gay. 

They do not have any other source of light in their houses but the fire on the hearth. 

They do not even have need of that because as soon as it is eight o'clock, sleep comes to all 

and past this hour, one sees very few people who are not asleep. Neither do they indulge 

in the custom of getting up at night to make merry as in some islands of P?lynesia. 

We did not find any public entertainment; and one can, it seems, conclude that there 

are none, for it is not likely that it never occurred to the urosse to entertain us in some 

fashion. Moreover, they always danced very willingly when we begged them to. Their 

dancing, as with all dancing in general, is as difficult to describe as to paint. Some men 

get in a line one behind the other, slowly execute in the same place some movement of the 
feet and move their hands in different ways which apparently lack [ •. 384J system. This is 

done with an exactitude so surprising that in looking at the column from the back, one 

would think that these were robots moved by a single movement. All these movements, 

which moreover are very supple and executed by well-built men, which in general they are 

here, are full of grace-with the exception of the forced movement of the head. All this 

is done t.o the beat of an air sung in a low strained voice, like that of an asthmatic man, 

which is rather disagreeable. These dances are submitted to particular rules; not only do 

the women not have the right to take part, but it seems that even the men can only dance 

together according to a certain choice. In these dances, they put on their arms; below the 

elbow, shells carved in the form of a ring, which they call moek. ' 

We did not see any games of chance. These were invented by men who had a need 

to kill time, or who want to take from others; the good Ualanese would not think to do 

the latter and as for the other they succeed marvelously well without any games of chance. 

Neither did we find [ •. 385J any gymnastic exercises or wrestling or target shooting, etc. All 

these kinds of occupations arc more or less related to war or to the hunting of wild beasts, 

and they do not practice either. All these games have one inherent quality-the opposite 

party is the enemy-and the main character of the Ualanese is to look at themselves as 

brothers. 

They have absolutely no arms, not even a stick to hit with. It would seem therefore 

that.they cannot have the least idea of war. Is there a similar example on this earth? There 
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are also on Ualan marine trumpets (Triton variegatum), whose sound on all the islands of 

the Pacific: giv~s .the signal for war. But they are laid on the altar 0; Nazuenziap and are 
only used III rehglOus ceremonies, as we shall see later. 

All that has been said until now has already attested to the astonishing go~dness of 
the character of this people, whose like it would be difficult to find on this earth. They 

do .not. know great passion; they do not tear their skin with shark's teeth to show chagrin, 
which. IS forgotten the instant after. A somber face [v.386J and lowered eyes show the st'ate 

of theu souls. When joyful, they do not go into ecstasies but they show it by embraces and 

peals of laughter. They do not greet a stranger with palm branches or other signs of peace 

beca~se they know.no other state than the state of peace. From the first instant, they come 

on With ~ frank galCty and a childlike and unchangeable trust. A deeper knowledge would 

unco~er III them gentleness, a fair and constant character, a sense of obligation and even 

probity. The theft undertaken in plain daylight by Seza does not disprove this-for there 

are rascal~ in all countries, even among the Urosse. But I must say, for the vindication 

of.the natIOnal character, that without exception all disapproved of his conduct even the 

,chd~r~~, who ordinarily repeat what they hear to the adults. At a gathering in'the home 
of Sipe s daughter, of which I have already spoken, someone said the name of Seza I 'd 
"S' k I ( . Sa!, 

. eza 0 uk" Seza is bad), and the young assembled there cried in one voice, "Seza koluk" 
With gestures and facial expressions which proved that the exclamation came straight from 

the he~rt. Scza himself did not show 1.·387J himself a single time during all of our stay in 

Lell~; It was pro~ably not ou: ~f fear for only being eight, we could not have done anything 
to him. The thieves of Tahiti and of other islands did not show this timidity. On our 

walks, we were often surrounded by a group of inhabitants, and far from having to have 

guards so that nothing would be taken, we gave them our guns and our instruments to 

carry. Of these, they took better care than we would have done ourselves. We traveled in 

their c.anoes and we never lost anything. The naturalists were always accompanied in their 

exc~rslOns .by ~en of good will who gave them all sorts of assistance,' climbed np trees, 
carned theu thmgs, etc. Their friendsbip was unselfish. They often asked of us what they 

needed, but this was certainly not in return for what they hrought us. We often tried to 

give them some idea of trade because it was disadvantageous for us to be on the receiving 

end, but it was always in vain. Whether they brought a lot or a little an urosse did ot 
k r thO [ 388J' ,n as or any mg or·' demanded an ax, and they were usually content with what we 

gave them. 

A~er that, it would be superfluous to speak of hospitality; it can be found among the 
Bedoums and amongst the Hottentots, why should it not exist here? The host does not 

run up to the guest" does not embrace him thinking to himself: May the devil take you! 

Inst~ad he points to the place next to him with a calm and loving air. Scka is prepared, 
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breadfruit is cooked, they entertain themselves quietly. But there the hospitality stops 

without extending, as among many peoples, to the wife of the host. Likewise the guest 

takes his leave quietly and all that remains of the feast is carried to his home. 

But it is especially in the bosom of the family where the gentleness and evenness of 

their personality is revealed. It is not here that the poets would have invented the demon 

of marriage, nor, to tell the truth, their musings on Doris and Daphne. Married couples 

live together happily and in appearance on an equal footing. Kaki often consulted with 

his wife, as we do in our united families. When they receive gifts, they never forget wives, 

who never [".3891 failed, when they got home with presents, to ask: And where is mine? 

The fathers and mothers are tender towards their children but without sham. Togoja, not 

having any children, kept near him, in. their place, one of Nena's sons, a charming little 

fellow of eight years, full of life, whose cheek or ears the old man could scarcely prevent 

himself from pinching every other minute. The child took all this with an air that proves 

that he knew how to appreciate the tenderness of the old man. Their children are usually 

of good character. Surrounded by little boys, we never heard their whining or cries. We 

did not notice a single time, when they were gathered together, that there were amongst 

them disputes or fights, which however did not prevent them from being very lively, even 

to the point of craziness. The little giris are extremely gentle, tender and without the least 

timidity, but always ready.to ask. 

The peerless gentleness of their character does not exclude gaiety. They seem not to 

know what ennui is. They were always charmed to find an occasion to laugh, even if it were 
at their own expense, and [".3901 they seemed to laugh with more pleasure at themselves 

than at others. They take kidding very well and never get mad over it. They show their 

joy or their approval in exactly the same manner as the inhabitants of the other islands 

of this sea, that is to say by lifting with the palm of the right hand the joint of the left 

arm pressed against the body which produces a dull but quite loud sound. They died with 

laughter when, jokingly, we tried to do the same on our street clothes and of course had 

no success. On the contrary, they could not make a loud noise clapping their hands. 

Polygamy is tolerated but is not generally the custom. All the principal urosses have 

several wives. Sip" has two, Nena three, etc.; but the urosse of the second class which we 

knew only had one. Of the two wives of Sipe, one was openly the favorite, but I did not 

notice that the other was in any way subordinate to her. 

Polygamy, although it is not generally practiced, and the low number of women 

proportionate to that of men both make for a lot of bachelors. And it necessarily resulted 

in there being certain habits which are not 1,,·3911 completely -in accordance with good 

manners, which we looked upon at first, perhaps unjustly, as one of the vestiges of the 

stay of the first Europeans on this island. The Ualanese women cannot pride themselves 
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on this wisdom, which according to the accounts distinguishes the women of Radak. I did 

not have the opportunity to test the severity of the conjugal right, b·ut it seems that they 

are ~ot all Penelopes and they do not even try to be. We can cite, for example, the wife of 

Kaki, who took pleasure in attributing her pregnancy to one of our crew (who did not in 

any way confess to it). And Kaki himself liked to joke about it showing how his wife w~uld 
cry over the departure of her lover. 

In reading about this in foreign countries, we are convinced, and this is what constitutes 

~ne of the greatest joys in reading this type of literature, that there are no people, how 

htt.le populate~ or civilized they be, who do not recognize the existence of a supreme being 
ruhng the des tillY of men. According to the character of the people, its more or less high 

level of depravity, and p~rhaps also according to its climate and the fertility or sterility of 
the 1,,·3921 t th t t' . . coun ry, e represen a lOn, material as well as spiritual, of this being is very 
dIfferent, often deformed and almost always unworthy of the wisdom and goodness. of the 

creator of the universe, which is revealed to us through our religion. But in spite of all their 

imperfections, they prove the necessity, for the immortal part of man, to rise toward his 

s.ource, to an immaterial world, last but certain haven from the inevitable pains of earthly 

hfe. Thus, the religio'n of savage peoples certainly merits the full attention of the traveler 
who seeks not only to satisfy his curiosity but who has the desire to learn. 

This subject, more than any other, made us regret that we could not speak Ualanese. 

In spite of all their explanations, we could only obtain very obscure notions on their religion. 

T~eir ~ivinity is called Sitel-Nazuenziap. He was a man of the Penneme tribe (or perhaps 

th,s t~'be .descended from him). He had two wives, Kajoua-sin-liaga, Kajoua-sin-nion/ou 
and hiS chtldren were Rin, Aourieri, Nai1ouolen and Seouapin. It appears that they consider 
Sitcl-Nazuenziap as the founder of their race and as their divinity. 

1,,·3931 S't IN' h 'th t I l e - azuenZlap as nel er emp es, morais, nor idols. In a corner of each 
house a long wand of four to five feet rca 130 to .165 centimeters], pointed at one end 

and fluted at the other, is arranged in a particular place. It represents their common 

housegod. He is content with the most mediocre offering: branches and leaves from the 

seka plant. The marine trumpet, which is also placed there as his property, could make 

one think he was a warrior, for the sound of this horn is the signal for war on all the 

oLher islands of the South Pacific. At his death, as one sees, the temple .of Janus was 

closed forever, and this instrument is only used in ceremonies relevant to religion. We will 

describe later one of these ceremonies. Across the stream in front of which is situated the 

village of Lual, a string is attached between two trees and de~orated with little red flowers" 
it was also one of the little homages to Sitel-Nazuenziap. ' 

• See plate 19. 
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The drink seka was'indubitably part of their religious rites; for they have such venera

tion for the plant that it was even disagreeable to them for us to touch it when we Ip·39
4l 

found it in the plantations. It is like an oblation in honor of Nazuenziap, and the following 

prayer that they recite on this occasion, always with respect, is likely the formula of the 

offering. They say: 

Talaelem seka maL .. ' 
Sitel-Nazuenziap (Penneme) 
Rin seka 
Nai'touolen seka (Penneme) 
Seouapin seka 
Chiechou siika (Ton) 
Mananziaoua seka (Lichenghe) 
Kajoua-sin-liaga seka (Penneme) 
Kajoua-sin-nionfou sekl" 
Olpat seka (Lichenghe) 
Togoja seka (Ton) 

This whole prayer, with the except,ion of the first three words of whose meaning I am 

ignorant, is composed of proper names, with the addition of the name of the plant s.ka. 
Among these names are found those of the wives and three sons of Sitel-Nazuenziap and, at 

the end, that of the present Ufosse Togoja. Each of these persons is regarded as belonging 

to one of the three tribes into which the nation is divided, as is [p.3951 noted in parentheses 

opposite their names. 
The ceremony which was mentioned earlier took place in Sipe's cook house and con

sisted of the following: ,the man who played the principal role was seated, his legs folded 

underneath him, on the back of the tub in which they carry the water when they drink 

stka. He had a necklace of young coconut branches around his neck and held in his hands 

the wand representing Sitel-Nazuenziap, which he continually pressed against his knees. 

His eyes were troubled, he kept turning his head, sometimes hissing in a strange manner, 

sometimes hiccuping and sometimes rattling and splitting, as they ordinarily do when they 

drink stka. He pronounced broken and inarticulate words, among which one could some

times hear UT08se Litske (that is what they generally called me). The whole thing seemed 

to be an imitation of the state of a man drunk with stika, and I thought for a long time 

that he really was. He had the triton shell horn in front of him. He blew, while waiting 

for the stones on the hearth, and everything was readied for the cooking of the breadfruit, 

but with the calmness and silence attendant to solemn occasions. Ip·3961 When all these 

'" Mai. .. is said in a chant.ing tone, very stretched out. Nionfou is pronounced nasally .. 
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grimaces were prolonged long enough, Sipe took the horn and respectfully presented it to 

the omcial, who after having blown on it a liLLIe gave it back to him, got up soon after and 

!led frolll t.he house by the side cIoor pulLing his foot while passing by on the lit hearth. 

We Were told I,hat he had run to Togoja's to repeat the sallie comedy. lie ran in the street 

moving the wand in all dirccLions, a,nd all those who found themselves in his way dispersed 

in a hurry. At the end of half an hour or so, he came back carrying the wand like a gun 

posed for a bayondte charge, entered the house hy the side door, lowering his body and 

as if in secret and, after having replaced the wand, came to sil, with us as 'if nothing had 

happened. 

In spite of SipC's and others' long explanations, we could not undersl;and precisely 

what, this eerernony signified. Perhaps the representation of a man prey to the suffering 

whic.h the immoderate use of scka could innict was established, with, the moral intent to 

encourage the people to abstain ['rom this vice. This is all the more likdy as d\iring the 
whole time of our stay, we did not sec a single man [p.397J drunk on seka. This priest, from 

the LichenghC tribe, one of our most faithful visitors in our tent, told me later that he was 

Seyalik of Sitel-Nazuenziap. He then told me a long tale of canoes coming from the sea, 

etc., etc.; but this tale, as well as others, were lost to us. 

It would seem that they have some obscure ideas on the state of life after death. They 

clothe'their dead in the most beautiful clothes, envelop the body with cloth, place the 

hands on the stomach and bury them in the earth. I saw a recent tomb in the village of 

Ouegat. It was next to the house of a relative of the deceased and was made remarkable 

by two banana trees on either side. In speaking of this subject, they of Len pointed to the 

sky. The language of the Ualanese is sonerous, gentle and delicate: They spenk in a very 

agreeable manner and without this noisy quickness which one ordinarily notices among 
savages, They try to give more force to their speech by the inflections of' the voice, 1.·3981 

the expression of the eyes ant! the movements of the body. In all languages, women express 

thcmsel ves more agreeably than the men and it is the same here. I can still hear in my 

min,1 the words: chal-chal? comment? danseT'? which the young girls pronounced when I 

asked them to dance. One must remember that on Ualan dance is forbidden to women. 

The island of UlIlan can serve as a very good calling port, principally for the whalers 

who fish in t.hese areas and ('or ships going to' China by the east.ern route. A tranquil port, 

a hcauLi('ul climate, a kind people and an abundance 0(' fresh water and ('ruit, which does 

not contribute any less than meat to restore the force 'Of' a crew after a long voyage, give 

it this advantage. 

• 1'hc words of this language gathered by us, wit.h ,more detailed observations on this subject, are 
inserted at the end of Chapter XlII [translated belowJ. 
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One cannot expect to find here abundant sea provisions, but there is nothing to fear 

as far as daily consumption goes. Pigeons and wild chickens can be roasted wonderfully 

well, and the soup made from them is juicy and nourishing. Four or five hunters furnished 
us well enough so that each day freshly made soup could be given to all !p.3991 the crew 

members. Snipes make a delicate roast. Fish and turtle, if one could find a way to catch 

them, would be a very good addition; but' we 'were unable to succeed at it and we got 

very little from the inhabitants. Among the fruits one could get, in as much quantity as 

one desired, were ,a common type of banana and sugar cane; and it is always possible to 
get breadfruit from the Ufosses; our men soon got used to it and preferred it to ordinary 

bread. One cannot get a lot of coconuts or better bananas. 'We received so little of the 

first that it was only two or three times a week that we could give one to each of the crew 

members. One can only count on sugar cane and oranges for sea provisions. The latter 
were not ripe while we were there, so we cannot know the number on which one could 

count. The bananas that are not completely ripe ripen within a week. There is besides a 

kind of cucumber, growing on a tree, round, with a,very thick and hard skin, which, salted 
or put into vinegar, is an excellent condiment; but we could not find !p.400Iit in sufficient 
quantities to give to the whole crew. 

Perhaps in time Ualan could furnish pork to sailors. The admirable intention of 
'Capta:in Duperrey remains jus,t that, an intent. Hopefully our attempt will have more 
success. 

The fresh water which we took from the stream which ran through the village of Lual 
is a little brackish, but that does not mean that it does not keep well and that it is not good 

tasting and safe to drink. There is no good firewood. One could have as much sonneratias 
as one desired, but the wood is wet and not inclined to dry out. 

,But is is time for me to say goodbye to Ualan and to all her good and amiable 
inhabitants. I wish with all my heart that they love us as much as we love them, that 

our visit awahns in them as many pleasant memories as we 'have of our stay among them, 

that all we did for them can serve,to substantially better their sitlJation but, above all, that 

they never have ~eason to regret that white men ever found a way to their isolated little 
island. 

!p.4011 The description which I have just given of the island of Ualan was t~ken, without 

, adding or leaving out anything, wit.h the exception of useless details, from the journal kept 

by me on location without any previous contact with the accounts of voyagers who visited 
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this island before us: This I did one on purpose so that my considerations would be entirely 

independent of the judgment of others. There remains to me to point out some differences 
between us. 

I will not speak of trifling differences, inevitable in the description of a people with 

whom one can only talk in sign language and which are explainable by the uncertainty of 

all knowledge gathered by this method; I will only bring to attention those contradictions 

which give a whole other idea of the morals of the people whom we describe. On the other 
hand, I will also point out the places where the Ip·4021 conjectures of one are confirmed by 
the observations of the other. 

One of the principal contradictions between us consists in the interpretation of the 

words Ton, Penneme and Lichenghe, which I regard as the names of the tribes or generations 

which serve to divide then people, while Mr Lesson considers them to be names of conditions 

or castes, adding to these three some other subdivisions which we did not notice at all. 

I must admit that my interpretation is not altogether satisfying. If they were really 
generations, in the sense which we usually give to this word, then why did they not have a 

single principal urosse for the Lichenghe gene'ration? There were several among the Ufosses 
of the second class. 

But I cannot consent either to Mr Lesson's interpretation. We did not notice this 

rigorous distinction between the various classes, ~or the striking difference between the 

exterior of the chiefs and that of the common people of which Mr Lesson speaks. We 

saw that most of the principal and richest urosse were Penneme. There were two, Togoja 
and Seoa, who were Ip·4031 Tone, which Mr Lesson thinks means king. Seoa had nothing 

about him which distinguished him from the Penneme UTosse. Sitel-Nazuenziap,'who is 

the object of their cult, was Pennemc. In the prayer in which he plays the first role, one 

names the people with these three names, which, it seems, could not be if t~ey were to 
designate castes. 

, Of the Ufosse weighed down with the weight of his age, of whom Mr Lesson speaks 

without naming, it is impossible not to recognize our Togoja. Mr Lesson says, "The island 

of Oualan is ruled by a supreme chief who bears the title UTosse Tolar Tone. The others 

command the diverse districts of the islands or surround the king in LeU." In another 

place, "It was the residence of the king of the island." It was said above why we could not, 
recognize in any way Togoja as king of all the island. 

* Voyage Medical Autour du Monde, ezecu.te sur la Coquille, by R. P. Lesson. "Observations on the soil, 
on the produc,tion of the island of Oualan, and on its habitants, their language, their morals, etc." by 
R. P. Lesson. Journal des Voyages, published by D. Frick and N. Devillcneuve, ~ay a~d June 1825. 
The journal of the cOIll_mander of the expedition, Captain Duperrey, was not yet In RUSSIa ~hen these 
ob5~rvations were written. 
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The prayer or formula which they recite while drinking seka justifies the conjecture of 

Mr Lesson that the chiefs after death enjoy a kind of cult, but we did not have occasion to 

see the general pantheon of urosse. 

Mr Lesson is in error when he says that the s.,ka drink is made from (p.404! the leaves 

or branches of this plant: It is prepared, as throughout Polynesia, with the root. Several 
times we saw the chiefs detach the root and carry the branches and leaves as an offering to 

Sitel-Nazuenziap. They do not crush these roots in wooden vases but on particular stones, 

buried in the earth. 

Mr Lesson seems to dwell on the moral character of the principal urosse. Although 

we did not ourselves find any particular reasons to praise them since one of them evidently 

participated in the thefts and although toward the end we entertained some doubts as to 

their gratitude, I must, however, defend them against the attack of our predecessor. Here 

is what Mr Lesson says: "Such warm and friendly dispositions were not to be found among 

the urosse; whether because of pride or vanity or avarice or whether they thought our 
presents were due them, they [pA05] showed themselves to be avid, insatiable and without 

nobility or generosity in their character." And in another place: "Those of Oualan (the 

chicfs) seemed to us envious, jealous of their prerogatives, and without the least nobility 

of character." He relates that one of them carried audacity to the point of trying to steal 

the rudder of a yawl under the nose of the French sailors and ordered one of the officers 

who h~d stayed in Lelia to undress. 

We are ready to recognize in this audacious figure the urosse Si\za, already known to 

our readers although others did not have his bad qualities. We found them in general good 

and hospitable, although perhaps not to the same degree as the lower classes. Such is at 

least the impression that they made on all my companions,' of whom none certainly shares 

the opinion of Mr Lesson. 

On the other hand, we did not find that they were more enlightened or more civilized 

than the others. On the conlrary, we got a lot more out of talking to the urosses of the 

second class and it is to them that we owe the large part of our information. The first 
were remarkable by a certain indolence and a certain slothfulness [pA06! of spirit and body 

which made them completely stupid. 

Mr Lesson regards the climate of Ualan to be harmful to the health. It did not appear 

so to us, in spite of the high humidity, to judge from the state of health of our people. 

During a prolonged stay, especially in the rainy season, or to put it better, in the hot 

season, because it seems that it rains the year round, the health of men who are not used 

to being continually in water and continually hot and humid under a nearly vertical sun, 

* Journal de8 Voyages 26:286. Voyag~ Medical page 130~194. On page 129, it i~ called "fermented drink", 
but t.his is evidently but an error of expression for intoxicating drink. 
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can. suffer in the end. But did not appear that a stay of only a few days, which is the length 

of tIme a crew would need to resupply, could ever do that much harm. We did not observe 

that the natives suffered any ill effects from the climate; they seemed to us to be healthy 

~nd of a strong constitution. I cannot say either that the majority of the inhabitants were 

mfected with the skin disease known throughout the South Pacific. One tenth, at the most 
appeared to us to be infected. . , 

Among the instruments whose drawings are annex~d to the article of the Journal. des 
Voyages, there is one (Fig 6.) called sague, in which we recognize the wand of Nazuenziap 
(pA07! f h' h h ' 
• 0 w Ie we ave spoken so often, but which Mr Lesson takes for a simple fishing 
mstrument. It is quite possible that they use something very similar for fishing althou h 

d'd t . B .. , g 
we I no see It. ut what is for certain is that they display toward the little wand 

e~evated in a special place set apart, in a corner of the eating house and surrounded wit~ 
seka plant branches, a veneration which they never accord to ordinary fishing implements. 

We did not notice any difference in the language which the various classes spoke. We 
found that all without exception used the same language, and the words which we picked 

up from one always served to make us understood by other. It often happened even with 

us tha~ to. the sam~ question one person responded one way and another in another way. 
But .thIs did not anse from a difference in language but from the well known difficulty of 

makmg a savage understand new demands and sometimes from the fact that one thing 
could have several names in their language. 

I. cannot agree with Mr Lesson that the Ualanese are of a Mongolia origin; but (p.408! 

as ~hls observation has bearing on the inhabitants of the whole Carolinian archipelago, 

I wI~1 spe~k of this when this people is better known to us. As for that which concerns 
the mhabltants of Ualan, although they· belong to the same race as the inhabitants of 

the rest of the Carolinian archipelago, there actually exist traces which seem to indicate 

that they had communications with Japan and that they borrowed from them ~ome Sh' t . In 0 

ceremonies, the most ancient religion of Japan: This faith is based on the cult of invisbl 
• • 1 e 

SPIrIts, called Sin or Kami, in whose honor they erect temples, mia. The symbol of the 

~ivinity is placed in the middle of the edifice: it consists of bands oj' paper attached· to 

little wooden wands of finoki (thuya japonica). These symbols, called go lei, are found in 

all the houses of the country, where they are kept in little mia. Next to these chapels are 

place~ pots of flowers with green sakari branches (cleyeria kopferiana) and often myrtle 

and pme. They also put there two lamps, a glass (p.409! of tea and several vases filled with 

sake (Japanese wine). One adds to !' bell (soutsou), some flowers (fanatate), a drum (taiko) 

and other musical instruments, placed near the kami temple and a mirror (kagami), as 

an emblem of the purity of the soul. The daiii, regarded as descendants of the divinity, . . 
M. J(laproth, in the Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, December 1833. 
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136 THE EUROPEAN DISCOVERY OF KOSRAE ISLAND 

bear the title of ten-s; (son of the sky). At the inauguration of each dairi, they measu.r~ 
him with a bamboo stick, which they keep in the temple, and after his death the dam 
. d k· ··t These wooden sticks surrounded by green branches and IS revere as a ami or Spirt . 

musical instruments strongly reminded us of the wands of Sitel-Nazuenziap with the seka 
leaves and triton shells. If we add to this that tin-si or si-ten could be pronounced by ~he 

Ualanese as si-tel, rather than in any other way, the resemblance between sake and aeka 

and the completely Japanese consonance of several names mentioned in their prayer, as, for 

example kajoua-sin-liaga, kajoua-8in~nion/ou, we would involuntarily be led to. guess that 

at some time a Japanese ship ranged the coasts of Ualan and that the ~en w~lch were on 
·t . t d to [pAlO] the islanders the knowledge of their ceremomes which naturally 1 communlca e 

over time changed quite a bit. 

End of First Volume. 

Liitke 

{Volume 2, page 347J 

Chapter XIII 
On the Language of the Inhabitants 
of the Archipelago of the Carolines6 

137 

Of all the dialects of the Caroline Archipelago, that of Ualan is the most diversified 
in its sounds, the most flowing and the most smooth. I know of no other language which 

contains as many different sounds. It has the pure Russian LIas in TalLI k, little child; the 

Russian H, io, and 10; the hard I; the L (mute yer); the French an, and the most pure as 

for example in ran, yellow color; the French u, as in ute; the French ai or the German 

ii; the Portuguese ao, as Fouaon, nose; the English wand oa; the soft Latin h and the 

hard Russian x. The conjunction of consonants occurs very rarely in the language of this 
people, and it was only with difficulty that they could pronounce our words in which were 

found such conjunctions. However, they have the strangest joining together of consonants 

of all: the Polish Prz in the. word Przoche, bad tasting. Similarly, the ng, which is so 
difficult to pronounce at the beginning of a word, such as [p.3481 nga, me, I. They pronounce 

with difficulty the final" and change it into z. But these are exceptions; in general, they 

pronounce our words with more clarity than any living foreigner could do so, even in Russia. 
They could not pronounce the tch and the tz; they change the first into t, and the second 

into s. Their / is a sound that they make by positioning the lips as one ordinarily does to 

blow, and not as we do by pressing the upper teeth on the lower lip. The ch is between 

our f and ch. They have many nasal sounds, even some which are not found in .the French 

language; for example, mincia, death. In this word, in is pronounced through the nose, but 

the i keeps the original.sound withou.t changing into e as in French. The accent is placed 
indifferently on all the syllables, but more often on the last than on the others. 

This language seems to be rich enough; at least we did not find a single object which 

did not have a particular name. It has declensions and conjugations. Kouo!, which signifies 

sea, becomes kou% in the vocative case: the sun went in the sea, Fouon kou%; rose from. 

sea, out une kouof. At the house [p.349] at Lual: Fui"nmezo Lualo. The particle me, at 

the end of a word, signifies from: From Ualan, Ualanme; from Lelia, Lellaemme; from the 

house, Fuinmezame. To go, /ouaj; he goes, Fouajot. The plural is sometimes indicated 

6 This chapter discusses .several l~nguageB of the Caroline Islands, altho~h the material from Kosrae 
is t\Je most complete and it alone is translated here. 
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138 THE EUROPEAN DISCOVERY OF KOSRAE ISLAND 

by the particle ze, and at other times by the particle na: for example, star, itt,,; plural 

ittuze; ant, maak; plural, makze; mogo"i, matain, talyk, in the plural, mogoulan, matainna, 
talykna. 

Several things prevented us from devoting ourselves to an in depth examination of this 
remarkable language. The principal of these reasons is that each of us had to accomplish 

a task which had to occupy us exclusively, and it was therefore only accidently or in the 
short leisure hours that we could gather words and phrases, analyze them and comp.are 

them, etc. etc. It was scarcely possible outside of this, in the course of three weeks, to have 
a profound knowledge of the construction of the language, which in any case is the most 
important thing. I can say nothing certain about the number of its cases, on its verbs, etc. 
etc. 

[ . .. J 

[p.352] With such a diversity of pronunciation, for a compendium of words to be of any 
use it is necessary to be as exact as possible in indicating the [p.353] adopted orthography. 

Forgetting this precaution has rendered several long compendiums almost useless and has 
served to produce nothing but confusion. 

It would have been too much work to invent letters for each extraordinary sound. We 
have adopted the following conventional symbols ill keeping to pure French orthography: 

.. , the Russian yery, which cannot be rendered by any comhination of French vowels. 
li, expresses the dipthong ou.7 

10, iou, prounounced by linking the vowel and the dipthong more closely than the 
Italian word piit. One can almost not hear the i. 

II, ia, as above. 
re, the very open ai. 
ii, expresses the Russian x or the German ch. The simply written h is always aspirated 

as in German. 

t. The strongly pronounced t, as in making a transition to the followi.ng symbol. 
C, cii. We have spoken above of the way this letter is pronounced on Ualan. 

[p.352) 

en, an, 1D. The bar shows that it is ne~essary to pronounce simply, with no nasal' 
sound. 

The g is always prounounced hard, as in front of a. 

7 The symbol that we represent ~ Ii was actually ~in Liitke's text, but a substitution was made because 
of typesetting contraints. 

Liitke 

[p.355) 

English 

Head ..•..•..•..... 

Hair .............. . 

Forehead ... ........ . 

Eyes ... ........... . 

Nose ...... . 

Mouth .......... . 

Tongue . ........... . 

Teeth .....•........ 

Chin •..•.•......... 

Neck .. .. 

Chignon .. 

Breasts .. . 

Arms ... . 

Hand ......•.•..... 

"""inger .......... ... . 

Leg .•...•...•..•.. 

Foot ... .. . 

Toe .. ... . 

Stomach . . . 

Naval .... ......... . 

Buttocks .... ....... . 

TaHoo ... . 

Man ..... . 
[p.358) 

Woman ... . 

Father .......... .. . 

Mother ... ......... . 

Son ........ ...... . 

Daughter . ........ . 

Child •..•...•.... 

• These words are uncertain. 
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Liitke's Kosraean Word List 

Ualan 

SigOach 

Seoi 
MotOnchD 

At,o 
POaon 
ingO.1 

L. 

MOl .. 

Kapenualack 

Ktiua 

Karrag 

Titi 

Po 

Priiinpo 

Konpo 

NO! 

Prjanntl! 

Klinntl! 

ChO! 

il/i.t 
K.p 

Chijln 

MOgOl 

Matain 

Pap. 

NinIl 

Nata'" 

• N.W 

T.ld 

English 

Chief .•••.....••... 

1'ree ......•.. •....• 

Coconut (Tree and Fruit) .. 

Coconut fibers . ....... . 

Breadfruit .. ........ . 

Preserved breadfruit . .. . 

Bananas .... 

Sugar cane ... 

Orange .... ....... -' . 

Orange leaf . . . . . . . . . . 

Lemon .. .. . 

Cucumber .. . 

Bird ...... . 

Feather .. .......... . 

Pelican ... ......... . 

Woodsnipe .... ...... . 

Bat . .......... . 

Fish . ..... . 

Stinging fish . . 

Tortoise .. ... 

Pig ...• 
[p.360) 

Red ant. 

Black ant .... 

Fly .......•...•.... 

Sun ..••........... 

Moon . . 

Star.: ............ . 

Clouds .•.•......... 

• 

Ualan 

Ur08se 

S.iik 

Nro 

Koai'nlO 

Moze 

Ho,o 

Kalache, Ii je, 

and several ot/,ers * 
T. 

Mo", 

Flienma: 

. Enutnutt 

Se/o. 

Man, Mli ntchi 

K.td 

Neo90I.p 
Kolul 

Fo.k 

Ik 

lkseuk 

Ckri 

Co.hot 

M •• k 

Kackelap 

Loang 

Fli.t 

Aluet 

Itt. 

PaganU 

Mr Mertens -had the names of all the plants; 
I greatly fear that these materials will be lost 
with his de·ath, as have so many others. 

t This word is highly doubtful. 

:f: Imitation of the French word. 
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Wind. 

Rain .. 

Sea •• 

Breakers. 

The breakers cast 
up something .. 

Mountain •. 

Coral stone 

Volcanic rock . 

Water, Rain. • 

Sand 

Fire. 

Iron .. 

Tide. 

Ebb. 

Neap 

House. 

Ip·362J 

Roof of a house. 

Walls of a house 

Stone wall. 

Belt •. 

Cloth. 

Necklace. 

Bone or tortoise shell 
ornament used in dance 

Ornament put on the arms. 

Ornament put around 
the neck .......• 

Canoe. 

Paddle 

• 

E(£g 

Edlil 
Kfio/ 

Noa 

NOd 'bom elc 

Foale 
• Uti"en 

. . 
Utlap, Utmoe"ii 

Kfi4 

P6,J 

JE 
_u 

Macha 

JEjl. 

Lapalp 

MtJ!zi 

Lom 

Hafi.tt 

Kal 

Pol 

Tol 

Tol 

Ffi6r 

Moilc 

Moek lfio 

Moek flial 

OdkH 

04 

They say that Utien is ·a man and U~iap is a 
woman. 

t The same name is for the sea. 
t The 6 in this word is very open as the oa in the 

English word oak. 

** They call everything made of iron unknown 
to them by the same word. 

tt Just like the German ;'ord Haus. 

:j::j: OUf ship was naturally designated by the same 
word. 

Side Pieces. • . • • • . • . .. Pap 

Cross pieces inside the canoe Loa 

Branch buttresses of 
the outrigger. . . • . . . .. KUaB86 

The float . . • . . . . . • . .• Elm 

Mat which covers the surface . 
formed by the outrigger Kill» . 

Bailer ... 

Ax •.••. 
11>.364J 

Knife, sometimes to cut. 

Fishing net. • . . . . . • . 

Long lance for killing fish .. 

A little instrument with a 

Mitmit 

Neek 

M6cha 

fishbone for the samc. thing Otonie.f 

Cord which holds fishbone FO 01' 

Pole for picking breadfruit 

A water trough • . • • . . . 

Pestle for pounding s~ka .. 

Tangas 

Top 

10k 

Cup made of coconut for s~ka All.z 

Names of different 

kinds of mats t . . 

To take fish in the net .• 

To take fish with a lance 

To go •••••••••••• 

To go by canoe, Row. . 

Come here .•...... 

In front of, Over there. 

In back of, Coming back 

Gone back to the house . 

Lal 

Snki 

Ta"'a 

TM.k ik 

Ffidko. ik 

C aza, OaO dza 

Kal, Kalkal 

Odza fnge 

TOngo 

Ffil6go 

Fum mero fli /Ogo 

* They nse this word for their axes and for· the 
shells with which they are made. It is not 
improhable that. they kept t.he Hussian word 
to designate iron axes since the terms topor, 
no;ik (ax, knife) are known by everyone. 

t A fish bone is called the saIn"e thing. 

:j: The different uses for each: one kind served as 
a mattress, another for a cover. 

[,jitke 

" ' 

Came from the house 
Ip·36SJ 

Come from Leila to Ualan 

Come Crom Ualan to Lelia 

~ I am going back to Leila 

To go away t< •. f', 

To go on foot, To-walk 

To run 

To crawl 
·."l. 

To fall 

To sleep 

To speak. 

To sing •.• 

To dance. 

To eat •.. , 

To drink. , 

To evacuate , 

To urinate. 

To bury •. 

To tie. 

To die. 

. .. ." .. 

. ... ~ .. 

Good, Good taste .. ,. . 

Bad, Bad taste .1.':',/ 

Ip·366J 

Good (hearted) . ..,. 

Mischievous, Ba~ ... 

Sickness ..•.... 

Skin disease, Scurft 

Sick. 

Fever 

'..-" . 

• Todla /ufnmezame 

Todla Lellaem me 
no Udlan 

Todla Ualtinme no 
,~ Leua 

K alma no Lilla 
fli/Ogo 

Azeum 

Ffiaje 

Kajache 

Kalak6tali 

,Patotls, [gfil(t) 

Matul 

KajOo(f) 

Oon 

Chal-chal 

Mfingo 

0088 

SLlR, Pole 

Mhi 

Pakphlk 

L6110, Lolloi'ne 

Min.st 

Emem 

Prjoch 

Mfio 

Koluk 

Ko/uk 

KolukMmO aMranit 

M(ze 

Rararlan 

• In Tongan, the particle me also means the prepa. 
osit.ion of, from • 

t The pronunciat.ion of this syllable in in this 
word is nasal, however wihout changing the i 
into e as in French. 

t Disease known on all the islands of this sea. 

Pregnant. 

Enough, That's all • 

Big, 'fall ••.••• 

Little .••..•. 

Darling, Beloved -." •• " ... 

Hot, Burning. 

Cold .• 

Heavy. 

Humid, Wet" • 

Red. 

Black 

White. 

Yellowt 

What? 

How! 

Where? 

. , 
Here, There. is, This 

What is this? 

No,. Nothing'.' 

Exclamation .. 

I, me .. , 
Ip·367J 

Today. 

Tomorrow, . 

Tomorrow ~orning. 

Alter tomorrow • 

third day ••. 

fourth day. " 

fifth day ... 

sixth day ••. 

• 

P",tet • 

Liche 

Ffildet 

N/okot"'n 

'Kfille. 

Ffiot 

• Majiche 

Todche 

chfi k-chfi k 

Chijd 

Chud/'chud/t 

Ffi ache-fli dch. 

Ran *. 
Mia' 

MaY 

Plaf 

[ngh. 

Mia (ngh.? 

Moainghfn 

fi ",/ fi aM 

Nga 

MiBsei'nghe 

LUttfi 

Luttfi tte 

Mfileill. 

Sosalffing. 

RJ1fing 

LummoJ1fi ng 

{j iiiifli ng 

The particle Ica~ was sometimes added to these 
words·~-Ka~Mm;iche, Ka~-IOol. 

t The same term designates all the dark colors, 
blue, green, etc. 

t They do not seem to distinguish a large number 
of colors. ** . ,. ·Purely French pronunciation. 

tt In a sing-song and drawn voice. 
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The number.t 

One ... -....... _. . . .• Claa 

Two ..•.•.••••••••• 

Three ......•..•••.• 

Four .. .......... . 

Five . ........... . 

Six ... . _ ........... . 

Seven . ............ . 

Eight ............ .. 

Nine . ............. . 

Ten ........ 

{p.368{ 

11 ...•.•...••.•.•. 

12 •....•.•..•..••. 

13 . 

14. 

15 ....•...•...•. 

16 •.•••.......••. 

17 •..•.•...•.... 

18 •....•.•.•...••. 

19 ••.•.•.•......•. 

20 .....•••..••..•. 

21 ............. .. 

22 ............ .. 

and 80 on 

Lo 

Tol 
• Bt2ng 

Lom 

Don 

Ut' 

adl 

Eo 
Singtllt 

CM.ing.1 

Losingu' 

TolBingu' 

E«ng,ingul 

LomBing.' 

Oongingu1 

Utsingu' 

Oal,ingul 

EOBing.' 

LongOl 

ChalongOl 

LolongOl 

* One of the most difficult sounds, the e and the 
IE combine- and arc pronounced' through the 
nose. 

t the sin is pronounced as in Min,R. 

30 • . • • .' • • • • • • . . . •• Toln(l6l 

40 ............... . 

50 ............... . 

60 .............. .. 

70 ............... . 

80 ............... . 

90 .............. .. 

100 ••••.••.•..•••.. 

101. •.••••.•••••••• 

102 .•.••••••••••. , • 

and so on 

110 •.•..•.•••••.••• 

120 .••..••••••••••• 
{p.369] 

130 .•.••••.•••••••. 

140 .•.•....• : •.•••• 

150 ..•.•.••.••••••• 

160 •••..••••••••••. 

170 •.•..••.•. 

180 ••••...••. 

190 .....•...•...... 

200 .•.••.•••••.•.•• 

E"'n99001 
LomngOl 

Oon,,(161 

UtngOI 

Oalng61 

Eo 
Si •• ok 

Cha Sie.ok 

Lo Si •• ok 

TolIK 

Edo 

Lummo 

Onno 

UltO 

0011. 

Eo 

Sing.IIA 

Liitke 

The four cardinal polats 

North. • • . • • • • • • • • .• Epan 

E .. t. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Kotolnp 

South ............... A;i; 

W""t ............. ; Rotto 

The periods of the daily course_ or the sun 

Dawn .. .... . 

Sunrise .. .. . 

Le"",Ii/, 

• Toga.k . 

Between sunrise and noon SilcllR. 
Simma 

Noon • .• . • • . . . . . . . FOI6.iillfi 

Between noon ~nd sunset.. Sa6iin PLl tek 
SHO.fi koma.ka 

S t ""·.I'··Rt unse ............. ..&bI 

* On Ualan one adds FOot, sun; _~o this word. 
Tagaek proper signifies to' get up.'; , 

tThis word signifies to go to bed,:.which they 
explained ,by putting their heads on -the hand 
and closing their eyes. 

Names of the Principal Stars 

Orion. . . . . . . . . . ~ . " NO omls IUn * 
Sirus . . . . . . . . . . . . .. NeozLl riii 

Aldebaran . •• . InfOl6l 

Capella. • • • . . La .. "" 
Akermar ... .. 

Fomalhaut. ',' 

The Pleides ......... . 

Venus .... ......... . 

KokO.fi 

ltichreka 

SHfO,o 

TOmO, (1) 

• It is said that this constellation is compos_cd 
of two husbands and as many women-that is, 
the four main stars. 

Names of the days in a lunar month, 
counting from the time or the new moon 

. . 
... 1 .; ..... ; ' ..•.. 

, ,:2'-~ •. : ••• , •• ". ,,'-, • 
3.· •............ 

4 •••..•...•••.• 

5"., •••••••••••• 

6.: ................. . 
''1. •. • • . ••• . . • • • '.' • 

- ' "', 
>'8 ,~. ~ ••••• -. ' •• , ••• _, ~- • _ • 

",11·.",,;" •••• ~ ••••••• , . 

Maze-v' 

Maze-oal 

AI.Uato 

Matal 

. Chio •• fi 

A'fOga 
10 • • . •• • • , • • • • <.. .. . Sa,(np .. 

If ....... '. . . . . .•... Olo/chen 

1; ....•.. c. • • • • •• •• ·OlmOefi 

13 . . • .. . . . • • . . . ... M",che 

14 ................ Eal 

15 ................. L.lli 

16,; .. ;. ',' . ,; ..•....... K.mOla 

l:i!i ...• ~ .... " .... '. 
is;·· .......... " . 
19., •• c· •.••••• '.' .... . 

20. ; .•••••••••.•••• 

21; •• 'c' •••• : •••••• 

22. ~ •.••.•••.... ; •. 

23 •••.•••.•••.•••• 

24.: .•..... 

25:; .••.•.•..••••.• 
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[p.378) 

There are some fairly large discrepancies between our collection of Ualanese words 
and Mr Lesson's vocabulary, differences which are in part explained by his remark, "the 

manner in which sounds are rendered into signs sometimes differs so between two writers of 
the same country that it becomes even more difficult to reconcile the two when the writers 
are not of the same country." The Ualanese language Ip·379] has many sounds that ',Mr 

Lesson himself calls "incapable of being heard by our ears," such as for example' M, H, iii; 
The differences between hard and soft endings for conso~ants, between 10 and tI, between 
z and h, etc. But all these difficulties, insurmountable for a Frenchman, do not exist 'for 

a Russian, who has in his own language all these diverse sound nuane"';. This one factor 
alone suffices to explain a large number of the differences between us. 

But some rather glaring differences can only be explained by saying that there is error 
on the part, of the one or the other. Thus, for example, the names of the cardinal directions 
are completely 'different in our version. The only word which we both use, Epan (J"pan 
according to Mr Lesson), signifies for us the North, to him,the West. It will be noted 

however that the three other rhumbs according to Lesson-that is, Matente, N.; Leap, S.; 
Ouakata, E. {according to us, Ouegat)-are the names of the villages situated to the North, 
South, and East of Coquille Harbor. It may be therefore that the cardinal points take their 
names from ,the places situated in those directions; as is the case in other countries. 

Another serious difference is found in Ip·38ol the names for the numbers. Up to 100, we 

afe in agreement. But what is for me 10l is 200 according to Lesson, and so on. I do not 
, I' 

know nor do I understand by what means one could get from the natives up to 20,000, but 
my numbers were gathered by naming the units. It was by this method that I succeeded, 
and not without difficulty, to get up to 200. 

[End of CItapter XIII] 

Liitke 

PLATES FROM LUTKE'S ATLAS 

TIte atlases whicIt accompanied Liitke's history of his voyage con

tained a collection of engravings by Postels and KittJitz along with 
full descriptions by the artists. Here the plates wltich depict tIte 
visit to Kosrae are reproduced along with translations of the descrip

tions. TIte references in tIte descriptions refer to Liitke's text. 
Plates twenty-nine and thirty depict artefacts from tIte entire Caro' 

line Islands ratIter than only from Kosrae. 
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PLATE 17 
INHABITANTS OF THE ISLAND OF UALAN (CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

We follow the. opinion of Mr Blumenbach and Mr Desmoulins, who place the Ualanese, 
as well as all the inhabitants of the Caroline archipelago, among the Malaysian race who 

people Oceania. Their shapes are beautiful but not athletic, and most of the inhabitants 
of Ualan have slim bodies. The men are of medium height, rarely more that five feet. 
Nevertheless, the vigor of their muscles is prodigious. Although their features and gaze are 
without expression, one cannot deny a certain air of calm which is perfectly in harmony 
with their gentle ways. The women in general are not pretty, only until marriage do their 

features remain regular and agreeable, their eyes brilliant and full of artless gaiety. The 
men commonly go all naked and have but a narrow belt with a little sack to satisfy the first 

needs of decency. The women, instead of this belt, wear a band of the same cloth, which 
is eight to ten inches in length. The men knot their hair on the nape of the· neck. They 
have short, sparse beards; some men pull the hairs out, others leave it in the natural state. 

The women let their hair float freely on the shoulders, or they make a knot and wear it 
most often behind the left ear. The U'!-Ianese use few ornaments; the most common among 
both sexes is a flower of a little leaf stuck in their chignons or in a hole which pierl'es the 
ear. When one has no ornament to put there, one takes the end of the ear and passes it 

through a hole pierced in the very lobe of the ear. One also pierces the cartilage of the 
nose, but rarely does one place an ornament there. The biggest luxury of this country is 
a large necklace formed of an infinity of coconut fibers and which one never removes. The 
islanders have the custom of rubbing their·bodies with coconut oil, and the individuals of 
both sexes tattoo themselves with bizarre designs. They consist for the most part of stripes 
which go the length of the arms and legs and are joined by short, transverse lines (see 
Volume I, page 352, etc.) 
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PLATE 18 
A DWELLING ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN (CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

This plate shows the house of the Urosse Sipe and at the same time the type of house 

in this land (Volume I, page 360). The area in front of the houses is covered with mats 

made of pandanus leaves, and one can see two groups of islanders seated, of which the one 

on the right is composed of women. The posture of these women is really quite remarkable: 

from their childhood accustomed to sitting with their legs tucked under so that the calves 

touch the thighs, they maintain until old age a prodigious flexibility of the limbs. Thus, 

the position of the elder daughter of Sipe, who occupies the right of the group, is not at all 

exaggerated in the drawing, as one could easily be led to believe (The heads of some of the 
figures have become too big). 

In front of one of the dwellings, two little boys dance. To the left of the drawing is 

found a wall built of basalt, behind which one can see a troop of children of both sexes with 

their hands extended to receive gifts which the chief of the expedition is distributing to 

them. Behind the house appear banana trees and in the distance coconut trees and other 
trees. 
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A Dwelling on the Island of Ualan (Caroline Islands) 
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PLATE 19-1 

DWELLING ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN (CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

We have already expressed earlier the regret that we felt for having been obliged for 

reasons beyond our control to allow to be printed several plates for which the original 

drawings could not be regarded as entirely finished. Of all these designs, none more than 

this one deserves to be so mourned. In addition, the lithography is not particularly well 

executed. One cannot see at all cultivated nature and dense shadow which are characteristic 

of almost all places on this island, and particularly the thickets which, as the one here, 

surround the houses. Moreover, each plant in particular is represented in such 'an imperfect 

manner that it is impossible to make special note of each one. What further contributes to 

give this plate an unfavorable aspect is the elevated position of the figure in the foreground, 

which, in the original drawing being placed much lower was less visible, because of this the 
entire picture underwent a very grave alteration. 

PLATE 19-2 
VIEW OF THE LUAL RIVER ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN 

The picture represents the approaches to the village of Lual. The houses of this village 

are hidden by the thick bushes which occupy, near the foreground, the back of the drawing; 

but the neighborhood of these houses is indicated by the walls of the gardens which one can 

see here. One enters through this part of the sea which advances in the woods (Rhizophores) 

and which only ceases being fordable during high tide. The real shore of the island only 

begins in the back of the picture and soon becomes very steep. As far as the eye can 

see, one sees everywhere cultivated land, planted in numerous bananas, severa! species of 

Arum, sugar cane and breadfruit. But this type of cultivation docs nothing to change the 

cultivated aspect of this land, for all their useful plants, because of the climate and the 

ext:aordinary fecund soil, easily attain the height and breadth which soon renders to this 
land its primitive aspect. 

Kittlitz 
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PLATE 19-1 

Dwelling on the Island of Ualan (Caroline Islands) 

PLATE 19-2 

View of the Lual River on the Island of Ualan 
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PLATE 20 
VIEW OF UALAN ISLAND (CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

This picture was painted from the hillock depicted in the background of the second 

picture of Plate 19. From here the view extends across a vast valley traversed by the Ouegat 

River which cannot be seen because of the tall trees. First off, one can see land planted in 

bananas, sugar cane, breadfruit and large arums, the plants so useful to man. This piece 

of land, cultivated in the manner of the country, belongs to the village of Lua\. The hut 

that is found hidden in the middle of this variegated vegetation is one of those which are 

ordinarily constructed in sugar cane fields; they are principally used, so it seems, to offer 

shelter to the workers who labor there from the rains which are so fierce and common in 
this land for the entire year. 

The view is restricted by some mountains' whose sides rise to a peak covered to the 

summit with beautiful trees and bushes, among which one can distinguish lots of true 

ferns and a species of areca palm. One of these mountains is the peak so remarkable by 

its steepness and which captain Liitke, on his speeial map of the island of Ualan, called 

Mertens's Monument. Among the plants in the foreground one can easily recognize the 

breadfruit (Artocarpus incisal with its wide, furrowed leaves 'Yi,th its deep notches; to the 

right one sees Morinda citrifolia arid as regards smaller plants, the Dracoena terminalis, the 

Arum esculentium and another very large species, which is similar to Arum macrorhizon, 

although just looking at it, it appears to differ quite a bit from it. The coconut tree which 

is isolated in the middle of the picture, belongs to the small number of those which were 

planted here and which are cultivated with great care. As for the figures, we observe 
that they must, in pri-neiple, represent Dr Mertens, as one habitually saw him occupied in 

studying the botany, and this Urosse Kaki whose name is so frequently mentioned in the 
account of our stay on Ualan. 
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PLATE 20 

View of Ualan Island (Caroline Islands) 
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PLATE 21 

VIEW OF THE LUAL RIVER ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN 
(CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

This plate belongs to the group, of which we made mention before, whose original draft 

should have been carefully retouched. The very peculiar vegetation which distinguishes 

similar places on the island where fresh water mixes with the salt water of the lagoons, was 

indicated but faintly. However, the manner in which this sketch was lithograped is worthy 

of praise; nowhere does it sin against the characteristic physiognomy of the land which it 

represents, except in this one thing, of the rest no matter, that the water in the foreground 

is depicted as if the current were swift, which one could not reconcile with the vegetation, 
which demands a low and marshy soil. 

Nipa palm sprouts, in the foreground, are the beginning of a brush which often covers 

a large stretch of land and which ordinarily forms with time this plant which grows here in 

families. Beside it, the strange shape of the root of a very beautiful tree is quite noticeable: 

it is a species of Balenopteris which the indigents call Louni. Parisitic plants of the fern 

family cover and embellish almost all the old tree trunks. The background of the picture is 

filled with Sonneratia, Rhizophora and Bruguiera which grow in groups. They fill in large 
measure this marshy wood which forms a belt around the island. 

Kittlitz 
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View of the Lual River on the Island of Ualan 
(Caroline Islands) 
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PLATE 22 

DEPARTURE FOR AN EXCURSION ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN 
(CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

Although people complain, and with reason, of certain modern travelers who dwell 

uselessly on the least trifling circumstances of their adventures, however, we must not forget 

that for a journal to perfectly respond to its purpose and to be able to, as it were, make the 

reader himself participate in the voyage, one cannot deny him certain details, especially 

certain descriptions, nor can one avoid dwelling some times on particulars which seem 

futile. Such is the motive which leads us not to suppress this picture from our collection, 

although it only retraces in the background a particular of our stay on the island of Ualan. 

The time represented is when Captain Lutke accompanied by Mr Ratmanoff, Krusenstern, 

Mertens, Postels, and others, leaves for the excursion on the island of Ualan, which was 
described in Volume I, page 317. 

At the same time, Lt Zavalichine and the author of the drawing began their excursion 

in the southern part of Ualan. The officials of the island offered us their canoes with 
eagerness and lent a hand whenever needed .. 

The arrival of the captain in a baYdare with three seats manned by two Aleutians, is 

for all the signal to leave. All who have not found place in the canoes, begin to cross the 
shallow water of the lagoon. 

On the little island, behind which the Seniavine is at anchor and whose masts can be 

seen, one can still see the remains of the little camp which the captain ·had established 

there to make his scientific observations. One of the tents of which it was composed had 

already at this time been again transported to the vessel with the pendulum which was 

there. The others are constantly guarded by sentinels. We fortified them with a ·wall of 

rocks, a grappling net, and a little swivel gun. At the same time we cut the. tall bushes 

which covered the island and which blocked the camp's view of the surroundings. 

Kittlitz 
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PLATE 22 

Departure ·for an Excursion on the Island of Ualan 

(Caroline Islands) 
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PLATE 23 

VIEW OF COQUILLE PORT ON THE ISLAND OF UALAN 
(CAROLINE ISLANDS) 

The port of Coquille situated on the western part of the island is formed by a reef, 

against which the sea comes with furry to break its foaming waves. However, the water 

of the bay is ordinarily calm, and the peaceful islanders of its coast, who rarely leave the 

bay, never use sails, which is something unique in all of Oceania. The structure of their 

crafts correspond to the extent of their navigation. They make them of a single piece of 

hollowed out wood, and they use out of preference breadfruit. A thin beam is attached to 

the end of the two light crossbeams parallel to the canoe, to keep it afloat. These boats 

are always worked with great care and painted with red clay. They row with oars and in 

muddy places they pole. In general, these crafts are very light; that is why they can easily 

be carried by land when one could not make them pass otherwise. They are ordinarily of 

two different dimensions; those belonging to the Urosses are twenty-five to thirty feet [ea 

eight to ten meters] long, ordinary ones six feet [ea two meters] or more. Within the bay 

are found the islands of Mataniel and Sahuenziak. It is on the first that the Seniavine had 
established its observatory during its stay in these regions. 
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View of Coquille Port on the Island of Ualan 

(Caroline Islands) 
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PLATE 29 
UTENSILS OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE CAROLINE ISLANDS 

No.1, 2 .and 3. Axes made from shells, with wooden handles. The blade israstened 
to the wood with coconut fiber strings. 

No. 4 and 5. Instrtlments to kill fish. Both are made of wood, but the first one is 

decorated with fish bones and the second one with a row of shark's teeth stuck into holes 
pierced in the handle and fastened with coconut fiber string. 

No.6. Fishing line. They are made of coral or of mother of pearl and have a hook 
made of shell or iron. The string is made of coconut fiber. 

No.7. Fishing basket, woven of the slim volcameria branches. Volume III, page 169. 
No.8. Fishing net, made of coconut fiber. 

No.9. Basket, made from volcameria branches knotted with coconut fibers. Volume 
III, page 169. 

No. 10. Pestle, to prepare seka, a heady liquor made from Piper methystictlm. Volume 

I, page 371 (Ualan Island). In place of this pestle, one could also use a simple rock. 
No. 11. Bailer of wood, to empty boats .. 

No. 12, 13, 11 and 15. Different vases of wood, to prepare and hold food. Volume III, 
page 208. 

No. 16. Case of wood, approximately two-andeone-half feet long by one foot wide rca 

seventy-flve by thirty centimeters] to hold different little objects. The lower part and the 

cover have at each end a piece of wood that sticks out to serve as a closing. After having 

adjusted well the pieces of wood of the cover and the case, one fastens them with cord. 
The box is ordinarily painted orange. 

No. 17. Instrument to pull up the basket. It is an oval net made of coconut twine, 

filled with pieces of coral and crossed the length of its longest diameter with a stick hooked 

at both ends. One plunges in the water with this instrument attached to a cord; the hooks 
holding the baskets, and one lifts it thus such that the fish cannot escape from it. 

No. 18. Coconut shells to hold water. After having emptied a coconut, one entwines 

it with a web of fibers from the same tree to suspend it and to carry it more easily. One 
keeps fresh water in it, especially during long voyages. 

No. 19. Bleeding instuments. One attaches very sharp points found in the tail 

of the Aspisurus fish to the two ends of a sl,ick that is four to five inches rca nine to 

twelve centimeters] long. The Carolinians usc this instrument for bleeding as well as for 

acupuncture, to cure tumors in the joints, a sickness to which they have given the name 

mak. One presses the point against the sick joint and pushes it into the flesh while beating 
lightly on the stick. 
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PLATE 30 
ORANAMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS OF THE 
INHABITANTS OF THE CAROLINE ISLANDS 

No.1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Necklaces, the first two of wooden beads and the others of coral 
and shells. 

No.6, 7 and 8. Bracelets, of which No. 7 is made of tortoise shell and No. 6 of mother 
of pearl. 

No. 9 and 10. Combs of wood painted orange and topped with feathers plucked from 

the tail of a rooster, the other with balls of banana fiber with coral and shell ornaments. 

No. 11. Ornament for the ears, of wood, painted orange with black rays and faces. 

No. 12 (a and b). Tatooing instruments: (a) type of hatchet approximately.three inches 
rca seven centimetersjlong, whose blade is made of a blunt shell and whose handle is made 

of wood; (b) wooden rod six to eight inches rca fifteen to twenty centimetersjlong. It is 

used in the following manner: one presses instrument a against the skin and one strikes it 

lightly with the large end of rod b until it pierces the skin; then one rubs the place with 

the sap of the Cerbera or Calophyllum plant or with hibiscus blight prepared in coconut 
oil. 

No. 13. Conch, used as a trumpet, Triton species. After making a hole in the upper 
part, one uses it like a trumpet. 
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Oranaments and Instruments of the 
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5. KITTLITZ'S ACCOUNT 

Friedrich Kittlitz was born in Mainz in 1799, the son of a Prussian official. His mother 

was the sister of a high ranking Russian field marshall (Stricker 1969). Kittlitz showed 

an early interest in both natural history (especially ornithology) and drawing. In 1826 he 

travelled with his sponsor, Prince Karl of Prussia, to St Petersburg where he planned to 

study the birds of Russia. While there, he,learned of the Senyavin's impending voyage and 

was able to secure l,imself a last-minute place on the ship by using his ties to important 

people. Although his experience 118d been limited and he had first seen the ocean only 

while travelling to St Petersburg, his work in the collections of the St Petersburg Academy 

immediately before leaving and his association with the senior naturalist of the Senyavin, Dr 

Mertens, prepared him weIl for the voyage (Kittiitz 1858). Mertens, the ships physician and 

a German like KittIitz, was most interested in botany and lower marine animals. KittJitz 

concentrated on zoology and his sketches. The third naturalist, Postels, was a Russian 

geologist. 

KittJitz spent many years working on his detailed plates of the vegetation of the 

various coasts and islands of the Pacific. He had hoped that Dr Mertens would con

tribute to the descriptions of the plants that he had drawn, but Mertens died a few years 

after the Senyavin returned to Russia. Further delayed by his participation in an expedi

tion to North Africa, KittIitz's "Vierundzwanzig Vegetations Ansichtung" ("Twenty-four 

Vegetations Views") did not appear until 1850. In it he included four plates dealing with 

Kosrae Island accompanied by detailed descriptions of the plant life of four zones. It was 

later translated into English (1861). 
Kittlitz had also hoped to produce a more detailed book of plates and text describing 

the voyage as a whole, but he had to settle for less elaborate illustrations. Even then, 

he did not complete his two volume account of the voyage until 1858, thirty years after 

the expedition. Writing so long after the events, he had to depend on his copious notes 

and sketches. In addition, he acknowledged having referred to Diitke's published account. 

The c:haptcrs on Kosrae are translated }",re with some abridgment of Kittlitz's lengthy 

descriptions of pl:lIIt and animal life. 
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View of a Part of the Environs of Coquille Port on Ualan. 
(Volume I, frontispiece) 

Kittlitz 169 

TENTH CHAPTER 

[After leaving Kamchatka, the Senyavin travels south toward the tropics and Kittlitz 
observes tIle birds and lish. On 29 November, land is seen-the coral chain known as 
Brown's Range, discovered in 1794 by an Englishman. The 'range' has about thirty islets, 
and Kittlitz discusses the formation of coral atolls. They travel near the north and west 
sides of the atoll and observe the vegetation but see no trace of people.] 

Ip·3501 At that time, the first detailed reports of the quite solitary island Ualan had been 
obtained from the French corvette la Coquille under Captain Duperrey. (p.3511 The island 

appears to have first come in contact with the outside world through that ship. Earlier it 
was known only from the communication of an American seafa~er, who had seen it from 
a distance in the year 1811.1 The name Ualan, which is the name given it by the natives, 
was also first made. known by Duperrey. Since it was at the eastern extreme ·of the large 

ocean region usually called the Carolines, Captain Liitke resolved to stop here first. From 
this eastern most point, he could visit the rest with the help of the tradewinds. 

[About half way between Brown's Range· and Ualan, KittJitz observes a large sea bird, 

Pelecanus piSlcator.] 
We had the first view of the island Ualan on the morning of 4 December.· It was 

still approximately forty-five nautical miles rca eighty-live kilometers] distant at that time. 
According to Captain Liitke, . it is no more than twenty-four such miles rca forty-live 
kilometers] in circumference but has very steep, relatively great heights (up to 1867 and 
1854 feet rca 569 and 565 meters]) which mostly (p.3521 run in pointed horns. Remarkably, 

the tradewinds relaxed their usual strength almost at this very moment, becomin{weaker 
and weaker and quite disappearing. Could the height of so small an island at so great a 
distance have caused this? Or was it not rather the nearness of the equator (5~ 19' north 

latitude) where the regularity of the tradewinds breaks off? In sight of longed for land, we 
fell here into a calm of .several days, during which the changing currents first brought jl8 

nearer the island and then carried us considerably farther away. 

At daybreak on the fifth, we came so close that through the telescope we not only 
cOllld clearly distinguish the splendid forest growth covering the island to the very tops 
of the mountains but also the smoke asc"ending here and there in the neighborhood of the 

shore. But still we looked in vuin for boats, in which we hoped the natives of the island· 

would come to meet us. 
At that time, we still did not know the details of Duperrey's notices. We knew little 

more than that our French predecessor had found the island pretty and charming and the 

lThi'l date probably sho~ld read 1804, the year that Crozcr saw Kosrae and named.it "Strong's Island." 
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Men of Ualan in a Canoe (page 353) 

natives good and peaceful. Finally toward noon, a vessel occupied by four men paddled 

to us from the eastern part of the island .. The color of these people was a fairly dark 
copper brown. At a greater distance, we perceived no clothing at all, although all wore a 

small waistband which they were in the habit 'of never taking off. The vessel reminded us 
to a certain extent of the double-piroques of many southern islands. It actually had two 
parallel keels near each other in the water, joined by a frame with a platform in the middle; 
but one was only a bar whose counterbalance [p.353] must diminish the propensity of the 

small vessel to capsize. The whole was covered with dark-red oil color and looked clean 

and neat. The entirely unarmed people came upon us without the slightest hesitation, lefL 
their vessel and climbed up our rope ladder. They brought some coconuts and appeared 
very delighted over the pocket knife, glass beads and buttons that they were presented in 
exchange. The ship and all that they. saw upon it were the subject of great and continuing 
admiration, which was expressed through a strange expression-a long extended "uah!" 

which was set forth from time to time. During our stay on the island, we never again 

so often and so clearly heard this expression of great astonishment than on the occasion 
of this first visit. Indeed, most of the people at least had already seen the French ship 

two years earlier. Still it was unmistakable that such appearances were of great rarity 
here. At that time navigation in these parts of the ocean was still extremely limited. The 

danger of the many coral banks, which does not cease even aILer they are discovered, kept 

all distant. Discoveries were almost always made, more by chance than intention, by the 

English and American whalers, already fairly numerous in the waters of the Carolines. But 
with these, the natives of Ualan could not easily have' come into real contact; [p.354! for 

the whalers not only avoided the land as much as possible, they especially avoided little 
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known islands, partly 'to avoid the ofLen dangerous quarrels with the natives and partly to 

prevent the departure of their own people. The latter· is a very common evil of such ships 
and has disadvantageous influences on most Pacific islands. For the number of runaways, 

with whom the natives gradually miscegenate, could not but contribute considerably to the 
r demoralization of the natives; and the intrigues of such adventurers, as interpreters and 

brokers between natives and seafarers, ofLen have highly sinister effects. 

Of all this, Ualan was still quite spared at our time, and we can only with sorrow think 

how great and how pernicious must be the changes found there now. 

The isolation of the island was so great that the natives of the morc western coral 
islands, who with their daring and remarkable seafaring already stood in communication 

with all the islands of the Carolines and Marianas, appeared not to know of it. This was 
explained by its extreme eastern position; for that reason, they are outside of the borders in 
which those seafarers thought the universe. Indeed it is still unlikely that the name Arao, 
which the coral islanders ·gave as the name of an island to the east, could possibly have 

signified Ualan, but with more prohability it might be understood to refer to some other. 
For it is scarcely conceivable that the aristocratie-patriarchal arrangement which we found 

on Ualan could have remained intact if the island were in any way in communication with 
another people. Already, one of our first visitors, a somewhat older man, seemed to wish 
[p.355] to enter into serious inquiry as to whom among us might be approached with the 

title lr08, which is highly significant ·on Ualan. The word was completely foreign to us; 
and we could find no trace of it in the vocabulary of Uleei given Chamisso by his friend 
Radu, among which we found many other words of Ualan. However we soon perceived 
that it could only describe a chief or superior. This very significant title is mainly carried 
by twelve high chiefs, among whom all the. landed property on the island is apportioned. 
Moreover, there is yet a quantity of Iros of the second rank who do not, as the more 

powerful, live together in the capital in Lala but live as overseers on the different estates. 
Not only does the better fruit of the land belong exclusively to the lords of the estates 

but, apparently, the labor of the inhabitants is also entirely at their disposal. Since this 
all occurs by itself, as it were, without the presence of a power to insure the observation 
of orders, as oppressive as it might appear to other peoples, the system of the government 

of Ualan at that time was highly established in the character of the people themselves, . 
although only so long as the conditions of these people had not been significantly altered. 

As long as the inhabitants' inborn reverence of the high chiefs did not come into conflict 

with other interests, they quietly continued their natural way; and with the mild, peaceful 
and extremely well-disposed manner of these people, this state could long be maintained. 

But how little is needed to entirely disturb this pleasant state of public affairs, which is 

based on the good will of the masses! The mild manner and patience of these excellent 
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people will have to, now and then, make way for much hostile [p.3561 passion, once new 

foodstuffs will be used instead of the almost universally vegetarian diet still prevailing at 

our time. 

At that time Ualan was perhaps the only place on earth which could justly claim the 

honor of calling itself a homeland of peace. Neither war nor a means to exercise power over 

other men was known there. The commands of the superiors were followed without coercion 

but out of innate respect and genuine good nature. But how momentous the changes must 

be, when first, as it already almost seemed inevitable, such coercion became necessary 

with all its consequences! And it is quite unthinkable that the contentment of these good 

and thereby very sensible folk could well last in its earlier state, when it first is contacted 

and remains in communication with other people who live under other conditions. Such 

observations put the presumed contemporary state of Ualan in a very bad light but at the 

same time make these recollections of a still untroubled time especially interesting. 

On the night of the fifth to the sixth of December, the current again propelled us far 

from the island, and with the calm we spent the entire day about twelve nautical miles rca 

twenty-two kilometers] stopped from the shore. Despite this distance, we did not remain 

without a visit; this time it was one of these twelve property holders, Iros Nana, who with a 

small group had traveled so far in the open sea on three small canoes. Since the navigation 

of Ualan was generally confined to the interior of the reef surrounding the island and also 

because the use of the sail was quite unknown, this hazardous undertaking should not' be 

considered lightly. It clearly demonstrated that the expression of a certain softness and 
nervous timidity which we noticed of the still youthful chief [p.357J did not stem from a real 

lack of spirit. No external emblem of his rank was to be seen, yet his attendants treated 

him with great attention and esteem. This visit with us lingered fairly long. We were put 

in a good mood through the unsuspecting kindness and good will of our guests as well as 

through their attentive interest in the many, to them, new and remarkable objects which 

the interior of the ship especially presented. 

After we drifted still farther from the island in the night, a weak and changing whid 

again appeared on the seventh, with the help of which we gradually came nearer. In the 

afternoon we were even about to sail for the west coast of the island, where the harbor 

Duperrey called Coquille is found, when. one after another, six or seven canoes appeared. 

Iros Nann was among the visitors. All seemed surprised that we would go to the west side 

of the island which they especially called Ual'm. They wanted rather that we land in an 

area of the north coast which they called Lala. After the explanation that we would have 

to go to Ualan, most determined to accompany ·us there and remained the night on board, 

certainly a touching example of the confidence and the unsuspiciousness of these people 

who .could think no evil of wild foreigners! 
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On the eighth, with the help of the tradewinds which had reappeared, we went to the 

region on the west si1:le of the island where we intended to look for Coquille Harbor. The 

enlargement of the lagoon which we met here could be none other than the harbor itself. 

[He continues with a long discussion of coral reef formations.] [p.358J The break that we ' 

had found here indicated the entrance to the harbor, and a boat was dispatched to probe 

it. 

[Kittlitz then discusses three kinds of birds that were noticed; a black oceanic bird 

with a white beak, a great dark brown tern and a great white heron.] 

[p.3591 AUer Mr Sawalischin, our first lieutenant, returned with desired news about 

the harbor, we had to go into the wind, which was against us at the entrance to the 

harbor. With great difficulty we pulled forward with the anchors, helped by the now ever 

more numerous natives who were coming to visit liS. Large quantities of foodstuff were 

supplied to us, mainly baked breadfruit, bananas and fresh sugar cane; the infrequency 

of the coconut was already conspicuous to liS. Among the newcomers was an especially 

regarded chief, !ros Sipe, the owner of the nearby Lyal, and Iros Kaki, one of the chiefs of 

the second rank, who lived in this village as, it appeared, managing administrator. 

The amount of the visiting this evening was unusually great. In the lagoon we had 

entered the sphere of the usual navigation of Ualan, where it was no more, as up to now, a 

dangerous undertaking to visit us. Yet it was surprising to us that among the considerable 

number of natives who swarmed to liS in' their canoes, not a single woman was to be noticed, 

something quite the opposite of the reports at hand of most islands of the Pacific Ocean. 

It became night before we could reach a suitable anchor place with our slow and 

straining kind of advance, and we h~d to drop anchor still in the entrance itself. But 

around midnight there suddenly came a dreadful gust, accompanied by a downpour, which 

blew from the mountains of the island itself. [p.36ol. The anchors gave way and we drifted 

toward the nearby surf, avoiding the fate of being shipwrecked here after the cables of 

both the smaller anchors, which could not be weighed, were cut through. The anchors 

were truly lost, for despite days of later efforts to raise them, they remained lost in the 

uneven bottom overgrown with coral. The ship luckily drifted into open sea in the dark, 

and we first reached a secure anchor place in the harbor about mid day on the ninth of 

December. 

In t,he morning it already appeared that among the quantity of islanders who had 

come on Ollr deck the previous day, someone mllst have been wicked, for a thermometer 

and three iron pegs used to fasten the sail rope had disappeared and evidently been pilfered. 

In order to prevent similar cases in the future, the captain demanded that the chiefs .Sipe 

and Nana, who had already come with much food stuff, should pursue the return of the 
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purloined objects. At the same time, no one other than they themselves would be allowed 

on board. The chiefs'appeared to understand the matter well and took it seriously. 

The weather was, on that day, still quite dreary; on the tenth however, it was beautiful 

and bright. The lagoon, in many places dry with the ebb tide, was crowded not only with 

numerous' birds but also with men wading in the water. We soon saw that many footpaths 

travelled through the sea and that at the time of ebb tide only a few places were too deep 

to be waded through. The land is here everywhere bordered by a fairly wide strip of forest 
rooted in the sea water itself. It is this, the form of the mangrove forest, that is usually 

found everywhere in the tropic zone where [p.361] many feet of water flow into shallow 

ocean shore protected from the surf. Because of this stretch of forest, it is difficult to 

determine where the land of such an island ceases and the water of the lagoon begins. Here 

especially is a large, beautiful tree species that usually forms these forests in substance, a 

Sonneratia, which Mertens immediately had recognized. [He continues the description of 

the mangrove forest.] Directly behind the growth of the Sonneratia, the earth begins to 

risc; everywhere it appears to be forested. With the help of the telescope, we noticed now 

and then traces of cultivation, which was especially manifest through the bright green of 

the banana and sugarcane but did not substantially alter the overall character of the forest. 

On such places appeared the isolated coconut palms, although only there and always in 

very small numbers. Indeed, palm-like tree crowns could be distinguished on the slopes of 

apparently unclimbable heights, but these mostly belonged to tree ferns. Only on ridges 

considerably removed from the shore were individual palms of especially delicate growth 

less rare; their crowns sometimes towered visibly over the neighboring trees. Yet even at 

great distance, they were sufficiently different from the coconut palm. 

On the heights nearer the coast, we were struck by the quantity of creepers, which, 
twisting, intertwining with one another and forming carpets, adorn the [p,3621 trees every

where. We were no less surprised by certain crowns of considerable circumference which 

formed regular, colossal green clusters with their long dark leaves. These were Pandanus 

odoratissimus. Already we had viewed the branches of an impressive tree through the glass, 

foremost among the local vegetation, with 'its great hand-shaped leaves and elegant bright 

color in a characteristic combination of form. It is the breadfruit tree (Artocarpus incisa, 

L.). 

We had already feasted our sea-fatigued eyes on the luxury of this nature scene some 

time with the help of the glass when we at last also perceived the masterpiece of the creation 

in the shadow of the adjacent sea-water washed trees. Here we saw a pair of local women 

for the first time, who viewed the appearance of our ship from out of the distance with 

curiosity. They differed from ,the men in costume chiefly through a wider waistband and 

through a very peculiar neck band of coconut fiber, from which a row of longer cord hung 
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down on the back; they usually wore the hair sideways in a light twisted knot, while the 

men usually bound theirs together at the back of the head. 

By the way, nowhere was there a trace of people living outside of the already mentioned 
, village Lyal, yet there must have been others on the horizon. This is explained by the height 

of Sonneratias as well as the generally wooded character of the whole. 

Close to the mangrove forest, two extremely small islets lay before us, built of rubble 

stone and rising a little above the water surface of the lagoon. The one next to us was 

covered with thick shrub [p.3631; while on the other some rough garden walls and individual 

trees were apparent, among them a coconut palm not growing very high. The first of these 

islands, given the name Mataniel by the natives, had already been used as an observatory 

by Captain Duperrey. Captain Liitke now resolved to make the same use of it, and on the 

morning of 10 December, a pair of tents were already raised there. 

As the ship was dragged a slight bit closer to this encampment, inside the lagoon we 
suddenly came upon what for us was a new spectacle of indescribable splendor. Namely, we 

Came along a thick, vertically ascending coral cliff which lay so near the surface of the water 

that we on the deck could clearly perceive it: Here variously shaped small fish of splendid 

colors and delicate designs that scarcely could be conceived by the imagination crossed the 

crystal bright water back and forth. [The paragraph continues with a discussion of fish 

including Glyphysodon already seen in Freycinet's 'atlas and a small; gold green and dark 
banded fish. He then turns to musing over the "mysterious deep."] 

[p,3641 It was already about noon when I finally came on land. The islet where the 

camp was made was not absent of small birds crowding the bushes. [He continues discussing 

birds. Those mentioned include a bright red Souimanga that was called Ginnyri8 rubrate, 

by Lesson and Gerthia sanguinolenta in Bonaparte's Gonspectu8. He also notes a dark 
brown tern, Sterna stolida.] AfLer shooting two of them on the shore of the small island, 

I delayed, at first, going farther in the shallow lagoon. But soon, I saw my fellow traveler 

Dr Mertens proceeding .in the vicinity of the breakers with water not going over his knee. 

[He notes the gray ocean lark Trynga glareola.] 

[p.365] Now I at'last impatiently turned my steps toward the splendid woods and Ualan 

itself. Here the water was deeper and, muddier; and one had to look carefully for the 

footpath which was hard to find due to the lack of transparency of the water. I first' 

entered in the mouth of a natural water-way, which cuts through the swampy forest in all 

directions. [lIe now describes the mangrove swamp consisting of Rhizophora occasionally 

alternating witll Bruiguiera and the higher growth of Sonnerat;a. He also discusses sounds 

in the swamp including an unexplained, regular exploding sound that he thinks may be 

caus.ed by crustaceans.] 
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Sonneratias .in the Lagoon of Lyal (page 367) 

(v. 366! After I had seen some examples of the splendid (v. 367 ] Souimanga, I soon 

discovered that the path on which I found myself was not the right one to Lyiil. It lost 
itself in deep swamp under giant sonneratias. I met here two kinds of local birds [a gray 

Souimanga, wlJich he named Drepana.onerea, and a Lamprothornis here called uii.] 

A beautiful group of high sonneratias in the open water of the lagoon was so attractive 

to me that I attempted to wade through deep, muddy water across to it. Yet halfway I 

joined a group of travelers and was guided on the right path to Lyiil by natives in water up 
to their waistbands. (v.36B! On the edge of the mangrove forest, I obtained the previously 

mentioned gray heron that did not seem to me to be a different kind than the white. The 

water here went almost to. our breast, for the tide was still increasing. Finally, at a sharp 

bend in the canal, we saw the usual entrance to the village, from which the houses on both 

sides were concealed from view by t,he bush. 

While high rhyzuphoras, bruiguieras and sonneratias formed the view un both sides of 

the path through the water, in the hinterground rose a somewhat steeper hillock covered 

with impressive breadfruit trees, under which the bright green and large lear forms of 

the bananas, sugar cane and the two giant caladiums made their characteristic mark on 

the countryside. With local differences, such is common around rural living sites in the 

tropic zone. Looming on the uther side of the hill, we saw the tups of some high stan'ding 
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coconut palms; these were also noted here near the living place. A splendid tree served to 

ornament the present scene, the beauty of which is common to the Caroline and Mariana 

Islands (Barringtonia speciosa). The fresh yellowish green of the numerous large, juicy 

bushes agrees with the smooth, white-green bark as well as with the unusual blossoms. 

The delicate form, as well as the considerable size, of these white blossonis marked with 

long red filaments was aiready known to us, for Dr Mertens had already brought some of 

the same on board the day before. 

The foot of the hill was bordered near the water with walls made of rather strong blocks 

of raw basalt, which [p.369! were overgrown with luxuriant ferns of various and delicate 

forms. In the midst of the view, the entrance appeared between the' walls, a landing place 

for canoes at high tide. The proper foot path, which lay partially dry with complete low 

tide, passed on both sides around the wall. On both sides of the path, umbrellas of palm 

leaves were set up, which showed that some importance must 'Iay with this entrance to 

the village. A cord extended crossways with one end attached to the last mangrove tree 

reminded one directly of the similar town gate markings of certain German towns. The 

flowers suspended from it and the various small scraps, which were renewed from time to 

time, seemed to be offerings that belonged among the things here associated with the name 

()ensap or Sitel na ()ensap. 

A few individual inhabitants present in the 'village at that moment welcomed us 

cordially and led us to the nearby largest building of the village, which appeared to serve 

as the public community room but was now empty. Therefore, we did not stay there in 

the beginning but immediately climbed up the rocky incline of the hill with its stream 

trickling down. It was cultivated to the summit, richly planted with bananas, sugarcane 

and both large caladium, whose vast leaves with their mighty shafts towered wide ove~ the 

people. All things were in the shadow of numerous, considerably higher breadfruit trees. 

Working of the ground itself does not seem to be known here; with the natural looseness 

and rich watering, it is not necessary. Each estate of this plantation (p.370] is enclosed 

with a low wall of rude basalt overgrown with multiple plants. From the top of the hill 

one sees over a quite wide valley bordered by the steepest mountains of the island and 

whose closest parts are throughly covered with plantations of the type just mentioned, and 

which are not conspicuously separate from the surrounding forest tracts. The plantations 

mix colorfully with the forest through vast masses of luxuriant creepers closely hanging' 

together. The towering crowns of the Pandanus odoratissimus everywhere adorn the whole 

very characteristically. [fIe continues describing pandanus, and then turns to the two 
caladium: Caladium macrohizon and one like Caladium sagittifolim.] We have not been 

able to note what use the inhabitants of the island made of both of these giant aroids; there 

is no doubt that the roots were eaten. Surely it is one of them that one here calls mata,2 
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a local root baked in hot ash that tastes quite like Caladium esculentum. (p.3711 This last 

plant is represented here by three species that are found growing wild everywhere on the 

island. It commonly only reaches the size of the Caladium esculentum also in our own hot 

houses. In Ualan, the root is called katak and is a very stout, good tasting food stuff. It 
appears though that it is not forma.lly cultivated; perhaps, because with the small size of 

the loca.l population, the wild plants of the kind provide adequately. The leaves always 

have a more bluish green than that of the larger kinds. 

Among the small fruit trees, an orange tree is not rare here. It scarcely seems different 

from that known by us. The fruit was then green but was very valued by natives and 

sometimes eaten quite unripe. 

[The next paragraph consists of a discussion of shrubs and flowers: the Dracaena 

terminalis, which is. common as a living fence around houses; the blue and purple striped 

Convolvulus flower; a red marked Maranta; a kind of Costus; and the bush hora coccinea 

that not uncommonly roots in the woodwork of house.] 

(p.3721 The construction style of the houses of Ualan has many unique features and offers 

an especially pleasing sight even down to the smallest building. The outline of each building 

forms a longish rectangle, the ground is flat pavement laid so that the moisture can drain 

off from all sides. The widest part of the building is the roof. It rests on a base of stakes in 

regular intervals. These intervals were partially left open, partially closed with rough mats 

or framework. The roof itself is laid out unusually steeply against heavy downpours. It 
consists of surprisingly thin poles which are put together like baskets, artistically and with 

much taste. Each of the corresponding gables are higher, while the middle lays deepest, 
giving the roof a half-moon shape (p.3731, ·which characteristically distinguishes it from 

those ~f other islands. The covering of palm or pandanus leaf is maintained very thickly, 

allowing protection against the rain. The lower part of the ends has a special umbrella roof 

which is under the protection of the overhanging main roof. Thus the form o( the whole 

was significantly elegant. All this points to the strength of the rain gusts against which 

this building style should stand the test. The part on the gable side that recedes und"r 

the main roof is usually especially delicately made from thin rods that sometimes form a 

basket-like plaited form; the whole thus obtains a characteristic expression .of lightness and 

elegance. 

Much cleanliness rules the interior of the houses, although furnishings are of the highest 

simplicity. In well-t.o-do houses, the ground i& laid with reed mats, which generally serve 

as beds and sitting carpets. Poorer people use bare banana leaves instead of this covering. 

These leaves also serve various purposes such as bags, drinking holders, wiping rags, etc. 

The place or benches and stools is taken by only a tree trunk cleaned of bark and laid 

2 Afuhtah is the Kosraca~ te'rm for yam. 

~\ 
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A Dwelling 0": Ualan (page 372) 

along the wall. From the middle of the roof hangs a long rope with one or more wooden 

hooks at the bottom. These carry a rectangular shelf in a horizontal position, with ends 

turned up to form a flat box. It hangs near enough to the ground to serve to a certain 

extent as a dish but on the whole appears more as a chandelier. Entire bunches of bananas 

and other fruit are often kept on the hook, perhaps best removed from the persecution of 
the harmful rats. At a slight distance from it, the fireplace is found in the earth, (p.374] 

a frugal cavity carefully walled with surface stones. During a great part of the· day, the 

stores of hot ashes required for the cooking of food stuff are found there. Usually, a small 

room is separated by a partition in the hinter part of the buildings; this appears in most 

houses to fix the particular abode of the women. 
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In the houses of the chiefs, a somewhat sunken stone, not unlike a grave stone, lays 

before the fireplace for the squeezing of the juice of the root of the kava-pepper, which 

is here called ~ekti.; The ceremony for preparing and drinking the juice appears to have 

intimate association with the religious ideas and applications of the natives; and those who 

would have had understanding of much of their speech would have been able to report very 

interesting things concerning this practice and concerning the history of the people, for at 

our time they would have met certain traditions still extant. The ceremony seems to only 

be regularly performed by the chiefs or their representatives and with soJemn occasions 

more often than otherwise. The outward manifestation is that the juice of a bush of a 

kind of pepper plant (Piper methysticum?) is hammered and squeezed on stones especially 

processed for that purpose, then put in a coconut shell and oITered to the chiefs present 

and sampled by them. After this, certain sayings are mumbled over it in a soft voice. 

Usually only the oldest of the gathered company receives the drink, after which it does not 

circulate again. We saw this ceremony performed in the morning as well as in the afternoon; 

it always occurs with the greatest ceremony and deepest silence of those present. In the 

sayings that are mumbled with drinking, many names occur, but before all is the name 
(}ensap or Sitel na (}ensap. The saying [p.375J of the kind which we have heard with the 

natives of Lyal rings: "Tala elen fektf. miihn, Site I na (}cnsap." Therefore, all appears to 

point to the fact that (}ensap, or Sitel na (}ensap according to Admiral Liitke, must be a 

name surrounded with religion. To him are consecrated the presumably sacred relics that 

we always found in one of the corners of the houses, which serve mainly as assembly places. 

Here, on a small rack were kept a pronged staff next to other objects that were fetched 

at times for the purpose of certain ceremonies, during which sayings were also murmured. 

They are then carefully returned to their usual place. Among these objects, we especially 

noticed a very old coconut flask and a conch trumpet, very similar to that which we later 

often saw with the natives of the coral islands. The thought presented itself that perhaps 

they were remembered from like objects of the first immigrants to this island, who were 

now worshipped as gods or demigods and probably were sacred. On the other hand, the 

custom of these good folk to always speak lightly must be considered, a custom that gives 
everyday things the appearance of a conscious ceremony. 

Among the numerous small tools, which are found in the interior of such houses, mainly 

belongs the local axes of many dilTerent sizes. One such axe, that properly has the form 

of a pick, is named tale. It was then a tool of highest importance for the natives of the 

island, since, as it seems, the houses as well as the canoes were produced almost entirely 

with its help. It is not as unpretentious as it appears to the first view. The cutting part is a 
chisel-shaped [ •. 3'16J piece of large, polished shell which is united by strongly wound cord to 

an upwardly bent shart with a somewhat pointed angle. The use of iron seems to have been 
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quite unknown before the visit of the French ship. On our part, we found iron tools here 

and there of the kind that had probably all come from the Coquille and, it appears, had 

earlier been the irons of planes that were directly deployed as local hatchets. Instead of a 

knife, a somewhat polished oyster shell of a special kind serves one here. This instrument 

is called panak. It was carried on the waistband but also often, so as not to be lost, on the 

lower lip with the convex side turned out. Because of its whitish color, this shell attached 
to the mouth looks quite strange. 

With our first visit to the vicinity of Lyal, my concern naturally turned to the land 

birds. I found them fairly numerous, although I missed the diversity of kinds. Here around 

the houses, the Lamprothornis species already described and called uii was very frequent. 
[The discussion of birds continues onto the next page. lIe mentions a pigeon called Columba 

oceanica by Lesson, brown· black swallows and chickens. IIe also discusses lizards, a fish able 

to leave the water, butterflies and other insects. On page 3711, KittIitz describes Paguru8, 

hermit crabs, which select their own shells from those left beMnd by other decea~ed animals. 

This leads him into a discussion of the apparent creative intelligence of the universe, and 

he condemns modern philosophers who would deny creationist thought.1 

[ •. 379J As the sun began to sink, the tide was already at the lowest garden walls of 

Lyal, so high that we could no [ •. 380J longer think of returning on foot by the same path 

on which we had come. Our friendly hosts furnished one of the canoes lying in the above 

mentioned harbor with paddles and loaded the same with bananas, sugarcane, etc. At first 
we thought that our attendants wished to bring it all on board the ship and that it was 

only accompanying us. But actually, it appeared to only be the customary present that 

was given to us to take on the way as departing guests. So often one of us departing from 

one of these villages carried with him the tell-talc gifts of the same foods, even if the visit 
had only been of quite short duration. 

We traveled then on the same path through the mangrove forest by which we' had come, 

until we returned to the open water of the lagoon. Even though a highly peculiar impression 

is gained by wading through the water under the splendid branches, that impression has in 
be necessarily strengthened when actually navigating through natural forest growth rooted 

in salt-water. In the area of the lagoon where came the river of Uagat, the largest of 

the rivers of this small island, we saw one of our boat,s, its crew occupied with throwing 

out fish nets. We steered toward it and came on one of the less deep places on the edge' 

of the mangrove wood, where even now at high tide the water only came to our waists. 

The fish catch did not prove especially productive, yet there were always many items of 

interest to us .among it: better appearing, large examples of a glittering silver Smaris and a 

pretty Tetraodon, which vastly inflated itself to the great amusement of our people. Since 

most. of these men took the opportunity to bathe in such a charmingly situated shallow, 
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there appeared a mixture of white and brown people, whose color differences became more 

apparent as the [p.3s11 clothes were suddenly laid aside. Our friends of Ualan were always 

very interested in this difference; they assured us often that the white skin, according to 

their taste, is mo (good) and th~.brown koliik (bad). 

The mangrove supplied me here a pair of duplicates of the red Souimanga, among 

them a young one. [He continues with further discussion of birds. Those mentioned are 

Sylvia hortensis, white with large yellow-brown flecks; a bird called Tsheseh by the natives; 

a splendid white tern, Gygis candida?; and a beautiful white-tailed tropic bird Phaeton 
candidus?] 

[p.3821 The appearance in the water scene of our three-seated baidarke, that had 

traveled up a wide stretch of the river on a fishing trip, made a characteristic impression. 

Now we saw it returning as a show that, so to speak, appeared to signify our arrival in the 

hot climates, in which perhaps a baidarke had never been seen. Since there was no more 

trace of the protecting Kamleika, both oarsmen, like the officer in the middle, wore the 

primeval robe of paradise; .and the latter held a colossal palm frond opened vertically as a 

banner, the form and size of which was new to us. For it belonged to the stemless marsh 

plant (Nipa) growing here sporadically in clusters. We should have known it [p.3831 first, 

since we ourselves wandered up one such river. 

But the night was coming with the accompanying setting of the sun, and a light rain 

was the signal for our joint departure to the ship. 

[End of Volume One] 
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[Vol.II, p.l] 

ELEVENTH CHAPTER 

Our employment during the stay on Ualan was continued in the usu!'l manner. We 

generally left the ship in the morning and set out for various directions both to the lagoon 

as well as to the interior ~f the adjoining parts of the island itself, to which we easily could 

arrive during ebbtide by means of wading through the natural passages in the mangrove 

forest. Only rarely was one of us without companions on these excursions; usually we were 

surrounded by people, who mainly followed liS out of curiosity. However, they were often 

very useful to us as guides and becallse of the information that they could and always did 

provide with laudable kindness. On the hunt, which was still totally foreign to them, these 

intelligent, well meaning people almost never caused a disturbance. Their behavior was 

always so attentive and considerate that a single sign was enough to keep them silent for 

a long time. 

We were never allowed to remove food in passing. On the land, it always came to liS 

with the hospitality of the natives, and on the lagoon the encampment of the captain on the 

small island was an easily attainable refuge. Here, besides the pendulum observations were 

also those of the ebb and high tide, etc.; and most affairs [p.2] of the ship's leadership were 

also managed here. Also the consignments of food, such as roasted breadfruit, sugarcane, 

bananas, etc., which were made by the chiefs and on their orders, regularly arrived here. 

Real trade appeared not to be known by these people; all that was brought came as gifts, 

for which a return present might justly have been expected. 

Neither Iros Sipe nor Iros Nana had appeared since the afternoon of 9 December. On 

the twelfth, both first appeared here in the camp and brollght back the three purloined 

irol1s pegs whose theft they doubtless had been investigating ever since. An Iros Sigra, 

. likewise one of the twelve chiefs, accompanied them; perhaps he had been especially active 

in the investigation. Unfortunately, none of us understood the long-winded narrative of 

the good people. They, as we were led to think, were quite concerned with presents, among 

which they ~specially seemed to be interested in the axe, which each received. Iron axes, in 

our time, were valued by all the Caroline Islanders as the most desirable thing they could 

obtain from us. Perhaps they overrated the value of the same in that they thought the iron' 

quite indestructible; but it must be very exposed to rust here, where all so easily comes in 

contact with sea water. Yet the planes formerly transformed into axes here were tolerably 

enough maintained. 

We never noticed that the chiefs ever wore the shirts made as presents. Also we never 

saw a cloak-like garment on the island. 
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While these three chiefs were in the camp, I came there from the hunt and was 

introduced to the newly arrived Iros Sigra. Therefore I had to exchange names with this 

above named man, a custom that is known [v. 3) on many Malaysian populated islands 

and is especially common in the Moluccas. Iros Nana had already made the exchange 

with Captain Liitke and Iros Sipe with Lieutenant Ratmanof. I truly was usually called 

Iros Sigra afterwards; and one almost never omitted reciting to me the names of the four 
properties of this land holder: Uyo, Uagat, Termoak and Senshik. 

In these days, I encountered local women in Lyal for the first time. They came in a 

small group, after the men had led me to the public assembly hall to entertain me with 

local customs there. It is characteristic that one almost always only sees the women and 

young women here going along in bands, although rarely in large numbers. Mothers carried 
the still suckling children on the breast, the. somewhat older took a place astride the back 

of the mother or the father. With the initial concealmeilt of the women of this island, we 

had expected much more shyness and reserve than they actually showed. We found them 

even extremely talkative and very curious about all that must have been to them foreign 

in our appearance. However, this curiosity never was expressed in a clumsy way; rather we 

had to admire the tact with which their quite fearless conduct always remained within the 

limits of charm. The white color of our skin seemed to be even more remarkable to them 

than to the men; they begged, with the most cautious politeness, permission to turn up our 

sleeves, in order to be cOIlvinced of the whole extent of this natural wonder. For the skin 

of the usually covered parts naturally· appeared considerably whiter among people who are 
exposed to the sun as much as we. 

rt seemed to us that these women, even more than the first [p.4) visiting men, directed 

long, very melodious speech at us, although because of our ignorance of their language 

nothing was comprehended. With the complete seclusion of these people from the remaining 

world, diversity of speech must be an unpenetrable puzzle to them. These speeches were 

mostly accompanied by a very lively, playful air, which unmistakingly included much joking 

banter and such and which one would call "small coquetry." The ornaments that we gave 

to these women as presents especially included glass beads that serve for embroidery; they 
were very popular here. 

Most women on the island were of medium size, many were conspicuously small. The 

form of their faces was generally somewhat friendly and engaging- their lively, large eyes 

dark, their lips slightly more raised than with the men-and, with their mobile air, scarcely 

a moment passes in which one does not at least in part see the beauty of their always very 

white teeth. Above all, we found that nearly all of the inhabitants of this island possess 

very beautiful white teeth. The remaining physique of the women was less attractive. In 

particular, even among the youngest and prettiest of them, the breasts that were never 
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WOIllen of Ualan (page 5) 

covered with clothes almost always had a more or less unattractive form, somewhat pointed 
and hanging, which was not especially agreeable by our beauty standards. 

While walking, they usually maintained the upper body bowed oddly toward the front, 

a habit that perhaps comes with wearing the small, open waistband, their only covering 

besides the strange neckbands. We also saw a distinct piece on particular individuals, 

which appeared not so much to be clothing as rather a sitting carpet. This appendage, a 
longish, woven mat externally fastened at the back, [p.5J was mainly noted with women in 

the capital; it apparently was worn because they go about stooped. But no female of the 

island was without both clothing pieces from a very tender age. The neck band appears to 

be braided onto the body of the person wearing it and is . never taken off. So far as the 

waistband is concerned, it influenced the female custom of sitting, which without exception 

is conspicuous to the foreigner. This characterist,ic style of sitting evidently is an important 

part of female upbringing; already children, who even wear the waistband and neckband, 

arc never seen sitting ill another manner. This style appears, with the smallriess of the 

waistband, to be well founded in the interest of decency. It demands not a little practice 

for the legs to become accllstomed to it. The thighs are laid together pressed entirely flat on 

the grounq so the legs appear as two folded pocket knives serving as a solid foundation for 

the erect body. The men have a totally different manner of sitting: one leg is outstretched 

while the knee of the other remains upright, usually [p.6) clasped with an arm. It is always 
good form to sit in company and speak lightly to others. 
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These hospitable islanders always are intent on the best possible reception for travelers 

visiting them. Besides the regular meal times, which we saw in the morning, at midday 

and in the evening, sugar cane is usually offered on the land as refreshment. The lords, 

on whose property one finds the noblest fruit, entertain their guests with coconuts, whose 

clear liquid milk is drunk out of the broken shell itself. Around that time oC-year, the meals 

almost always consist only of fresh breadfruit, their most usual food. It is, as other goods, 

baked in hot ash; we did not find cooking with water here at all. The raw breadfruit is 

cut in two halves in order to more easily be cooked, then buried in heat-purified ash and 

covered with leaves. After about a quarter hour, the cooked food is taken out and laid on 

longish trays of palm fronds, which substitute for plates and bowls. Butit is not customary 

to pass the dish around the circle of those present; it is placed .either before the head of 

the household or before the most important guest,to whom falls the task of throwing each 

his share in a graceful manner. I myself have indeed been in the situation and therefore 
must recall that this honorary office even fell to me. Until I had managed it correctly, the 

others sat patienUy and unmoving in the circle; but they showed through the agility with 

which they knew to catch the things hurled that they were sufficiently familiar with the 
local good manners. 

Fresh breadfruit had to be the noblest bread that can be given anywhere. In the three 

weeks of our stay on the island, we enjoyed it so habitually that [p.71 after our departure we 

greatly missed it. Our salt meat combined with this excellent food to create an uncommonly 

winning taste. On the island, it is usual at this time of the year to ripen breadfruit in 

water in preparation for preservation. Fresh breadfruit is kneaded into paste which is then 

put into especially prepared, somewhat deep pits and covered with stones and earth. It 

sours and will keep for a long time. This paste, which later seems to be prepared in many 

ways, is called uro and is used in place of fresh roasted fruit when the latter is lacking. 

It appears to be unedible raw. There arc two varieties of breadfruit on Ualan, one with 

quite round, the other with somewhat larger, longish fruit. We found the latter less tasty, 

although it appears to be especially valued here. Nowhere here did we notice breadfruit 

with seeds, so common on the small Caroline Islands. Among all the fruits occurring here, 

seeds were scarcely noticeable; and if one accepts that the disappearance of such is the. 

result of cultivation, then this fact leads one to infer the great age of human population of 

this island. Namely, the question then has to answered as to whether a truly wild breadfruit 

tree grows on this island or whether the trees that appear to be growing fully wild have 

only become wild in the course of time, perhaps by themselves, since it is so often the case 

that trees of the tropics propagate only by shoots. I have already touched on this question 
in the text of my "Twenty-four Vegetation Views," pages 28 and 29. 
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Tn it also appear the four varieties of local bananas: ush (plural ushua), kirreh, kalasch 
and kalanton. 

[p.81 The large, round fruit of the Pandanus odoratissimus, also appears to be frequent 

among the local foods, although none of it is edible other than the sweetish, slightly 

sickening juice, which is obtained from sucking the whole fibers. It even appears that 

this food was highly valued although we always found it quite tedious. Perhaps the juice 

is used as a mixture in some of the different kinds of puddings that arc prepared out of 

breadfruit, banana, coconut milk, sugar cane, etc. Sugar cane, cultivated here in quantity 

(and probably the same species as in Otaheite), is also enjoyed raw each day as refreshment. 

Animal food is very limited. It consists namely of the generally small fish of the lagoon, 

many of which are eaten quite raw, and also some crustaceans. The meat of the different 
birds was left unused, perhaps only because a means to catch them had not been learned. 

Although there were numerous chickens on the island, which could scarcely have been other 

than a species of domesticated chicken gone wild. It appeared that no one tamed these 

animals. A pair of men from our ship were sent daily to hunt these chickens, but because 

the chickens concealed themselves, they shot many more pigeons, whose hunt is not very 

diflicult and which were no less excellent to eat. To all appearances, the natives of this 

island had seen the first pig from the French ship. For they immediately knew ours by the 

name .cochon. Each largefour"lcgged animal was so named, including, in the beginning, 
our cat. 

According to the information that Captain Liitke obtained from the regularly visiting 

natives concerning the population of the island, that of Lyal amounted to only thirty-five 
aduils, namely [p.91 twenty men and fifteen women. And according to this report, Lyal was 

always the most populated of all the villages. Among the others were more whose population 

amounted to no more than ten adults. In particular, Funolof was even limited to two men 

and two women. With most villages, the male population was considerably more numerous 

than the female. With regard to Lyal, Funolof and the latter's neighbor, Las, what was 

seen by us was fairly in agreement with Liitke's count. In contrast to it is the number of 

people of Uagat, which is there estimated at ten men and fourteen ·women. There always 

appeared considerably more people there than in Lyal itself. In particular, the number of 

very scaltered houses of Uagat marked the village as relatively populous. Should, as is so 

easily possible, some errors or misunderstandings have crept into the information of the 

good, very informative Iros Kaki of Lyal, with whom this information usually originates, 

then the low total, which results from the sum of the individual village populations, would 

be placed somewhat in doubt. The total amounts to a few more than 700 adults; only one 

of the filty villages mentioned in the report is missing the number of inhabitants, and the 

remainder amounts to 409 men and 301 women. Certainly, the population of the island 
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as. a whole is low. Most of the villages lay near the sea, while the interior with its steep 
heights is mostly unvisited forest 

I must here mention a peculiar misunderstanding which Lesson, who authored the 

earliest report on Ualan in 1825, appears to have fallen into. It is certainly not easy to detect 

what could have led this traveler to the notion that the [p.lol Caroline Islanders generally 

share a relationship with the Mongolian race. Indeed, Admiral Lutke has completely refuted 

this statement, particularly concerning the natives of the coral islands (Chapter 13), and 

scarcely more would need to be said on the matter if he had also unreservedly said the 

same in regards to Ualan. With the scarcity of reliable reports concerning this part of the 

earth's surface even today, a strange prejudice highly antithetical to the truth can too easily 

develop. Those who have not themselves seen these people must attribute considerable 
weight to at least one or the other report that they are something between other Malays and 

Chinese or Japanese. Actually one finds here no trace of such a transitional form; the entire 

statement appears only as an odd mistake, which must lead the reader to quite false notions. 
Indeed, we have seen individual people on Ualan whose eye form deviated somewhat from 

that of the others; but this feature has so little of the Mongolian physiognomy that we, in 

order to discern the invalidity of that assumption, certainly did not require the presence of 

both of our Aleutes, whose appearance here made clear to us the huge diITerence between 

the Mongolian and the Malaysian physiognomy. On the contrary, such details were only 

examples of the existing variation in individual features here, a variation which, as you 
know, diminishes with the Mongolian race more than with others. 

The aristocracy, who still reigned over Ualan at our time, likewise must point to a 

Malaysian origin of the natives. That no aristocracy is found among the populations of 

the small Carolines, which were unmistakably closely related to that of Ualan, is explained 
by the total separation and very diITerent customs of these [p,lIl mutual peoples .. Also 

in Europe, the patriarchal aristocracy forms have been especially preserved in exclusively 

agricultural areas and least where commerce and navigation prevail. Concerning the 

character ·of the aristocracy of Ualan, Admiral Lutke (Chapter 7) cites a notice of Dalton 

(Nouvelles annities des voyages, October 1832), according to which on the island of Celebes 

there exists a custom similar to the uniting of the twelve equal chiefs of Ualan in one capita\. 

Perhaps it is not difficult to maintain that these people trace still more relationships to the 

Malaysians of the larger islands, including, we have already noted, the etiquette of' name 
exchange. 

We noticed here even more diversity in individual physiognomy than on the small 

Carolines. We found more powerful forms occurring among the inhabitants of the coral 

islands; although also here on Ualan we could find no example of truly weak physique" and 

slimmer individuals still always demonstrated much agility and strength. A skin disease, 
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which Mertens took for a form of /chthnosis, is fairly endemic with the people; it appears 

in many winding white streaks on the skin that peal oIT as with scaling scabs. We saw this 

condition often with people of both sexes who otherwise appeared fully healthy. But there 

is also a very bad evil here that is called ruff3 and has many similarities with the ancient 
notorious leprosy. 

The use of tattooing is common among both sexes, but based on everything that we 
could perceive, the markings are not left to the taste and choice of the individual but are 

strictly proscribed. Diverse ornamentation of the kind with which [p.121 many natives of 

the coral islands fill their bodies is not seen here at all. Dr Mertens had made and written 

down many observations concerning the tattooing of Ualan, but unfortunately these notes 

have probably been lost following his unexpected death. His opinion was that one probably 

could perceive the age of a person of this island by the tattooing, the designs of which 

wo'uld become more regular with time. With females the phases probably followed each 

other more quickly, so that a woman would complete the tattooing sooner than, a man. 

The marks are, by the way, not very conspicuous; they consist nearly only of wider ,and 

narrower long streaks and some cross streaks on the arms and legs. The color of these 

streaks is a dark blue green. Nowhere in the Caroline Archipelago is it usual to tattoo the 

face and on Ualan it is also common for the torso to always remain free of such marks. 
.' " -

Among our gins which found happy receptions, ornaments were especially loved. Yet 

one generally sees few such objects, which is perhaps caused by the lack of all foreign 

communication. Usually, the local decoration consisted only of flowers of different kinds and 

also green leaves. They are put individually in the hair or most usually in one or both ears, 

in which both sexes have large slits for this purpose. Although the desire for our necklaces 

of small glass pearls was general and each who received such a present strived immediately 

to put it 011, to our surprise we never saw this highly treasured decoration later worn. Once, 
one of the nobles appeared with a single unassuming [p.131 pearl necklace, which he perhaps 

had put on only for us. Also we did not meet with a single piece of this sort, although it 

mu~t be supposed that our French predecessors had also distributed similar objects here. 

We only saw the small children always laden with decoration, especially neckbands, but 

th~se were also mostly of native craft., made of small fruits, shells and wood pieces. Where 

our so widely-spread glass pearls finally must have ended up always remains an unsolved 

riddle to u~. How much they actually were valued was already apparent from the care with, 

which the 'individual pearls were searched for and kept when, as often happens, a string 
broke apart. 

With the short duration of our stay here, it was inevitable that much concerning these 

interesting, so isolated people remained puzzling to liS. Thus it was sci concerning the true 

3 Rut is the Kosraean term for yaws. 
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family life of the island. The situation of the commoners in contrast to the unmistakable 

privileges of the landed nobles was never quite clear, as even less was the division of the 

people into three tribes, which Lesson already has described. We also perceived these tribes 

to truly be called Tohn, Penneme and Li.singe; yet external differences between them were 

shown in no public manner. Most of the twelve chiefs appeared to belong to the Penneme 

tribe, only two to the Tohn tribe. At the same time, the subjects of each of the lands is 

said to belong to the same tribe as their lord. If this is truly correct, then it follows that 

the tribe Lirsinge, must also be represented with the twelve, among whom all the land is 

divided. Iros Kaki, as a vassal of Iros Sipe, himself belonged to the Penneme tribe. However 

his wife, treated with a certain honor as one of the noblest females of Lyal, appeared to be 
of the Lirsinge tribe si;'ce the other women always called her by this name. Ip.141 By the 

way, it remains doubtful what the name Kaki refers to, whether it might not be more a 

title than an individual name. For outside of Lyal, we met yet an Iros Kaki of Uagat and 
one of Petak. 

The true landed nobles were able, to each have several equally entitled wives. We 

~ould not ascertain'this for certain, since, as already noted, traces of family life were 

extraordinarily difficult to pursue here. In addition to the women's sections of houses 

already mentioned, we often saw small buildings, especially in the house-rich district of 

Uagat. These mainly served as living quarters f?r women and children and, therefore, 

more than the others, remained closed behind partition walls. It was not forbidden for ,the 

men 0; for we f~~eigners to enter there, but it was difficult to learn thereby who the actual 
household head might be. 

Here belong certain exclusively female tasks; for example, all the weaving work, for 

which serve small,artistically-constructed looms, whose arrangement basically corresponds 

with that of Europeans. Indeed there is nothing wider to weave that the waistband which 

serves as the only customary clothing for men and women and, as already noted; is of slight 

extent. The fiber of the banana tree gives material for the thread. It remains unknown to 

us how it is prepared and colored. Dark violet gray is the most common color, while rust 

red and yellow are applied only to the edge decoration. The men visiting and accompanying 

us often expressed their surprise over the vast amount of weaving work that they perceived 

necessary for our clothes and above all for our sails and tents. They commonly asked 

whether all was done by our women, for whose industry they apparently could not express, 
enough admiration. 

Ip,151 We had no opportunity to ascertain whether it was also the exclusive affair of 

women to manufacture the here important twine made out of the fiber of coconut shells. 

Also, we never were able to see the erection of the houses or the assembly of canoes. With all 

this,. the twinc plays an important part, for almost everything must be fastened with it. The 
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canoes very curiously correspond with those distinguished ships that are found everywhere 

in the coral islands more to the west. With the relationship between their vessels, one can 

draw a conclusion concerning the relationship between the peoples themselves. Certainly, 

if the natives of Ualan had themselves invented the vessel, which is only used in navigating 

the shallow lagoon, they would have equipped it more simply. Namely, they then would 

have constructed it out of a single piece, rather than, as now, raising the rims in careful 

imitation of the vessels that are seen with the neighboring peoples, so that its edges and 

hind parts are carefully worked from special pieces and bound with the main piece. All 

points to the fact that a model invented for greater seafaring must have been in mind with 

the first building of the Ualan canoe. The use of sails, apparently quite unknown here since 

there are no devices for it, may have then soon come to oblivion, because the regularly 

blowing wind could only be made us~ of here and there when traveling inside the lagoon. 

A characteristic of the canoes of Ualan is a piece especially graceful to look at but 

usually found only with those of the chiefs. It is called pal pal and is a hollow, pyramid 

shaped composition that is 'placed on the platform of the outrigger. The walls of this 

pyramid consist of a very artistic and graceful thick mesh of twine Ip·161 strung with small 

snow white shells that appear fully combined with the whole. No doubt it was used for 

the storage of food, which generally travels with the chiefs to serve in their usual continual 

partaking as they travel from the capital to their possessions. It is thus protected from the 

rain as well as the sun. 

We never observed anything here concerning customs of the burial of the dead. No

where on the island did we notice tombs; and through evidence and what was sometimes 

told us, we were led to conclude that the dead are buried and sunk in the deep swamps 

common on this island. 

During the protracted stays in the houses of Lyiil, to which I was too often constrained 

by rainy weather, I became used to the natives surrounding me and always carefully 

inquiring over the quantity of objects that must have been very foreign to them. They 

persisten t1y inquired as to how this or th at piece of clothing was named and were untiring 

in repeating Russian as well as German words. The speech of Ualan itself is melodious 

and clear sounding. It includes many sounds that to us recalled the different European 

speeches. Many words were pronounced so absolutely like French that some of us were of 

the opinion that these words might be of French origin and had been adopted during the 

short presence of the Coquille. In contrast there is reason not to accept such a conclusion. 

Many app'~rently French pronunciations are found in q~ite local' words, which without 

doubt belong to the speech of the island. In other words we noticed the accumulation 

of consonants, which is peculiar Ip,171 to certain Slavish languages such as the Polish.and 

Bohemian. Thus, for example, the word b •• he.ch, an exclamation that is often described 
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as pfu;! or as an adjective with the idea of gartig ('nasty, bad') or abscheulich ('horrible, 
abominable'). In this single syllabic word is ·found no fewer than four true consonants, of 

which at least three direcUy follow one another. The vowel is so little heard that maybe it 

can be considered quite absent. If one accepts it, it has the sound of one often occurring 
in Slavish speech, especially in Russian, and is something between e and o. 

Our excursions on this island were quite hindered by the many local rain storms that 

were almost unceasing for many days and perhaps particularly characterize the time of year. 

With their indescribable violence, it is almost never possible to remain in the outdoors. 

Therefore the natives have themselves put huts on all the plantations removed from the 

houses. The huts are distinguished from the houses hy simpler construction and especially 

through Lhe straight ridge of the somewhat obtuse angled roof. With sudden rain storms, 
we often came to these huts, usually described by the word 10m, since our attendants were 

familiar with the area and always knew quickly where to find such. But how much time 

was lost in these lowly places! We made the observation that the inhabitants of Ualan are, 

like those of the Carolines everywhere, very sensitive on the whole to the rain; although 

one would think that, lacking protective clothing from childhood on, they would ha.ve 

become completely accustomed to the raindrops and dampness. But we experienced here, 

as already described in Wilson's report for the inhabitants of the Pelju Islands, people 

plunging in the water up to the neck only, for all appearances, to escape the effect of such 

drops. That appears strange in a climate such as our European. [p.IS) However, consider the 

high temperature of the ocean water in the equatorial zone, especially that of the shallow. 

lagoons always subjected to sunshine. Thus, it is quite natural to find this seeking shelter 

in the water; for, as one must think, the strong drops of storm rain found here almost 
always faU colder than the air and the water on the ground. 

So then the continual passing through this water was not connected with disagreeable

ness for us, as it would have in a colder climate. Only our foot wear suffered considerably 
from it, as also did the leather vessel of the Aleutes, which was especially useful to us here 

and was much utilized. Only too soon was repair needed, for the leather not only Soon 

passed to utmost putrefaction, but also it was always damaged on the rough coral bottom. 

As for liS, the strolls around the lagoon were attractive because of the overwhelming 
richness of diverse natural wonders that presented themselves to us. With the complete ebb 

tide, it was easy, as already mentioned, to arrive on foot at the edge of the reef, marked by 

rolled up rocks and continual breakers. In this area one saw many coral stems still in the 

living state; while more in the interior of the lagoon, the bottom consisted of lighiryellow 

coral sand. Still farther against the mangrove forest, it is part muddy-yellow, part blackish 

humus. [He continues describing the lagoon floor and the coral.] [p.19) Numerous fish of awe 

inspiring diversity were in motion around these sterns of stone plants [coral]; but for want of 
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tools and pra.ctice, we were not in the position ourselves to catch t~em and obtai~ed them 

only from the natives, who attended to the fishing with the ebb tide. We esp~clally saw 

the females sometimes in large groups, engaged in it almost daily. They espeCIally made 

use of hand' nets with arched frames. It was always difficult for us to obtain a part of the 

catch as they returned with the tide; for, it appears, most of these fish had to be delivered 

over to the landed property owners, as it also is the case with certain fruit. We usu~lly 

had to add certain persuasion to the small presents that we oITered for the same fish, which 

added special difficulties to our mostly sign language based trade with the. natives. O~IY 
occasionally were the women, whose task it was especially to cateh the beautIful, non-SOCIal 

coral fish accompanied by individual meri. The usual fishing method of the· men, who are 

sometim:s encountered on the reef; has a quitediITerent form. They usually travel in one 

or two canoes with a long net, which is set up·on'vertical poles in the form of an enclosure 

and gradually drawn more together. Finally, the fish shut within are partl: caught, ~art~y 
impaled with spears. [p.20) This method is mainly used against the larger kIDds that hve ~n 

schools and visit the lagoon only during spawning time. In addition, the fish net of our shIp 

was often thrown out in the deep parts of the lagoon, as already mentioned. We repeatedly 

obtained considerable numbers of certain fish, apparently those abundant in this region 

at this time of year. [These include a Mugillike Mugil cephalus, members of the dasses 

Belone and Hemiramphu8 (the latter probably E80x bra8ilien8is), Balistes and Muraenas 
(eels) similar to Muraena ophis. A Muraena bit off a patch of Kitt1itz's skin after he had 

shot it in the water, assumed it dead and started to pick it up. It then swam away an~ 

he had no additional chances to inspect the variety. Kittlitz attributed the fact that hIS 
wound quickly mended to the healing powers of the warm, salty water of the lagoon.] 

Ip·21) The interior of the lagoon yields the individual Sonneratia groups that from a 

distance appear as small, wooded islands-a highly charming sight. [He continues describing 

the Sonneratia8, an illustration of which appeared in the fifth plate of his "Twenty-four 

Vegetation Views." Between the Sonneratias and the mangroves cl~ser to t~e shore, grew 
a bright l~afed Eyperacee in fairly wide stretches of salt water. WIth low tIde, nu~erous 
small fish could be found in the small pools of remaining water. They included four klllds of 

. Apogon a kind of luli8 which Kittlitz named lulis graminaeas, a Pomacentru8 and numerous 
arcantl:opterygians. He also notes numerous Holothurus of the kind known as Trcpang and 

used as a trade article for China. lIe contiI1ues describing lower mariIw anima/B.) 

[p.24] On 15 December, I obtained the fir~t samples of the mammals of the island in 

the neighborhood of Lyiil. The most noteworthy was a large Ptero.upu8 we ha~ already 

seen but only in the distance. This bat-like animal, with a face like a beautIful small 

d always flies in the day. The natives know it under the name foak. It stays on the 

C::~'lUt plants cuUhiated here and also on the breadfruit tree, on the ripe fruit of which 
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Holocentru8 Sa'l'n'l'nara, Acanthuru8 Zebra, 

Chaetodon Auriga, Serranu8 Merra (page 22) 

it prefers to subsist. One can see it suspending itself upside down from the branches ip, 

the manner of bats; and with the help of its thumbs, it continues to har\g in this position. 

With our departure from Europe, we had taken along a copy of the zoological atlas of 

Freycinet's voyage of discovery, then literary news. We found so much agreement between 

the illustration there of the Roussette kerandren of Guaham and the present kind that we 

could not consider them as significantly different. Later on, we obtained this type ourselvcs 

several times on Guaham. As you know, it is harder to establish the difference between 
true species and merely races with mammals than it is with birds. The animal of Ualan 

differs from that of Guaham mainly through a regularly somewhat darker color of the neck 

and the back of the head that is not so sharply bordered with the basic color of the trunk; 

but those might only be racial differences. We noticed no difference between them in life 
styles. 

The other mammal of Ualan is a rat, which at first we did not observe to be essentially 
dilTerent from Mus r(1ttus. [p,25j Later, it appeared that the very similar kind on the 

Mortlock Islands was identical with Horsfield's Mus setifer of Java. That on Ualan is more 

or less cOlllmon in all the inhabited regions of the island' and does much damage to the 

coconuts as well as to the banana and sugar cane. The coconut tree is usually supplied 

with a kind of fence attached to the middle of the trunk to make it difficult for the,rats 

to climb to the crown. Perhaps here the sweet juicc of the coconut blossom is especially, 
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guarded against the rat as is done on some coral islands of the Carolines. These rats are 

sometimes very numerous in the houses. They demonstrate a remarkable boldness. 

Also my bird c~llection was not inconsiderablcly enriched on this day. [They included 
a new kind of Lamprothornis which Kittlitz named Lamprothornis corvina: He also notes 

that the local swallow of the type Cypseius was only seen flying and neVer perched, and he 
proposes the name Cypseius inquietus for it.] 

[p.27j The frequent rain gusts forced me to often search for shelter in the fairly scattered 

houses of Lyal, and on the occasions I saw many interesting things of the life style of the 
inhabitants. I was surprised here over the swiftness of the method of making fire Crom 

friction between two kinds of wood, like old Indian ways. We had up to now imagined 

that this method would always be more troublesome and time consuming. Here one uses 

an approximately one-and-a-half foot rca one-half meter] long block of soft, light colored 

wood and a wedge-shaped piece of a hard wood. Two men produce fire in little more than 

a minute. One holds the liard piece with both hands and energetically, but without visible 
effort, moves it up and down in the notch that immediately forms in the soft wopd from 

the pressure of the hard. Meanwhile, the other holds the long block fast on the ground 

and steadily pushes the chips created by the rubbing back into the notch. In no time these 

chips begin to smoke and glow whereupon the flames are immediately produced in the air 

with bark strips that have been kept ready and dry. The approach is called eaga, which 
, may mean "fire material" since eO. is the name for fire. 

Because of the way that conversation could only take place between us and these people, 

nothing would be more natural than for strange misunderstandings to occur. Therefore, 

one must consider the results of inquiries only with the strictest caution. Also how strange 
must have been the conceptions formed here of us. This is manifested, among others, ill the 

following example: on' one visit to Lyal, I carried with me a pen knife which was admired 

by everyone present. A cutting instrument of such fineness was exceedingly remarkable 

to these people, and several immediately wished to try it themselves. I did not want 

to appear disobliging, although I feared that they did not understand how to properly 

handle it. Indeed, one of them cut himself in the finger. Although the wound was not 

considerable, the whole group showed a not small terror and the wounded himself fell into 

such a depression that he sat there with his eyes closed like someone who expected death in 

less than a moment. I endeavored to calm the people, only causing, however, the wounded 

to hold hi~ finger out to me trustingly that I might heal it. Then I cut a piece of linen 

from my shirt and bound the finger with it as well as I could; but the man continued as 

before to hold his finger against me, and the look of the others seemed to ask me what 

then would become of him. I recalled a passage out oC Le Vaillant's Reisen: the example of 

a man injured by a shotgun who thought his insignificant wound Catal because poisonous 
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arrows were always used there for shooting. The traveller calmed him by showing him his 

own arm which carried the trace of an old shot. Hence, I immediately showed a pair of 
cut scars on my left hand, which caused me no difficulty, and explained that their origin 

was from a similar knife. Immediately the countenances of my hosts were truly calmed, 

and the wounded also seemed to have lost all anxiety in an instant. Although it certainly 
should not be supposed that the inhabitants of Ualan thought the pen knife held poison, 

they unmistakenly thought something strange, and it offered visible consolation to them to 
see that the same wounds also heal without harmful consequences. 

We saw splendid examples of the local forest growth on level, mostly swampy grounds 

in the southern section of the island, where we had traveled with the baidarke inside the 

lagoon on 16 December. [p.29[ Extremely tall forest covers a not inconsiderable stretch 

of quite flat land here on the foot of the steep, forested heights. However, the mangrove 

forest is generally lacking in this region; the shore is more sandy than at the widening 

of the lagoon that forms Coquille Harbor; and the edge of the reef, on whicil breaks up 

the surf of the high seas, is much nearer here. [A part of the woods has relatively little 

undergrowth and one can see fantastic interlaced leafless stems towering up to the leafy 

canopy. Elsewhere, especially where more swampy, the creeping Hibiscus populneus, here 

called 10, is common. The long pole-like branches are naturally very useful in house building 

and other construction. Barrieren spreads over the paths creating difficulty. An Eyperaceen 

with thorny leaves and similar to the Pandanus occurs only on very wet ground and along 

with other plants makes penetration of the thickets along the coast extraordinarily difficult.] 

[p.30] In these thickets, Dr Mertens and I could only with difficulty stay in contact 

through shouting to each other. In fact, I o';ce found him in a totally exhausted state after 

a longer separation. He had imagined he had heard me cry for help and had thrown away 

a part of his collected plants in the thicket where he toiled in vain searching for me. 

I have already mentioned earlier the difference between the shade of tlle forest in 

the colder and in the hotter climates. Here the shade is never as severe and total as 

there because with the large diversity of individual bodies whose mass together shades the 
ground, intervals are never lacking. [p.31] So a twilight forms gradually by degrees that 

still is always far removed from true darkness. [In the darker places of ihe 'woods live birds 

disiinguished by characteristic dullness, in particular a kind of rail (Rallus) which might be 

Rallus tabuensis. If it is a new species, Kittlitz would name it Rallus monasa. 1'1Ie natives. 

call it setamanot. KittIitz prepared an engraved copper plate illustration of it and left it 

in St Petersburg. However, he did not know if any use had been made of it since 1835.] 

[p.32] At. the foot of the mountain we came across a small village of three or four 

houses close beside the wildest part of the forest thicket. In the forest surrounding it, 

as everywhere on the island, were extremely rich creeper-plants draped about· carpet-like. 
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Some bananas and other useful plants mark the direct neighborhood of the houses. We 

noticed no people with the houses. here, as we also found the houses of Lyal and Uagat at 

least partially empty on that day. Usually those staying behind said to us that the others 

had gone to Lala, where the chiefs have their usual residence. This especially held for the 

women, who we did not see for days long. It may be assumed that at that time special 
ceremonies were taking place in the capital. 

In the vicinity of the shore, where we likewise met with some houses and with especially 
ma';y trees of Pandanus odoratissimus with ripe fruit, the already mentioned flying fox was 

especially frequent. I shot three examples of it here soon after one another. The beach was 

richly populated with different running birds, which generally lived on the sandy shore of 

this island in considerable numbers. [No new birds are found bu't instead some apparently 

migratory birds which had already. been seen on the coast of Kamchatka (Charadrius 
pluvialis) or Unalaska (Strepsilas collaris)] . 

[p.33] The evening came before we could make the return trip. We were paddling not 

far from the shallow water of the lagoon when our Unalaska baidarke, whose leather quickly 

became putrid in this climate, proved so damaged that we were obliged to remain in the 
place. We had to await the morning there, relatively close to the ship. . 
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[p.34] 

TWELFTH CHAPTER 

Up to 21 December, our paths had extended only toward the west and southwestern 
sides of the island. We still wished to visit the northeast one time, which we understood 

to be called Lala. We were lucky enough to be almost entirely spared froin rain on the 

chosen day, and we three naturalists and a sailor set out on the trek. We had furnished 

ourselves with the necessary presents, a flask of wine, some salt meat and some zwieback. 

First we went to Lyal where we obtained guides immediately upon explaining our wish to 

go to Lala. One of them soon took a lead in order to notify Iros Sipe, the lord and land 

owner of Lyal, then in Lala, of our coming. We struck out on the usual path from Lyal to 

Uagat, which led us for quite awhile along the border of the mangrove woods and on the 

elevated ground of the island itself. Although the vegetation here is very different on the 

two sides of the path, beautiful high trees on both sides touched each other at the tops. 

The clear sky showing through the tree tops made the way very charming to us today. rhe 

swamp on the right especially contained many larger stems of the previously mentioned 

Bruigiera, although it was ,here mixed with various other kinds of trees. The splendid 

Asplenium nidus were among the many highly elegant ferns [p.35] that here adorned the 

tree trunks as parasitic plants. [Other plants are the swamp palm (Nipa fruteseens?) with 

a fruit like a Pandanus and a kind of Balaenopteris called lum. The plants of both regions 

are represented in the fifth plate in Kittlitz's Vegetation Views. The higher land on the left 

side of the path contains a greater variety of plants than the swamp: Hibiscus populneus, 

Convolvulus, a creeping Piper, Stizilobium, a large leafed creeper that 'appeared to be an 

Aristolochien, a kind of gherkin frequent in the less shaddy places, ferns, breadfruit trees, 
Terminalia (called ka)' and Cerbera (called e/lak)] 

[p,37] Beforethe level path arrived at the Uagat river, which is the largest river on the 

island despite its smallness, it cut across a wide stretch of quite swampy ground, the greatest 

part of which is regularly covered with water at higher tides. Indeed, it seems only to be the 

water of the river then rising out of its banks. The woods have completely the character 

that the sixth plate pI' my "Twenty-four Vegetation Views" attempts to portray. [The 

plants include the colossal fig tree called konja, (the banyan tree) Barringtonia acutangu/a 
and Freycinetsia.] 

The immediate banks of' the the river, which we soon reached, are shaded by diverse 

shrubs and includes again glorious specimens of lum and the previously mentioned swamp 

palm. The latter is common here, growing in groups and forming spacious bushes. OUf 

present path crossed the river in a shallow place a little above one of the places where we 

had already frequently taken on water for the ship and from which we had already made 
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several trips to the neighboring Uagat. A smaller strip on the left bank already showed the 

traces of the local cultivation [p,38] through the quantity of the bananas, sugar cane and 

large caladiums that appeared towering in the thicket. Then the path again transverses a 

spacious wilderness with swampy ground, which differs from the earlier part in 'the here 
greater numbers of HibiscWl 10. 

After we had waded a long time through almost bottomless swamp on the har<lly 

perceivable path, we again came to the garden land of Uagat. It is conspicuously bordered 

against the jungle there, where the steep heights of the southern part of the island soon 

begin, by a high wall of handsome trees hung with a colossal carpet of creepers and 
between which tree-like ferns appear. A characteristic illustration of such areas is given by 

the seventh plate of my "Twenty-four Vegetation Views." The small path is uncommonly 

slippery and worn everywhere here; one must always push one's way through the large 

leaves and stalks of both large caladiums. Finally between them one sees the first houses 

of the village of Uagat. Following local custom, they lie on both sides of the river and 

extend to the foot of the steep hills in the south. The region was also interesting to me 

ornithologically; here for the first time I had noted the very beautiful, small, green Bengali 

between the caladiums and the sugarcane. It is not frequent on the island and is difficult 

to obtain; I have named it Fringilla trichroa in the "Memoirs of the Academie," 1833. 
[Other birds described. or mentioned include a tern (Gygis candida), the red Souimanga, 

the pigeon, the wild chicken, asmall dark swamp bird and a long-tailed cuckoo the size of 
Cuculus jamaicensis.] 

[p.39] In order not to lose time, we did not stay at Uagat that day, despite the hospitable 

efforts of the inhabitants. On the other side of the village, the quite even valley spread out 

first to the right. It is cut by several small rivers or brooks that join with the Dagat river. 

Abundant cultivation appears almost everywhere including sugar cane" banana and both 

large aroids. Also we always found more regularity here with the sugar cane planting than 

with the others. The sugar cane alorie i8 seen in formally positioned fields, although it 'is 

also often found growing wild. The cultivated stalks are even wrapped up with coverings 

of reed, apparently 'only in order to preserve them from the rats. They appear then to a 

certain extent like erected l~asces. This reed, which very much serves in the manufacture 

of larger mats, partition walls for the houses, etc., grows in groups in this higher area, 

often in very considerable numbers around the river shore. From appearance it belongs to 

the Saccharineen. It becomes quite high and captures a not insignificant place among the 

plants physiognomically characteristic of the interior of the island. [p.40] Nevertheless, I 

could not decide at that time whether to sketch a special vegetation view of each upper 

valley, because I did' not want to repeat too often the shape of the trees. [He continues 
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, discussing tree ferns including a large "fan palm" called payoa by the natives and illustrated 
in Plate Seven of !Jis' "Twenty-fou, Vegetation View8."] 

The valley floor is separated from a corresponding floor on the other side of the island 

by a modestly high but steep mountain range, which in its turn again divides the northern 

half of the island into two parts. Downstream to the west, the valley extends to the opening 

up of the lagoon at the mouth of the river (Coquille Harbor); to the northeast is that of 
Ninmolschon or Lala. 

We climbed the suddenly rising mountain range on a path that is, as can be imagined, 

very narrow and steep but well cared for. It is the usual connecting route between a 

multitude of villages and the capital. We were astonished over the evident impression that 

the frequent footprints of the people have made on the connected masses of gray basalt, 

which came to light here more often 'than elsewhere. The small footpath often winds [p.411 

along the steep, forest-covered heights for some distance in the form of a groove tred in 

the stone. The southern part of the island is especially rich in steep mountain masses, and 

to the right' of the path one constantly has an interesting view of such, with their needle

shaped, yet dark forested peaks. The outline of the prominent crown of the tree-like fern 

can be seen clearly on these peaks, and they appear to be numerous there. But the true 

palms, which we had already distinguished on these mountains with the help of the glass 

from our anchorage, can be perceived in numbers only at the distant tops. On the less 

considerable heights over which the path took us, this kind is found only very isolated. 
Upon the first complete views of still rather young specimens of these mountain palms, I 

tried to record a drawing as best as possible given our haste,. The plant is called kutuar 
by the natives. Is it possible that it was only the young of the palm that commonly grows 

further above and that appears in form to be of the type Areca? We noticed a splendid, 

high example of this palm not far from the path in one of the upper valleys of this mountain 

range. It differed strikingly from that met earlier by the crowded shape of its crown. The 

quantity of developing blossom bunches shined with numerous little white flowers which 

could be distinguished from a considerable distance. Unfortunately, our escorts were too 

far from us in order for the party to make a stop, and we dared not lose the little known 

path in this lonely mountain area away from the water-bordered perimeter of the island. 

So then we lost an opportunity that never occurred again, for we encountered no further 

examples of this kind on our way. Should that kutuar actually be something else, then the 
particular position [p.42) of the leaf fan would point to a relationship with the palm-like 

plant of the genus Calamu8, to form a transitional form between it and the Areca palm. 

After we had hiked on for long distances, repeatedly in narrow rock lanes and the 

beds of forest brooks, the northeast part finally lay before us. On first view, it se~med 
very similar to Uagat. The slope is here more gradual than there; and the path continues 
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over it mostly on natu'ral, water-washed rocks, whose slipperin~ss added not a little to the 

difficulty of the descent. 

The character of the forest growth on this hill was distinguished from that in the 

vicinity of the sea only in individual stretches. [The discussion of plants continues. TllOse 

mentioned are Eugenia, ,a nutmeg tree Myri.tica called nun by the natives and a C.Thera 
called ellak. He also notes the already mentioned bird Lamprothorni8.) 

[p.43) On the plane of the northeastern part, which we found to be cultivated and 

overgrown like that of Uagat, we finally came on a village. Its name remained unknown 

to me, and it was distinguished from other village of this island by its location less hidden 
in bush as well as its close-together built houses. The architecture itself app'eared more 

careless to us; the houses were almost nothing but wretched huts. Of the inhabitants, only 

a pair of old men appeared. They welcomed us with friendliness and wished to entertain us 

with coconuts, of which there were beautiful, very plentiful plantings in the vicinity. They 

appeared to act on the orders of the property owner himself; [p,44l here the coconuts with 

the land mainly belong to him. But in any event, the fruit still had to be fetched from the 

high palms, and because of lack of time we were not allowed to wait. Several crafts lay on 

the small river that we here reached. Two of these were directly given to us to continue 

our trip. Yet we had not sailed far when these were already relieved. Iros Sipe, who just 

had been notified of our approach by the boats that had hurried ahead, had immediately 

dispatched two of his canoes to fetch us. The bank of the river soon appeared to be well 
covered with mangrove, and directly afterwards we found ourselves in a canal shaded by 

sonneratia and mangroves, quite similar to the one that crosses before the mouth of the 

river of Uagat in the lagoon. We noted that here these land surrounding woods also cover 

great stretches of shallow water. Here and there one saw the open ocean visible through 

the trees. 

Finally, a spacious water basin bounded in the distance by coral reef lay before us: 

the lagoon of Lala. Here we found our host Iros Sipe himself waiting for us in a solitary 

house, which still seemed to belong to the neighboring village of Senshik. He welcomed 

us with much cordiality and decency. Now at once began the crossing to the shore of 

Lala, approximately one half nautical mile [ea one kilometer) distant. We were of course 

not a little surprised as we arrived at an open view of the entire lagoon from behind the 

last of the trees surrounding the canal, and we caught sight of a special island in the 

surrounding coral reef on the left; it carried the name Lala. Only then, with our arrival 

in the view of this island, was it clear to us why the names Lala and Ualan had been so 

sharply distinguished from each other. The island itself is very small, of longish shape, and 

formed one side of the spacious [p,45) shallow enclosed by coral reef and called Ninmol8chon 

by the natives. It is not however, as one should think, merely a ,coral island; rather it 
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has a not inconsiderable height for its small circumference. The summit is beautifully 

wooded. All the rest appears covered with houses and gardens and has the appearance of a 

single town, whose elegant, sometimes imposingly high houses, together with the numerous 

coconut tree tops waving above, already granted an impressive view from afar, agreeably 

alternating with the splendid wilderness of the main island. Yet earlier we had been told the 

names of no fewer than six different villages that were said to belong to Lala and must be 

found together on this small island. Probably, the habitations of these villages immediatllly 
border on one another. -

At the landing place, we were welcomed by a crowd of people, at whose head was 

Iros Sigra, the same who had recently exchanged names with me in the captain's camp. 

Now he perceived us as friends. Because his house lay quite close, for the present we and 

Iros Sipe had to go there with him. All the living houses here are surrounded with garden 

walls constructed of basalt blocks; we had already noted this in other villages, especially 
in Lyal, only comparatively on a very small scale. Narrow lanes, which were very muddy 

because of the frequent rain, lead between these walls and cover the greater part of the 

island like a labyrinth. We were often astonished by the prominence of the stone masses 

piled up here. It seemed nearly inexplicable how the masonry could have been erected by 

the natives, presently wanting all mechanical devices. The high, half-moon shaped -r~of8, 
with their elegant gables constructed lattice-like of dark poles, towered above the interior 
courtyards enclosed by these walls. Here the woodwork of these gables is [pAS] mostly 

red colored in the same manner as the canoes, with pretty white decoration, especially on 

those buildings that serve as dwellings for the chiefs. Such a courtyard, separated by walls 

from the remaining world, is constructed as a town in miniature. The number of buildings 

erected therein as well as the subdivision of the rooms in smaller courtyards conforms with 

the personal circumstances of the owners. The gabled end of Iros Sigra's living dwelling 

was opened to the courtyard by the removal of the wall panel. Here already we found more 

of the twelve residing chiefs of Lala assembled together with several Iros of the second 

rank. Immediately mats were spread out on which we also took our places after local 

custom. The interior of the spacious building was restricted in the rear by a partition, as 

we had already often seen on Ualan. There a small door led to the female apartment, which 

with the reception room is under one roof. A pair of especially delicately worked, large 

canoes belonging to the house master arc on a special scaffold in the gable area and serve

as ornaments of this reception room. All the immediate followers of the noblest members 

of the society formed a half circle sitting a measured distance around the group of the 

latter. The common folk, assembled in a crowd, -could not cross the threshold of the house, 

but almost completely filled -the rather large courtyard. A number of familiar faces left us 

no d~ubt that we were not only seeing mere inhabitants of Lala here by chance; with the 
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continuous connection of the capital with every single village, always a part of the rural 

inhabitants can be encountered here. Also the women came here in greater numbers. It 

was conspicuous to us that they always kept in a close group and despite the throng did 

not mix among the men. Also it appeared as though the ceremony prohibits them from 

coming nearer, because they only occupy [p.47] the entrance and the outside of the houses. 

However, this does not hinder them from allowing their lively expressions free course; they 

directed roguish glances, apparent furtive winks and speech whispered only for the meaning 
of the face at us in the crowd. Evide;'tly these heauties made strenuous effort to turn the 

attention of the strange, foreign creatures from the noble company of the lords to their 

particular charms. Who knows what success this striving would have led to if we had been 

even less familiar with the inclination to flirtation of the local women? Perhaps such can 

he viewed as a means against the horedom that, with the vast monotony of the local life, 

must be dangerous enough. 

Suddenly, the -assemhly was electrified, so to speak, through the appearance of an 

especially distinguished lord, who apparently had come quite unnoticed and without atten

dants. The attention for him was so great that instantly the circle of the group became 

transformed into a half circle with him alone at the center. This transformation proceeded 

with lightning speed and in the deepest silence. _ The old, yet stately man appeared-to us 

for the moment quite as a monarch-like chief, whose existence we had not imagined here, 

where all bore the traces of the rule of the twelve true title holders. Iros Sipe easily made 

us understand that we must not neglect to make some presents to the Iros Togrsha, as he 

was called. We did this as well as we could, and he took our trifles civilly but with so 

much noble equanimity that he hardly deemed them worth consideration. Soon afterwards 

he withdrew again, after he had asked us more short questions that we were not able to 

answer because of lack of language knowledge. Since after his departure from the group, 

all remained as it had been before, our image so far of the typically aristocratic form of 
the local [p.4S] constitution was reinforced. Actually, the name Togrsha- had already been 

named to us among the other chiefs and indeed always without the least remark concerning 

anything preeminent about him. Also we knew that he only possessed two lands, Kepple 

and Tauuat, while most of the other chiefs had three or four or even more of the same, so he 

appeared not to be especially rich. It was quite likely that the obvious respect manifested 

to him had connection with the religious tradition of the people. Perhaps he possessed some_ 

spiritual dignity; also perhaps it is merely the origin or descent of this man that is treated 

with distinction in his person. For his name is found with the drinking sayings that are 

murmured in the ceremony with the pressed juice of the root of a pepper kind (geka l. 
Iros Sigra took me aside alone, for he took special interest in me as the carrier of his 

nam~; he wished to introduce his wives. Probably it would have been contrary to etiquette 
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for these wives themselves to join the gathering. We walked through the small door of the 

partition to a hall-like room that stood in combination with a walled-in garden place. Here 

we found two young women of agreeable appearance who appeared not to be favored with 

special privileges. Visibly, they had looked forward to our entrance with tense curiosity. 

Now they addressed me in very obliging tones with well-set words and appeared to find 

much pleasure in the glass pearls and small pieces of gold matter that I presented to them. 

As nearly all the women of Ualan, they took quite no notice of our lack of understanding 

of their language but continued constantly in their conversation intermixed with numerous 

questions. The ease and pleasant execution of their conversation, supported by the ex

traordinary goodwill expressed with their air, caused a very advantageous presentation of 
the [p.4U[ contents of their speech. Certainly it would not be too difficult to soon learn to 
understand a so melodious, mild and clear language. 

Returning to the gathering, we viewed the gardens encircling the houses. They were 
slightly extended, quite level places that filled the intervals between the houses and were 

bordered with walls of perhaps a man's height. Each contained several large fruit tr.ees. 

Pigeons and red souimangas were here in considerable numbers; I shot two of them upon 
the wish of our host who was very interested in the effect of the gun. 

Then we followed Iros Sipe to his own residence, which was quite near. We found it 

much vaster than any up to now. It consisted of seven building connected by courtyards. 

The entrance through a small lane formed by garden walls is in one of the corners of the 

square formed by the whole. It is so laid out trlat the moisture drains off from all sides , 
a precaution that is also always carefully observed with single houses on Ualan. In the 

first courtyard, two spacious buildings stand hard to the left of the e~trance. There the 

canoes of Iros Sipe were kept on scaffolds, even as we saw with Iros Sigra, The lower room 

in both appeared to be fixed for the reception of servants and for the people of the land 

visiting town. Opposite this, in the first courtyard, lay two other buildings with high roofs, 

of which the largest, in front with an overhanging rain roof, is the true group quarters. We 

were also entertained and lodged in it. The smaller one next door had a special courtyard 

of walls made of braided cane. A pa,r of women lived here, one of whom was the mother 

of the house lord. The separation of these [p,50j main courtyards from adjoining inner 

courtyards is marked partially by walls and partially by partitions. The inner courtyard 

itself is surrounded on three sides by gardens with numerous coconut palms and breadfruit' 

trees. In it are two almost identical large houses with high, gracefully worked gables. In 

our time, the one served for the preservat.ion of different valuable objects; we called it the 

treasury. The other Was the special home of a woman who seemed to be Iros Sipe's favorite 

wife. A small house bordering it obviously belonged with this house. In it, we found more 

servants busy with feminine work. The wife herself worked before the door on a small, 
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especially elegant loom. I could think nowhere of a better picture than this scene shaded 

with glorious coconut palms and breadfruit trees. But because of the prevailing activity, 

it would not have been possible to record well an illustration of it, and the next day it was 

impossible because almost constant rain kept the female inhabitants in the interiors of the 
houses. 

We quite pleasantly committed the remainder of the day of 21 December to almost 

uninterrupted eating and drinking. The arrangement of the food and the abundantly 

distributed coconuts gave evidence of consideration and skill in the art of enjoying the 

happy far niente (good life). The savory puddings of pounded breadfruit with coconut milk 

and sugar cane juice we had already known and prized. New for us were very palatable 
baked bananas of the small varieties (kalantan and kirreh). They appeared to be prepared 

here as the breadfruit. There were numerous servants, but Iros Sipe himself, as attentive 

host, had taken on the post of the server, which he managed with as much good manners as 

care for his guests. We had to admire the skill with which he was able to open the coconuts, 
which had been [p.51j husked and set before him in heaps, with a barely perceptible touch 

of his canine tooth. He himself then offered them to guests sitting next to him for drinking 

while more distant guests received their share through servants. And he likewise husked 

,the sugar cane with lightening speed and in such a considerate manner that it was no less 
appetizing for us. 

With the invasion of the night, the greatest part of the building was closed with 

partitions and a great fire was maintained through the entire night according to custom. 

With the crowd of men who shared the night lodging with us, it naturally was very hot. 

However, we were even more bothered by the innumerable rats, whose boldness expressed 

scorn to all intimidation attempts. It also appeared that one knew no means of lessening 

these obnoxious animals here, and we often heard complaints about them. Apparently they 

dragged away, among other things, the bird that I had shot in the mountains 'and that I 

would have gladly skinned here. I had already made the attempt once toward evening time 

to begin the task, but it must not be' proper according to local custom because Iros Sip'e, 

sitting next to me, quickly gave me a warning wink, whereby I laid the bird by my side. 

How easy one can cause difficult offense with something that would be for tis fully innocent 

or natural. An example of snch was not ,completely lacking before our departure. 

At midnight, we were awakened and, to our great surprise, invited to see a cochon.· 

Indeed, after a pair of partitions were removed, a large, very fat pig was led past two sides 

of the building by several people carrying burning torches of dry coconut leaves. We had 

not earlier known of the existence of [p,521 such an animal; now we learned that it belonged 

to Iros Sipe. It had probably been left here by the Coquille'. Why was it produced so 

theatrically and at such an unusual time? Perhaps one dared not take so large an animal 
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out of his usual pen in the heat of the day, while the necessity to procure movement now 
and then must be realized. 

Day had 'hardly begun when breakfast was already again at hand. Here we also saw in 

great detail the ceremony with which feka is prepared. Two people, who were decorated 

with a kind of apron of leaves and whose hair was fastened on the top of the head rather 
than at the neck ,as normal, lay the already cleaned roots on the stone dedicated to the 

pressing of the juice. With great ceremony and rhythmic motion, they mashed the ro'ots 

with small stones and then squeezed the juice, filling cups of half coconut shells. The 

entire group observed a ceremonious silence until Iros Sipe and one or two of his neighbors 

had performed the ceremony of drinking. The cup was also offered to us but only out of 
courtesy. A small motion of refusal sufficed for it to be passed by us. 

Soon we saw a ceremony that remained quite unclear to us. A woman carried a 

moderately long pole, on which was fastened something of the appearance of a very old 

coconut flask, from one of the houses of the inner court to the outer building located next to 

the entrance. Again all observed a deep silence as with a solemn ceremony. We called this 
token the hanner of Iros Sipe. Indeed, we could not maintain it was anything other than a 

sacred relic, a palladium, so to speak, {p.53) of his house. But if that is what it really was, 

than what an important role certain very old coconut flasks played in the ceremonies of 

Ualan! Could they perhaps have originated from the first inhabitants of the island? These 

first settlers could only have come through voyages from a distance, on which occasion 

perhaps these present relics were their water holders, for such vessels even now serve the 

seafaring Micronesians. How sad that we did not possess enough language knowledge to 

make inquiries over these questions or even only to understand what was often enough 

brought up by our friendly hosts. Without doubt, at that time the islanders were still in 
the possession of several traditions that perhaps were soon lost. 

In the building to which the standard was carried, we found assembled t,hat morning 

a notable crowd of women, who appeared to wait for something, perhaps only the return 

of better weather. Entry was not barred to the men. But these massed accumulations of 
people in the capital, especially of the fe,;'ales, while on the land empty houses and always 

only a few people were found, must absolutely have a special significance a;'d be connected 

with the aristocratic principles of the local community. When Iros Sipe showed me the 

interior of the just mentioned treasury, some china porcelain and more champagne flasks, 

attracted my attention. In an instant I calle'd out the name Duperrey, which Iros Sipe 

repeated as one does with a name that one suddenly recalls. One of these flasks was filled 

with coconut oil; perhaps it was of special quality for the possessor appeared to attach great 

worth to it. He anointed me with it as honored visitor, as OIle also does in Europe with 

[v.
54

1. fragrant water.' Among the local curiosities that were kept here, was a piece of the 
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skin of a tropic bird, the greatest part of which consisted of hoth wings. The species was 

somewhat smaller than Phaethon phoenicurus. Everything still recognizable of the feathers 

was" with the exceptions of the dark upper back, bright-white. The under back and tail, 

as the head and belly, were missing. I could little decide from that whether it was truely 

the species that we had already seen here a few times in the distance. ,These fragments of 

a bird skin appeared to be worn as head adornment on certain occasions. 

Through the greater part of the night and the morning, heavy and continuous rain had 

fallen, and also the entire day following the bad weather was broken only by short pauses. 

Therefore, we could leave the court of Iros Sipe no sooner than until it was absolutely time 

to take up our return trip in order to be back to the ship where we were expected during 

the course of this day. Accompanied by Iros Sipe and Niina and more of their people, we 

went crosswise through the quite flat part of the island here, which separated the dwellings 

from the water of the reef. Here we came through narrow lanes shaped by garden walls and 

made very muddy by the strong rain. With the considerable height of these walls, opulently 

overgrown with all sorts of ferns, the view was always very impeded and the appear~nce 

of the totality quite dim and monotonous. On the beach the canoes of the chiefs waited 

for us, but since it was precisely low tide, we went without difficulty on foot through the 

shallow lagoon until at the north point of the island. I-Iere the edge of the reef is so close 

to the beach that on one of the places the surf almost reaches the shore itself. On the 

greater part of the path travelled by tis, the shore consists of light yellow coral sand mixed 
with an immense number of mostly broken shell~. [p.55] Perhaps a hundred paces from the 

water begins the very lush, thick brushy strand vegetation with massive high trees towering 

above. It is similar to that which we later saw on coral islands. The luxuriant, exuberantly 

growning Seaevola, differing from the more tree-like Tournefortia by its fresh, lush green, 

seems to be the principal characteristic plant next to the water here. Farther inland one 

sees the crown of Pandanus odoratis8imus everywhere. But the lack of the coconut palm, 

usually so frequent on the coral islands, points out that this tree is foreign to the natural 

vegetation character of Ualan and is therefore only cultivated. 

Countless strand birds enliven this stretch of the shore. Sadly, I was very hampered 

on this day by the eontinually recurring downpours of rain. Among the hirds here, I 

also only noticed the three kinds mentioned already: Trynga glareola, Charadrius pluvialis 

and Strepsilas col/aris. In addition to these, there is yet another larger strand bird found 

on Ualan, although infrequently: Numenius tenuirostris which is very near the European 

Numenius phaeopus. I only saw one dead example of it, which one of our companions had 

shot. 

At one of Iros Niina's estates, we separated from him and Iros Sipe after we had not 

accepted the former's invitation due to the shortage of time. Soon afterwards the edge of 
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the reef moved away again from the island, and the shore gradually took the same shape 

that it demonstrates at Coquille Harbor. Sonneratias and mangrove again rise directly out 

of the water of the lagoon, the ground around here becomes swampy, and the path travels 

mostly through water. Aiter we spent several hours of continuous wading and in the end 

were not a little fatigued, we safely arrived fairly late in the day at the camP on the small 
island. 

[p.56l The pendulum observations of the captain were finished on the next day, and he 

resolved to also go to Lala, where he was called by the friendly invitations of the chiefs. 

The break took place on 26 December, and my fellow travelers Mertens and Postels once 

again participated in the expedition, also joined by Ratmanof and Krusenstern from the 

officer corps of the ship. It would have been quite interesting for me to see still more in the 

capital; but both those days had been fully fruitless for my collection and a second stay 

there hardly promised a better result in this regard-ground enough for me to not join in. 

It was toward midday when the small company, which included two sailors from the 

Senjawin, both of the Aleutes traveling in the baidarke and more of our friends from 

Lyiil, set out on the path through the lagoon, the same that we had taken on our return 

trip. More vessels from Lyal stood ready at our disposal and were in part taken. One 

of them was used by Mr Sawalischin, the first lieutenant of the ship, in order to set out 

for a point of the south coast in the interest of the geographical survey of the island. I 

joined this small excursion. We first visited the villages of Funulof and Las, lying on the 

south coast.4 They offered me little or absolutely nothing new although the vegetation here 

seemed obviously more splendid and, where possible, still more crowded than around Lyal 

and Vagat. The nearness of steeply ascending mountain contributes not a little toward 

reinforcing the shady character of the whole. An especially splendid example of Pandanus 

odoratissimus was particularly conspicuous to me in the closest environs of Las. I drew it as 

well as the frequently reoccurring downpours permitted. [The forty to fifty feet (ca twelve 

to fifteen meters) high pandanus is described as is a creeper, probably anAri8tolochia which 
contrasts with the smaller Stizilobium, Piper and Convolvulu8.] 

[p.57l The houses of Las lay scattered about very widely in the vast woodland. Every

where I was welcomed by the natives with kind hospitality, {p.58l but the hunt supplied me 

only with duplicates. On the following day in the area of Lyal and Vagat, I also obtained 

nothing truely new although a second example of the small black Rallu8 was especially 
valuable to me. 

4 Kit.t1itz appears "to use "south" and "southern" to refer to any part of the island south of the vallcy 
between Okaht and Leluh. A look at Lhc map of the island quickly shows Lhat Ji'ihnolohf and Lacs 
are located more norih than south in the middle portion of the western coast of the. island. 
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Pandan ... s odoratissi ........ s (page 57) 

I utilized the first of 29 December, the' same day that Captain Liitke again departed 

from Liila, for the proposed great excursion to the interior of the island, especially to 

the heights which extend northward from Lyiil over the adjoining Tepat. Although the 

island everywhere exhibits a continuous woods, the difference between the cultivated places 

and the true primeval forest is still distinct enough to notice. Especially on the slopes of 

such heights, this transition is very characteristically marked by a shrub plant, the only 

representative here of the melastomacee form so rich in kinds in tropical America, a Rhexia 

that now shines with numerous crimson red flowers. This plant explicitly belongs to the 
mountainous forest border. 

Even though little or nothing new of particular concern was revealed to me on the' 

mountain path, nonetheless, the impression 'gained from the views of the uninhabited 

interior of the island deserves mention. It has a rather characteri~tic melancholiness. Where 

one overlooks far off, thickly wooded valleys through the high forest trees; where no trace 

of human activity makes itself known; where the never ending mirror of the ocean closes 

the I)orizon only in the distance; and where the shore is hidden by the lower lying heights, 
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here the remoteness of this lonely island suddenly confronts us with wondrous strength. 

Also the primeval character, so to speak, that the many tree-like ferns of this mountain 
forest give to the IImdscape puts us out of the present and into epochs where there were 
still no people and, in union with the dead stillness reigning all around, strengthens [p.Gg] 

the feeling of solitude. 

Only rarely a solitary eXample of the already mentioned Lamprothornis cOTvina m. 
appeared in the tree croWns. Although sporadically, it regularly inhabits these mountain 

regions. Here, I also found and collected a very similarly formed but very differently 
feathered bird, which I took, for lack of another supposition, to be the young of the former. 
[He continues the description of the two birds, the light colored 'young" called uiis. ear •• i 
by the natives and the darker "adult" merely called uii. He moves on to a more enlivened 
area on the shore of a forest brook, which joins with another stream further down to form 
the Uagat river. There he shoots a white tern which he takes for Sterna alba, although 

he later has second thoughts. He then again turns to describing the forest. On a steep 
precipice near the brook, he notes a local nutmeg tree (nun). On the banks of brooks grows 

the large prickly reed ·grass already mentioned. And the Freycinet.ia winds itself around 

tree stems as in the lower swamp forests.] 

[p.611 Here I also ·saw specimens of the great caladium growing quite wild, namely the 

round leaf kind equivalent to Arum Macrohizonj and my companion loaded himself with 
the edible roots of the smaller kind, which is called katak. But contrary to expectations, 
I met no more examples of the aboye mentioned mountain palm, which probably only 
is found with frequency on the highest crests of the island. Following the forest brook, 
we arrived at the main valley of the island, that of Uiigat. Here we found the village 

Melo, consisting of a few houses. It is not found in the list of villages prepared by Iros 
Kakij perhaps it was counted with Uagat. Among the trees, growing somewhat less ihick 
here than elsewhere, was an especially stately specimen of the already mentioned beautiful 
Terminalia, that was very close to the Term. catappa [p.621 that we later saw in Manila. 

[This tree is distinguished from the similar Cerbera· (ellak) by its darker green. Kittlitz then 
spends a long time hunting pigeons (the Columbia oceanica of Lesson) befOl·e returni1lg on 

the path over Uagat to Lyal.] 

Also on 30 December, the last day that I could dedicate to hunUng birds in the interior 
of the island, my booty consisted almost entirely of valuable duplicates. These included 

three examples of the beautiful, green Fringilla. Until now, I had more avoided than sought 

to hunt the feral chickens. [He shoots a chicken in the Uagat area. He also obtains an 

example of the local heron (Ardea jugularis, Wagler?). He notices a dark brown tern more 

often now than at the beginning of the stay on the island and decides that it is not the same 

as the already mentioned Sterna stolida but perhaps Sterna panayen8is or St. tenuirostris.] 
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The Tree Ka (Terrninalia Katappa?) (page 62) I . 
On 1 January 1828, the camp on the small island had already been quite picked 

up and all was placed on board in preparation for the departure. I yet trekked in the 

lagoon with a company of men and women returning together ·from fishing. I succeeded 
in obtaining several especlally interest,ing specimens from the plentiful catch that they had 

made. [These included two examples of Acanthuru8 lineatu8 which were nowhere clse again 
found, a large, speared Lethrinu8 kind and a Platax Vespertilio. The 11sb collection included 

many others, most ofwllich were brollgllt on board during Kittlitz's absences. lIe mentions 
Julis· and Cheilinu8 kinds, Gomph08u8, Serranu8, a Scarus kind, Heniochus carnutu., a 
third Chaetodon, Baliste lamouroux, Me8oprion, Amphacanthu8 and the black eel Muraena 
laceped., frequent in the Uiigat river and a/ways in fresh water.] 

[v.6s1 After we had gotten under sail on 2 .January, we first took up the geography of 

the southeast and east sides of the island. I suffered again as usual from the detestable 
[p.661 Sea sickness and this lime even more than to be expected with the moderate rocking 

of the ship .. Thus, I was not on deck when the ship settled opposite Liila island, where 

to our great surprise nobody appeared to visit. What could have caused the previously 
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so friendly chiefs to now be so indifferent? This question must he asked by all who were 

witnesses of the surprising behavior, a hehavior that had already emerged on the morning 

of 29 December at the time of Captain Liitke's departure for Lala. Then on the earlier 

evening, Iros Nana as well as Iros Sipe had been willing to accompany the captain and 

in the night unmistakable preparations for the departure had been made. However in 

the morning, all remained undone and the chiefs were either not at all to be found or 

appeared determinedly indifferent and out of humor. Iros Nana did come yet one time 

briefly before the departure of the ship, yet evidently only in order to take the axe that 

had been promised him and with the explicit declaration that Sipe did not come. Nana 

himself brought nothing of provisions and wished again to go away. That he afterwards 

was persuaded to remain on board the night together with Kaki resulted only following the 

rational presentation of the latter. Likely he was not yet back to Lala when the ship settled 

there in vain. The strange ill humor, which must have befallen the chiefs in the night of 

28 to 29 December, was to the now Admiral Liitke, as he wrote in his journey account, 

a distressing enigma. Reluctantly, he was capahle of no other explanation than that the 

selfishness of these people, who perhaps we had too freely overwhelmed with gifts, at last 

caused their dispositions to change to. the usual indifference of the unthankful. Yet such 

a transition would [v. 67l in any case be very gradual, not suddenly adopted. The_~iddle 
requires thus another explanation. 

Indeed the key to such is found in the single remaining fact rememhered by me ahout 

that day. A since deceased fellow traveller told me at that time, without mentioning the 

ill humor of the chiefs, something that first made sense to me through the reading of the 

printed book. During that stay in Lala, he was once forced at night time to go out in the 
open air hut because of very bad weather compelled to seek shelter under a roof. Then 

he had come on a shed-like building, in which a pair of canoes of Iros Togrsha were kept. 

Ir08 Nana, who soon came there, had then shown an unusually great displeasure and had 

become hard to please. This apparently irrelevant tension might, when all is put together, 

lead to a perfect explanation of the puzzle. Consider the conspicuous, for us, dignity of the 

Iros Togrsha. So it was not unlikely that that shed might have been a site, the defilement 

of which must be worth unheard outrage. If Iros Nana had communicated the basis of 

his indignation at that time-and why should he not?-then the matter is no longer dark. 

Then it is also clear why the distinguished chiefs (,cit bitterness over the offense while Kaki i 
more confident in us through longer association, remained quite unchanged. He considered 

the matter more from the standpoint of' the cosmopolitan. The example indicates how 

easily the best of intentions can lead to downfall, how easy it is to unknowingly commit a 

serious offense when among- a people whose speech is not understood and whose customs 

and life style are foreign. 
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After circumnavigating the island we found ourselves across from Lyal on the morning 

of the 3 January. A boat was dispatched [p.68l in order to present a present, which had 

been intended for lros Togrsha before in Lala but never fetched. Finally it was entrusted 

to the good, intelligent Iros Kaki of Lyal. It was a live female pig, which hopefully will be 

useful to the island through its issue. Indeed, it is not to be learned how fateful the future 

for the people may be with the possession of domestic animals and all of its consequences. 

Perhaps in the acquisition of this one pig lay the seed of an incalculable series of more 

important changes in the social status of the island. We hope also that these changes, with 

time ahsolutely necessary, have not led immediately to evils! 

From Ualan, the ship sailed two degrees southward in order to make observations in 

the neighborhood of the magnetic equator at 4° 7' north latitude. Beginning 5 January, 

we approached in a northward course the regions of the ocean in which so much was yet 
to determine and to be discovered by us. 
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Ip·691 

THIRTEENTH CHAPTER 

Our stay on Ualan in no ways confirmed the views of the previous century, not yet 

entirely abandoned, according to which the humid climate of this island must be very 

unhealthy. None of us had become sick there, even though our people sometimes had 

worked long hours wading in the water in the immediate vicinity of the mangrove brush. 

Also, I was the only one of our whole ship company who fell sick with a fever a few days 

after we departed. Perhaps this is to be attributed more to the exertion, as I assembled 

copious material for my "Vegetation Views," than to the climactic influence. The fever 

deliriums centered mainly around significant objects, for example around tree ferns, whose 
sight to me became ruined for the following time. 

[He was improving by the morning of 14 January when the high island of Ponape Was 
sighted.] 
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